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The introduction of an entirely new family of Mark Levinson amplifiers seldom occurs. Mark Levinson products are not introduced on a
annual schedule, or according to the perceived needs of a marketing deportment. Rather, Mark Levinson products are introduced when
painstaking research and development pay off in the form of products which greatly improve upon what was previously possible.
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Steve Harris
Editor

Just as Iwas
penning an
editorial to
The Hi Fi
Show,
explaining that
you'll have to
wait until next
month for the
full show
report, Bar y
Fox returned
from Brussels
with some
important and
long- waited
news. So for
this month I'm
handing over
the ' Comment'
page to him!

E-MAIL
You can
contact us via
e-mail on
1015 74.223&i
compuserae.co.rt
Please speçe
'HiFi News' in
the subject field of
sour MiSSagi

he ten member companies of Super Audio' and multichannel
the DVD Consortium have
'Super Sound'. There is even a
now set a standard for DVD
karaoke option.
Video. The standard, called Version
Bob Stuart had come to Brussels
1.0 to distinguish it from Ver 0.9
fresh from Pioneer's demonstration
which had been circulated for
at the The HiFi Show of 96kHz/24comment, runs to 800 pages and
bit PCM with still pictures from a
costs $ 5000 (from Toshiba). Ver 1.0
CD-type disc. 'There may now be
was officially announced during a no need for a separate DVD audio
two day DVD Forum, held midstandard' he says.
September in Brussels.
Current
thinking
in
the
Those who buy the standard must
Consortium is that in the future
sign a non-disclosure agreement;
people may buy DVD music discs
but, as one designer close to the
and use them most of the time for
Consortium put it ' Ihave signed so
listening only, occasionally plugging
many NDAs Ihave
the player into a
long since lost track
video display for
of what I can and
optional pictures.
can't say'.
The dual- layer disc
Ver 1.0 specifies
can
carry
a
an encryption system
conventional ( Red
developed
by
Book)
audio
Matsushita
to
recording in the
control copying, and
lower
track,
for
now
officially
playback
on
an
BARRY FOX
proposed
by the
ordinary CD player.
reports from Brussels
Consortium to the
The high density
Hollywood movie studios. But
recording will be on the upper track,
Hollywood has not yet endorsed the
for readout by a player with DVD
system, so there is no promise yet
optics. So shops need only stock one
of a wide range of movie titles to
disc format.
support ahardware launch.
John Dawson, managing director
At Brussels, Consortium members
of Arcam, was also in Brussels. 'This
agreed there was no point in launis very encouraging,' he said. ' It's a
ching players without awide range
real bonus and very exciting. It
of software. So there is no launch
makes my trip here worthwhile. If it
schedule for the USA or Europe.
can be done, it will be done. It must
The big and pleasant surprise is that
make DVD interesting for specialist
the Ver 1.0 video standard rethinks
record companies'.
Consortium policy on audio.
The downside is that DVD audio
Says Bob Smart of Meridian, prime
will only take off if it can ride on the
mover
behind
the
Acoustic
back of DVD movie, and success or
Renaissance for Audio's drive to use
failure of the movie format depends
DVD as acarrier for multi-channel,
entirely "on what support it now gets
uncompressed PCM audio, 'Iam very
from
the
Hollywood
studios.
happy with Ver 1.0. There has been
Industry sources fear that Hollywood
ahuge shift to high audio quality. The
sees home movie copying as more of
standard is now very flexible and
a bogey than it really is. This may
leaves room for a wide range of delay the DVD video launch and
options, right up to 96kHz, 24-bit
stifle consumer interest. But at the
linear PCM, either on its own or with
Brussels meeting, all manufacturers
still pictures or lower quality video.'
were raring to go with DVD-ROM
The standard refers to this as
drives for PCs.

NEXT MONTH: PRIZES WORTH £ 5000 MUST BE WON!
December's cover story reviews ' the

Feature pages are dominated by Part 1 of

culmination of five years' work', the Wilson

our massive report from The Hi Fi Show,

Benesch analogue system. Technical reviews

revealing the vast number of new products

cover Krell's ' Full Power Balanced' FPB300
power amplifier, plus a bunch of affordable
integrated amps, the Epos ES12
speaker — plus a group of
ten under-£ 1000 CD
players including the

unveiled this year. Classical music
reviews cover the latest from Renée
Fleming and many other artists, plus
audiophile LP reissues. And finally, don't
miss your chance to win a superb pair
of Castle speakers in a free-entry

latest from Denon,

£5000

Linn. Mission. Quad

December issue goes on sale

and other major brands.

competition. The

Friday, 1 November.

November 1996

NEys (011
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21 Win this

11

ATC 50 speaker
kit from
Wilmslow,
worth £2000

CONTRIBUTORS
Hi -Fi: David Bernman, Chris Beeching, Andrew Cartmel, Martin Colloms, Peter J Comeau,
John Crabbe, Ben Duncan, Barry Fox, Alvin Gold, Ken Kessler, Paul Miller, John Nelson, Matthew Thorne
Classical Music: Andrew Achenbach, Nalen Anthoni, Peter Branscombe, Christopher Breunig,
Robert Cowan, John Crabbe, Robert Deigning, George Hall, Julian Haylock, Antony Hodgson,
James M Hughes, Calum MacDonald, Bill Newman, David Nice
Rock, Pup & Jazz: Johnny Black, Fred Dellar, Ken Kessler, Valerie Potter, Ben Watson

64 Marantz PM 16 amp:
aimed at the high end?

24 TAKING ON THE
BIG BOYS

1

with the db101, Rogers hopes it
has a bookshelf speaker to rival
the likes of Bose, JBL and B&W
Ken Kessler

26 PRECISION CRAFTED
Pioneer's £ 400 A30OR Precision
amplifier is the latest brainchild
of designer Tom Evans
David Berriman

28 MUSIC PREMIER
Conrad-Johnson's Premier 14
line pre- amp on test
Martin Colloms

32 CHROMATOLOGY
the Theta Chroma 396 DAC
now offers the HDCD option
Ken Kessler

35 DIGITAL BLOCKBUSTERS
ten hot new CD players for
under 050: the Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge CD6, Kenwood DP7090, Marantz CD- 67, NAD
514, Philips CD751,
Rotel RCD970BX, Sony
CDP-XA2ES,
Technics SLPS670A and
the Yamaha
CDX-590
Paul Miller

53 UP FROM
THE FLOOR
three budget
floorstanding
speakers: the
Acoustic
Energy AE109,
Tannoy Profile Plus
635 and Revolver 250
Peter Comeau

62 MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR
does the sound of the Unison
Research Mystery One pre-amp
live up to its gorgeous looks?
There's only one way to find out...
Ken Kessler

64 SIXTEEN AND OVER
Marantz's Reference Series
PM16 integrated amplifier aims
for the high end
Peter J Comeau

67 SUPER SUPREME
we audition Ortofon's MC20 and
MC30 Supreme moving coils
Matthew Thorne

16 THE HI-FI
NEWS
AWARDS
we present our verdict on
the best products up to £ 000

21 WIN £2000 OF
ATC/WILMSLOW KIT
SPEAKERS
the kit ATCK50 speakers from
Wilmslow Audio are a kit
version of the famed ATC
SCM50 studio monitors. They
could be yours...

70 DOUBLE GRAND
our system building series
reaches the £2000 mark.
Which are the most effective
combinations at this price?
Alvin Gold

107 REVIEWERS
RECOMMEND
53 top ten CDs
at under £350:
which one would

the equipment our reviewers
recommend — and what they
actually listen to...

you buy at ‘350?

59 DYNAMIC DUO
Musical Fidelity's
F16 power amplifier and
F25 pre-amp combination
Alvin Gold

4

62 Is Unison's
Mystery a mystery
or a marvel?
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3 COMMENT
from the Editor
Steve Harris

67

moving-coils with

promise: Ortofon's MC20
and MC30 Supreme

7 VIEWS
readers' letters

11

NEWS
products, innovations, events

19 HEADROOM

24

Stax's miniature headphones
Ken Kessler

David and

Goliath: Rogers
takes on the
speaker giants

23 TECHNOLOGY
copy protection may
cripple the launch of DVD
Barry Fox
28

69 BLACK BOX
why you can't compare valves
and transistors unless the
topologies are identical
Ben Duncan

Conrad Johnson's

Premier 14 line pre-amp
under the microscope

75 SIDELINES

26

more reflections on the world
of music and hi-fi
John Crabbe

Precision made: this amplifier is

a Tons Evans-Pioneer collaboration

75 COMPACT DISC SERVICE
save on CDs by post

77 RADIO
more on John Birt, the
`Lilliburlero' and DAB
John Nelson

111 ACCESSORIES CLUB
Kontak cleaning fluid is back
with an improved formula

113 SUBSCRIPTIONS

e.)
78 REVIEWS INDEX
79 RECORD OF
THE MONTH
Monteverdi's
L'Incaronazione
di Poppea

receive HFNIRR every
month by post

113 BACK ISSUES
missed aback number of
HFNIRR? Don't panic, help
is at hand...

more readers' letters, with two
sides of asingle-ended issue

118 DEALER GUIDE
your county-by-county guide

123 CLASSIFIED
find the best hi-fi bargains!

130 FINALE
Germany is leading the
renaissance of great jazz,
reissued on audiophile vinyl,
and at an unusually low price
Andrew Cartrnel
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Choice:
Belinda

79 CLASSICAL
REVIEWS
91

115 VIEWS TOO

Art Editor's

Carlisle.
page 97

CLASSICAL
REISSUES

97 ROCK & JAZZ
Neil Young's
'Broken Arrow' is
this month's
featured album

103 ROCK/POP
REISSUES
105 AUDIOPHILE
REISSUES

f
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Searching,
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Quest Z
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ti DIOPHILLS want aloudspeaker that successfully combines the slam' of moving coil bass with the
transparency and precise detail of an electrostatic eia The search is over: Martin Logan Ltd—the
electrostatic loudspeaker technology company— uniquely satisfies these requirements with its
astonishing electrostatic/moving coil hybrid loudspeakers ?e
, The Martin Logan range incorporates the
classic CLSIIZ fUll-range..full-height electrostatic, the flagship hybrids Quest Zand SL3 and the
massively popular Aerius ea, The Aerius is the culmination of a decade of advances in hybrid
loudspeaker technology. Compact enough for the smaller room, this revealing speaker sacrifices
nothing in performance ea. Reviewers' opinions are remarkably positive—Alvin Gold (
Audiophile June
1993): '
The impression of life. vitality and sheer exuberant involvement that it generates with agood
system puts it in a class of its aun.• za. 4Itin Gold
Choice January 1996) wrote of the SL:1: 'more
capable of assuming the persona of the music than almost any box speaker you care to name'. ze,
:Martin Gems
\ems August 1995) .finind the SL.3 to be: 'one of the sweetest. smoothest mid-prire
electrostatic hybrids Try ever heard regardless of maker.. He continued: ' Me ,SL3 can produce images
that don't impress: they convince.. ?a
, Contact Absolute Soundsfor adealer list where you can audition
these remarkable loudspeakers ?a
, And now Home Cinema speakers ?a
, Shins surround speakers are

in/on wall
electrostatic dipoles that can be painted to match any room: the bps is acentrechannel wide dispersion electrostatic/dynamic tweeter hybrid ea, Martin Logan— the electrostatic

tbsolute Sounds
38 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE

Telephone
Facsimile

0181-9173017
0181-879 7962
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'Now picture
this. A big,
rich warm
sound,
which still
combines
superb
clarity and
detail,
exceptional
sound
staging and
transient
speed that
does not
sound
deficient at
low listening
levels'

CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME
Dear Sir, Listener fatigue may well
be the greatest malaise in the hi-fi
industry at the moment. It seems
that modern technology such as
CD, solid state amplifiers and the
recordings themselves have made
enormous strides in increased
clarity, speed, and attack but this is
so often at the price of fatigue to
the listener. This is why vinyl still
has such afollowing.
It is evident from hi-fi magazine
problem pages that much
dissatisfaction appears to reflect the
thin, dry, forward, clinical sound
that even up-market systems often
provide. Ironically, matters can
become worse upon upgrading, as
components are more revealing and
frequently become intolerant of less
than perfectly recorded material or
component mismatches. Bright,
clinical sound may be initially
exciting but it often fails to
communicate the essence of the
music on an emotional level and
the listener's interest is soon lost.
Now picture this. A big, rich
warm sound, which still combines
superb clarity and detail,
exceptional sound staging and
transient speed that does not sound
deficient at low listening levels. It
took me years to discover that this
is what agood modern valve
amplifier delivers (particularly one
of the single ended persuasion),
when mated to appropriately
sensitive speakers and using smooth
but detailed cables and
interconnects such as Van den Hul
or Audio Note. Forget any
preconceptions that valve amps are
warm and woolly and arrange a
home demonstration. You may
discover, like me, that they offer an
excellent counter to the overexuberance of many CDs.
JDevries, Kent
QUAD'S NEW, PUSSYCAT?
Dear Sir, As adevotee, over many
years, of Quad products, Iam very
concerned that, together with new
owners, the company has inherited

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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adeathwish. It seems that the days
when the name of Quad was
synonymous with quality and
service are, sadly, disappearing.
When the 77 series integrated
amplifier was introduced, at the
beginning of 1995, it was given
extremely enthusiastic reviews by
all the hi-fi press (
HFNIRR
included) and, shortly afterwards,
the 77 CD player was given
similarly universal praise.
All the reviews were good and
the press were all agog with the
wonderful ` two-way' remote that
imposed no limits on the number of
separate components it could
control. But, alas, Quad promptly
proceeded to shoot itself in the
foot.
Immediately the 77 series was
announced, Idecided (beguiled by
the good reviews and the
possibilities of the new system) to
sell my existing 66 equipment and
invest in the new 77 amplifier and
CD player. That, Ibelieve, was my
first mistake. First of all, I
discovered that the amplifier would
not operate from the remote
control, as the software was
different. Itherefore had to take it
back to Quad's factory in
Huntingdon. On getting the
modified unit home, two internal
fuses blew on switch on! Then I
found that the remote control
(£300's worth) wouldn't function
properly and, in fact, has had to be
replaced twice.
During this time,1 was eagerly
looking forward to the introduction
of the 77 tuner (Ihad, of course,
sold the 66 tuner with the rest of
the system). The introduction of
this important component has been
continually put back and, after
phoning Quad at regular intervals
(only to be told various dates for its
launch — March ' 95, Summer ' 95,
February ' 96, Spring ' 96, Summer
'96), Inow learn that it is
expected(!) this November. Were it
not for the good offices of alocal
hi-fi dealer (Darby's of St Albans)
who ' lent' me atuner, Iwould have
been without radio since February
1995 — and all because Iwas keen
enough on Quad products to be
one of the first investors in the new
77 system.
As if this sorry tale were not
enough, Iread in HFNIRR [
Aug,
p57] that Quad has introduced a
restyled 77 series ('wearing carbonfibre inserts') at the New York
audio show. This news, of course,
prompts the question, instead of
messing about with the existing 77
amplifier and CD, why don't Quad
concentrate on getting atuner to
the many (hundreds? thousands?)
people who have, perhaps

misguidedly. bought the 77 system,
with its wonderful remote control
facilities, only to find that they have
been denied the tuner for almost
two years?
The above is written, to coin a
phrase, more in sorrow than in
anger. Iam still aQuad fan (and
Ross Walker is, as ever, always very
helpful) but Iam sorely tempted to
sell the lot and try another make —
one whose products are available! I
wonder how many other Quad
purchasers are thinking the same?
R Mathers, Hertfordshire
Ross Walker of Quad replies:
Iapologisito Mr Mather for the
delays and thank him for his
patience. Isuspect that if Iwas in
his position Iwould have been
tempted to heave the whole lot
through the Quad reception
window.
The constant delays to the
launch of the Quad 77 FM tuner
have been frustrating and
embarrassing for all on the sales
and marketing side at Quad. We
have had alot of broken promises
from the R&D department.
However, atimetable is agreed
and the tuner is now in the preproduction phase and on schedule
for production in October.
Ihope that Mr Mathers will find
the wait worthwhile.
NI-F1 APOSTATE
Dear Sir, Ihad to write after
reading N Allinson's letter
[September]. What asad bunch
you all are. Here is aguy who takes
the word of areviewer rather than
the evidence of his own ears. A
respected designer spends years
creating aspeaker that is as near
the truth as he can make it and his
efforts are dismissed as crap by this
'expert'. What speakers has he
designed lately? No, the only thing
that is crap is his judgement. He
hasn't got any.
You're all chasing the holy grail,
trying to get every last ounce of
information from your systems.
Hasn't the penny dropped yet?
You're flogging adead horse. The
only way to get areally truthful
sound is to hear it live. Everything
else is reproduction.
Last year Idecided to get off the
roller coaster and sold my £8000
system (Michell Gyrodec/Fidelity
Research arm/Garrott Decca
Cartridge; Musical Fidelity A370
MkII with MVX preamplifier;
Philips CD960 CD player, used as
atransport only, with Musical
Fidelity DAC; Vandersteen LC2
speakers; Nakamichi ZX-7 cassette
deck; Revox B77 open-reel tape
deck). Ifound my old 1976 Fisher
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Sound Retrieval System

The lead guitarist o 'Mission Aborted' is about to smash his axe over your head. Don't worry, it won't hurt a bit.
You see you're listening on aSharp SRS 3D Surround Sound system, so it sounds so real you feel like you're actually there.

Using the revolutionary ' Sound Retrieval System', the audio system engulfs the room with vivid, 3D Surround Sound from just two speakers.
And because you get the same effect wherever you are in the room, you can get up and rock around to your hearts content. There are 4audio
systems with SRS available. Each one provides a more affordable alternative to norma: multi speaker
systems. So do the intelligent thing. Surround yourself with sound, not speakers. Ask for ademo at any
leading
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store

or

call
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READERS'
unus
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

receiver in the loft together with a
pair of Lowther Acousta speakers, a
Garrard 301 in SME plinth with
SME arm and Ortofon SL15E
cartridge. Ihad aTechnics CD
player lying around, found some
lighting flex, because the Lowthers
won't accept anything thicker, and
switched on.
Guess what? Beautiful sound,
wonderful music. Easily
comparable to my previous state-ofthe-art system. (Talk about
diminishing returns.) And no
pretence about being what it is not.
Just great reproduction. Idon't care
if I'm not getting the lowest octave
of bass, and you can stick rhythm
and speed up your woofer. Iget all
of that from the music, because that
is where it is. It is not something
created by the system. I've got an
old Roberts radio and sometimes I
get as big athrill from that as Ido
from the finest hi-fi. It's to do with
your own emotional involvement in
the music and no system is going to
instill that if it is not there already.
If it is there, then you don't need all
this junk in the first place. As for
the opinions of these so called
'golden ears', what do they know
anyway? They are mostly old men
whose hearing doesn't extend
beyond 13kHz.
Ino longer worry about how near
the truth my system sounds, Ijust
accept it as fine reproduction (I
defy anyone to tell me my system is
not extremely musical). Iam
relaxed and am enjoying my
collection more than Ihave in
years. Ihave shed all my neurosis.
Furthermore, Iused some of the
money Igot for my old system to
buy 400 new CDs. That's more like
it, Ifinally got my priorities right.
So carry on spending fortunes for
little return if you must. Carry on
buying those green pens and clothes
pegs. After all you're keeping a
whole industry going and they are
laughing all the way to the bank —
at you! If this isn't the most blatant
case of the Emperor's new clothes,
then Idon't know what is.
R Crombie, Hertfordshire
OH MY GUIDE
Dear Sir, While generally Ido not
agree with Mr Garrard's letter on
page 107 of your June issue, Ido
think 'The Good Hi-fi Guide'
deserves some reassessing, if not a
total revamp. A case in point is the
ATC SCM10 speaker which has ' 3
stars'. Ihave compared the ATC
and the Audio Physic Steps in a
proper demo. The shut-in and
muted ATCs are simply no
comparison to the invisibly open
and dynamic Steps. Obviously,
your magazine's ratings have been

influenced by the opinion of its
reviewer. But surely there must be
some sort of reference or balance
before sending products to the
stars. Might Ialso suggest a
separate listing or index or products
that are too expensive to be
included in The Good Hi-fi Guide.
Finally, graphics-wise your
magazine is still the most neat,
concise, and well laid-out hi-fi
publication on the market.
Henry Fan, Oslo, Norway
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The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy 6's.
for
andlarger
at least
cabinets
6panels

Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet.
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker ( if fitted)

HEALTHY COMPETITION
Dear Sir, Could Imake a
suggestion concerning your
monthly competitions? On quite a
few occasions the entry form is
positioned in such away that
cutting it out in order to enter the
competition also removes part of an
article on the reverse side of the
page.
Surely it is not beyond your
capabilities to position the entry
form on apage opposite an
advertisement, which is not so
important as editorial. When these
competitions first started, it was
permissible to enter aphotocopy of
the entry form, which got round the
problem Ihave complained about.
Irealise that you need to ensure
that entries are all bona fide
specimens from someone who has
actually purchased the magazine, so
can Iask you to please position the
entry form as Ihave suggested.
Ihave taken HFNIRR for over 25
years now (and will probably
continue to do so) and still enjoy it,
although Iwould like to see more
of the ' inexpensive' constructional
articles that used to form part of the
magazine in years gone by. Another
sad sign of the times is that more
and more reviews are becoming
subjective, with little in the way of
test results, graphs etc. If this trend
continues, then magazines like
HFNIRR will sink to the level of
What HiFi?
Imust admit my heroes are
people like Peter Baxandall, Reg
Williamson and John LinsleyHood, whose down-to-earth
approach is somewhat lacking in
today's writers and engineers.
These were also engineers who
realised the importance of
measured effects, rather than a
purely subjective assessment.
D Basford, Herts
Mr Basford has apoint. From this issue
onwards, all competitions may be entered
using aphotocopy of the entry form, but
only one entry per reader will be accepted.
Multiple entries, if received, will be deemed
invalid; Ihope this is fair! On another
note, we do have some constructional
projects in the pipeline — Ed

Place the flexible Deflex
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less
distortion when
played loud

What the sleet* ems to wiry—
' . a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

WA Neva & Record RrAevr

Itatst1994

"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved intemal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audiophile - January 1994
But one things for sure - the Deflex panels
are po gimmick. They work..."
Audle Video - D•0111111111f 1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and amonenatural sound..."
NI-R Choice -Janus« 1994
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality
Value for money

1111111.3111
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Standard Panel £7.95 ( 28cm x 21cm)
Medium Panel

£6.95 ( 28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£ 5.95 ( 24cm x 13cm)

Sub-Woofer Panel £ 14.95 (34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £5.00

Spectre Dynamics make a range of products to
suit the connoisseur end 01Y enthusiast
Products Include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHFET SEAUNG STPIP 1ler", `",

For a
EE information pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA DYNAMICS

(
01745) 571600
Fax (
01745) 570194
Tel

ACCESS •

ve,A - AMEX • C.O.D.

Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
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F. I244)679 IMMIX TM NS 7150/0 Fea 76, 714, Mill [OM
21198 8111
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Roger
BRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY
Rogers International ( UK) Ltd
Sales and Marketing Centre
Unit 113
Bath House Road
Bedd ngton Lane
Croydon
SURREY CRO 4TD
Tel: 0181 683 2101
Fax: 0181 684 6469

Introducing...the Rogers db101, afusion
of Rogers sound technology with
modern streamlined design from
Peter Stevens, stylist of the
McLaren F1 ` Supercar'.
Powerful and efficient, the fully shielded
db101 has a unique floating tweeter and
high definition bass driver to suit
professional, commercial and
audiophile music applications.
The db101 is available in nine highgloss aluminium and natural finishes and custom finishes to order.
THE DB101 IS DESIGNED BY
ROGERS, STYLED BY PETER
STEVENS, AND DRIVEN BY ALL
PRIVILEGED AMPLIFIERS.

• • • the loetct 12,ealè,
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CAMBRIDGE CUTS
COST OF HDCD
C

world's lowest- priced HDCD

Cambridge

operation. The six models, which
include the Q95C centre channel

Audio's A3
is

speaker, are designed to appeal

also

to both Home theatre and hi-fi

introduced this autumn.

Sourced in the Far East but
designed by John Westlake, erstwhile
Pink Triangle digital electronics
innovator, the Cambridge two-box
CD 'brings leading edge technology
within reach of budget conscious
audiophiles'. Using twin transformers,
a discrete, low phase noise, clock
oscillator circuit, and an ultra-highspeed Hewlett Packard opto isolator,
Discmagic 1 is said virtually to
eliminate jitter.
Isomagic DAC2 contains an
HDCD digital filter, described as 'the
most accurate... the world has seen'.

CARBON FIBRE
CASTLE

A

dded value - that's the story of
Castle's new Avon floorstanding
loudspeaker which replaces the
familiar Chester.
Rather than
introduce a pared down, cheaper
model, Castle developed a new
166mm main driver using a light,
stiff, lossy, carbon fibre diaphragm,
37mm diameter voice coil and diecast chassis. The long fibres of 25
micron diameter, woven carbon used
for the diaphragm are
resin bonded and
baked at 300°C for
12hours to meet the
performance criteria.
The £ 699 Avon
is
real
wood
veneered
loudspeaker
containing a25mm
polyamide
laminated soft dome
tweeter. It has a
braced 25mm thick
MDF cabinet and is
resistively
reflex
loaded by means of
avent in the base.
Contact Castle
Acoustics Ltd. Tel:
+44 ( 0)1756
795333.
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Retaining the

socketry allows bi-wire/bi-amp

exclusively

amplifier

range.

wider stereo imaging. Rear panel

available through Richer Sounds
integrated

and

the new driver aims to give even

Discmagic 1, the brand's long-

stores.

drivers

proven Uni Q coincident • format,

awaited affordable CD transport.
are

main

KEF's newly streamlined Uni Q
speaker

product, is launched alongside

products

Clear- coned

gently-curved cabinets feature in

ambridge Audio's Isomagic
DAC2, described as the

Both

CLEAR- CONED
UNI -42
SPEAKERS
FROM KEF

lovers and are said to be easier
to drive than their predecessors.
Models range in price from the
£199 Q15 to the £ 999 Q75. KEF
Audio Ltd, 01622 672261.
Cambridge Audw's 43 integrated amplifier
(top) and Discmagic CD transport

Additional features that set the
Isomagic DAC2 apart from the crowd
are its SAA7350 DAC, 15 regulated
power supplies, gold-plated PTFE
insulated analogue sockets and goldcoated circuit board tracks.
The M integrated amplifier is rated
at 60W per channel into 8ohms and
100W per channel into 4 ohms.
Unusually it includes an R-core
transformer, MOSFET driver transistors and Sanken output transistors.
Twin high current loudspeaker
terminals allow for easy bi-wiring.
Prices are £ 300 each for the
Discmagic Iand Isomagic DAC2 and
£200 for the M. For more details call
The HiFi Club, 0171 827 9827.

NEAT ADDS GRAVITAS

N

Meat Acoustics has developed a modular
upgrade for the Petite Il loudspeaker, in

the form of the Gravitas stereo subwoofer.
The result is the complete floorstanding
Neat Gravitas speaker system, which aims
to improve the sound beyond the
capabilities of the Petite II as well as
extending bass response. Two Neat
Acoustics 165mm bass drivers give a
compound bass loading and the use of
8mm spiked feet on the Gravitas
subwoofers and 6mm spiked feet under the
Petite Il play a critical part in the design.
Prices are £ 1925 for the complete
Petite II/Gravitas setup or £ 1175 for the
Gravitas subwoofers alone. Contact Neat
Acoustics Ltd on 01833 631021.

AUDIO ALCHEMY Visual Reality Engine
v1.0 is a vi leo signal purifier for LaserDisc.

MAY AUDIO MARKETING has a new
division, making high quality quarter- wave

DSS ard VCR. Tel + 1 ( 818) 7350329.

and reflex speakers, the Audio Gem Opal and

B-TECH BT77 ' Ultragrip Prc adjustable

Emerald. Tel 01535 632700.

speaker wail tracket

MILLER & KREISEL'S V125 THX active

(illustrated) will grip

sub has been reduced to £ 800. Call UK

models weighiig up to

distributor Mafia Trading Co 01962 886280.

25kg ( 55Ibs) and

SENNHEISER has two new headphones for

measur ng 17C-280 x
510 x 330mm (
whd).

HD25 and HD25SP. at £ 160 and £ 85
respectively, High sensitivity ensures 120dB-

Price per pair is £ 30.

plus SPLs, cables are plug-in reinforced

Tel 01689 84E999.

steel. Tel 01494 551551.

CD PROJECTS' new Roladisc 15in 150-

SILVERTONE offers silver and silver plated

disc CD storage system has twin clear

copper speaker cables and interconnects.

sleeves for each disc and booklet for ease of

Prices range from £ 10 per metre for the

access/ organisation. Prices £12.99-£19.99

Silver-Sonic MC speaker cable ( silver-plated

depending on finish. Call Bib 01442 233233.

OF copper) to £ 95 for the Sc Fl pure silver

GRUNDIG Space Fidelity package systems

interconnect. Tel 01973 743054.

feature left and right speakers firing into the

SONIC LINK believes its Vermillion Audio

room in opposite directions. Tubes of

Interconnect is the first ever made with

different lengths provide variable resistance

titanium conductors, and claims better sound

at different frequencies. creating a spatial

than copper. silver or carbon. Prices from

effect. Tel 01788 545817.

£170 ( 0.5m pair), Tel 01332 361390.
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CYRUS ONE- BOX PLAYER
SITS PRETTY
M

TURNTABLES
FOR THE PROS

5

imon Yorke Designs has created
a transcription turntable for
professional and high end audio
applications. The Series 7 turntable
can be used to play anything from
78s and LPs to lacquers and 20in
vinyl discs. Lasercut armboards can
accommodate one of two alternative
venions of the Simon Yorke tonearm.
A 9M or 12M armtube, with
removeable headshell, can be fitted
to the unipivot bearing structure.
Micron tolerance, machined
stainless steel is used for the 1lkg
austenitic (non-magnetic), flanged,
flywheel-effect platter and hardened
main bearing shaft. An intermediate
transfer system involves belt drive
both from AC motor to separate
pulley housing and onto the platter
rim. An acrylic-over-cork record mat
is supplied, though the designer
recognises some users may prefer to
experiment with different materials to
suit specific discs and personal tastes.
The package of Series 7 with 9
inch tonearm retails for £6500.
More details from Simon Yorke
Designs, 01388 730960.

ission- Cyrus
reckons that its
brand new dAD3
integrated CD player
wouldn't disgrace
even
the
most
elaborate component
systems. Its 18-bit
D/A converter is said
to achieve more than 100dB
dynamic range with exceptional low level
resolution and ultra- low jitter, under the
control of a highly stable system clock.
Extensive inter-stage power supply decoupling
and star earthing techniques are used to isolate
sensitive analogue stages from high speed
digital circuits and Cyrus has opted for
monolithic laser optics in search of superior
alignment consistency and error free
information retrieval. A special self-centring
suspension system minimises vibration-induced
disc reading error. Built-in upgradability allows

use of an external PSX-R DC power supply
to overcome mains spikes and ' maximise
musical communication' from CD sources.
In addition to dAD3, Cyrus has introduced
the new Hark equipment rack. This is a
combination of diecast and extruded
components arranged so that shelves can be
located either side of a central spine.
Interconnects, mains distribution units and
speaker cable are hidden from view. The
structure is substantially formed from nonmagnetic alloy to prevent electromagnetic
interference. Full-width components can be
accommodated as well as the narrower Cyrus
range of electronics, on amaximum of eight
shelves.
Cyrus dAD3 retails for £598. The five shelf
Hark retails for £298. Additional shelves are
£35 apiece and a fully adjustable floor
mounting assembly costs an additional £98.
For more details contact Mission- Cyrus
Group, 01480 451777.

EPOS REPLACES A CLASSIC

E

pos
has
replaced its
popular
longrunning
ES11
loudspeaker with
the £ 500/pair
ES12
model.
The ' 12 mirrors
some of the new
design ideas embodied in the ES22 floorstander while
maintaining the Epos tradition. A new aluminium dome
tweeter and 150mm injection moulded polymer cone
bass/mid driver are integrated using asingle crossover
component. Considerations of musical pace, rhythm and
timing, traditional Epos traits, remained a priority for
the ES12, which is engineered for improved transient
response, stereo definition and sensitivity, specified at
88dB/W at lm. ES12 has agas-flow port, 24nun braced
MDF cabinet and achoice of real wood veneers. Epos
Acoustics, 01705 407722.

EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS
18-20 OCTOBER High End Vienna • 96.
Hotel Vienna Plaza. Schottenring 11. A-1010
Vienna. Contact + 43 662 824010.
20 OCTOBER Audio Fair 96. sale of old
and new audio, records, memorabilia etc,
Watersmeet. High Street. Rickmansworth.
Herts. Admission £ 2.00. stallholders £ 20.
Graham Tricker ( GT Audio). 01895 833099
18-27 OCTOBER Connect home
entertainment show, NEC Birmingham.
Contact 0121 7674114
31 OCTOBER- 2 NOVEMBER Top Audio
Exhibition. Olanska Hotel, Prague.
1-3 NOVEMBER 12th International Audio
Visual Festival, Cheltenham Town Hall.

Contact 01732 884211
7-10 NOVEMBER Malaysia Audio Show
'96. The Legend Hotel. Kuala Lumpur.
9-12 JANUARY 1997 Consumer
Electronics Show, Las Vegas.
Contact + 1 703 907 7600.
1-2 FEBRUARY 1997 The High Fidelity
Show ' 97, Holiday Inn, Crown Plaza,
Manchester, Contact 01829 770884.
21-23 FEBRUARY 1997 Sound &
Vision. Bristol Marriott Hotel. Bristol.
Contact 01865 60844.
11-14 SEPTEMBER 1997 The Hi Fi
Show, Ramada Hotel Heathrow, London.
Sponsored by HFN/RR, 0181 686 2599.

=If
DENON OFFERS
'MINIMALIST'
AMP OPTION

D

enon has deleted tone controls
from the circuit in the latest
'SE' version of its PMA-350
amplifier, in order to meet the
'minimalist'
requirements
of
budget-conscious audiophiles. But
the safety net of tone controls is
retained on Denon's new, 30W
per channel, entry level amplifier,
the PMA-250, which is otherwise
similar to the PMA-350.
Developed
collaboratively
between a UK design team
working closely with Japanese
engineers, the PMA-350SE has
short signal paths, heavy duty
speaker terminals and track
soldering, with a high output
current capability. Power output
is rated at 50W per channel into
8ohms and 80W per channel into
4 ohms. The amplifier has an
optional remote control for
motorised volume adjustment,
power and mute functions. The
remote handset adds £ 15 to the
£200 basic price of the PMA-350.
For more information, contact
Denon's UK distributor Hayden
Laboratories Ltd, 01753 888447
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TECHNICS
TAKES
TO
'TAKE'

T

echnics
Master
Series
electrolytic
1
capacitors, key components in its
amplifier range, now contain anew
cathode/anode separator made from
aspecial type of bamboo called ' take'
(pronounced ` ta-keh'). It is said to
raise conductivity, reduce vibration
susceptibility and improve the
dynamic range performance of the
latest Technics amplifiers. New
models fitted with the Take Master
Series electrolytics are the SUA600
Mk3 (£ 200) and SU A700 Mk3
(£250) integrated models. Additional
refinements introduced in these
amplifiers include a micro-particle
resistor volume control, copper film
capacitors and ceramic base resistors.
More
details
from
Technics
(Panasonic UK), 0990 357357.

M-TIME FOR UPGRADING!

F

ollowing Ken Kessler's review of the Mission MTime home cinema unit [ September], Mission
has clarified the position on the M-Time's
upgradability. An S-Video connection upgrade wil:
be available soon.The loudspeaker sockets on the
rear panel are in fact 3mm not 2.5mm; Mission can
now supply high-quality, gold-plated 3mm plugs
which take decent-sized cables. KK's review suggested
that there was no port to accept plug-in modules,
but there is in fact an 8-pin DIN socket on the rear
panel, which will accept the AC-3 module due out
before the year end. Mission is also currently working
on a possible DTS module. Mission will not offer
THX as afeature since M-Time's built-in subwoofers
and centre channel speaker do not comply with THX
specs. More details from Mission, 01480 451777.

NOVA SCALES DOWN
Joining the six-feet tall, 600lb Nova Evolution are two
more easily accommodated and affordable
loudspeakers the Applause and Bravo. Both models
marry carbon-fibre filled bass/mid cones mounted on
die-cast magnesium chassis to long excursion 1 inch
soft dome tweeters vented to double rear chambers.
These two-way ported designs are both floorstanders,
the Bravo using one main driver, the Applause two
bass/mid units.
Contact Nova USA, Inc. Tel + 1 ( 409) 696 0723.

ORCHID PRECISION AUDIO

A

new, rare species?
Orchid
Precision
Audio's first three designs
are a 200W professional
audio valve amplifier, the
Natural Force (£8888); an
innovative
MOSFET
power amp, the Orchaidis
(£6600); and a ' phase
linked', multi-driver loudspeaker, the PLL1 (£4150). Orchid's designer David
Mates was for ten years principal audio designer for Solid
State Logic, the professional audio mixer manufacturer.
Natural Force will handle the most reactive and difficult
of loudspeakers. Rated at 500W (burst) into 2ohms and
using only 8dB of loop feedback, the amplifier is a
differential balanced design. Orchaidis is designed for
ultra low distortion, with an extremely high slew rate,
and its DC coupled, all discrete circuitry is configured
to simulate the characteristics of the original 'remote cutoff' pentode. The PLL1 speaker's ` trinary' spectrumsplitting crossover filter system is said to achieve the
desired phase linking. The test, says Orchid, is the 400H2
square wave integrity of PLL1. Using aTonagen ribbon
supertweeter, soft dome tweeter, Audax aerogel midrange
unit, Morel mini woofer and Volt B2500 bass driver,
PLL1 is said to achieve in-room response flat to 30H2
(extended to 20Hz through room corner placement).
Contact Orchid Precision Audio. Tel 01608 684 694.
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OPTIMUM
CONTOUR

O

ptimum Premier is a new
designer hi-fi/AV equipment
support
combining
contoured
toughened safety glass shelves with
stainless steel support rods. The
design is available in a choice of
three, four and five shelf models,
with further choice between 120mrr,
150mm, 170mm and 230mm shelf
heights. Prices start at £ 299 for the
three shelf version. All units are fully
spiked and supplied flat packed.
Contact Optimum International 2000,
01274 583249.

HUI
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We are pleased to
confirm
that the 15th annual
1+ Fi Show will take
place at
The Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow, London,
from 11-14
September 1997.

Provisional bookings
are being taken.
Contact Janet Belton
Sponsored by

TDL REVISES
REFLEX MODELS
DL has refined its two reflex
transmission line loudspeakers,
the RTL2 and RTL3, originally
introduced three years ago. Both
models receive three-quarter length
sculpted grilles and spiked plinths,
along
with
a
number of other
tweaks aimed at
making
them
easier to drive and
producing deeper
bass and a cleaner
treble
response.
Prices both remain
unchanged
at
£280 for the RTL2
and £ 400 for the
RTL3. Call TDL
Electronics Ltd on
01628 850111.
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Link House Magazines Limited,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA,
United Kingdom.
Telephone: + 44 ( 0) 181 686 2599
Fax: + 44 ( 0) 181 781 1158
E- Mail:
101574.223@compuserve. corn
A Link House Exhibition
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Naim has aworldwide reputation for
quality products. It's the result of
successfully merging human resources
and technology into one harmonious
unit. Our equipment is the finest
sounding in the world because we trust
our ears — and we train our fingers.
Audition our range yourself and we're
sure you'll agree that for the very best
hand built hi- fidelity equipment —
there's only one name to ask for.

FOR THE VERY BEST IN HI-FI THERE'S OINLY ONE NAIM
FOR YOUR PERSONAL AUDITION AT YOUR NAIM CENTRE CALL 01722 332266
WEB SITE: http://www naim-audio Com
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This year, in celebration of the magazine's
40th anniversary, Hi-Fi News & Record Review
announced The Hi-Fi News Awards

HI-FI NEWS AWARDS 1996 NOMINATIONS
BEST DIGITAL SOURCE COMPONENT UP TO £ 2000
A VI S2000 Reference CD player
Marantz CD63KI Signature CD player
Ore//e CD- 100 CD player

BEST AMPLIFICATION COMPONENT UP TO £5000
Conrad Johnson Premier 11A power amplifier
Krell KAV300i integrated amplifier
Naim NAC82 pre-amplifferINAP180 power amplifier

BEST DIGITAL SOURCE COMPONENT UP TO £5000
Audio Synthesis DAX-2 digital-to-analogue converter
PS Audio Lambda transport/Ultra/ink II HDCD converter
Theta Generation Vdigital-to-analogue converter

BEST LOUDSPEAKER UP TO £2000
Epos ES22
Rogers LS315A plus AB!
ATC SCM2OT

BEST ANALOGUE SOURCE COMPONENT UP TO £ 2000
Linn LP12ILingo turntable
Rega Planar 9turntable/arm
SME Series Vtonearm

BEST LOUDSPEAKER UP TO £ 000
Quad ESL63
KEF Reference 4
Martin Logan CLSIlz Ii

BEST ANALOGUE SOURCE COMPONENT UP TO £ 5000 BEST AUDIO-VISUAL COMPONENT UP TO £ 2000
Wilson Benesch turntable/ACT One arm
Lexicon DC1 processor
Michelle Orbe turntable/SME V arm
Meridian 565 processor
Roksan Xerxes 10/Tabriz arm
•
Pioneer CL-D2950 Laserdise player
BEST AMPLIFICATION COMPONENT UP TO £ 2000
Musical Fidelity A1000 integrated amplifier
A VI S2000 integrated amplifier
°relic SA- 100 integrated amplifier

BEST AUDIO-VISUAL COMPONENT UP TO £ 5000
Angstrom 200 processor
Denon AV-PA 1processor
Proceed PAV processor

W

ebelieve that HiFi News
& Record Review has the
best team of hi-fi writers
and technical reviewers in the field.
It is on the quality of those writers

Greatest Individual Contribution to Hi-Fi: Bob Stuart (left)
receives the award from Ken Kessler

that the magazine's worldwide
reputation is based. The hi-fi
industry, and the informed hi-fi
public which makes up the
magazine's readership around the
globe, takes their assessments
seriously. And we believe that it is
the knowledge, experience and
judgement of our writers that
makes The HiFi News Awards for
the best hi-fi products of the year
really meaningful.
The HiFi News Awards are not
based on ashortlist provided by the
industry. They are not be the result
of votes canvassed from the public,
or from the trade. They are not
slanted to ensure that the cheapest
products always tend to win!

Instead, The HiFi News Awards
aim to recognise the efforts of those
manufacturers who really do offer
better-sounding, better-quality
equipment. They are based on the
votes of reviewers who are serious
about music reproduction, and who
are aware of the true potential of
high-end equipment. 'Ibis is not to
say that considerations of price and
value-for money can be ignored: but
The HiFi News Awards will seek to
applaud those products whose sonic
performance rises farthest above the
norm, not to define the lowest
common denominator. Accordingly,
we devised just two price categories
for the Awards, namely up to £2000
and up to £5000. The first category
represents afair limit for what can
be done with truly 'real world' price
constraints; the upper category
allows more scope and really
represents products, which in
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1THE HiFi NEWS AWARDS
pricing terms, are on the threshold
of the true high end.
The HiFi News Awards for 1996
were presented at agala dinner, held
The HiFi Show on Friday, 13
September, at the Hilton
International Hotel, Heathrow.
We'd like to thank all who attended
the Awards dinner and helped to
make it such asuccessful evening.
In addition to the awards for
products, two other presentations
were made at the dinner. As Show
sponsors, we called on Gordon
Provan, chairman of the British
Federation of Audio, to present our
award for Best Exhibit at the Show.
And we called on our own Ken
Kessler to make avery special
presention: the HiFi News & Record
Review Award for the Greatest
Individual Contribution to HiFi
during the year 1996. The recipient
was the man who, as KK succinctly
put it, has made such great efforts,
sometimes it seems almost singlehandedly, `to make sure that the next
generation of hi-fi doesn't suck'. We
were proud and honoured to be able
to present this award to Bob Stuart of
Meridian Audio.
Here you will find the
complete list of nominated
products, all of which deserve the
highest praise, and details of the
eventual winners.

Left: Best Digital
Source Component

up to £5000: David
Heaton of Audio
Synthesis receiving the
award for the Audio
Synthesis DAX-2
digital-to-analogue
converter

Best Digital Source
Component up to £2000:
James Lane of Marantz (right)
receiving the award for the
Marantz CD63KI Signature
CD player from HFNIRR
Editor Steve Harris
Right: Best Analogue
Source Component
up to £2000: Brian
Morris of Linn Products
receiving the award for
the Linn LPI21Lingo
turntable

Above: Best Analogue
Source Component up to
Above: Best

£5000: Craig Manes of

Amplification

Wilson Benesch receiving the

Component up to

award for the Wilson Benesch
turntable/ACT One arm

£5000: Dan D'Agostino
receiving the award for the

Above: Best Amplification

Best Loudspeaker up to £2000: the

Krell KAV300tintegrated

Antony Michaelson of Musical

Editor's namesake, Steve Harris of Mordaunt

amplifier

Fidelity receiving the award for

Component up

to £2000:

Short lEpos, receiving the award for the Epos

the Musical Fidelity A1000

ES22 speaker

integrated amplifier

Below: Best Exhibit at
the Hi-Fi Show:

R1eht: Best

Raquel Alves of Rogers

Loudspeaker

receiving the Award

up to £5000:

from BFA Chairman

Brian Tucker
collected the

Gordon Protean

award on behalf
of Quad
Electroacoustics
for the Quad
ESL63

Right: Best AudioVisual component
up to £2000: Cohn
Aldridge of Meridian
receiving the award for
the Meridian 565
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Above: Best AudioVisual component
up to £.5000: Rager
Batchelor of Denon
receives the for the
Denon AVPA I
17

THE

NE
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SERIES

When

one of the best

FROM

KEF

loudspeaker

From bookshelf to 3- was' 110 ,)rstander,

engineering teams in the world advances its

the entire range is magnetically shielded

state-of-the-art technology, you'd expect

for

the result to outperform the competition.

aesthetics are integral to good design,

Home Theatre

It does.

the

KEF's new Q Series, with its distinctive

KEF's new

clear cone Uni Q' drivers, delivers amore

two

largest

use. And

models

because

incorporate

racetrack' bass unit. With

the performance of an 8 inch driver in

precise stereo image, over a wider

the spasv of a 6 inch, it

listening

preserves the slim, elegant

area,

than

any

conventional loudspeaker can.
This latest advance in KEF's
patented

technology

delivers

Q Series design.
With

the

new

Q Series, the competition

even smoother midrange

hase been decisively out-

response and clarity that's

classed.

simply stunning.

SERIES

The difference is clear.

•
The experience
of sound

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE 0 SERIES COMPRISINK. THE 015. 03B 055. 065,075 AND 095C. { EF.AND UNI O ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. U5.1-0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929. U.S. PAT. NO. 5.548.657.
WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING. FOR DETAILS ON KEF C., SERIES PLEASE CONTACT KEF AUDIO ( UK) LMITED. DEPT HFN 3, FREEPOST MA 1332 ECCLESTON ROAD. TOVIL, MAIDSTONE. KEW ME15 6BR. TELEPHONE ( 01622. 672261

headroom
on the end of the earpiece; the cup
in which they're mounted measures
28mm in diameter. What grew out
of the headphone in the interim,
inspired no doubt by arival boasting
elements which rest deep in the ear,
were 'horns' that terminate in silicon
rubber surrounds and which you
shove as far into your ear canals as
their taper ( over a 15mm length)
allows. And this is crucial, because
incorrect insertion means no bass,
screwed-up treble and a complete
skewing of the images.
Check this out: the earpieces

'Walkman'sized
headphones
which can
provide true
hi-fi sound?
Trust Stax...

S

orne time in 1994, the
prototypes of Stax's latest
headphones appeared at hi-fi

shows. Maybe the relevance escaped
too many of us, because dinky
headphones had been around for
over adecade; we were used to cans
which you could coil up in condomsized packets. The Walkman saw to
that, inspiring a style of portable
'phones without headbands, just two
tiny modules connected by aYcord.
Stuffed into your ears, they were the
last word in compact auclto. But
most of ' em were awful, and they
only found favour with undisœming
trendies. Oh, and they broke easily,
because the lack of aheadband all
but invited entanglement.
The prototype S-001 headphone
and SRM-001 energiser (combined

*The .Stax company
has recently been
financially
reorganised, with a
new major
shareholder.
However, Mr
Hayashi is still very
much involved as the
designer of the
products -

Ed.
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as the SR-001 package) weren't ' on
demo', so to speak, at the
aforementioned shows and we left
wondering how on earth Stax — the
masters of electrostatic headphones
— would produce working examples
which still had earpieces smaller than
athumbnail. All was revealed at High
End ' 96, when Mr Hayashi* handed
me a box the size of a trade
paperback, maybe 45mm high. What
could Stax produce which would fit
into so tiny acarton?
Inside were the production
headphones and energiser, little
jewels certain to elicit cries of
`Gimme!
Gimme!'
from
any
audiophile
with
a love
for
miniaturisation. The most striking
change from the prototype was the
addition of aheadband, but nothing
so clumsy as to make them less than
the audiophile's choice for hi-fi to
go. It's simply a familiar steel strip
with plenty of scope for adjustment.
Each earpiece can slide over two
inches to ensure that they'll fit any
head. But that's all that the S-001
has in common with traditional
personal hi-fi headphones.
Obviously, the raison d'être of this
headphone is its electrostatic
ancestry.
The
5p-piece-sized
electrostatic drivers remain, visible
through the cleverly designed pivot
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weigh only 12g per pair. Add the
1.5m cable and you are still dealing

20kHz (+ 0/-3dB at 10V rms output),
with gain of 54dB, distortion of 0.1%,
and an input impedance of 10k ohms.
What the user needs to know is that
the SRM-001 features, at the back,
an input for amains adaptor, the side
bears astereo 3.5rrun socket to take
the signal from your personal CD
player, your pre-amp or whatever else
you wish to hear, and the front bears
the socket for the headphones.
Operation is via acombined on/offplus-volume rotary. It has anice `feel'
and it's easy to use because the case
is shaped so as not to surround the
control completely. Next to the
headphone socket are two LEDs, a
quickly-extinguished red one to
indicate switch-on and settling down,
and a green LED for normal
operation. That's it.
But the combination has atragic
flaw:
a useless,
non-standard
connector. Granted, an electrostatic
needs more contacts than adynamic
headphone, but Stax opted for what
is little more than gripping the end
of the internal circuit board. The
socket, shaped like a`U' so you can't
fit the lead incorrectly, reveals what
is simply acorner of the PCB. The

with only 28g. The element is classic
push-pull
electrostatic,
with
frequency response of 20-1kHz
(±2dB) and 1kHz-20kHz (± 4dB).
Since it's powered by a dedicated
energiser, other specs are academic,
but you might like to know that the
capacitance is 44pF with cable, 17pF
without; impedance is 360k ohms
at 10kHz, and sensitivity is 111dB
(for 100V from the energiser); bias
voltage is 580V DC.
What I had no intention of
verifying was the maximum output
of 119dB/1kHz; suffice to say, I headphones terminate in arubbery
never found the S-001 wanting in female connector with questionable
grip. Most of the time, the right
channel cuts out as the plug's hold
lessens, and Ispent far too much
time fiddling about with it.
Size is the determinant, but that's
no longer aproblem for high-quality
connections. Please, Mr Hayashi,
introduce aMk II version with the
connector replaced by either an Svideo mini-plug or one of those
mini-DINs used by computer

manufacturers for mice connections.
This plug is crippling what just might
1near high end? The tiny Stax S-001
be... the best value high-end
electrostatics with SRM-001 energiser
headphone in the universe. Selling for
the SPL department. But then I asane £280, the SR-001 kit isn't just
'the thing' for portables users. Iran
don't ' rock out' like your typical nobrain personal hi-fi user, so Ihave it off the outputs of the Marantz CD12 CD player, the Unison Research
no idea what the roller-skating
Mystery One and Sutherland 2000
element will think of this headphone.
pre-amps, as well as my Walkman
But that's not the target audience.
Ye with acynical bent are thinking, Pro and my computer's sound card.
It is, if you insert the earpiece
'Great, so this sucker is small and light.
But what about the energiser? Do we properly (using one of the three
need abackpack just to contain its differently sized rubber endpieces), a
comfortable,
full- range,
battery of, er, batteries?' Nope: the truly
SRM-001 measures 60x24x120mm transparent, lush transducer which
(whd), which Iseem to recall is smaller you soon forget that you're 'wearing'.
than apack of cigarettes. And it's sized Ispent hours on end listening to the
SR-001 package, not minding the
so you can fit it into ashirt pocket.
The weight: 102g without batteries, or slight loss of bass or refinement
140g with its pair of AA cells, good compared to larger headphones, while
revelling in the clarity, the detail and
for 2-5 hours use.
the warmth. Iloved it.
Again, the specs are academic,
Again, Ipray Stax releases this
because this device only works with
standard
the S-001 headphones. Still, the with a decent industrycurious will find it inspiring that Stax connector. Then they can make an
adaptor to allow you to use this
has produced,
in the
above
dimensioned chassis, an energiser headphone with the Omega's tube
Ken Kessler
with a frequency response of 5Hz- energiser...
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The Jamo Concert Series.
HEAR—SEE—RELAX&ENJOY...
clvanced technology, innovative design and refined
orkmanship is not always the perfect recipe for success, we believe alittle more is required.

.1*

The Concert series has enabled Jamo to produce a
range of loudspeakers which will reproduce music that
is clean and neutral. The dynamic ra nget
rans p
arenc y
and sound stage are all raised to ahigher dimension.

3!

u)

The successes attained by the Jamo development team
is the result of efforts to design high-quality loudspeaker components which are critically
matched to one another.
It is an honour for us to introduce this new generation of loudspeakers to you...
...Jamo Concert 11, Jamo Concert 8and Jamo Concert Center.
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COMPETITION

over

£2000

of ATC/Wilmslow spe

E

steemed speaker manufacturer ATC has given permission for
Wilmslow Audio to create akit version of its highly successful SCM50
studio monitors. And now Wilmslow Audio has generously made a
pair of these ATCKSO monitors available — absolutely free — to one of
our lucky readers.
ATC has been closely involved with Wilmslow in optimising the cabinet
design for the kit, making afew alterations to the original prototype to
improve the driver geometry. The bass and midrange drivers are supplied
by ATC as matched pairs while the Vifa tweeters are tested at the Vifa
factory to ATC's own rigorous specifications.
The kit's cabinet design is based on heavy 25mm MDF panels,
accurately machined for easy assembly and requiring only PVA wood glue.
The most technical part of assembling the kit is soldering the (supplied)
cable to the driver and crossover board. Everything
supplied in the kit with the exception of solder.
Iron-on veneer is available as an optional extra.
Delightfully simple to assemble, the ATCK50
will offer incredibly revealing, ruthlessly accurate
and very, very smooth sound. This kit normally
retails for £ 1970 and the inclusion of additional
speaker cables will bring the grand prize total up to
over £2000.
Left; The newly designed Wilmslow Prestige is a three way unit
using Volt's new radial design 12ios bass, ATC's SM75-150S
midrange along with Scanspeak's D290.519900 Revelater tweeter
and is now on show in Wilnulow's listening roomsa.

HOW TO ENTER: To win this superb prizes,
just answer the questions and send your
completed entry form to: ATC/Wilmslow
Competition, Hi-fi News & Record Review,
Link House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to arrive by the
closing date of Friday 29 November 1996.
RULF.Si I) This competition i, open to UK reader, onlj. Photocopie ,
torm are acceptable, but only ove form per
reader is allowed. No other correspondence should be enclosed with the en., torn,
1--teret will be no cash or other
alternativm to the prizes offered. The winners will be the first correct nun, opened 4) Employers of Link Howe
Magazines and ATC and their agents will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be recsived by first post on Fiday 29

ATC Competition

November 1996, when judging will be carried out. The Editor's decision will Je final and binding. No cortrspordence will
be entered into regarding the competition. 5) The prizewinners will be notified by pect, and the result, will be published in
the February 1997 HiFi News ele Recent Review. 9) Entn loans received become the property of Link House Magazines Lad.

THE QUESTIONS
1. The ATCK50 kit corresponds to which ATC speaker?
a) SCM200A
b) SCM100
c) SCM50
d) SCM2OT
2. The kit's MDF panels only require what for assembly?
a) PVA wood glue
b) nails
c) screws
d) all three
3. The most technical part of assembling the kit is what?
a) the soldering
b) cutting timber for the enclosure
c) building the drivers
d) designing the crossover
4. ATC optimised the original kit in which area?
a) making it bi-wireable
b) adding a subwoofer
c) altering cabinet to improve driver geometry
d) insisting on silver wiring throughout
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THE ANSWERS

1. El

3.

El

4.

2.

II

Name
Address

Postcode
Daytime telephone no
If yasi would prefer NOT to receioe flasher direct mail, please tick this lax
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ROKSÁN
Stonehill, Huntingdon, PE18 6ED, England. Telephone: +44 ( 0) 1480-431577 Fax: + 44 (0) 1480-432777
Email: info@roksan.co.uk

technology

With copyprotection
issues still
unresolved,
how can
DWD
succeed
where other
new digital
fc mats
have failed?

L

ast month's prediction, by
Philips Vice President Frank
Carrubba, that there will be
no DVD launch this year, is
proving to have been spot-on. And
industry fears grow that the launch
will be a flop, with Toshiba,
Panasonic and Thomson driving
the new high density disc format on
to the market ahead of the other
seven members of the Consortium,
and without adequate support from
the software industry. If this
happens DVD will never take off as
a high quality movie format and
DVD Audio will have no chance to
follow through. DVD ROM will
then only succeed as a computer
format, with sound and picture
quality a low priority. And there
will be ugly compatibility issues,
just as there are with today's
Windows PCs and CD-ROMs.
The latest delays are sucking the
audio and video industry into the
completely new territory of digital
encryption. The technology is
similar to that used by DirecTV,
the North American digital satellite
service for which Thomson (RCA
and Ferguson) makes the receivers.
A 12cm DVD disc will store at
least 4.7 Gigabytes of digital data,
enough for afull length feature film
with broadcast quality pictures and
compressed surround sound, or
several hours of uncompressed
multichannel audio. So the system is
agift to pirates who can copy aDVD
on to blank disc or tape, for
unauthorised sale in countries where
the original has not yet been released.
Encryption will let DVD split the
world into five regions, with movie
discs intended for one region
unplayable on players sold in others.
The same technique can be used to
stop American or Japanese music discs
playing in Europe. The digital code on
the disc is scrambled, and the player
can only unscramble it when two
halves of adigital key come together.
Each region of the world will
have its own keys, so the keys
buried in a disc intended for sale
only in the USA or Canada will not
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mate with the keys that can be used
with players in Europe. So the
European
player
will
not
unscramble North American discs.
To prevent unauthorised copying,
the keys on the disc will not remain
intact when the scrambled code is
fed out of the player.
Earlier this year the DVD
Consortium set up a Copy
Protection Technical Working
Group, chaired by specialists from
IBM, Walt Disney, Sony, Warner
and the Recording Industry
Association of America. They
talked to 60 electronics and
computer companies about the best
way of encrypting the data.
Several companies including
Apple, Hewlett Packard and
Matsushita proposed variations on
a similar theme. The key on the
disc can be accurately read only by
circuitry which is secured inside the
player. Any digital output on the
player delivers only scrambled data
with an incomplete key. The keys
on the copy disc or tape will not
mate with a user's keys and the
programme
cannot
be
unscrambled. So any attempt at

4,00`

Consumers may approach DVD with rather
more apprehension than depicted in this
Toshim pablicity shot

dubbing aDVD audio or video disc
on to a blank CD or DVD will
produce only an unplayable copy.
It's what the record industry has
been dreaming of for years. So
when we finally get CD- R and
DVD-R it may be no use anyway.
In
mid-July
the
DVD
Consortium decided to throw out
the systems proposed by Apple and
Hewlett-Packard, and adopt the
system
developed
by
Matsushita/Panasonic. This was
intended to speed things up, while
giving Japan even stronger control
over DVD technology. But by late
July, the Hollywood movie studios
still had not agreed to the copyprotection system proposed by the
DVD Consortium. Instead they
formed five new committees to
study the proposal!
One reason is American unease
over the Japanese stranglehold on
DVD technology. Another is the fear
that encryption systems will be
hacked, if only because computer
buffs see it as a challenge, a sort of

intellectual Mount Everest, or the
ultimate video game. When a
telecoms company, like BT or
AT&T, lays off engineers, it is
creating apool of encryption experts
with agrudge and aneed for money.
US satellite broadcaster DirecTV
and Rupert Murdoch's News
Datacom have just started legal
action to try and block the sale of
counterfeit smart cards which
viewers can use to watch its digitally
encrypted TV transmissions. The
system was thought secuie when it
was launched two years ago. But
DTV and NDC are now attacking
22 alleged pirates, under RICO, the
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organisations Act.
The authorities have been
investigating the fraud for seven
months. At least 260 cards have
already been confiscated.
The third reason for the studios'
reticence is legal. If the encryption
system is made too tough for
hackers
to
crack,
the
US
government will classify it as
'munitions'. This makes it illegal to
import or export encrypted discs
and players with decoders.
All this doubtless helps explain
how Panasonic just got alot of egg
on the face in the USA.
Panasonic
held
a press
conference in New York in early
July to announce that the first DVD
players would be shipped from
Japan in September, and reach
American shops by October. This
promise tied in with Thomson's
commitment to an October DVD
launch in Europe. ( Panasonic is
making Thomson's players).
Later the same day Panasonic
phoned American reporters to say
there
had
been
a
'misunderstanding'. Panasonic
would be ' ready' to ship players in
September but would only do so if
the DVD Consortium had by then
reached agreement on encryption.
A week later Panasonic held
another news conference, in
Atlanta. Richard Kraft, President of
the US company, admitted that it
was ' questionable' whether DVD
could reach the shops in time for
Christmas.
But both Panasonic and Toshiba
have already booked advertising
space, and even roadside billboards,
to promise ` DVD is where it's at,
and Toshiba is where it's from' and
`DVD...
made
possible
by
Panasonic'.
DVD is now looking like DCC
and MiniDisc all over again. DCC
is dead and although MD sells well
in Japan, it is used mainly for
dubbing CDs — which is exactly
not what the record companies
wanted.
Barty Fox
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ealth by association is a
funny concept. But that's
never stopped merchandisers from exploiting those weird
non- sequiturs like Ferrari-badged
wristwatches, Marlboro clothing or
any of the perfumes which inevitably
follow the success of a designer in
the rag-trade. And while writing with
a Harley-Davidson pen isn't quite
the same as owning the motorcycle,
it does seem to give a number of
wannabees the requisite buzz. But
why has it taken so damned long for
the hi-fi community to understand
this? Twenty years after Yamaha
enticed an Italian to design its sloped
cassette deck, a year after Aliante
slipped the Pininfarina badge onto a
loudspeaker, we have another of
those
all- too- rare- associations
between disparate commodities.
Not that Rogers has actually
issued the £400 db101 speaker as a
licensed badge-wearer. Rather, the
consumer is made aware of the fact
that the aesthetics came from the
same pen which shaped what many
consider to be the greatest grand
turismo vehicle of all time: the
McLaren Fl. Peter Stevens's
sculpting of a small, two-way
loudspeaker cabinet for aBritish firm
is the kind of move which will garner
press coverage outside of the
traditional specialist magazines,
necessary if the db101 is to sell in the
kind of numbers required to make it
earn its keep. For, with the db101,
Rogers is taking on three of the
biggest speaker manufacturers in the

TAKING
ON
THE

kind of commitment which calls for
near-religious faith in the product.
Ostensibly adinky little two-way
speaker in a cabinet made from
plastics, the db101 is quite clearly a
generic match for the opposition, right
down to the provision for the fixing of
myriad types of hardware: brackets,
stands, extra modules. But that's as far
as it goes. Peter Stevens's design is
swoopy, modernist and — depending
on the finish — both cute and elegant.
In this respect, it's more like the B&W
rival than the more purely functional
and ' invisible' designs from Bose and
JBL. But it's not all for show: the
design ensures that there are no
parallel sides within the enclosure, to
eliminate problems from internal
reflections, and the enclosure is airtight to guarantee controlled bass.
It's important, too, that you keep
in mind the dimensions of the
db101; the photos suggest something
much larger unless some small item

is included to provide a sense of
scale. Icertainly wasn't prepared for
the review samples' diminutive
presence, even though I'd seen shots
of the prototype. A wildly finished
speaker
measuring
only
With the new db101,
270x190x193mm ( hwd)
and
trimmed with lacquered aluminium
Rogers hopes it has a bookshelf
is ajewel-like thing indeed, especially
given the choice of side panels
available as standard. Yes, there will
speaker to rival the likes of Bose,
be those of an automotive bent who'll
want a facsimile of the blue- andJBL and B&W
yellow limited edition produced in the
Lanzante SuperCar race team
by KEN KESSLER
colours, but that's taking the brand
world: Bose, JBL and B&W.
linkage to the extreme. And while I
The targets? That triumvirate's
wouldn't be surprised to see db101s
'lifestyle' speakers, those tiny, Writing with a
have aproblem when style has been in Ferrari Rosso for the Modenese car
flexible, injection- moulded mini- Harley-Davidson
applied to ahi-fi product. They still builder, or in red-and-white for Cocaspeakers beloved of studios, clubs, pen isn't quite
can't grasp the notion that
Cola, it's more likely that regular
interior designers, home cineastes the same as
something doesn't have to look like customers will settle for off-the-shelf
and trendies. Indeed, the kind of owning the
crap if it's to sound good. (You don't trim. After all, custom finishes can
speakers loved by everyone but motorcycle...
believe me? Then how come the — only be offered in runs of 200.
audiophiles, who always seem to
deservedly — best-selling high- end
What happens to the injectionspeaker of all-time, the Wilson
moulded ABS cabinet besides the
THE DR101'S FUTURE
WATT/Puppy, is also the painting of the middle section is the
Rogers isn't just offering acompact speaker with the
ugliest?)
fitting of aluminium side panels or
db101: it's offering aconcept. Among the accessories,
It's essential that you
'cheeks', provided by a state-of-theadd-ons and upgrades which the company has
understand why JBL's
art aluminium ' fabricator' from the
planned are speaker stands which will raise the
Control 1, B&W's USA. Iwas shown the equivalent of a
db101 to audiophile-approved listening height,
Rock Solids and the tailor's or decorator's swatch book, a
vertical wall brackets and ' virtual array' brackets
whole
range
of selection of aluminium stampings
for multiple pairs in pubs, clubs, etc. Because an
Bose's passive and
finished in everything from ablackindividual db101 weighs only 2.3kg, abushel of
powered
mini
and-gold marble lookalike to a ` yoof
'em won't put too much strain on aceilingspeakers market' metallic red panel covered
mounted fitting. Naturally, subwoofers and woofer
(including the AM5 with drawings in the style of Keith
modules are on the cards, plus avariant of the db101
satellite system) sell in
Haring to achoice of neon blue, red,
to act as acentre channel. ( All versions — regardless
numbers that would dwarf most brushed or natural aluminium with a
of purpose — are magnetically shielded, so there's nothing
traditional manufacturers' total tactile black matte centre ' V' flash.
to stop anyone from using a ' stock' db101 on top of their
career output. We're not talking a Within the range are enough types to
TV.) To follow very quickly is agrille which fits into the
few thousand, but tens-to-hundreds
cover staid dwellings, modernist
grooves which form the ' V'. Perhaps the most interesting
of thousands of pairs. And for a 'bachelor pads' and, yes, boring
proposition, though, from an audiophile viewpoint, will be
smallish specialist to enter that audiophilic listening dens. Basically, if
the cost-no-object limited-edition model to be made with a
particular fray, everything has to be you're prepared to pay extra, Rogers
solid carbon-fibre enclosure, silver-wired, possibly bijust right. Iwas told the cost just for will come up with any finish you like.
wireable and voiced to meet purist needs.
tooling up the db101's cabinet and
Who'll be the first maladroit to ask
realised immediately that it was the for wood?

BOYS
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Whatever anyone thinks of the
performance, the db101 is gonna
shift like crazy on the strength of the
appearance and size alone. Stevens
has succeeded is creating alook that's
both genuinely modern and SFretro;
this speaker reeks of Flash Gordon
serials à la Buster Crabbe and preDoctor Who low-budget spacecraft.
At the same time, depending on the
finish, they can look like Egyptiana,
Bauhaus high-tech-ery, studio
minutiae, Fabergé eggs or Christmas
decorations. Amusingly, the review
pair arrived unfinished, the ABS
plastic's natural colour being acafé
au lait tan just like the resin used for
artisan-grade car model kits. What's
so funny about this? In its natural
state, the db101 would work atreat
in any rustic setting. Restaurants with
acountry theme. Hell, it looks like a
nicotine- stained ceiling, so pub
owners take note.
But aesthetics aren't everything.
Because of Rogers' 20-plus years of
LS3/5A building, the company has a
nearly paranoid fussiness about the
quality of its small monitors. So even
though they have to 'get real' about
the db101, which is about as massmarket aproduct as the company has
ever produced, the compromises are
not debilitating. No, it isn't an
LS3/5A for the 21st century. Neither
is it acase of boom-box droppings.
Behind the diffuser/grille at the top
is a 'floating' tweeter, a 19mm ferrofluid cooled'n'damped driver with a
14mm polymer dome. Below this is a
110nun aerogel-coned woofer, with a
double-edge would voice coil on
Kapton
former. A,r \a
Unbelievably, the two fullyshielded drivers join to
create a system said to
handle up to 125W RMS.
The crossover, working at
5kHz, contains five precision
elements; it provides overload
protection and is terminated for
single-wiring in spring clips which just
so happen to accept banana plugs. [A
future audiophile edition may offer
bi-wiring— see box.]
If you want to know the profile of
the target user, look to the specs. A
sensitivity of 92dB for 1W, a4 ohm
impedance, a recommended amp
range of 25-150W and maximum
SPLs of 108dB at two metres can
mean only one thing: headbanging
equipment wreckers. Make no
mistake: the db101 is meant to
survive anything that some half-deaf
moron in astudio, arecord shop or a
disco can throw at it. But this
sensitivity, high power handling and
afrequency response of 75Hz-21kHz
clearly define the role, and it's as
'specific-sounding' a speaker as I've
heard since the bandwidth- limited
but wholly musical Stax ELS-F81.
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Depending on your politics, the
characteristics are either virtues or
curses. First and foremost is the
need to hammer this sucker. It
simply doesn't ` cook' when played
softly, and — until Igoosed it — I
thought I'd entered abass-free zone.
Given my predilection for low
playback levels, my own personal
wish for the db101 is the rapid
arrival of one of the mooted
subwoofers: active or passive cubes,
or floorstanders like the ABl. I'm
guessing that it would ameliorate
the bass- shy character at low
playback levels. Just keep this in
mind if you're an apartment
dweller. The db101s do not
assume the proximity of
complaisant neighbours.
Then there's the in-yourface presentation, and I
don't
mean
image
positioning in your lap.
Given a less than
sympathetic source —
likely,
when
you
consider some of the
crappy budget or studio
gear to which db101s will
be mated — the db101 can
shout. Hell, it'll bite your
head off with a Windsor
Davies impression straight out
of Carry On, England. All of
which means, for our purposes,
the use of asystem which won't
emphasise the laddish, aimed-atLoaded- readers aspects of its
performance.
Hidden behind its Umbro jersey
and Ray- Bans is a speaker
4,41‘
U s \ with such finesse in the
(
midband,
such
) impressive room-filling
capabilities (images, as
opposed to mere level)
and a near-Collomspleasing boogie factor that
you'll want to buy ' em by
the six-pack. This is that rarest
of hi-fi products: a 'fun' purchase. If a
price tag of around £399 per pair still
allows one to call it mere ' fun'.
Provided that you tame its aggression,
as Idid by using valve amplification
and a ' sweet' CD player, and can
utilise its never- less- than- loud
performance, what you'll have is the
audio equivalent of aLotus 7.
It's all about the maximum bang
for the buck, simplicity, style. Yes, it's
araggedly-ass ride, and you'll pray for
awaterproof hood, softer shocks and
adecent heater. But you'll enjoy every
minute on the road with it. So, too,
the db101, which is, despite the
'lifestyle'/fashion accessory concept, a
party animal, apocket rocket. Polite
enough not to savage Lou Rawls with
Dianne Reeves, soundtracks like
Cabaret and Gigi, or material of an
unplugged nature, the db101 still

really
prefers a
diet of high
energy/high
protein/high
octane, material
which forces you to
crank the knob eastward.
This speaker was made for
air- guitarists. Never will it
scream in pain.
What would make me much
happier, though, is auditioning the
db101 in its Phase II mode: that is,
with some form of subwoofer. Until
then, it will still be athorn in the side
of Bose, P3L, B&W and other
manufacturers of speaker ` modules',
albeit asmall thorn until the Rogers
promotion
machine
is
fully
underway. Once db101 does get
rolling, though, it could be the
product which serves as Rogers'
ticket into the major league.
As for the db101's model number, I
reckon that's the sound pressure level
at which it starts to show its mettle.

SUPPLIER
Rogers
International
(UK) Ltd,
13 Bath House
Road,
Beddington Lane;
Croydon,
Surrey CRO 4TD
Tel: 0181
683 2101
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RCA inputs and outputs and phono
RIAA/gain stage ( housing the
selector switch, which is operated
by mechanical cable from the front
panel). The other board at the rear
is
for
the
power
supply,
rectification, smoothing and voltage
HFNIRR, Aug ' 95], who came up regulation. At the front is the power
with his now famous A400
amplifier PCB, with output
modification, to improve its sonic transistors heat-sunk to a central
performance by something of a aluminium plate with thin fins.
quantum leap, according to those
Immediately to the right of this
who have heard it.
are amotorised volume control and
In 1993 Tom formed Trichord IC buffer on asmall printed circuit
Research, which made a name for board. Volume can be turned up
itself
with
its
re- clocking and down via the remote control
aftermarket add-ons and the which accompanies the amplifier,
recent, surprisingly good value,
thus combining user-friendliness
Trichord Genesis CD player ( a with optimal sound quality. To the
modified Pioneer). While at left is the mains input switch and
Trichord,
Tom
continued transformer, while concealed
modifying A400 amps at a rate of beneath the power amp section are
knots and his work on Pioneer another three vertical circuit boards
products has left him with for infrared remote control, second
considerable respect for them.
tape monitor and balance control.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the very
So, one could in all fairness say
latest news is that Tom has taken the A300 is a typical Japanese
time off from Trichord to work with amplifier, built well but down to a
Pioneer's John Bamford and a price point. Tom Evans maintains
couple of the company's engineers,
that, despite this, the circuit design
to carry on where the modified is inherently fine. He cites in
A400 leaves off and develop new, particular the wide-band nature of
improved versions of other Pioneer the circuitry. The power amplifier,
products.
he says, uses no output inductor
So, where better to start than and has a wide bandwidth. The
ioneer's A400 was something
of a poor man's quality
amplifier, which has sold to
impecunious music lovers in fairly
large quantities. Someone who saw
hidden depths in this amplifier was
Tom Evans [ interviewed in

SUPPLIER
1-11;gh
Fidelity GB,
Pioneer House,
Holeush Hill,
Stoke Poges
SL2 4QP
Tel: 01753
789 789
Pi1111Cer

review, they pointed out how the
orientation of the two -pin mains
input affects sound quality.
Curiously, it also affects the mains
leakage voltage lurking on the metal
case. This is something that used to
be written about but has largely
been forgotten. Anyone with asmall
digital voltmeter (these invariably
have a high input impedance)
+gib. can check this quickly by

rrY

measuring, using the AC
meter setting. Simply
grip one test prod
) m
j
under the earth screw
and hold the other.
.1
The mains orientation
-b../ ...1
with the lowest meter
, y I ,-,,
-.
reading will sound better
(three or four volts versus 40V

PIRECISIOr
17zAF-ru,r)
Pioneer UK joins forces with designer
Torn Evans to create a budget blockbuster in the
shape of the A30OR Precision amplifier
by

DAVID

with another Pioneer integrated
amplifier — this time the £ 400
A300R?

TECHNOLOGY
This amp is nothing particularly
special to look at — the usual
brushed black anodised aluminium
front panel, black steel case, a
couple of large rotary knobs, one
for input selection and one for
volume, a mini balance- control,
and asecond tape-machine monitor
switch. Around the back are the
usual RCA phono connections and
a two-core mains inlet. Under the
lid are three main printed circuit
boards: one at right rear for the

BERRIMAN

amplifier, being of basically sound
design can, he reckons, be markedly
improved on by spending alittle bit
extra here and there on superior
grade capacitors, better quality
integrated circuits ( selected by
testing and run harder into class A)
and improved power supply decoupling — this is to name just
three things which Tom has done to
create this new amplifier, the
Pioneer A30OR Precision, or
A300R/P for short.
Potential buyers will be delighted
to learn that these mods are totally
sanctioned and approved by Pioneer.
Indeed, they are carried out in
Pioneer's own Yorkshire factory, so

there will be no worries about
invalidated warranties with what is
essentially a new Pioneer model.
The changes involve significant
dismantling and re -building in
addition to the cost of parts, so there
is inevitably aprice premium.
When John Bamford and Tom
Evans brought the A300R/P for

This lack
of harshness
is one
aspect which
particularly
appealed
to me about
the A30OR
Precision

S.\

or so). Iused this for all listening
tests: CD input only was assessed,
the phono stage has not been
modified. Note, don't prod around
anywhere else ( particularly the
mains) when holding the test lead,
you could kill yourself with the
wrong meter settings.

SOUND QUALITY
The first thing that struck me about
this amplifier is the homogeneous,
neutral quality of its sound. It offers
a wide, deep soundstage with
nothing in particular standing out.
Often an amplifier will impress with
clarity which turns out to be
nothing more than overbrightness.
But with this amp, the instruments
in the orchestra fell neatly into
place within anatural acoustic, with
afine sense of stereo imagery and a
realistic environment. Take the
Bonell/Dutoit CD of Rodrigo's
Concierto de aranjuez and
Fantasia para un gentilhombre
PION [Decca 400 054-2]. This was
reproduced with a natural
unforced quality, vibrant
string tone and lovely guitar
sound. The plucked doublebass had the naturally deep
and rich resonant bloom so
often stifled by hi-fi — all for
£399.95.
Likewise, when playing the
Luther Vandross Songs CD,
the deep synth lines of
'Always and Forever' were
reproduced with surprisingly
solid power for a little 35W
per channel amplifier. With James
Taylor's Best Live the audience
could be heard to be having awhale

AMPLIFIERS
With this
amplifier, the
instruments in
the orchestra
fell neatly into
place within
a natural
acoustic, with
a fine sense
of stereo
imagery and
a realistic
environment

of a time. The atmosphere was
almost palpable. James's rich, raspy
vocals on ' Steamroller Blues' came
over clearly and the accompanying
organ on this track sounded
convincingly fruity. The whole liverecorded CD ( which can sound
bright and brittle) was reproduced
very well, with plenty of natural
dynamics. Even the relentless
drumming in the nightmare 'Jungle
Line' from Joni Mitchell's Hissing of
Summer
Lawns
stayed
well
separated, and Joni's voice was
reproduced cleanly without adding
any significant harshness or
brittleness. This lack of harshness
especially appealed to me. With
this, its unforced clarity, poise and
delivery, the A30OR stands out at
the price.

CONCLUSION

PIONEER A300R/P
LAB REPORT

Power output was
ahealthy 45W
(16.5dBle), one
channel driven,
well up on the
specified 35W.
Furthermore,
distortion at
lkHz135W was
low at - 74dB
(0.02% THD).
This comprised
just fractionally
more third than
second harmonic,
with virtually no
higher harmonics
visible [Fig II.
Above 900Hz,
third begins to
dominate but the
rise in THD with
frequency is only
very marginal
(0.026% at
7.5kHz)
indicating good
design and the
maintenance of
negative feedback
at high
frequencies.
Signal-to-noise
ratio via the disc

input was avery
healthy 83dB and
via CD measured
85dB. Input
overloads were
very adequate at
40.5dB via disc at
lkHz IHF
(150m V) and in
excess of 44dB
IHF (more than
5.4V) via CD.
Measured the oldfashioned way,
ref. sensitivities for
full output
(3.5mV on disc
and 207mV for
CD), these
overload figures
work out to
32.6dB on disc
and over 31.7dB
via CD). DC
offsets at the
speaker terminals
were low. Volume
control tracking
was excellent, as
was channel
balance.
Curiously, output
impedances were
mildly negative at
20Hz, 1kHz and

Substitute a much more expensive
amplifier ( I mean about £ 2000
worth of Bryston) for the Precision
A30OR and one can readily hear
what the extra outlay brings — even
greater clarity and transparency,
meaner bass and cleaner vocals —
but in context of its price point this
amplifier is a little gem. This
amplifier's charms may not
necessarily impress first off in a
shop environment: they are less
Test results
Pioneer A300R/P
overt but ultimately more
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 35W ( 15.4dElW.)
satisfying. Tonally, it is fairly
20Hz licHz 20kHz
neutral, with plenty of deep,
One channel 8ohm load (dBW) 16.5 16.5
16.5
meaty, rhythmic bass, a lovely
Distortion (dB)
TI-10,
rated
power,
aux
-58
-74
open, transparent midrange and
Noise (dB)
clean, smooth treble (not quite so
Disc (
m-m) (
IHF, CCIR weighted) -83
Aux/CD
( IHF. CCIR weighted) -85
clean as two grand's worth, but
DC output offset L/R (mV)
1.0/1.0
who's complaining at £ 400?).
Input overload ( dB)
Disc
(
m-m)
(
IHF)
40.5
Musicality?
It's
there
in
Aux/CD ( IHF)
>44 > 44 >44
bucketfuls, allowing one to follow
Stereo separation (dB)
Disc
-68 -75 -66
the rhythm, tap one's feet, sway Aux
-68 61.8 -50
with the music or whatever. I Output impedance (damping)-130 -127 -421
Channel balance, disc, lkHz
0.1dB
cannot fault it at the price and
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB -52dB
Aux (dB)
0.02 0.36 0.25
there's no doubt the A30OR
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity
Precision will take over where the
Disc ( m-m)
phono
0.8mV
Aux
phono
34mV
modified A400 left off.
Outputs, pre-amp (tape)
> 5V
Dimensions, (whd)
420x110x310mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£400
=mere OdBW =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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Fig I. Pioneer A300R/P: spectrogram for
IkHz tone at 35W into 8ohms. Second and
third harmonics equal 0.02% (- 74dB)

Fig 2. Pioneer A300R/P: frequency response

via CD input is only 0.07dB down at 20Hz
and 0.06dB down at 20kHz. Essentially a
flat response. (The RIAA correction was
within +0.5dB, 20Hz-20kHz, meeting spec)
.4.

•

« COY

Fig 3. Pioneer A300R/P: Crosstalk curve via
CD input (
subtract 24.5dB from readings on
the curve. Typically crosstalk worsens at HF.
The 50dB figure at 20kHz is good

20kHz, giving
negative damping
factors 0f-130 at
20Hz (-0.06
ohms) and - 127
at lkHz (- 0.063
ohms). A
negative
impedance
slightly cancels
the speaker's
voice coil
resistance and
give improved
bass control. At

20kHz damping
factor is very high
(due to there
being no output
inductor) and
measured a
whopping -421
(0.019 ohms).
Overall, an
excellent set of
laboratory results,
especially
considering the
amplifier's low
price.

C

J fans may ask ' what's the
world coming to?' now that
CJ's top of the line pre-amp
is under all digital control
available from aremote handset.
The £3995 Premier 14 is a goanywhere, remote controlled line
pre- amp, all triode, and without a
single rotary control on the front
panel. Matching the Premier 15
analogue disc amplifier [ to be
reviewed soon] the 14 is afull-sized
unit (even alittle larger than usual),
the finish is black enamel, with the
traditional brushed, champagne
gold coloured aluminium alloy front
panel. Three sections define the
fascia, flat ' rocker' bar switches are
set on the left and right flanking a
red display window. The first
rocker is responsible for input
selection from a choice of aux 1,
phono ( with an optional phono
source such as aPremier 15), tuner,
CD, video, and aux 2. Pressure on
the right hand edge selects from the
two external processor/tape loops,
labelled source, EPL1, EPL2, plus
mute and standby. Channel balance
is denoted by the difference in
volume readouts, which show100
steps numbered 0 to 99, with
separate numeric entries given for

with this class of amplifier, and you
should at least try the notion. Note
that recordings are inconsistent in
this respect of absolute phase and
individual correction may have to
be applied for some discs, even
specific tracks, for the very best
sound.
In other respects the Premier 14
specifications promise a relatively
easy source loading plus a low
output impedance, inaudible
distortion and an almost perfect
performance with respect to noise
and frequency response.
In normal use the specially
selected valves will give two to three
years of good service, if powered
down when not in use. But if left on
permanently, they'll age within a
few months.

Critical
circuitry and
the single
triodes are
protected from
vibration. By
this means
microphony
is reduced
while potential
coloration
and false
reverberation
are minimised

TECHNOLOGY
The pre- amp proper is contained
within its own steel reinforced cage,
damped
and
simultaneously
decoupled on resilient metal/elastic
suspension units. Critical circuitry
and the single triodes are protected
from vibration. By this means
microphony is reduced while
potential coloration and false
reverberation are minimised. At the

desired channel gains are set via the
attenuator array the difference
defining the channel balance.
The circuitry makes exclusive use
of large Vishay foil resistors. The
input is direct coupled; the fast
triode stage has no loop feedback
and is operated at optimal gain and
bias, direct coupled to the second
cathode follower output buffer,
reaching the output terminal via a
6µF composite capacitor and a47.5
ohm series Vishay. These output
capacitors comprise three 2µF 250V
CJ custom polystyrenes of fabulous
cost, and acknowledged sonic
purity. More of these capacitors are
to be found in the power supplies,
which are also zero feedback zener
pass types, double filtered and
double mono, with selected
polypropylene reservoirs.
The only electrolytic serves the
triode heaters. A short path design
selected cable links important
signal connections while
dampers are fitted to the
triode envelopes.
Four NOS ( new
old/original
stock)
6FQ5A tubes are
fitted,
these
special quality

MUSIC
Conrad-Johnson's Premier 14 line

each channel. The volume data,
operating status and source
selection are shown in the central
red section. Then, on the right
hand side, is the volume ' bar',
pressure on its left quadrant lowers
volume, pressure on the right
quadrant increases it. Only on the
remote handset are the controls for
mute and power/stand-by.
This line level, all tube control
unit delivers significant gain, 26dB,
should so much be required, and
has normal (non balanced) inputs
and outputs, the latter inverted of
absolute phase. The usual and
recommended correction for this
and other similar units is the
inversion of the cable polarity to the
speaker.
As the listening report will reveal,
absolute phase was found to matter

28

pre- amp comes under scrutiny
by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

front, sealed away in its own
section, is the front panel control
section with a custom-programmed
microprocessor. At the back are the
two power supplies with separate
transformers, one for analogue, the
other ( smaller) one for logic,
control and display sections.
Input selection is by specially
chosen NEC relays. Likewise the
programmed array of Vishay metal
foil resistors for the attenuator-style
volume control is sequenced via
these NEC relays. No separate
balance control is provided, using
the on board microprocessor, the

On the right
hand side, is
the volume
`bar'; pressure
on its left
quadrant
lowers volume,
pressure on
the right
quadrant
increases it

types built by General Electric.
From switch on good sound is
achieved within five minutes, with
optimal sound after 30. Iadvise
powering up a little ahead of a
listening session to get the best
performance. There is no power
switch per se and if it is not to be
used for an extended period the
power cord should be detached
from the outlet.
SOUND QUALITY
For this evaluation (and the CJ15) I
had access to some serious power
amplifiers including the ARC
VT150SE ( matched by the BL1
unit) and the Krell FPB300. Ialso
had afleeting acquaintance with its
potential in another system, with a
CJ Premier 8a power amplifier.
Reference control units included
the Audio Synthesis Passion, a CJ
PV12 and PV10 plus PFR, as well
as close encounters with a Mark
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Levinson 38s and an Audio
Research LS22. Subsidiary sources
included the Premier 15, a Classé
transport and DAC 1plus a Krell
KPS20i/l, the latter invaluable for
its ability to jump direct to the
power amplifier when required for
insertion tests in line pre- amps.
Cables were by Siltech and van den
Hul (both carbon and pure silver).
Initially running with the Premier
14 for analogue disc replay, there
was no doubt this was a heavenly
combination. Analogue replay hit
new heights of musicality and
naturalness, for which the Premier
15's contribution can't be ignored.
Early on in the sessions, Igot a
nasty aural shock while assessing
the intrinsic and inevitable loss
which aline controller must impose
on the link between a source and
power amp. The design objective is
always to minimise such loss.
However, Ihad recently had a
conversation with the absolute
phase campaigner Clark Johnsen at
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the Manhattan Stereophile High End
'96 show on just this subject. And
my mind must have unconsciously
benefited
from
this
recent
illumination, as Iwas to find out!
Testing the Premier 14 on a
favourite CD Iwas taken aback by
the, at first, nonsensical finding that
the track appeared substantially
better via the Premier 14 than when
heard direct. While the penny had
failed to drop (yes, Iknow Ishould
have known better!) I quickly
recorded my comments while
searching for a clue to account for
the sonic contradiction. Almost
invariably adding something to an
audio chain will detract from sound
quality ( unless serious matching
problems are present which are
addressed by the insertion, which
wasn't the case here).
My next comment was an
expletive as Iremembered that the
Premier 14 is absolute phase
inverting! Sure enough, reversing
the cable polarities to the Wilson

Early on in
the sessions,
Igot anasty
aural shock
while assessing
the intrinsic
and inevitable
loss which
aline
controller
must impose
on the link
between
asource
and power
amplifier—

Witt speakers sorted matters out,
the ' normal' sound was restored,
and yes, after all there was a small
loss due to the 14 but one entirely
commensurate with its high class.
Looking back, given that Ihad
toyed with absolute phase over the
years, generally finding that it was
an audible factor but one which was
generally in the second rank of
importance. Now Ifound that the
performance of my present system,
and particularly when the Premier
14 was included, was now of
sufficient resolution for the correct
orientation of amusical signal to be
of first-order significance.
Ican say that with the Premier
14 in circuit, two significantly
different characterisations and
numeric scores would have applied
for this critical test, dependent on
the ' correct' polarity of the music
track used. At this stratospheric
quality level the numeric difference
was some 3 to 4 points ( on my
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Audio Note has long propounded the sonic superiority of Single Ended Triode
amplification which forms the cornerstone of our product range.
These definitive products are now increasingly sold in over 40 countries worldwide,
establishing Audio Ncre and its systems philosophy as the irresistible force in
high end audio.
The i‘ilLoni Parallel

ingle Ended 845 Triode Pure Class

A

power amplifier is

Audio Note UK's statement product', designed to destroy the notion that such
sonic excellence is only achievable at the expense of low output power.
At 70 watts per channel this amplifier will drive almost any loudspeaker,
making it the most widely usable Single Ended Triode amplifier in the world
Delivering a performance which places them firmly at the top of the audio tree
and weighing around a colossal 45 kilos per mono block, the ,\ it korti is
in every sense an immovable object(s).
FURTHER

INFORMATION

IS

AVAILABLE

FROM

AA
Audio Note

Music's Finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: + 44 (
0)1273 220511

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1273 731498

AMPLIFIERS
Stereo images
were
resplendent,
wide and deep,
beautifully
focused with a
full measure of
space and air
round each
performer

usual subjective listening scale) in
favour of the optimum orientation
with the ' inverse' case left
sounding, by comparison, washed
out, lacking some space and
perspective, tonally thinned in the
lower midrange and suffering some
loss of ambience and overall poise.
Thanks to Clark and to CJ for
putting my hearing responses back
on the phase track!
This experience says much for
the Premier 14 which delivers an
exceptionally neutral grain free
sound, one which was very
transparent and which for me at
least, proved the existence of
recognisable sonic signatures for
transistors and ICs; for FETs (zero
feedback or not) and for feedback
and zero feedback/triode circuitry.
Sounds which Ihad surmised
were the responsibility of the tube
— an excess of romance, a
euphonic treble sparkle, a lower
mid bloom and ahigher Q bass —
now all appear to be due to the
circuitry and its implementation,
not the devices themselves.
That is proven by the Premier 14
whose musical neutrality showed it
to be true. Honestly, Ididn't think
that triodes could sound this good!
Stereo images were resplendent,
wide and deep, beautifully focused
with afull measure of space and air
round each performer. Much of the
competition was, to varying
degrees, rendered sterile and
mechanical.
On scores, considering how well
it dealt with analogue disc, and how
kindly it treated these harder
sounds from CD source, a top
reference score of 39 marks on my
subjective scale was merited.

CONCLUSION

=1
Audiofreaks, 15 Link Way,
Ham,
1
Surrey
i
TWIO 7Q7
Tel: 0181
.
948 4153

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 14
LAB REPORT

with the matching

In general the 14

analysis shown in

showed higher

Fig 2.

than expected

Signal to noise

distortion, similar

rations were fine,

on both channels.

at 84dB CCIR

However, the

(IkHz) ARM,

nature and order

88dBA, with very

(essentially second

little hunr.

harmonic) of this

Volume

distortion, and its

tracking and

level, satisfactorily

channel balance

low at 0.25 to

was excellent at

0.3%, meant that

better than

it was subjectively

+0.025dB

innocuous.

generally over the

While more
than 10 volts of

whole range.
Given that this

output was

is arelay switched

available, even

attenuator with a
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Fig 2. Conrad-Johnson Premier 14: high
frequency intermodulation

into amild 100k

finite number of

ohm load, the
distortion hit 1%

steps, Inoted that

some 25k ohm,
with the

and 300kHz.

most were close to

at 3V with 3% at

the 0.5dB10.6dB

capacitance

output loads there

With lower

9volts, and no

claimed. From full

constant at around

would be some

well defined clip

level the initial

120pF. Ideally I

mild curtailment if

point.

steps were between

would like to see a

the low frequency

1and 1.5dB while

higher input

response, e.g. a

inherently wide

at more than 6dB

impedance at

25K ohm load will

band circuitry,

down the full

median volume

move the -0.5db

this Premier

resolution was

settings of greater

point up to I2Hz

showed almost

attained.

than 40k ohms,

(with -3dB at

while in practice,

1.6Hz.)

With its

constant distortion

The attenuation

over the frequency

continued down to

none of the sources

range. For

amaximum of

including the

example, the

65dB, the next

Premier 15, raised

(26dB),measuring

20Hz and 20kHz

step being zero

any objections to

25.5dB. Typical

data at an IHF

output.

the Premier 14

CD programme

input loading.

levels are around

0.5V output were

Since the

Input overload

The gain was
almost 20,

almost identical to

attenuator lies at

the -56dB,

the first stage, the

was better than

1V sensitivity

0.15% figure at

input impedance

26dB IHF with

power amplifier

0.7V to IV, so a

will have a

¡kHz. A graph of

depends on the

channel separation

distortion products

volume setting. At

at 70dB or better,

Premier 14 volume

is given in Fig I

full level it

20Hz to 10kHz,

setting at 50-60,

and shows a

exceeded 100k

smoothly decaying
ohm, with 75k
At last Ican recommend a line
harmonic order,
ohm at 6dB down,
controller which can do full justice
dominated by
50k at - 10dB and
to the CJ Premier 8a monoblock
'second'.
30k at a — 20dB
power amplifiers.
The result for
volume setting. At
Easy to use, the luxury of the
high frequency
lower settings the
remote
operation
is
much
intermodulation
input impedance
appreciated, as is the high
resolution volume control, afirst for
was very similar,
didn't fall below
aCl audiophile pre-amplifier. From
the viewpoint of perfection Istill
Test results Conrad-Johnson Premier 14
Distortion (
dB)
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
feel that the gain is on the high
Total harmonic distortion
side and that a still higher input
at 0.5V output, aux input
56
56
55
Intermodulation
impedance would be worthwhile
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
-56
on the usual middle volume
Noise (
dB)
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
84
settings. Don't forget to correct
DC offset, left/right
OmV/OmV
for its intrinsic phase inversion,
Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
726 726
726
likewise check out phasing on
Stereo separation (
dB)
your disc collection.
Aux input
71
75
70
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Build quality and finish was to
Aux input (dB)
0.05 0.013
0.01
high Premier standards and
Input data ( aux)
Loading
75k. ohmii/.120pF
taking all into account, Ican
Output
warmly
recommend
this
Max level
10V
Impedance
220 ohms
excellent audiophile design not
Dimensions, (
whd)
483x95x400mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£4000
least for its absolute, reference
*see text
grade sound quality.
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Fig 1. Conrad-Johnson Premier 14: TIM
and noise versus frequency

rising to 75dB mid

down from the full

band, more than

level setting of 99.

satisfactory values.

Output

Capacitor coupled

impedance was

there were no DC

calculated at a

offsets at the

moderate 220

output.

ohms, and note (as
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20Hz to 50kHz,
with the band
edges at avery
wide 3Hz to
200kHz for the 0.5dB points. For
the -3dB points
you have to go
wider than
1Hz
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The Theta Chroma 396 DAC
applies technology to music — and now
offers the HDCD option
by KEN KESSLER

6

iven that Theta's sublime
Pro Gen V is a device
which
consistently
astounds me with its
transparency, speed, coherence and
freedom from digital nastiness, there
should be no surprise that it's my
reference converter. Much as Iadore
the Marantz DA-12 KI Signature, it's
not exactly a production model, so
the Theta flagship serves perfectly as
acurrently-available yardstick.
You can imagine, then, the joy with
which Ireceived the news that Theta
has a new entry level converter,
replacing the three-year-old Cobalt

both capped with layers of vibrationdeadening material. Indeed, it's
stacked so thickly that the cover
makes contact with it when screwed
into place, adding to the unit's rigidity
and the mutual damping of both the
chassis cover and transformers. In
addition to improving on the Cobalt's
power supply and housing, Chroma
also features better jitter rejection and
a ' refined analog filter'. The
motherboard fills the case, and it

contains - despite the price of the
Chroma - selected components for the
brand-conscious consumer, like Wima
polypropylene capacitors throughout
307. Just why it was felt that the the analogue section and Vishay bulkCobalt — one of the few affordable foil resistors in the current-to-voltage
DACs able to challenge the bargains conversion stage. The DAC is Burrmade by Audio Alchemy — needed Brown's well-respected PCM-67, the
replacing I'm not sure, but the
18-bit, 8-times oversampling device
Chroma 396 ups the ante while found in the Cobalt.
retaining ' entry level' status. In other
If you study the Chroma 396, you
words, it's alot better than the Cobalt see
that
it
is
absolutely
but not alot dearer, at £850 versus straightforward and minimalist, as
the Cobalt's £ 700. If you're of the
are most of the DACs on the planet.
Never Mind The Quality, Feel The There's no on/off switch — you just
Width School Of Perceived Value, leave it powered up all the time if you
you'll see that £ 150 is but anominal wish to avoid its tolerable 15-minute
fee for the physical gains, before even warm-up time — and you need only
considering the sonic ones.
to choose between coaxial and
Chroma,
unlike
the ` big optical inputs via a push-button on
paperback'-sized Cobalt, is a 'proper'
the beautifully finished 8mm thick
430x50x210mm ( whd) device.
front panel. Thoughtfully, Theta has
Conveniently, if not coincidentally,
included phase inversion ( in the
it's just the right width to rest atop a digital domain, of course) via the
Marantz CD-63SE, and low and second front panel press button, and
sleek enough to be unobtrusive. The two LEDs to indicate lock and powerrestricted depth, however, limits the on. That's it — basic DIA
number of components which might conversion with frills. (And
rest on top of it, in case your stacking anyone who considers
plans differ from mine. What this phase inversion afrill needs
larger-than-Cobalt case means is that asession with ear syringe.)
there's space for a much bigger
At the back, an IEC
power supply and an improved socket accepts the threecircuit layout. And that alone is core mains cable, and
enough to justify the extra yardand- phono sockets are fitted for
a-half. Chroma is to Cobalt, in a main (analogue) output, coaxial
number of ways, what aMarantz SE digital input and coaxial digital
is to anon-SE model: better power output. The standard model also
supply, better chassis, sane price comes with Toslink optical input.
increase.
You'll see, too, blanked-off apertures
Two power supplies, one for the for the optional balanced outputs
analogue section and one for the available on the professional version
digital, reside to the left of the case,
and for asecond optical digital input
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Just why it was
felt that the
Cobalt — one
of the few
affordable DACs
able to
challenge the
bargains made
by Audio
Alchemyneeded
replacing I'm
not sure, but
The Chroma
396 ups the
ante while
retaining 'entry
level' status

(either
AT&T
or
Theta's
Laserlinque). So far, so normal. Now
we come to the part where par-forthe-course audiophile paranoia enters
the picture. The review sample
featured the third and final option:
HDCD.
This is not the place to get into an
HDCD-vs-non-HDCD argument,
for the simple reasons that ( 1) it's
here, (
2) many companies swear by it
and ( 3) HDCD discs are ( so they
say) fully compatible with nonHDCD players. Basically, you can
take it or leave it, needing to address
it only when you want to hear aCD
which is not available without
HDCD encoding, cg Neil Young's
latest, Broken Arrow. And what the
hell — it'll still play acceptably on a
non-HDCD CD player. Slightly
more arguable is non-HDCD discs
allegedly sounding better through
HDCD-equipped players and DACs
because of superior filtering.
Whether or not you want to spend
the extra £ 100 for the Chroma's 396
HDCD option depends on your
feelings about the pitiful trickle of
HDCD discs from the major labels.
Considering that Ican only name a
few HDCD-encoded titles worth
owning: the Tom Petty box set, the
aforementioned Neil Young CD, some
Stephen Stills reissues, a Hendrix
compilation ( why do two ex-Buffalo
Springfield members have
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HDCD-encoded CDs? And Hendrix
didn't play on Stills' first solo? Do I
detect aplot? Ithink we should be
told...), I'm no longer so sure that the
man/woman on the street has any
great incentive to `go HDCD'. But I
digress.
What's caused the aggravation is
the camp favouring the pure sonic
quality of the non-HDCD Chroma
over the HDCD-equipped version.
The cause of these audiophiles,
reviewers, designers, etc, foaming at
the mouth is the 6dB cut which affects
the output of a non-HDCD signal
going through an HDCD system.
According to Pacific Microsonics
spec, this is necessary to account for
the greater dynamic range of HDCD
playback versus normal CD playback.
But ( unless the volume setting is
adjusted to compensate) this gives
HDCD discs an unfair advantage
when A/Wing them with non-HDCD
discs of the same material.
As the non-HDCD Chroma
doesn't suffer this, and as it uses a
different filtering system, there's a
cult of non-HDCD Chroma users
arguing that it blows away the
HDCD edition for playback of nonHDCD discs. Which it most
certainly does. In spades. On the
other hand, Theta has built into the
HDCD version alittle feature which
(provided that neither Theta, nor its
dealers, nor its distributors actually
activate it, thereby incurring the
wrath of Pacific Microsonics) can be
used to override the 6dB cut.
According to the redoubtable Pedro
at Absolute Sounds, any audiophile
who can solder should be able to do
it. More importantly, Pedro points
out that the HDCD version is
outselling the non-HDCD version 4to- 1. ( How many customers are
performing the tweak, Ican't say.)
It would appear, then, that the
prevailing wisdom calls for buying
the HDCD Chroma 396, which you
then circumcise. Now that's
something you would

have to undertake after making a
purchase, and dealers aren't
supposed to do the mod, so you'll
only be able to audition an
unmodified version in a shop. Even
so, I've opted for the HDCD Chroma
with the modification for the review
[see box]. I've even heard of one
canny dealer who performed the mod
and fitted aswitch to bypass it...which
makes you wish the Chroma came
that way. Whatever, Iused it with the
Marantz CD- 12 and Theta Data III
transports, as well as feeding into it
the digital output of the Marantz CD63SE. Comparisons were made with
the Marantz DA-12, Audio Alchemy
DAC-In-The Box, the CD-63SE's
DAC and Theta's Pro Gen V, the
latter equipped with HDCD.
So subtle were some of the
differences between Chroma and Pro
Gen V that Ispent as much time
monitoring through headphones —
the DACs fed directly into a Stax
energiser driving Omegas — as Idid
through the Krell KRC-3 driving a
GRAAF 5050 and the Sutherland
2000 pre-amp/power amps, into
Wilson WATT/Puppy System V.
What caused the confusion wasn't the
way in which the Pro Gen V bettered
its baby sister but the similarities
between the two. The modified
HDCD Chroma sounded just like a
scaled down Pro Gen V, much in the
way that a Sonus Faber Concertino
sounds like ababy Extrema.
In the first paragraph, Isaid that
the Pro Gen V ' astounds me with its
transparency, speed, coherence and
freedom from digital nastiness.' The
same words apply to the modded
HDCD Chroma, but by degree,
relative to what is the norm at afar
lower price point. Make no mistake:
the Chroma isn't a ` compromised'
Pro Gen V. While it lacks the latter's
ability to resolve the very finest detail
and the lower register power which
makes the Pro Gen V anatural with
systems bearing a surfeit of
wooferage, the Chroma

Let's deal with this as succinctly as possible: the
modification takes — literally — about five minutes to
perform. You simply cut one track and link two points
with asmall jumper. That's it. Armed with acouple of
Chromas — stock, modified, with and without HDCD —
Iarrived at the following:
• Best Sound: HDCD Chroma with the modification.
• Best Value: non-HDCD Chroma but only if you're not
bothered about HDCD compatibility.
Quite simply, the non-HDCD Chroma is cleaner.
sweeter sounding and more detailed ( with non-HDCD
discs, of course) than the unmodified HDCD Chroma.
But perform the modification and they're so close as to
be nearly indentical. If nits need picking, then the
modified HDCD Chroma still sounds aslight touch
colder and more sterile than the non-HDCD Chroma.
(Again, this is using non-HDCD discs.)
Perhaps the most telling experience of all is this:
through the modified HDCD Chroma and using the test
CDs which offer the same recordings in both HDCD and
non-HDCD form, the non-HDCD recordings stomped the
HDCD versions. Sorry, gang. but I've just joined the
anti-HDCD camp. MC, one of the first to object vocally.
was absolutely right. [
Just for the record, Martin
Colloms does not consider himself to be anti-HDCD: he
says he is still listening with an open mind — Ed.[

For those
who still
harbour the
fear and
bathing which
keeps LPs
a-spinning,
the Chroma
is analytical
yet warm,
fast yet nonaggressive

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE
Tel: 0181
947 5047

can emulate the V's prowess in a
smaller, less-revealing system.
Played through less bass-intensive
systems, the sort unlikely to exploit
the full impact of Pro Gen V-derived
bass, the Chroma still manages (with
both HDCD and non-HDCD
material) to deliver as much low-end
information as is required to convey
weight and rhythm. You'll find
yourself, time and again, recognising
the sound of the Pro Gen V in the
Chromasomes. More impressive still
is the transparency, allowing you to
hear through the performance so
much so that you'll find yourself
willing even to do some A/B listing to
the cables accumulating in your
spares box. This is genuine high-end
performance on the cheap, limited
only in absolute terms.
For those who still harbour the
fear and loathing which keeps LPs aspinning, the Chroma is analytical
yet warm, fast yet non-aggressive. If
anything tells you categorically that
you're not listening to a £4000 DAC,
it's aslight lack of refinement at
the frequency extremes — both
ends but not the middle. And
that aside, the Chroma has
enough resolving power to all
but hand you, for example, a
list of the differences between,
say, a CD and a direct CD- R
copy, or gold-versus-aluminium.
For my money? That makes it the
best sub-£ 1000 DAC in the land.
And I'm keeping it as my entry-level
reference.
Oh, and another thing: it's one
sweet way to add HDCD to the
Marantz CD-63SE from which you'd
rather not be parted...
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Leading specialists in valve and vinyl replay systems for those who appreciate
music rather than hi-fi, we carry one of the largest selections of valve amplification
on permanent demonstration.
The demonstration equipment has been carefully selected
on the basis of sound quality but also qffers something special
at their respective price levels.
Auditions are carried out by appointment during which
we help you to select the best sound within your budget.
All our systems provide a natural, open sound with a
Art Audio single- ended amplifier with Vaic valves

realistic musical presentation.

•
Jet.

Audio Note and Cary 300B amplifiers

Gamma Rhythm amplifier and
Era pre-amplifier

Art Audio and Trilogy push-pull amplifiers

Analogue Replay Nottingham Analogue Turntables • Paragon Linear
Tracking Arms • Analogue Tracer Cartridges • Blue Oasis Cartridge •
Benz Micro Cartridge • Cartridge Man's Grado
Digital Replay DPA • Holfi • Parasound • Trichord
Graaf 5050 push-pull amplifier

Amplification Arion • Art Audio • Audio Note • Cary Audio Design •
Gamma Acoustics • Graaf • Parasound • The Vamp • Trilogy •
Unison Research
Speakers Aeon Acoustics • Analysis Ribbons • Cary Audio Design •
Gamma Acoustics • Impulse • Opera • Resolution
Accessories Argenta custom silver cables • Petros granite isolating
platforms • Silver Sounds cables • V- Damp Isolating System

0171 38o 0866 _emonstrations
n
Unison Research Mystery One and Smart 845

fax.
.0171 383 5028

by appointment only

e.mad010650,2424@compuserve.com

CD PLAYERS
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ather than coalescing towards
acommon notion of the ' ideal
CD player', the range of
philosophies and technologies
employed in today's digital arena is
richer than ever. Over the next three
months we intend to evaluate groups
of CD players £ 150-£350, £ 500£1000 and over £ 1000, using a
combination of advanced measurement and precisely level-matched,
blind listening tests to exploring the
various paths hacked through the
digital undergrowth by a host of
competing manufacturers.
And competition is the key, with
every manufacturer trying to gain an
edge by bringing its
own slant to existing
technology. Good,
bad or just plain
average, every CD
player has astory to tell,
if you dig deep enough.
As the volume of CD
player sales seems inversely
proportional to their price,
some companies (including,
notably, Philips) have shifted
their entire range below the
£200 watershed. Meanwhile,
players that would once be
described as ` flagships' from
the likes of Yamaha, Sony,
Kenwood, Pioneer and Denon
are pitched below £ 500, if not
£400. So what should you expect
of aplayer between £200-£350?
Features are usually provided by
the truckload, enhancing operation
without compromising sound
quality. Full remote control, direct
track access, various programming
and repeat modes are typically joined
by index search, intro scan, peak
search, CD/tape editing options,
fader, auto-cueing and random play
operations. Most include optical
and/or coaxial digital outputs to
facilitate future upgrades, others
have variable analogue outputs for
direct connection to apower amp.
Memory- intensive facilities, like
Sony's Custom Edit programming
and Philips' Favourite Track
Selection, seem to have been quietly
phased-out, but new widgets may be
on their way. A Text Function for
CD, recently announced as an
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Ten hot CD players, £150 to £350:
Arcam Alpha 7, Cambridge CD6,
Kemvood DP- 7090, Marantz CD- 67,
NAD 514, Philips CD 751, Rotel RCD970BX, Sony CDP-XA2ES,Technics
SL-PS670A,Yamaha CDX-590
by PAUL MILLER

adjunct to the existing Red Book
standard, will provide the consumer
with extra information such as the
album/track title plus the artist's
name and selected lyrics. Fan club
messages, telephone numbers and
other marketing paraphernalia are
also likely to creep into this facility!
In terms of internal technology
there's still abroad canvas of ideas
being
pursued
by
different
manufacturers. Data manipulation,
rather
than
straightforward
oversampling and conversion, is fast
becoming the order of the day. A few
players still deploy conventional
multi- bit converters, other use
variations on the bitstream
theme; more and more are
opting for a hybrid
scheme, attempting
to marry the wide
dynamic range of a
multi-bit topology with
the low-level linearity
and low distortion of a
MASH/ PWM bitstream
converter. Whatever the
technology, compatibility
with your existing CD
collection is assured. But
sound quality? Well, that's
adifferent matter...
Each of these CD
players was thoroughly
'warmed- up' and then
auditioned under strict,
blind conditions and at a
precisely matched listening
level. This way, the high 2.5V
output of the Sony could not
secure it an advantage over the
2V of aCambridge or Yamaha.
Vocal, folk, pop and classical
CDs were auditioned before the
collective impression of the two
.11 panels ( six individuals) was
• entered directly into acomputer.
Each panellist was asked to award
ascore, out of ten, for each player
prior to its identity being revealed.
The listening system included
DPA-100S pre- and power amps
plus Audio Note AN-E (main) and
REL Stentor (sub) loudspeakers.
[For adetailed explanation of the lab tests, turn
to page 51. Note that the panel-listening scores,
specific to this group test, are not related to the
'open ended' points scaling used by MC — Ed./
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LAB REPORT
Burr-Brown's
budget DAG
includes an onboard 8-times
oversampling filter
and 4th-order
noise-shaper,
truncating
incoming data
from 16 to
approximately 2.3
bits which is
handled by a .5level PWM output
stage. The
resulting
quantisation error
yields asignificant
amount of noise
(1) that must be
re-distributed over
arelatively
narrow
(ultrasonic)
bandwidth. This
amounts to -51dB
(-43dBV) from
24. ¡ kHz-100kHz
(re. peak output =
+8dBVI I
kHz).
Depending on
their linearity
above 20kHz, not
all amplifiers will
happily tolerate
such noise without
incurring audible
IM distortion, so
do expect results to
vary widely from
system to system.
Distortion from the
player itself varies
hugely (0.0040.6% at -30dB),
its harmonics
appearing as
Test results

ARCAM ALPHA 7 TOTAL JITTER SPECTRUM

!MINIMUM«

ILMIONIPM1
3161,

21r11,

1111.1r

011,

0101,

001:

FREQUENCY OF -UTTER
Fig la. Arcam Alpha 7: total jitter spectrum

ARCAM ALPHA 7

F

Fig lb. Arcam Alpha 7: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz

sweep at

-30rIB

Fig 3. Arcam Alpha 7: spurious output
associated with ! kHz tone at - 70dB

modulated tracks
(2). Sall, the
Alpha 7's 91dB
signal-to-noise is
slightly better than
the 86dB achieved
by its predecessor,
compromised, in
Arcam Alpha 7

20I4z
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
0.1
Stereo separation ( dB)117
110
99
Frequency response ( dB)0.2
-0.6
Distortion (TIID vs level, dB):
51 0c18
-104 -102
-61
At - 30dB
-88 -79
-45
At -60d13
-51 -50
-10
At -80dB
-28
-27
+5
At -90dB (dithered) -18 -17
+15
At -100dB (dithered) -10
At - 110dB (dithered)
4
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
Error at -80dB
-0.1 -0.4
Error at -90dB
-0.5
-1.6
Error at -100dB
+ 1.6 -2.3
Peak output level L/R
2.442/2.433V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +1.7
Output Impedance L/R
151 ohms
intermodulation, COR, OdB ( dB)
- 100
Stopband image suppression (
dB) -60.1
I.Hz noise modulation (dB)
-3.8
Signal-to-noise (
A-ntd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
108.9
Without emphasis, OLSB
109
Without emphasis, 1LSB
91
Total correlated jitter
599ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy -53ppm
Track access to track 99)
2.2s
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£320

this instance, by
idle pattern tones
between 712Hz to
I.3kHz (3),
depending on
signal conditions.
With so much
'colour' introduced
by added noise
and complex
distortion patterns,
the effect of its
high 599psec jitter
is likely to be
swamped,
particularly as the
main sidebands
(4) are also linked
to the player's
spurious idle
pattern tones!
SUPPLIER
A&R
Cant bridge Ltd,
Denny Industrial
Centre,
Pembroke
Avenue,
Waterbeach
CBS 9PB
Tel: 01223
203 203

ollowing its reign of just under
two years, Arcam's first budget
CD player, the £ 300 Alpha
One, has now been superseded by
the £ 320 Alpha 7. The modular
nature of this new player offers
«ibme defence against a similar
obsolescence for, rather like
Micromega's Stage series, the
Alpha 7 may be upgraded with
plug-in PCBs to match the specification of its forthcoming Alpha 8
!see next month's HFNIRR] and
Alpha 9 players. Incidentally, the
gold-coloured 'Alpha 7' badge may
also be replaced to reflect the
player's promotion!
Accordingly, the entire Alpha
range has been re- styled for the
96/97 season, leaving the Alpha 7
with a gently contoured fascia,
attractive fluorescent display but
similar range of direct track access,
program, repeat and random play
options. Once again, the remote
volume keys are inoperative on the
Alpha 7 but a new CDM14
transport mechanism from Sony
(with digital servos) brings the
maximum track access time down
from 5 seconds ( Alpha One) to a
little over 2seconds.
The digital heart of the Alpha
One has been retained, so the
Alpha 7 still employs aBurr-Brown
PCM1710 bitstream DAC, albeit
with refinements to the analogue
stage, circuit layout and power
supplies. Nevertheless, this also
means a foible of the ' One' has
spread to its successor...

SOUND QUALITY
Arcam's latest Alpha stamped its
seal of authority on proceedings
right at the outset with athoroughly
robust, clean, clear and detailed
rendition of The Pretender's
'Private Life', combining what was
described
as ' a technical
appreciation for the structure of the
music with a compassion for its
emotional impact'. While this track
did sound a little too forward or

insistent with other players in this
test, the Alpha 7 was able to
demand our listeners' attention
without recourse to aggression.
Interestingly, the Alpha 7revealed a
darker side to its nature when
auditioned with an alternative ' mass
market'
amplifier,
sounding
significantly harsher and more
abrasive (see lab report).
Yet, within the context of the test
system, the tense build-up to
Tchaikovsky's 5th Symphony
[Frankfurt RSO/Inbal, Denon CO9738] helped create a palpable
atmosphere, an ambience that
surrounded each and every
instrument. So while other players
delineated individual detail with
equal effectiveness, few proved
quite so interesting, so grand and
compelling as the Alpha 7 in
execution. Unfettered dynamics
allow the player to move with the
tide of the music, responding slickly
to changes in tempo and scale
without compromising its colour. A
property endorsed in enthusiastic
terms by our panel as ` unburstable'.

CONCLUSION
On the basis of our blind listening
tests, Arcam's Alpha 7 proves its
worth as a highly entertaining
performer, its alloy of virtues
resulting in a far tougher product
than the Alpha One. Proficient it
may be, but universal it is not.
Quite simply, if an amplifier reacts
against the Arcam's extraordinary
output of spurious noise then the
player will sound hard, aggressive
and rapidly fatiguing.
Then again, it may be argued
that any competently- designed
amplifier should deal with such
spuriae without collapsing into a
muddled heap. So, with the obvious
proviso of system- matching, this
latest staging post in the Arcam
Alpha saga comes very highly
recommended. Our blind listening
panel gave this player a sound
quality rating of 9out 10.
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CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD6

LAB REPORT

CAMBRIDGE CD6: TOTAL JITIER SF£CTRUNI

In general terms,

F

ew brandnames have the
historical
resonance
of
Cambridge, a reputation on
which its latest owner, the Audio
Partnership (the manufacturing and
distribution company associated
with the Richer Sounds retail
group), is very keen to capitalise.
And this particular digital lily is well
and truly gilded. Quite literally in
fact, for the £ 300 CD6 features a
gold-plated PCB, gold-plated
phono and balanced XLR analogue
outputs plus a gold-plated BNC
digital output. Even the IEC mains
inlet has three gold-plated pins!
Little of this is evident from the
rather old-fashioned appearance of
its matte black fascia and back-lit
LC display, both of which are
culled
from
this
model's
predecessor, the CD4. Once again,
facilities are limited to search, skip
and pause on the player itself, while
a re-styled and ' textured' remote
control adds direct track access,
programming, intro search, random
and A-B repeat options.
Under the bonnet, the CD6 looks
rather like an integrated version of
Cambridge's
DACMagic-2
outboard converter, equipped with
alinear-tracking Sanyo mechanism.
Multiple power supplies (including
three separate transformers) are
provided for transport, digital signal
processing and analogue stages
while aJ-FET op-amp is configured
to feed its final 2V output from a
usefully low 1 ohm source
impedance.
Its digital heart is fairly complex,
and not unlike Rotel's RCD-975,
using multiple shift registers to
create a differential signal which
then addresses a pair of Philips'
TDA1305 BCC DACs [see Rotel
and Philips reviews]. Plenty of
digital trickery then, but how will
this influence its sound?

SOUND QUALITY
Our first sample of Cambridge's
CD6 sounded uncharacteristically
restrained and muggy,
betraying
only hints of
its expected
keen
and
enthusiastic
performance
before
hitting what
were readily
perceived as
'self-imposed
end
stops'.
However, a fault
condition in this sample
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was
subsequently uncovered,
which caused ' glitches' in the
datastream, derived from the
transport, and which had been
causing the noise-floor to ' bounce'
erratically in one channel.
A second sample was obtained,
and this caused something of a stir
and stimulated plenty of debate
among the panel, for here the CD6
revealed its native colour with an
exceptionally crisp and vivid
performance
that
bowled
wholeheartedly from the speakers.
Indeed, there's more than a
suggestion of Technicolor from the
CD6 which dealt Tchaikovsky's 5th
Symphony with a heavy hand,
emphasising the bloom of double
bass and stridency of strings with a
fervour little short of gleeful.
And yet, despite this added
'zing', the CD6 delves deep into the
atmosphere, complexity and
dynamics of its music without
sounding compressed. So its treble
can sound a trifle crude, but the
performance as a whole remains
both fresh, unmuddled and
resolute.

CONCLUSION
In practice, it really does seem that
configuring a pair of Philips'
TDA1305 BCC DACs for dualdifferential operation generates just
as many problems as its solves.
Certainly both Cambridge's own
CD4 and Rotel's RCD-970BX
(which employ single TDA1305's)
enjoy significantly lower levels of
digital jitter and ahigher subjective
rating than either the dualdifferential RCD-975 and, in this
case, CD6.
Nevertheless, there's no denying
or, indeed, escaping the fervent
enthusiasm of the CD6 which
seems intent on bowling- over its
audience with a highly animated
performance. Just goes to show you
should never judge a CD player by
its fascia. Our blind panel gave it a
sound quality rating of 7out of 10.

MMMMMMMI
the CD6 boasts a
11•111111MIIM1111
fabulous 110dB
MIIIIMMMMM
signal-to-noise
ratio and
IIIMUMMIMM
UMIIUFIU
exceptional
130dB channel
...mmulgrui anti
pp nicerwqr ,
separation with a
mild 0.5dB droop
FREQUENCY OF XTTER
in its response at
20kHz.
Fig 2a. Cambridge CD6: total jitter spectrum
Nevertheless, this
is ranged against
ahigh + 14dB
noise modulation
(a known cause
of audible
'roughness') and
arelatively high
410psec of
129612592Hz
jitter (1) that is
(
2)
specific to the
TDA1305 DACs
when run in
Fig 2b. Cambridge CD6: spurious output
differential mode.
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB
Philips'
Bitstreaml
Continuous
Calibration DAC,
TDA 1305, is a
mixed-technology
devise that
employs asecondorder noise shaper
to truncate
incoming data
(from the decoder)
Fig 2e. Cambridge CD6: spurious output
firm full-tuidth to
associated with IkHz tone at - 70dB
5bits. This 5-bit
bitaream is
at around -30dB
converted by two
(hPicallY
SUPPLIER
pairs of high-speed
<0.018%) while,
Richer Sounds
4-bit converters; 4
at lower levels still,
(24 hour
bits + 4bits
there's atextbook
catalogue hotline)
Tel: 0500
yielding an
response to dithered
101 112
equivalent
data (5).
resolution of 5-bits
Test results
Cambridge CD6
per channel.
20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
However, by
Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Stereo separation ( dB)140
1.30
130
running two
Frequency response (dB)-0.1
0
0.5
TDA1305's at
Distortion (
TH0 vs level, dB):
At
OdB
-96
-97
-87
128-times in dualAt -30dB
-84 -77 -75
differential mode,
At -80dB
-63 -57 -60
At -80dB
-28 -31 -45
this confers the
At -90da (dithered) -15 -22 -32
At
-100dB
(dithered)
-20
benefits of ahigher
At -110dB (dithered)
8
256-times
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error
at
-60dB
0
o
oversampling
Error at -80dB
0
0
while nulling
Error at -90dB
-0.4 -0.1
Error at -100dB
-0.4 -0.5
even-order
Peak output level L/R
1.999/1.986V
distortions —
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
±0
Output
impedance
L/R
< 1ohm
leaving abrie 3rd
IntermodulatIon, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-100
harmonic (2) —
Stopband image suppression (dB)
62
1Hz
noise
modulation
(dB)
+
14.2
and reducing the
signaito-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
levels of ultrasonic With emphasis, OLSB
109.8
Without
emphasis,
OLSB
109.2
requantisation
Without emphasis, 1LSB
110.1
noise (3).
Total correlated Jitter
410ps
Digital output(s)
BNC
Importantly, the
Crystal clock accuracy -22ppm
audio band (4) is
Track access (to track 99)
4s
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£300
dear of distortion
95dB

100d11
105dB

:

110dB
115.18

120dB

-125.113
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PRIVILEGE
The CD player which gives you the best of both worlds. Advanced
digital technology, of course, impeccable construction, naturally. And
asound that is pure, sweet and involving, to give real musical enjoyment
from your CDs.

PLURI L
A truly versatile and musically accurate preamplifier.
Uses top class discrete componentry,Class A operation and is fully D.C.
coupled throughout.A gem of apreamp,which-like aclear window-just
"disappears", letting all the music shine through.

HP 1
Thieny dual mono power amplifier has everything.
Sup;Èrb design and construction, with all the power and control you
edeut with those rare qbalities of grace, transparency and delicacy
_ - ch make listening apleasure.
,

.
,

air for m
,
.
For details on the full range of

UKD

4110fletteilii
on'riollectronics please contact:

23 RICHINGS WAY IVER SLO 9DA BUCKS, ENGLAND
TEL: 01753-652669

FAX 01753-654531

CD PLAYERS
KENWOOD DP- 7090
LAB REPORT
improvements to

KEN WOOD DP7090

p

ound for pound, Kenwood's
substantial DP-7090 looks to
be justifying its provisional
£380 ticket with plenty of
heavyweight engineering. The
player's rather brutal aesthetics are
designed to match Kenwood's
forthcoming integrated amplifiers
— subtle curves and slimline fascias
have clearly taken aback seat.
The choice of on-board facilities,
ranging from index skip to peak
search and display- off, is equally
unusual, relegating conventional
features like direct track access,
program and repeat play, plus edit
and digital volume adjustment to
the remote control. Two parallel
line outputs are provided, along
with both coaxial and optical digital
connections.
A glance at my colour graphics
suggests that Kenwood's internal
technology is, well, equally atypical.
DRIVE is the corporate buzzword
(Dynamic Resolution Intensive
Vector Enhancement), a multistage process beginning with a
proprietary filter to increase the
incoming 16-bit data to a 20- bit
wordlength by interpolation. This is
addressed to a high quality 8-times
oversampling
filter ( NPC's
SM5843) before passing to a
second proprietary filter, claimed to
offer 32-times oversampling.
In fact, this is a 4- times
oversampler which elevates the final
rate to 32- times while simultaneously increasing the wordlength
from 20 to 22-bits. Unfortunately,
Kenwood's chosen Burr- Brown
PCM1702 DAC will not accept
data at 32fs, so four DACs are used
per channel, each fed with 8- times
oversampled data ( at 20 bits) but
offset by 1/32 of the sampling rate.
The output of all four parallel
DACs is summed to yielding the
benefits of 32- times oversampling
with a potential 22-bits resolution.
Amazing stuff, at any price.

HI-Fl NEWS Si RECORD REVIEW
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SOUND QUALITY
Clean, detailed and dynamicsounding yet still determinedly
even-handed, Kenwood's DP- 7090
provides glimpses of the musical
drama with what was described as a
'Home Counties reserve'. Perhaps
the DP- 7090 is still a little too
polished or civilised for its own
good, creating a slightly artificial
distance between the listeners and
Chrissie Hynde's vocals, for
example,
even
though
the
accompanying
guitar
and
percussion sounded both crisp,
clean and immediate.
Similarly, Cassandra Wilson's
typically robust performance lacked
some of the body and warmth we
had come to expect, the overall
piece sounding full-bodied yet
somehow diminished in its vibrancy
and richness of colour. Importantly,
this player offers a very equitable
performance, one that sounds deep,
spacious and mercifully free of the
sort of 'digital graininess' that might
otherwise have led to fatigue. Yet
this early production sample still
needed to ' loosen its tie, let its hair
down and simply enjoy the music
with alittle less self-consciousness'.

CONCLUSION
The thought of any sub-£ 2000 CD
player employing no less than eight
top-flight 20-bit DACs would, up
until very recently, be viewed with
great scepticism. The fact that
Kenwood's DP- 7090 includes all
this plus its own advanced digital
signal processing in a highly robust
and flexible package for just £ 380
is, quite frankly, almost beyond
belief. The end result is a player
whose specification, and in
particular its freedom from
ultrasonic rubbish, promises a
highly consistent performance from
amplifier to amplifier and system to
system. Our panel awarded :
t6 out
of 10 in terms of sound quality.

both linearity and
signal-to-noise are
claimed for
DRIVE. The latter
has been achieved,
reaching anear-20
bit performance
with 119.4dB (Awtd) without
recourse to adigital
mute circuit.
Sadly, modulation
noise is also
'summed' between
the four 20-bit
DACs and this
puts a + 16.3dB
dent in the player's
practical dynamic
range. Swings and
roundabouts...
This is at least
partially reflected
in its wide but nonlinear (with respect
tfrequencY)
response to dithered
data (1).
However, the use
of amulti-bit
technology and
high oversamplino,
free of bit-word
truncation and
noise-shaping,
ensures the DP7090 produces just
about the lowest
spurious ultrasonic
noise (2) of any
CD player
currently available.
Jitter (3) is also
low at 260psec and
derived from the
player's DSP
section.
Freeing the
system of noise
serves to expose
some sampling
artefacts (4) and
aspray of
primarily oddorder harmonics
(5) though these
are still amatch
for any bitstrearn
technology at just
0.0045-0.011%
(re. -30dB).
Some analogue
slewing tends to
increase distortion
near peak level
(<0.04%),
incidentally.
Finally, low-level
linearity is affected

(3)

Mg 3a. Kenwood DP- 7090: usa/jitter spc‘fr1(1,1

Fig 3b. Kenwood DP-7090: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig 3c. Kenwood DP- 7090: spurious output
associated with IkHz tone at - 70dB

by the matching
between DACs, in
this case causing a
deterioration to
limits of +2. 712. 1dB over a
100dB range.
Test results

SUPPLIER
Trio-Kenwood
UK Ltd,
Kenwood House,
Dwight Road,
Watford WI)! 8EB
Tel: 01923
816 444
Kenwood DP- 7090

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
C
Stereo separation ( dB1122
112
86
Frequency response (dB) 0
-0.2
Distortion (THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-99
-98
-68
At -30dB
-87
-80
-79
At -60dB
-56
-52
-56
At -80dB
-31
-38
-28
At -90dB (dithered)
-19
-24
-33
-20
At - 100d8 (dithered)
At - 110c18 (dithered)
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at 80dB
-0.1
0.1
Error at -80d8
-0.4 -0.3
Error at -90dB
-2.1 -0.9
Error at - LOOdB
+2.7 -0.7
Peak output level L/R
1.999/2.004V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
to
Output impedance L/R
305ohm
Intermodulation, CCIR. OdB (dB)
-98
Stopband image suppression (dB)
>105
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
+16.3
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
119.6
Without emphasis, OLSB
119.6
Without emphasis. 1LSB
119.4
Total correlated jitter
265ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial, optical
Crystal clock accuracy
+75ppm
Track access to track 99)
3.5s
Typical price Inc VAT)
£380

Somethings never change,
but somethings do.
A picture of our old model
next to our favorite new one
WARRINGTON TEL: 01925 828009
Wilson Benesch.
Craftsmanship, Innovation, Leading Edge Technology

BEST ANALOGUE
SOURCE COMPONENT
UP TO £ 5,000

Turntable, Tonearms, Cartridges. Head Amplifier, Loudspeakers, Turntable Table. Equipment Platforms.
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CD PLAYERS

N

o manufacturer with a for example. And all the while, the
CD- 67 retains a keen affection for
successful series of CD
players under its corporate the musical nuance, whether this is
the squeaky resonance of nylon
belt is inclined to make radical
guitar strings or the rasp of horns
changes for the next season, and
few have been quite so successful as and
thrill
of violins
from
Tchaikovsky's 5th Symphony.
Marantz with its quartet of CD-63s.
Yet there is a suggestion of
As a consequence, the new £ 275
CD- 67 both looks and performs
leanness, not in a harsh or dirtysounding fashion but enough, from
rather like the popular CD- 631I.
time to time, to emphasis the upper
Indeed, the blind listening panel,
ranges of vocals and leading edge of
who were unaware of the product
percussion.
ranges under test, strongly hinted
Some minor criticism was also
that this player had ' all the richness
levelled at the player's bass quality,
and fizz of amid-priced Marante
which, according to the panel,
The familiar and functional
layout is retained with advanced should have sounded ` a little
features like remote volume control, stronger, deeper and better
repeat play, peak search, direct controlled'. Instead, the CD- 67
track access, display dimmer and
introduced what was described as a
'localised bloom' in response to the
tape edit options. Unusually, both
coaxial and optical digital output bass and bodhran from Loreena
McKennitt's ` Bonny Swans', not
are provided to service future
sufficient to cloud her elegant
upgrades, while a hard-wired BUS
connection enables the CD- 67 to vocals but enough to fill the silent
be fully integrated into a complete
spaces between the remaining
instruments. A cracking player,
Marantz system.
nonetheless.
Looking under the bonnet, the
CD- 67 is equipped with the same
Philips CDM12.3 mechanism, CONCLUSION
Despite
their
common
NPC
bitstream
DAC
and
technological heritage, each of
proprietary HDAM output buffer as
Marantz's CD-63 series has carved
its predecessors while Philips' latest
servo controller and decoder a sonic niche of its own. The

MARA\ TZ CD67

chipset ( the
CD7) should
enhance
its
tracking
of
damaged
compact
discs.
Note that the mains
transformer is still OFCwired, but a revised core material
has been implemented to improve
performance (see lab report).

CD63II was arguably the most
composed, smooth and sonorous
while the ' 63SE relied on its heroic
SOUND QUALITY
soundstaging, robust bass and allLight, breezy and colourful in
round effervescence to turn heads.
character, Marantz's CD- 67
By picking its way between both
succeeds in capturing the music approaches, the CD-67 is less likely
with the precision and dynamic than its predecessors to polarise
security of sober- sounding players
opinion, offering a sound that's
like Kenwood's DP- 7090 and the
lucid but also a little more up-beat
Sony CDP-XA2ES while adding a and perhaps slightly more insistent
vibrancy and sparkle that turns out in approach than the CD6311 it
to be more reminiscent of the
replaces. A slightly ` younger' sound
ebullient Yamaha CDX-590 and
from a very mature package, and
Rotel RCD-970BX. The power achieved without undermining the
behind big-sounding vocalists like silky- smooth performance of
Cassandra Wilson is conveyed as
Marantz's £ 500 top-dog, the CD63
effectively as the weight and
KI Signature. The blind listening
momentum of aclassical orchestra,
panel rated it at 8out of 10.
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MARANTZ CD- 67
LAB REPORT

A detailed
examination of
the CD-67's
specification finds
acloser allegiance
to Marantz's
CD-63SE than to
its forebear, the
CD- 631I. All
Marantz's 63series boast ahuge
>130dB channel
separation, solid
215-220 ohm
output impedance
and hmt 0.00080.018% distortion
at peak output.
The CD-67 is no
exception and
continues to use the
digital mute
facility on NPC's
SM5872 DAG to
yield an amficial
124dB A-soul
signal-to-noise
ratio.
In practice, its
'real' 103dB SIN
ratio is closer to the
CD63SE
(103.3cU3) than
the CD63Il
(Ioa9dB) and
while its
characteristic jitter
pattern with datainduced (1) and
NPC-specific
sidebands (2)
remains
recognisable, the
overall level has
fallen from
650psec to
498psec - a
worthwhile
reduction.
Distortion between
-10dB and -60dB
persists below the
player's noise floor
(3) which gently
rises with frequency
as aproduct of
NPC's bit-word
truncation and
noise-shaping (4).
The rippled
stopband image
(5) is released at
-54dB by the
integral 8tintes
oversampling
filter. This
characteristic
pattern is repeated
on the - 70dB plot
which highlights

MARANTZ CD-67. TOTAL JITTER SPECTRUM
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Fig 4a. Moronic. CD-67: total jitter

spectrum

Fig 46. Marantz CD-67: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz

sweep

Fig 4c. Marantz CD-67:

at -30dB

spurious output

associated with / kHz tone at - 70dB

the player's output
of ultrasonic
requantisation
noise (4) and
hints of odd-order
distortion (6)
escaping the use of
dithered data.
Test results

SUPPLIER
_I lawny.:
HiFi Ltd,
Kings bridge
House,
575-583 Bath Rd,
Longford
UB7 OEH
Tel: 01753
680 868
Marantz CD-87

20Hz
lie:
20kHz
Channel balance (dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Stereo separation (dI3)158
133
142
Frequency response (dB) 0
0 -0.4
Distortion ( THD vs level, dB):
At OdF3
-102
-99 -75
At - 30dB
-97
-83 -71
At -60dB
-52
-48
-38
At -80dB
-26
-29
-18
At -90dB (dithered) -14
-19
-5
At - 100dB (dithered)
-15
At - 110dB ( dithered)
8
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
Error at -80dB
-0.1
-0.2
Error at -90dB
-0.7
-1.3
Error at -100dB
-1.2
-0.4
Peak output level L/R
2.347/2.367V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) + 1.4
Output impedance L/R
215ohm
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-99
Stopband image suppression (dB)
53.9
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
+ 7.5
Signal-to-noise (
A+vtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
124.1
Without emphasis, OLSB
124.1
Without emphasis, 1LSB
103
Total correlated Jitter
498ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial, optical
Crystal clock accuracy
+31ppm
Track access (to track 99)
3.5s
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£275
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218 THX stereo power amplifier

worth looking into
The

NAD

218

amplifier

THX

is

sophisticated
have
its

ever

brilliant

"no

remains

•

of

the

hi

fi

components
Yet

features

levels
true

nonsense"

power

one

produced.

astonishing
it

stereo

to

of

The very first feature you'll notice
is the weight of the 218 THX, due
partly to the heavy construction of
the chassis and front panel.
designed for rack mounting. ( its
advanced specification makes the
218 THX ideal for professional
studio use). But the increase in
weight is argely due to the
massive Hálmgren toroidal mains
transform sr.

for

\\\\\\\°''" '

we

all

performance,
NAD

•

philosophy.

supply because several smaller
capacitors have afaster recovery
time and have less equivalent
series inductance and resistance
than asingle pair.
The 218 THX incorporates
fully balanced XLR inputs.
allowing the use of long runs of
cable between pre and power
stages,
without the
risk of
interference.
This thoughtful yet simple feature
offers the opportunity to set your
system up more flexibly ard of
course its abenefit if you are
bridging two 218 THX's for mono
and locating them nearer
your speakers.

• 'F.Y

nA?:GE

•0

and

the

design

most

waveform.
rounding
off the peaks,
preventing
"dynamic overload"
and heading off
damage to your ears
and your speakers.
without losing the sense of
musical drama.
Hard Clipping

o

POWER

The circuitry inc udes left and
right channel pco's, offering lots
of benefits. They include less
complicated
pcb's
meaning extra
reliability.
more
separation of
circuits, so
like the
Hálmgren
transformer,
less
interference
going out or coming in. All this.
plus lower build oost too. means
more savings again towards the
specification of better
components.
Any amp which is
overdriven. ( unlikely on the 218
THX because it is so powerful)
can produce distortion or
'clipping'. The NAD Soft Clipping
circuit gently transforms tha

offers other advantages.
A conventional transformer can be
affected by AC mains to produce
hum or even buzzing. whereas a
Hólmgren transformer isn't. Plus.
a FiCilmgren transforner because
iof its unique design. will not affect

en.

other adjacent components.
A feature which doesn't
add much to the weight of the 218
THX but certainly adds to the
weight of its performance is the
bank of eight capacitors, rather
than asingle pair. This is a
comparatively low cost benefit
which makes abetter power
à,

NAD ELECTRONICS LIMITED NAD BUILDING
401-405 NETHER STREET LONDON

N3 10G. TELEPHONE 0181 343 3240

to develop
products which
will reproduce
his sound
tracks to the
standard they deserve.
NAD was first with apower
amplifier which met these
challenging standards and won
the right to carry the THX badge.
The 218 THX continues this
principle of quality first.

SUPPLY
LIMITS

So what do you get for your not
insubstantial investment at the •
Soft Clipping

end of the day?
•
A thoughtfully designed, utterly reliable, acoustically
stunning 2X200 watts, bridgeable
to amore than you'll ever need
700 watts mono, with more

Arr

Apart from being the ideal design
for the huge amounts of power it
is likely to handle, the Holmgren

specifications covering
distortion, noise, power etc.
to encourage manufacturers

POWER
SUPPLY
LIMITS

There are other more hidden
features too which provide
specific benefits. Typically, the 218
THX incorporates extensive
a non intrusive protection circuitry.
This prevents damage rom
accidental overload or misuse
which can lead to overheating or
circuit failure.
Finally for those for whom
the letters THX are somewhat of a
mystery, let us briefly explain.
George Lucas, creator of
the ' Star Wars' epics, went to
extraordinary lengths to ensure
that the sound
quality of his films
exceeded anything
Hollywood had
previously produced
and he laid
down exacting

NAD

headroom than your window
frames will thank you for, which
could even change the way you
perceive music.
But with all this capability
none of it is afashion statement.
The 21.8 THX is designed. not
desigrer. Every feature of the 218
THX enhances performance and
reliability.
That's why our slogan
"pure and simple" is as relevant
today for equipment as advanced
as the 218 THX as it was when
NAD was created more than 20
years ago.

ure.an •sim

CD PLAYERS
circulating RF interference
demonstrably superior.

NAD
514

is

SOUND QUALITY

No one could ever criticise the 514
for failing to sound eager or funloving, even though this forthright
approach does introduce one or two
shortcomings of its own. By way of
example, the thrill of strings and
blast of horns that punctuate
illed by NAD as its ' nocompromise CD player', the Tchaikovsky's 5th Symphony
514 still exudes an air of certainly sounded ' thrilling' enough
to our blind listeners yet, by the
relaxed simplicity. Evidently,
same token, these dominant
competition from battleship models
like the Kenwood DP- 7090 and instruments could also sound
Sony CDP-XA2ES have made little insistent and shrill. This tended to
compromise the ' quiet, almost dark
impression on NAD's industrial
designers who continue to plough ambience' developed but moments
their own, unique furrow. Dotted before by the solo efforts of the
double-bass and viola.
about this familiar grey faceplate are
Evidently, the 514's light-hearted
everyday features like skip, search,
ardour can cause it to bite off more
program and repeat while the
than it can comfortable chew,
matching remote brings the
particularly when faced with the
convenience of direct track access.
Another button, marked CDR, is busiest, most demanding of
a little less ` everyday'. CDR stands recordings. Acoustic tracks, such as
for Controlled Dynamic Range, a Loreena McKennitt's ' Bonny
Swans', play directly into its
facility that progressively boosts
low-level detail so that it's not mischievous hands, however, as
inaudible during late night listening vocalists and accompanying players
are scattered through a deep if not
or, more likely, drowned-out when
recorded on cassette for in- car terribly wide soundstage. The
playback. CDR has been available liveliness, the passion and sheer joy
on other NAD products, including of the music conveyed by the player
the AV910 and AV917 Pro-Logic on these occasions is a delight to
processors, and, in this instance is hear and more than recompense for
its lapses of dexterity and
implemented using a digital
compressor LS! from Yamaha (the sophistication.
YM3412) which operates between
-18dB and - 54dB.
CONCLUSION
Otherwise, the £ 370 514 is NAD's quaint but distinctive 514 is
clearly an evolved version of NAD's representative of a slightly older
older 502, itself derived from the breed of player, with a family tree
that can clearly be traced back at
popular 5425 which was launched
least five years. Fortunately ` older',
some five years ago. Close-tolerance
in this instance, does not mean the
polypropylene and polystyrene
514 is past its technological sell-by
capacitors are employed throughout
date even if its performance is alittle
the complex analogue stage which,
less ` mature' than many of its
incidentally, uses the same AD712
op-amps found in other players in younger rivals. Indeed, its zest for
this survey. Otherwise, the choice of musical life will be just the ticket for
any system in need of an invigorating
MN6474 MASH/PWM DAC most
closely mirrors Technics SL- hand, and few are as spirited as this
PS670A though, as the lab tests unassuming and deceptively greytestify, NAD's implementation — faced contender. The blind listening
particularly in its guard against panel gave it 6out of 10.
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NAD 514
LAB REPORT
NAD's literature
suggests that both
the older 502 and
latest 514 players
utilise a
proprietary 5-pole
active filter.
However,
whereas the
output of
ultrasonic
requantisation
noise was swiftly
attenuated
beyond 35kHz in
the 502, the noise
'contour'
emerging from the
514 (I) is very
much closer to
that from
Technics
SL-PS670A
[covered later in
this review].
Both players
use the MN6474
MASHIPWM
DAC and both
enjoy good lowlevel resolution
and auseful
103dB signal-tonoise ratio, albeit
with an increase
in noise at the
high-frequency
end of the
spectrum (2).
Once again, the
rippled stopband
image (3) and
gentle spray of
distortion
harmonics (typ.
<0.08%) (4)
just lifting clear
of the ultrasonic
noise (1) are all
entirely
characteristic of
the MN6474.
So why, if the
specification
(distortion, noise,
linearity etc.) for
both the NAD
514 and Technics
SL-PS670A are
so very similar,
does the former so
clearly outperform the latter?
The answer lies in
jitter, seen here as
lone data-induced
sidebands (5)
which, at
435psec, is over
six times less

NAD 514: TOTAL JITTER SPECTRUM
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Fig

Sa. NAD 514: total jitter spectrum

Fig Sb NAD 514: spurious output resulting
from 0-22kHz

sweep at -30dB

Fig Sc. NAD 514: spurious output associated
with ¡ kHz tone at - 70dB

significant than
that suffered by the
SL-PS670A.
This alone could
account for the
cleaner, sharper
sound of NAD's
514.
Test results

D
Marketing Ltd,
NAD
401-405 Nether
Street,
London N3 IQ(
Tel: 0181
343 3240
NAD 514

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
0
0
Stereo separation (
dB)117
121
115
Frequency response (
dB) 0
0 -0.2
Distortion (
THD vs leve). dB):
At Odf3
-98 -98 - 74
At -30dB
-93 -81 -62
At -60dB
-61 -54 -40
At -80dB
-28 -31 -20
At -90dEl (dithered) -20 -22 -6
At - 100dB (dithered) -16
At - 110d8 ( dithered) -9
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
+0.1
0
Error at -90dB
-0.1 +0.3
Error at -100dB
+02 -0.6
Peak output level L/R
2.22/2.216V
Relative output level ref 2V (
dB)
+0.9
Output Impedance L/R
110 ohm
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-104
Stopband Image suppression (
dB)
81.5
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+6.7
SIgnal-to-nolse (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
108.5
Without emphasis, OLSB
106.6
Without emphasis, 1LSB
102.8
Total correlated jitter
435ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy
+47ppm
Track access (
to track 99)
4s
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£370
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van den Hui Carbon Cables

nterconnects

...experience the extraordinary
*****

WHAT HI- Fl?

*****

Hi Fi Choice ( sound quality)

*****

The Ultimate reference
Uses pure Linear Structured Carbon conductor for
use in normal unbalanced systems where only
the best will do. £ 199.99/0.8m stereo pair ( Phono).
The Ultimate reference
Uses pure Linear Structured Carbon conductor
with a LSC/ Silver coated Copper screen.
Use in balanced and unbalanced systems.
£214.99/0.8m stereo pair ( XLR balanced or Phono).

Hi Fi Choice ( sound quality)

Superb New Linear Structured Carbon/ Silver/
Copper Hybrid introduces a new level of performance
to this price sector.
£59.99/0.8m stereo pair ( phono)
£79.99/0.8m stereo pair ( XLR balanced)

Linear Structured Carbon/ Silver/ Copper
Hybrid - multiple layered construction the affordable reference standard.
£119.98/m

...a reference is set.

Hi Fi News & RR

Reference performance low resistance
heavy duty Silver/Copper conductor with
Special Linear Structured Carbon Layer.
£39.98/ m.

Linear Structured Carbon/ Silver/ Copper
Hybrid - by far the best cable in it's class.
£11.99/m.
£21.99/m bi-wire version (
TEATRACK)

£3450.00.

£1700.00.

£800.00.

The Ultimate Cartridge

Jump for joy - this latest van den Hul
cartridge is simply superb.

cartridge repairs

A magnificently transparent cable. Hi Fi News & RR

Mr van den Hul can personally
refurbish almost any make of cartridge.
He will bring any van den Hul cartridge
up to the latest specification.
Retip from £ 210.00
New Boron cantilever and tip
£315.00

The Classic High Performance
Moving Coil Cartridge.

Fact not Fiction

Lint_
_
has no crystal boundaries so
there are virtually no obstacles in the path of the electron flow °
which carries the signal. The result is greater signal purity and
much improved system sound quality.

van den Hul information line: 0181 810 9388
van den Hul UK. Unit 12, IMEX House, 6 Wadsworth Road, Perivale, Middx UB6 7JJ. Fax: 0181 810 9365

CD PLAYERS
PHILIPS CD751

PHILIPS CD751
W

elcome to CD's high
end, Philips style. This
Dutch giant may have
co- developed the world's most
successful digital music format
(along with Sony) and still produces
a wide range of decoder, filter and
DAC IC technologies for use by
other manufacturers. Yet the last
few seasons have seen Philips
concentrate on high volume sales,
rather than high prestige product,
with agaggle of lightweight but very
flexible sub-£200 players.
So it is with the CD751, aplayer
that offers direct track access, a
random 30- track memory, peak
search and extra pause (auto space)
programming. Volume adjustment
is provided on the accompanying
remote while a fader control is
ferreted away on the player itself.
As is the case with Philips' latest
technology, these volume/fader
facilities act on both the player's
analogue and digital outputs,
maintaining the CD751's flexibility
even when upgraded with an
outboard converter.
The CD751 is even equipped with
a coaxial digital output, which is
equally unusual at a price where
manufacturers typically opt for an
inferior but EMC- friendly optical
output. However, more advanced
widgets, including Philips' FTS
memory and Personal Preset options
appear to have been abandoned in
recent years. Indeed, the guts of the
CD751 seem to have been culled
from last season's CD740, another
player based on Philips' popular
CDM12 transport and TDA1549
converter. So the format of the
CD751 remains broadly unchanged
even if its sound has been tickled
under the chin for 1996/7.

SOUND QUALITY
This is a very friendly- sounding
player and one that clearly betrays
its link with the smooth, almost
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dreamy- sounding CD740. The
CD751 is certainly slightly sweeter
and more comfortable- sounding
than the articulate enthusiasm of
Rotes RCD-970BX ( auditioned
just moments before) but this
commodious outlook is achieved at
the expense of a slighter softer
overall perspective.
Specifically, the CD751 is perhaps
a little too generous, warm and
rounded in the bass while lacking a
similar extension and brilliance
through
the
treble.
As
a
consequence, Tchaikovsky's brass
and strings iost their customary air
and spaciousness while the resonance
of tuba and kettle drums tended to
'mumble' rather than grumble. And
yet, despite Tacking the precision and
discipline of costlier players, the
CD751's performance remains both
colourful and involving,
Loreena McKennitt ended our
session with a chocolate- smooth
performance that seemed to
exemplify the secure outlook of this
player, acomposure that ensured it
was still perfectly possible to enjoy
the rich variation in her voice and
the support of her guitars,
percussion and harmonies.

CONCLUSION
One season on, and it really does
seem
that
Philips
CD751
successfully trades a little extra
purpose for the aimlessness and
lack of spontaneity that befell its
forebear, the CD740. For one
panellist, the CD751 was all ' too
much icing and not enough cake'
but the remainder countered this
view with the suggestion that it
plays
to
its
strengths
by
emphasising the music's colour and
richness. So the CD751 may not set
the world alight, but at just £200 it
represents a safe and flexible
package suffering no major hiccups
and offering good value. Again, the
panel gave this player 6out of 10.

LAB REPORT
Beneath the
13itstream' logo,
Philips' CD751
actually employs
amixedtechnology
TDA 1549
(BCC) DAC.
This is alowdissipation version
of the TDAI305
used by
Cambridge and
Rotel, employing
athree-stage
digital filter
amounting to 96times at 256fs.
With I-to- V
conversion
provided
internally, a
simple first-order
analogue filter
completes the
package, letting
loose amoderate
spread of
ultrasonic
requantisation
noise (1).
Distortion is
within Philips'
specification at
<0.008% at peak
level but is beaten
at <0.45% (re.
-60dB) by the
superior
TDA1305.
Nevertheless its
accurate
assimilation of
dithered, low-level
signals is clear
enough (2) as is
its fine resolution
(+0.310.8dB over
100dB).
A `bogus'
117dB A-wtd
SIN ratio is only
achieved by using
an internal kill
circuit, though the
real 104dB is still
perfectly
respectable.
Otherwise, much
of the CD 751's
colour is linked to
the poor quality of
its digital filtering
- visible in the
mere 29dB
suppression of
digital images (3)
- and in the
distribution of its
735psec ofjitter.

PHILIPS CD751: TOTAL ATTER SPECTRUM
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Fig oh. Philips CD751: spurious output
resulting front 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig 6e. Philips CD751: spurious output
associated with IkHz tone at - 70dB

The latter shows
plenty of activity
in the 'red' with
main components
(4) revealed as
harmonics of an
unusual 393Hz
fundamental (5).
Test results

SUPPLIER
Philips Consumer
Electronics,
City House,
420-430 London
Road, Croydon
CR9 3QR
Tel: 0181
689 4444
Philips CD751

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0.1
0
Stereo separation (dB)126
131
127
Frequency response (dB)-0.2
0 -0.3
Distortion ( THD vs level, dB):
403 -98 -82
At OdB
At -30dB
-82 -77 -65
At -60dB
-60 -54 -47
At -80dB
-23 -31 -24
At -90dB (dithered) -15 -22 -12
At -100dB (dithered)
-17
At -110dB (dithered) -7
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dEi
0
0
Error at -80dB
-0.1
0
Error at -90dB
-0.8 -0.2
Error at 100dB
0.2 +0.3
Peak output level L/R
2.050/2.064V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
+0.24
Output impedance L/R
1.04ohm
intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-95
Stopband image suppression (dB)
29.3
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
+ 10.5
Signal-to-noise (
A-vrtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
117.2
Without emphasis, OLSB
117.3
Without emphasis, 1LSB
103.9
Total correlated Jitter
735ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy +37ppm
Track access (
to track 99)
2.5s
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£200
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ROTEL RCD-970BX
LAB REPORT

ROTEL RCO417011X: TOTAL STIER SPECTRUM

By °pungfor a
single TDAI305
filter/DAC, Rotel
loses the reduction
in even-order
distortion and
improvement in
signal-to-noise
possible with the
FREGUENCY OF JITTER
dual-differential
arrangement used
Fig 7a. Rotel RCD-970BX: total inter ,p,,trum
in its RCD-975
and Cambridge's
CD6. This is
evident from the
extra 2nd and 4th
harmonics (1) seen
tracking towards
us on the 3D plot
and slightly higher
level of
requantisation
noise (2) output
above 20kHz
(please compare
Fig 7b. Rote! RCD-970BX: spurious output
with Cambridge
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB
CD6).
However, a
THD of < 0.035%
at -30dB still
compares very
favourably with
the RCD-975's
<0.025% and the
figure of <0.018%
recorded for the
CD6. The
Fig 7c. Rotel RCD-970BX: spurious output
stopband images
associated with IkHz tone at - 70dB
(3) — afunction
of Philips'
(Rotel RCD-975)
SUPPLIER
cascaded 4-stage
to just 289psec.
Rotel UK
digital filter —
(Gamepath Ltd),
This smattering of
25 Heathfield,
remain quite
low-level dataStacey Bushes,
unchanged,
induced sidebands
Milton Keynes
however.
(4) is fundamental
MK12 6HR
Tel: 01908
Once again,
to the '970BX's
317 707
the 107dB signal- triumph.
to-noise lags this
Test results
Rotel RCD-970BX
player's dual20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
differential
Channel balance ( dB)
0
Stereo
separation
(dB)
115
113
99
cousins by some
Frequency response ( dB)-0.1
0 -0.4
3dB but is still
Distortion ( T,in . slevel. dB):
At OdB
-97
-99 -90
perfectly
At -30dB
-79
-75 -69
respectable. And At -60dB
-62
-54 -51
At
-80dB
-24
-30 -33
at least Rotel has
At -90dB (dithered)
-12
-21 -20
not engaged the
At -100dB (dithered)
-17
At -110dB (dithered)
-6
TDA 1305's kill
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
option to yield a Error at -60dB
0
o
Error at -80dB
+0.1 -0
false figure. Low- Error at -90dB
-0.1
+0.1
Error at -100dB
-0.7
+0.7
level linearity is
Peak output level L/R
2.371/2.365V
quite excellent
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +1.5
Output impedance L/R
55 ohms
but, more
Intermodulation, CCIR. OdB (dB)
-100
importantly, this Stopband image suppression (
dB)
62.2
+ 14.1
simple singlechip 1Hz noise modulation ( dB)
Signal-to-noise 1AMd, dB)
application with
With emphasis. OLSB
107.4
107.2
its external master Without emphasis. OLSB
Without emphasis. 1LSB
107.1
oscillator circuit
Total correlated jitter
289ps
Digital
output(s)
coaxial
has yielded ahuge
Crystal clock accuracy
+114ppm
improvement in
Track access (
to track 99)
3.55
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£350
jitter front 647psec
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implicity, in the form of
Rotel's £ 50 RCD-970BX,
brings its own rewards as this
trimmed-down player lifts its game
to emerge head- and- shoulders
above its costlier stablemate, the
£450 RCD-975. Both players share
acommon chassis, the same swingarm CDM9 mechanism and
SAA7310
decoder —
a
combination that, in many respects,
is
superior
to
the
CDM12/SAA7345 transport and
decoder now being widely used in
new and competing CD players.
Indeed
the
entire
digital
'motherboard' is common to both
the RCD-975 and RCD-970BX,
the £ 100 gulf in price being
justified by extra scan and edit
facilities plus a fairly complex
analogue board for the ' 975. This
leaves the ' 970BX with essential
program, track skip and repeat
functions on the player, augmented
by direct access and shuffle play
options on the remote.
Both players use Philips' BCC
(Bitstream/Continuous Calibration)

natural vigour, and ebb and flow of
its music.
The various crescendos that mark
the mid-point of Tchaikovsky's 5th
Symphony were certainly paraded
with an appropriate scale and gusto
even if, as one panellist suggested,
'there is more here to interest the
head than the heart'. This sense of
technical ' correctness' was as
audible with busy rock recordings
as it was with the vibrant flourishes
of classical strings, instruments that
now glowed with a rude health
while shunning the quiet subtlety of
players like Sony's CDP-XA2ES.
In many respects, the big and
confident sound of the RCD970BX also bears comparison with
the enthusiasm of Yamaha's CDX590, though the former does seem a
little better ordered and composed.
More importantly, the RCD970BX is a player that succeeds in
making an event of every musical
performance, lending a genuine
sense of scale to even the most
modest of recordings. Neither is
this especially contrived, for the

ROTE. RCD-970BX

DAC — the
TDA1305 —
in symmetrical
circuits featuring
Analogue Devices'
op- amps and dotted
with Rotel's favourite
Rubycon ' Black Gate' supply
decoupling caps around both DAC
and analogue filter stages. However,
whereas the ' 975 uses a pair of
TDA1305's in dual-differential mode

player may
sound big and
gutsy but there is an underlying
honesty about its rough- diamond
approach to music-making.

with abank of 8-bit shift registers, the CONCLUSION
RCD-970BX uses asingle DAC in a Rotel has hit the digital nail right
more straightforward and elegant on its head with the RCD-970BX.
configuration.
This is a slimline but ruggedly
constructed player, featuring

SOUND QUALITY

Towards the end of our listening
session, one panellist correctly
identified this player as ' distinctly
Rotel' by dint of its attention grabbing bass and very deliberate,
positive- sounding
midband.
Clearly, the RCD-970BX has avery
distinctive flavour and one, not
unlike its technical neighbour,
Cambridge's CD6, that succeeds in
managing an abundance of complex
detail without suppressing the

quality parts from transport to
DAC and with a bare essential of
facilities to keep all but the most
button- crazed of audiophiles
content. Moreover, by scoring
both a technical and subjective
advantage over both Rotel's own
RCD-975 and Cambridge's CD6,
the RCD-970BX demonstrates
that simplicity is, more often than
not, the key to commercial success.
The blind listening panel gave it 8
out of 10.
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CD PLAYERS

SONY CDPXA2ES

W

e have all come to
appreciate the falling
costs
of
digital
technology, but the message is
driven home by players like the
CDP-XA2ES, Sony's current
flagship, which sails into port for
just £ 350. This relatively modest
sum buys avery elaborate machine,
deliciously over- equipped with a
motorised volume control, edit/time
fader, peak search, repeat, program
and random play modes.
In line with Philips, however,
Sony has abandoned memoryintensive facilities like Custom File
Programming ( CFP) and the Edit
Navigation Guide. Were CFP and
Philips' FTS ( Favourite Track
Selection) really that unpopular?
Anyway, you will be hard-pressed
to locate a slicker or more
technically advanced player,
whatever your budget.
Talking of technology, this CDPXA2ES actually pre- dates Sony's
very new CDP-XE900E [reviewed
in HFNIRR, Sept ' 96]. Both players
employ multi-chip conversion with
oversampling, truncation and noiseshaping separated from the bitconverter, rather like a PWM ( or
PLM) version of Philips' SAA7350/
DAC7 Bit Stream chipset.
In this instance a CXD-2562
DAC is used to generate the
bitstream while a separate,
differential bit-converter (the CXA8042, as used in the CDPXE900E) completes the task.
Differential filter stages and decent
passive components, including
Silmic decoupling capacitors,
ensure the quality of Sony's internal
engineering is as impressive as its
external metalwork.

natural reaction to the tremendous
extension of its bass which brings
an added ' gravitas' to every piece of
music that it touches. Nevertheless
its performance is, perhaps,
especially slick, precise and
professional but almost too
deliberate in its sense of poise and
control. Live musical events seem
to lose a little of their rawness or
spontaneity as the Sony recovers
the finest morsels of detail with a
studio-like precision.
Its imagery is especially strong
and stable, projecting vocalists like
Cassandra Wilson with unstinting
security and sharp focus even if
some colour — perhaps a false
colour we had come to anticipate —
was distilled out of the overall
picture. In similar fashion, the
CDP-XA2ES refused to be phased
by the complexity of our classical
selection, retaining its typically
smooth and debonair outlook as the
deep thud of timpani and roar of
brass tempted the player to throw
caution to the musical wind.
All such temptation is wasted
with Sony's resolute CDP-XA2ES
at the helm, however, a player that
commands with an authority lost to
all but the costliest of players.

CONCLUSION

In many respects Sony's CDPXA2ES is aplayer of extremes. On
the one hand, it will dig deeper than
any other in this survey to mine a
deep and robust vein of bass while,
on the other, it will successfully
resuscitate the faintest glimmer of
subtle detail. Extremes of passion,
however, are not conveyed with
quite the same gusto, rather as if
the player sets greater store by the
delivery than the humanity of the
musical performance. But for many,
SOUND QUALITY
the thundering confidence of this
Deep and powerful sounding,
Sony's flagship player was described player will prove very hard to resist,
as ' laced with double cream', a particularly when reinforced by its
luxurious build and glorious
flexibility. The
panel awarded
it 7out of 10.
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SONY CDP-XA2ES
LAB REPORT
In practice, the
hallmarks of this
technical tourdeforce bear
closer
comparison with
Sony's older
CDP-715 and
CDP-915 than
the newer CDPXE900E, the
only fly in its
digital ointment
caused by some
premature
slewing at high
frequencies and
peak output,
pushing THD
from 0.0035 to
0.056%.
Happily, this
drops back to
0.0016-0.006%
at the musicallyimportant - 30dB
level where all
harmonics are
routinely buried
beneath the
player's noise
floor (1). This is
atextbook
result, with only
apartially
raised ultrasonic
noise floor (2)
caused by the
output of the
CXD-2562's
noise-shapers.
The efficacy of
Sony's
CXD8504 8times
oversampling
filter is also
reflected in the
complete absence
of any stopband
patterns! Clean,
grit-free
soundstaging is
promoted by the
low levels ofjitter,
seen here mainly
as data-induced
sidebands (3),
though some very
low-rate effects
(4) are still to be
resolved.
Excellent lowlevel linearity,
utterly flat
frequency
response, awide
107dB signal-tonoise ratio (with
+5.6dB noise

SONY CDP-XA2ES: TOTAL

TTER SPECTRUbA
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Fig 8a. Sony CDP-XA2ES: total jitter spectrum

Fig 8b. Sony CDP-XA2ES: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig Sc. Sony CDP-XA2ES: spurious output
associated with ¡ kHz tone at - 70dB

modulation) and
textbook response
to dithered signals
(5) rounds off
what is avery
sophisticated CD
player.
Test results

SUPPLIER
Sony United
Kingdom Ltd,
The Heights,
Brooklands,
Weybridge
KT13 OXW
Tel: 01932
816 000
Sony CDP-XA2ES

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance (
dB)
0
0
0
Stereo separation (dB) 125
106
85
Frequency response ( dB) 0
0
0
Distortion ( THE) vs level, dB):
At OdB
-92 -89 -65
At -30dB
-96 -84 -84
At -60dB
-59 -56 -55
At -80dB
-29 -31 -34
At -90dB (dithered) -19 -23 -26
At -100dB (dithered) -18
At - 110dB (dithered) -10
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
-0.1 -0.1
Error at -90dB
-0.4 -0.4
Error at -100dB
-0.3 -0.3
Peak output level L/R
2.498/2.502V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +1.9
Output impedance L/R
670 ohms
Intermodulation. CCIR, OdB (dB)
95
Stopband image suppression (dB) > 105
1Hz noise modulation (dB)
+5.6
Signal-to-noise (
A-vitd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
107.1
Without emphasis, OLSB
107.1
Without emphasis, 1LSB
106.9
Total correlated Jitter
175ps
Digital output(s)
optical
Crystal clock accuracy + 5ppm
Track access (
to track 99)
2s
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£350
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Audiolab 8000S
Stereo Amplifier

Imagine an amplifier which offers
the simplicity of an Integrated
Amplifier and the flexibility of a
separate Pre-Power Amplifier.
It is the new Audiolab 8000S
Stereo Amplifier.
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At the turn of aswitch you can
use it as an Integrated Amplifier,
as aPre- Power Amplifier together
with the Audiolab 8000P Stereo

Winners
• 8000A Integrated Amplifier

PRE- POWER AMPLIFIERS

Audiolab 8000Q/8000M

• 8000C Pre-amplifier

TUNERS ABOVE

• 8000P Stereo Power Amplifier

Power Amplifier in abi-amplified
system, as ahigh performance

• 8000M Monobloc Power Amplifier

stand alone Pre-amplifier, with an
external surround sound processor,

• 8000Q Pte-amplifier

or with asub-woofer. It has remote
control and outstanding sound

• 801/0CDM Compact Disc Transport

• 8000T Tuner

• 80110PPA Phono Pre-amplifier

quality. We couldn't think of

• 8000DAC Digital-Analogue Converter

anything else an Amplifier needs
to do!

• 8000S Stereo Amplifier

For more information about
Audiolab products and details ofyour

Ask your Audiolab dealer
for ademonstration.

REAL

--=AUDIOLAB
Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6XY

HIFi
Hear the difference.

£250

Audiolab 8000T

Telephone 01480 52521
Fax 01480 52159

Audiolab dealer, call or write.

CD PLAYERS
TECHNICS SL-PS670A
LAB REPORT

Conventional
measurements
suggest the
'670A 'sMN6474
DAC is performing
precisely within
specification with
its low 0.00180.018% distortion
at peak output
(2.12V), rising to
amaximum ofjust

TECHNICS SUPS670A

A

little of the new, and alittle
of the old go into making
Technics' SL-PS670A, a
player that shares the chassis and
facilities of the costlier SL-PS770A
while relying on adigital heart that,
broadly speaking, is culled from last
season's SL-PS740A. The ' A' suffix
indicates that a token piece of
Europe is used in the SL-PS670, in
the form of a Philips CDM12
mechanism, thus avoiding an EC
tariff on overseas CD players.
Feature-wise you are truly spoilt
for choice, with a battery of direct
access, program, random play,
repeat, auto cue, peak search and
(puff, puff) tape edit facilities joined
by A-B repeat, standby mode and a
digital volume control on the
matching IR handset. An index
search is about the only widget
missing from this tour-de-force of
digital convenience whose track
access time is just about the slickest
available — regardless of price.
Under the bronzed bonnet (and
where the SL-PS770A used
separate noise- shapers and PWM
bit- converters), the SL-PS670A
relies on a single MN6474
MASHiPWM DAC, just like the
SL-PS740A and also the NAD 514,
reviewed in this issue. However, it
is clear from closer examination
that Technics' implementation of
its own technology could stand
some improvement (see lab report).

SOUND QUALITY
Superficially bright, lively sounding
and likened to a ' dark but trebleoriented version of the CD-67', the
Technics' SL-PS670 employs its
deft handling of percussion, brass
and metal-stringed guitars to good
effect and, initially at least, provides
the impression of bags of detail. So
there are plenty of crisp, sharp
edges to tickle the imagination even
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if, as one listener put it, ' the music
sounds rather like it has been
chiselled into shape'.
Yet, at lower frequencies, there is
also areticence or mugginess on the
part of the SL-PS670, leaving
Cassandra
Wilson
sounding
restrained rather than typically
fulsome. Furthermore, the player
tip- toed carefully through the
double-bass and gentle strumming
of guitar which, on this occasion,
sounded as if it was played with
fingers rather than plectrum.
In truth, the SL-PS670 does get
out of its depth from time to time,
though it's worth remembering this
is a £ 20C player pitched against the
toughest of £ 300-plus competition.
In this context, it may be forgiven
for sounding a tad strained and
'incessant' with the complex
conclusion to Tchaikovsky's 5th
Symphony. At least the player
tackles
its
music
head-on,
maintaining a deal of the music's
scale and impact even if it cannot
stretch to the openness, resolution
and sheer freedom achieved by the
very best in this test.

CONCLUSION
This is a beautifully built and
luxuriously appointed player that,
on the face of it, would seem to
offer tremendous value for money.
Nevertheless, there is no escaping
the fact that, under blind, levelmatched conditions. the SLPS670A did not fare terribly
convincingly, even taking into
account its generous pricing. If
there is asilver lining to this review
then at least the subjective
observations are reinforced by hard,
objective evidence, giving Technics
a clear guide to avoiding such
pitfalls in its future ranges of CD
players. The blind listening panel
gave it 5out of 10.

0.045% at -30dB
(1). Low-level
resolution is spoton, except for the
characteristic -2dB
glitch at 20kHzI
-100dB and the
103dB A-wtd
signal-to-noise
ratio which is,
quite frankly, as
good as the
MN6474 gets.
Even the hump of
requantisation
noise (2) and
partially
submerged
stopband image
(3) are all
perfectly
predictable. Just
compare the
-70dB and 3D
plots with those for
NAD's 514.
So why the poor
subjective showing?
Firstly, the
'670A suffers a
momentary
+10dB increase in
THD when
handling transient
(that is, musiclike) signals, a
phenomenon that's
easily missed with
conventional RMS
or time-averaged
spectrum analysis
but revealed here
using very fast,
DSP-based
acquisition and
FF7' programs [see
`Conclusion'
page]. Secondly,
the SL-PS670A
also suffers some
2781psec of
mainly datainduced jitter (4),
well into the `red'
and about 10 times
higher than the
best budget players.
This is more than

TECHNICS SL-PS670A: TOTAL JITTER SPECTRUII
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FREQUENCY OF JITTER

Fig 9a. Technics SL-PS670A: total jitter specman

Fig 9b. Technics SL-PS670A: spurious output
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig 9c. Technics SL-PS670A: spurious output
associated with ¡ kHz tone at - 70dB

sufficient to cloud
its musical integrity
without directly
affecting
conventional THD
and noise
measurements.
Test results

SUPPLIER
Technics!
Panasonic
Panasonic House
Willoughby Road
Bracknell
RG12 8FP
Tel: 0990
357 357
Sony CDP-XA2ES

1IcHz
20kHz
20Hz
0.2
0.1
Channel balance (
dB)
0.2
61
Stereo separation (
dB) 107
99
-0.4
o
Frequency response ( dB) 0
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
-76
-95
At OdB
-95
-67
-81
At -30dB
-88
-53
-55
At -60dB
-59
-26
-31
At -80dB
-28
-21
-18
At -90dB (dithered)
-17
-14
At -100dB (dithered)
-8
At -110dB (dithered)
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
0 +0.2
Error at -60dB
-0
0
Error at -80dB
-0.1 -0.7
Error at -90dB
+0.2 -2.1
Error at -100dB
Peak output level L/R
2.149/2.107V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +0.5
Output impedance L/R
803 ohms
-78
Intermodulation, CCIR. OdB ( dB)
>83.4
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
+5.3
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
111.1
With emphasis, OLSB
107.9
Without emphasis, OLSB
103
Without emphasis, 1LSB
2781ps
Total correlated jitter
optical
Digital output(s)
+10ppm
Crystal clock accuracy
1.5s
Track access (
to track 99)
£200
Typical price (
inc VAT)
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YAMAHA CDX-590
YAMAHA COX-600: TOTAL xrrox SPECTRUll

LAB REPORT
All the quirks of
111011 .------.
-Mthe CDX-580 and
L INoo
CDX-880 have
E
✓ MAI
been dutifully
E
L tun
passed down to the
MINIM
new '590 except,
-u'I'm bound to say,
the high levels of
FREQUENCY OF JITTER
circulating RF
interference (now
Fig 10a. Yamaha CDX-590: total jitter spectntm
suppressd to below
I
0m10 and jitter,
now reduced to
333psec, and
limited to simple
PSUinduced
sidebands (I).
This simple
'cleaning-up' of
the digital
environment
could, alone, be
suffkient for the
'590 to finally
Fig 10b. Yamaha CDX-590: spurious output
realise its true
resulting ftinn 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB
potential.
Otherwise, the
limitations of the
MN662720
processor are
revealed in the 16bit 97dB signal-tonoise ratio (way
below Yamaha's
115dB spec),
characteristic loss
of very low-level,
Fig 10c. Yamaha CDX-590: spurious output
associated with ! kHz tone at - 70d13
high frequency
signals (20kHz at
-100dB = spectrum of
levels still; the '590
9.5dB) and
ultrasonic
continues to show a
abrupt upsurge in
requantisation noise
non-ideal response
odd-order
(4) produced by its
to dithered data
distortion at peak
noise-shapers. These
(5). Still, this just
output, where
same features are
adds to the player's
THD reaches
evident at lower
'character?
0.6% at 20kHz.
Test results
Yamaha CDX-590
At the -30dB
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
level (where much Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0.1
0
Stereo separation (dB) 98
of the musical
101
64
Frequency response ( dB )-0.1
0 -0.1
action takes
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-101
-98 -45
place), distortion
At -30dB
-87
-74 -65
settles-in below th
At -60dB
-53
-48 -40
At -80dB
-25
-30 -22
noise (2) at
At -90dB (dithered) -17
-16 -10
0.0045-0.056%,
At -100dB (dithered)
-13
-6
leaving aspray of At -110dB (dithered)
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
complex sampling Error at -60dB
-0.1
0
Error at -80dB
-0.5 -0.2
patterns (3) to
Error at -90dB
-3.3 -2
criss-cross the
Error at -100d8
+2.9 -9.5
11[11,

Yamaha
Electronics UK
Yamaha House
200
Rickmansworth
Rd.
Watford
Hens
Tel: 01923
27? /66

N

ewly launched it may be,
but the origins of Yamaha's

ele.

OH.

. 1e.

Peak Depot level L/R
2.037/2.049V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +0.2
Output impedance L/R
653 ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-88
Stopband image suppression (dB)
98
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+ 1.6
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
105.9
Without emphasis, OLSB
105.8
Without emphasis, 1LSB
96.5
Total correlated jitter
333ps
Digital output(s)
coaxial and optical
Crystal clock accuracy
+22ppm
Track access (
to track 99)
4s
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£230

'allowing us to pay less attention to
the medium and devote more

£230 CDX-590 may be
traced back to the previous
generation CDX-580 and, before

appreciation to the music', it was
suggested.
This is not a terribly disciplinedthat, the CDX-880, where ' Pro- Bit'
sounding player, but neither does it
technology got its first airing. Like allow a sense of regimentation or
the CDX-580, the CDX-590 is coercion to over- ride the natural
graced with a bank of direct track ebb and flow of the music. Not that
access buttons and adigital volume the CDX-590 is untidy, as the poise
control (with 30dB range), but now that existed between Loreena
also features both coaxial and
McKennitt's
voice,
the
optical digital outputs plus a rather accompanying guitar and fiddle
natty handheld remote.
proved beyond doubt. Once again,
Here you'll find plenty of extra
these rich and characterful vocals
gadgets, including index search,
benefited wholeheartedly from the
repeat, random and program play natural warmth and lack of strain
together with synchro, auto-space,
demonstrated by the player.
peak search and tape edit facilities
In much the same vein,
for home recording. A dimmer for Tchaikovsky's 5th Symphony really
the attractive orange display opened- up before us, the gentle
completes, what for the price, is a sound of the oboe and plucked
very competitive package indeed.
strings
maintaining
our
But what of the technology? concentration by developing a
Yamaha has its own LSI division tremendous sense of spaciousness,
and was one of the first to introduce an atmospheric void filled to

YAMAHA
CDX-590

a ` CD playeron-a-chip' (the
Y D C 10 3 ) .
However, the last
couple of seasons
have seen Yamaha shy
away from its own technology in
favour of Technics' MN66271, an
LSI that incorporates a decoder,
oversampling, noise- shaping and
DIA conversion all on one
substrate. This busy little chip is
still used in the CDX-490 while, for
the CDX-590, an IC variation ( the
MN662720) is employed together
with Yamaha's own ' Pro- Bit'
YAC514, converter which features
adifferential output to reduce noise
and distortion.

SOUND QUALITY
If one or two players in this survey
had the tendency to sound a trifle
robotic, then at least Yamaha's
CDX-590 delighted us with the
sheer warmth and humanity of its
music-making. The rich and throaty
resonance of Cassandra Wilson's
vocals sounded especially sensual,

capacity by the climax of strings
and brass that followed. The full
drama of the orchestra was
conveyed with great enthusiasm on
the part of the player, its lack of
dynamic compression being greeted
with equal praise by the listeners.

CONCLUSION
Clearly, after what amounts to
several seasons in the digital
wilderness, Yamaha has returned
to the fold with a vengeance.
The
instrument
of
its
retribution,
the CDX-590,
combines excellent build quality
(and a genuine alloy fascia), a
comprehensive battery of widgets
together with a lively subjective
performance that stacks- up very
favourably against its £ 300
competition. With the last few
technical wrinkles ironed- out,
Yamaha could have a giant- killer
on its hands. As it stands, the
CDX-590 is just great value and
comes heartily recommended. Its
sound quality was rated by our
panel as 8 out of 10.
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CD PLAYERS

GROUP CONCLUSION

W

hile the hot commercial
action is still between
players below £250, this
group test has shown that
technological rivalries between
£250-£400 are only a little less
feverish. Variety in appearance,
features and flexibility, application
of technology, and eventual sound,
lends every single one of these CD
players avery distinct signature.
Take Technics' SL-PS670A and
NAD's 514, two players with very
different pricing and features, which
both utilise the same basic
MASH/PWM bitstream converters.
In practice, the costlier yet more
primitive-looking 514 wins through
with what sounds like boyish
enthusiasm, while the SL-PS670A
remains hamstrung by surprisingly
high levels of jitter. Implementation,
as they say, is everything.
I have also drawn technical
comparisons between the budget
Philips CD751, and its cousins,
Cambridge's CD6 and Rotel's
RCD-970BX. It is important not to
lose sight of the price constraints
imposed on the CD751's design
engineers, reflected in aplayer that,
'St just £ 200, clearly represents

good value for money. With an
extra £ 100-£150 to throw at the
problem, both Cambridge and
Rotel demonstrate tangible benefits
as their players successfully mix-it
with the rough and tumble of the
busiest recordings.
Both
players
can
sound
wonderfully vivid, colourful and
alive but it's the costlier
Rotel that sounds
the more composed,
taking
The
Pretenders' loudest,
most
violent
percussion,
for
example, comfortably
in its stride. Both
Kenwood's DP- 7090
and Sony's CDP-XA2ES
opt for a more sober and
refined approach to their
music-making, though the
Sony, in particular, will
surprise you
with
its
exceptional deep and robust
bass — not for the fainthearted! On the other hand,
Kenwood's neutral but slightly
dispassionate approach is
reflected in the contrast between its

Variety in
appearance,
features and
flexibility,
application of
technology,
and eventual
sound, lends
every single
one of these
CD players a
very distinct
signature

fine articulation and an apparent

slight
lack
of
heartfelt
communication. No loss of rich and
colourful communication with
Yamaha's CDX-590, though; this
player sounds infinitely more
interesting than its forebear, the
CDX-580. It is probably the best
CD player to emerge from Yamaha
in years, and is an encouraging sign
for the future. Ditto for Rotel, I
might say, with its RCD-970BX.
Of course, Marantz is no stranger
to success, which explains why the
CD-67 is arefined CD-631I, rather
than a complete re-design. If
you relaxed at the smooth
sound of Marantz' CD-63I1 but
occasionally hankered for ahint
of the CD-63SE's dynamism,
then its new CD- 67 should fit
the bill very nicely indeed.
Arcam has also restored our
faith in its CD players with the
exciting Alpha 7 which, rather like
Yamaha's CDX-590, manages to
destroy the (by comparison) ragged
performance of its predecessor, in
this case the Alpha One. As Ihave
explained in the review, the high
levels of ultrasonic noise emerging
from the Alpha 7 will make it
somewhat ' amplifier-sensitive', but in
most cases its beautifully balanced
performance cannot fail to capture
your imagination, heart and cheque
book. In that order.

UNDERSTANDING THE TESTS AND COLOUR PLOTS
TOTAL JITTER SPECTRUM

different CD players. Here an audio frequency sweep from °HZ-

This highly evolved test probes

22.05kHz (5) at 30dB (
the thick of the music) reveals
continuous changes in performance rather than at one

fluctuations in the timing of digital
signals during 0/A conversion,

frequency. Distortion harmonics ( 6) may be seen radiating out

variations caused by interference from

towards us and the lower the distortion, the less obvious such

the player's own power supply,

harmonics will appear.
In addition, sampling or stopband images are represented as

interference from adjacent clocks and

whole or partial V-shaped patterns ( 7) centred on multiples of

even cross- modulation via the data
itself.

Total jitter spectrum

Ideally the plot would show a sharp,

the 44.1kHz sample late. These are especially obvious on our
example plot which also reveals the rippling pattern caused by

central peak ( 1) rising from as little background noise ( 2) as
possible. In practice we find jitter represented as sIdebands

the mathematics of the player's digital filter.
Ideally suct images will be removed altogether, allowing the

alongside this central peak which are fully analysed using a

noise floor to descend, undisturbed,

proprietary computer program, yielding a weighted figure in

into the darker green region of the

psecs for the accumulated total. The very best CD players

graph.

register a value around 100-140psec — any that show peaks
consequences.
Low- rate jitter ( 3), seen close- in to the main peak, is often

1kHz AT - 70dB,
UHDITHERED AHFD
DITHERED

caused by PSU ripple and diode-switching noise. In sufficient

Dither is a low-level noise ( triangular

running into the ' red zone' are likely to suffer audible

quantity, this may influence the stability and focus of stereo

in distribution) used ta randomise

images. Jitter caused by interaction with the data itself, or from

the predictable quantsation errors

other repetitive processes within the player, are represented by

that cause unwanted harmonic

Spurious output associated with
1
kHz tone at - 70dB

more widely-spaced sidebands ( 4) and may be linked to muddling

distortion. Ideally, these harmonics ( in red, ( 8)) are then traded

or harshness, particularly where the

for a slight increase in inaudible hiss ( in black, ( 9)), though some

music contains sustained treble

DACs are clearly more proficient at this than others.
Also, look out for an accumulation of ultrasonic noise ( 10)

detail.

beyond the audioband (> 20000Hz). This is a by-product of some
bitstream converters whose noise-shapers are used to re-

SPURIOUS OUTPUT AT -30dB

distribute huge levels of re-quantisation noise. Traditional multi-

Distortion and sampling images are

bit converters produce less of this noise and, as a result. may

most graphically illustrated on this

perform more consistently when partnered with different

new 3D plot which opens a new and
colourful window on our search to
explain and confirm the sound of
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Spurious output resulting from
0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

amplifiers. Of the ten players reviewed here, those from Arcam
and Kenwood provide the most interesting contrast.
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"The 900 is so good at it's job that, after adecent dembnstration, you probably won't ever
bother auditioning any of it's all tube rivals, few of which presents serious challenges"
Ken Kessler HiFi News October 1995
"Due to the high quality of reproduced sound as well as the reasonable price, they are
one of the greatest revelations of our time."
Salvadore Dangla Alta Fidelidad 902/948

72 Shooters Hill Road London SE3 7BG Telephone: ( 44) 0181 856 2499

AUDIO
ILLUSION
23 Langley Broom
Langley
Berkshire SL3 8NB
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Looking for a budget
floorstander, sir? The Acoustic
Energy AE109, Revolver 250 and
the Tannoy 635 are three
promising entry-level models
by PETER 1 COMEAU

T

here is fashion in all things
commercial, and the fashion
for speakers at the moment
seems
to
be
tall,
elegant,
floorstanding cabinets that look
more like furniture than small boxes
sitting on metal pillars. The extra
amounts of wood required has in
the past limited floorstanding
speakers to the middle and
upper sectors of the
marketplace. But fashion
is a strong impetus and O
r
prices have now fallen to
allow such designs to
enter the budget territory.
‘ »
In this review we look at
three of the latest.

design,
and
European
shipments are checked against
a reference speaker in the
Cotswolds factory to make sure
the design specification is fully
met.
We reported on the first
baby AE100 in April of
this year, finding it
had
all
the
hallmarks of the
hard hitting,

L'

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109
Though based in Cirencester,
Acoustic Energy's budget range 100
series is built in the Far East to
meet the requirements of high build
quality for low cost. The AE109 is
nevertheless a completely British

A
dc
yo
n uasmti
ic
c

Energy sound.
The AE109 is
ES
like a grown up
100, using the same
bass and treble unit line-up
but with a second bass unit
added to give low frequency
extension from the larger
cabinet.
Cabinet build quality is
extraordinary for the price, utilising
MDF throughout with an 18mm
front baffle and both vertical and
horizontal bracing within to give a
solid, resonance-free enclosure. The
top third encapsulates the same
driver configuration as the AE100.
even down to the twin forwardfacing ports.
The bottom two-thirds houses the
second bass unit, which is reflex
ported to the rear, and a base filled
with heavy mass loading to lower the
centre of gravity. This sits on a
black, screw on plinth with four
large spikes for support and stability.

The AE109 is
a completely
British design,
and European
shipments
are checked
against a
reference
speaker in the
Cotswolds
factory to
make sure
the design
specification
is fully met

FROM THE

Finished in a rosewood- effect
vinyl, the AE109s look superb and
removal of the grilles shows the
drive units off to good advantage
— just as well, as the speakers
sound clearly better with these
obstructive grilles discarded.
Treble comes from a25mm plastic
dome with protective phase
correction plate, while both bass
units are identical, featuring apulp
resin cone, foam surround and a
centre metal cone dust cap. All
units are magnetically shielded,
enabling the AE109 to be used for
AV use, perhaps with AE100s at
the rear.
At the back alarge terminal plate
holds two sets of connectors for a
bi-wiring option, and most of the
high grade crossover components
making up the combination of
second and third order filters are
mounted on its inner surface. A
large, toroidal coil ensures that only

FLOOR
53

bass frequencies are fed to the lower

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109
LAB REPORT
The family of
responses indicate
atreble level that
is significantly
raised above the
midrange when
listening on the
axis of the treble
unit, but the blend
between the two
units is very well
managed. Looking
at the Room
Averaged
Response we can
see the reason for
that raised treble
output, as it now
balances the upper
bass output.
There is a
significant droop
in the upper
midrange centred
around I.5kHz
coinciding with a
rise in impedance
in this area,
indicating that the
lower bass unit has
by this time
stopped adding to
the output of the
bass/mid unit,
leaving the latter
to fend for itself.
A strong bass
peak at 80Hz is
not often seen on a
Room Averaged
Response, but is a
sign of the
excessive bass
energy in this

bass unit. All internal spaces are
filled with BAF wadding.

SOUND QUALITY
Surprisingly, the AE109 bears little
acoustic resemblance to its baby
brother, erring on the side of a
heavy and over-full bass compared
to the taut, sharply etched character
of the 100. These are speakers that
need to be kept well clear of walls
and corners, ideally over one metre
from each, so small rooms are
hardly suitable. Even then you will
need agood amplifier to control the
prodigious bass that the 109s
generate if you want to listen at
high levels.
Coupled to AVI's S2000 MI
integrated amplifier and given
plenty of room to breathe, the
AE109 was capable of handling high
listening levels without showing any
signs of distress, though my wooden
floor began to vibrate alarmingly
with the excess of low frequency
output — a concrete floor would
serve these speakers better.
Reducing the volume level
showed that the AE109 acted a
little like aloudness control, leaving
its accentuation of bass and treble
to fall into balance with the
descriptive midrange. And it is
here, unlike the AE100, that the
109 scores well, delivering bags of
detail and acoustic clues in a firm
and spacious image with those
obstructive pull-off grilles.
Vocals are realistically rendered
and highly intelligible, helping to
involve you in songs, and the
interplay between lead and backing
voices and instruments is well
presented.
All types of music play well on
the AE109s, thanks to their
midrange
performance.
Full
orchestral works sound large and
majestic thanks to the bass energy
and extension, although extreme
left and right images tend to be
pulled into the speakers. Viola can
sound atouch wooden compared to
the sweetness of violins higher up

Fig I: Acoustic Energy AE109: response
family at Imetre: on-axis

(
top trace); 15°

below vertical axis (middle trace); 15° above
vertical axis (lower trace); 30° horizontal
(bottom trace)

Fig 2. Acoustic Energy AEI09: MLSSA
waterfall of delayed resonance

Fig 3. Acoustic Energy AE109: Room
Averaged Response (top trace); impedance,

4ohms per division

(bottom trace)

area, even with the
speaker sited well
away from walls!
Compared to this
the extension is not
as good as hoped,
but taken against

the midrange level
the -3dB point of
55Hz is more
respectable.
Impedance is a
fairly easy to drive
nominal 6ohms.
Thanks to the
cabinet strength
the MLSSA
Waterfall of
delayed resonances
is nicely clean at
low frequencies,
though the treble
area contains
some colorationinducing overhang
with asharp
resonance at
l6kHz.
Test results

Acoustic Energy AE109

Dimensions ( hw(1. ism)

895x232x290
(including plinth)
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
30 - 100W
Recommended placement
free space
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3d13 point in roomi
55Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
89dB
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
5.1/6 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
poor
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)
1330

SUPPLIER
Acoustic Energy,
16 Bridge Road,
Cirencester, Gloucester GL7 11‘1I
Tel: 01285 654 432

were also noticed with the AE100,
which suggests that they might be
cone- induced, but are far less
obvious in the 109. And some
aspects are totally cured, so that
female vocals and piano are now
coherently presented; it is only as
the piano left hand strays towards
the bass that the balance across the
keyboard is lost.

REVOLVER 250
At ashade under £ 250 the Revolver
250 must be one of the cheapest
floor standing speakers on the
specialist hi-fi market. Yet this is
not obvious from the exterior. The
rounded edges to the front baffle,
dark rosewood-type vinyl finish and
black cloth grilles lend an elegant
appearance.
Pick the speakers up, however,
and you find more of a clue to the
low build cost. Tap the upper half
of the cabinet and you are rewarded
with a strong, wooden ringing
sound. To help counter this, the
bottom part of the enclosure
contains a separate compartment
that is intended to be mass-loaded
with dry sand or Sound Bytes, and
this was undertaken for the review.
Cabinet work is in 15mm
chipboard, 18mm thickness being

used for the front baffle, with a
horizontal brace half way down the
interior, and a further stiffener
which seals off the mass loading
area at the base. Four spikes
support the cabinet, and mass
loading usefully improves stability.
Drive units are mounted on the
front surface, without rebating, in
an inverse arrangement with bass at
the top. This unit features a
140mm doped fibre cone with PVC
surround and paper dust cap.
Treble comes from a 26mm soft
dome- mounted in a minimal,
flared-horn front plate. The grille
initially appears rather obstructive
to horizontal dispersion, but
actually works to the advantage of
the projecting drive units and can
be left on for listening.
At the rear a terminal block
the scale, and allows optional bi-wiring and carries
traces
of the crossover components; second
hardness and order filtering is achieved by a
nasal small, ferrite-cored bass coil and air
colorations cored treble coil in conjunction
occasionally with
reversible
electrolytic
intrude to make
capacitors. Also on the rear baffle is
what
would alarge, flared port that reflex-tunes
otherwise be a the enclosure. The interior carries a
cold sounding lining of BAF wadding over part of
speaker if it the surfaces.
were not for the
excess of bass SOUND QUALITY
warmth.
The Revolvers offer a ' typically
Some
of British' sound; soft, unassuming
these and tonally satisfying throughout
colorations
the midrange with no hard or sharp
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qualities to offend the listener. One
quickly falls into areverie with most
music, the speakers extolling the
performance without drawing
attention to themselves.
It is at the frequency extremes
that things start to go wrong.
Treble is marginally accentuated,
giving undue emphasis to vocal
sibilance and a lispiness to strings.
Bass is somewhat ponderous, with
a noticeable thrum from the
cabinets, a feature that is only
partially cured by adding Sound
Bytes to the lower cavity.
There is bass extension which
occasionally makes itself known in
a humpy sort of way, but don't
expect any real floor- shaking
output from these cabinets. The
balance between bass and mid is
nicely judged, however, so that the
former does not get in the way of
the
speaker's
midband
transparency but does provide the
necessary warmth to fill out the
sound of full orchestra. Play
smaller scale works and the
Revolvers show their overall
character to be slightly uptilted,
yielding a bright and sparkling

TANNOY 635
Take off Tannoy's deep grille and
all you see is a single drive unit.
This is the latest version of
Tannoy's basic Dual Concentric
driver, with revised ' tulip' horn
profile for the treble section. The
17cm cone is polypropylene; at its
centre instead of a dust cap is the
high frequency driver. Both bass
and treble sources are thus
coincident, which should help
stereo image placement and
encourage a smooth frequency
response over a wide listening
area.
Below the drive unit is a flared
port to reflex- load the cabinet
volume. Gone are the six sides of
the original Tannoy Sixes range,
but the principle of angling the
cabinet sides is the same — to
reduce internal standing waves.
Built from high density chipboard
with an 18mm thick front baffle,
the cabinet is braced internally by
one circumferential shelf positioned
just below the bass unit. There is no
other damping to internal panel
surfaces which sound alittle hollow
as aresult.
The interior is filled with sheets
of BAF wadding, as a substantial
acoustic absorbent. The crossover
(second order for the bass unit and
first order for treble) is sited in the
injection moulded base, well away
from the magnetic field of the drive
unit, and the four terminals for
optional bi-wiring are placed at its
rear.
A cavity in the base provides for
mass-loading which will add alittle
more stability, and perhaps affect
the bass control slightly, but the
wide footprint of the spike feet
already do a good job here. The
original Sixes' plastic top, with its
like- it or loathe- it mock marble
insert, has been replaced with a
more tasteful, rounded MDF
section covered in the same dark
rosewood-type vinyl finish as the
main cabinet.

REVOLVER 250
LAB REPORT
Response traces
are dominated by
asharp dip
around 3kHz
showing that the
crossover has not
been ideally
managed. Other
dips and bumps
at higher
frequencies are
due to the surface
mounting of the
drive units.
Move to the
30° off horizontal
axis trace and
you see abetter
indication of the
subjective
performance of
the Revolvers.
Similarly the
Room Averaged
Response is rather
more even than
the on axis traces,
though there are
losses of energy
around 900Hz
and 3kHz. The
impedance graph
shows where the
90011z dip
comes front, a
perturbation in
the trace is
indicative of a
cone breakup
mode here. The
sharp peak of the
bass unit
resonance is set
at alowish
76Hz thanks to
the volume of the
.
floor standing
cabinet. By
contrast the
reflex port tuning
is overdamped.
One wonders
whether this bass
unit might not
work better in a
closed box.
As might be
expected from the
large, undamped
panel areas of the

upper mid and treble to counter
the marginally resonant bass.
Piano is very well displayed,
being even and coherent across the
keyboard and showing dynamic
expression clearly and without
false emphasis. Vocals are well
presented too, apart from the
enhanced sibilance, with excellent
intelligibility and lifelike presence.
Overall the stereo image is open
with fair depth clues. There are
slight shifts of image position as
frequencies rise, but this is hardly
noticeable given the way that the
speakers do not draw attention to
themselves.
The 250s take all types of music
in their stride, only really faltering
when heavy bass is pushed at
them. Both bass guitar and
synthesiser force a resonant bloom
from the cabinet, (the partial mass
loading of the lower enclosure is a
must to help
control
this SOUND QUALM
behaviour) and percussion lacks Iwas impressed enough by the last
round
of
the ideal tightness of attack and
Test results
Revolver 250
Six
decay. Still, one can follow bass Tannoy
Dimensions Mwd. mm ,
856x21.5x250
floorstanding
notes up and down the scale, so all
Recommended amplifier power
designs to be
is not lost, and the bass resonances
per channel
40 - 1.50W
Recommended placement
never intrude enough to become looking forward
free space or near rear wall
to this latest
annoying.
Bass frequency rolioff
(-3d8 point in room)
53Hz
Plus
It is the very ' niceness' of the Profile
Voltage sensitivity
incarnation,
(ref
2.83V
,
at
lm
88dB
Revolvers that finally counts
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
and switched
against them. The overall effect is
6.6/8 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
fair
one of softness and sogginess; on with high
Typical price per pair ( Inc VAT) £250
there is no attack or dynamic expectations.
notability to the sound. That said After the usual
SUPPLIER
the Revolvers hardly put a foot running in and
Revolver
acclimatisation
wrong and are easy to live with and
5Bewsey Business Centre,
the
thus, perhaps, suit their budget period,
ewsey Road, Warrington WAS 51U
Tel: 01925 571 173
635s showed a
market position very well.
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Fig I. Revolver 250: response family at I
metre:

on -axis (top trace);

15° below vertical

axis (middle trace); 15° above vertical axis
(lower trace); 30° horizontal (bottom trace)

Fig 2. Revolver 250: MLSSA waterfall of
delayed resonance

Fig 3. Revolver 250: Room Averaged
Response (top trace); impedance, 4ohms per
division (bottom trace)

enclosure, the
MLSSA
Waterfall shows
delayed resonance
in the upper
bass/lower
nridrange region

while the treble
unit is not very
clean around
6kHz. Impedance
is afairly easy
drive nominal 8
ohm load.

NEAT

loudspeakers

THE PETITE:

`..sounds anything
but petite;
it's stupendous!'

PETITE

II

THE MYSTI QUE:

W HAT HI
FI

••

that never sound

`..loudspeakers with
a sound that

hurried or tiresome..

positively trounces

they play with heart
and soul..'

the opposition.'

W HAT HI- FI

HI- FIW ORLD

NEAT

musical floorstanders

acoustics

tel: 01833 631021

fax: 01833 630022

e-mail: johncarrington@NEAT.octacon.co.uk
http://www.cdtec.co.uk/ext/neatacoustics/

making the most of the music

e

La Dolce Vita
To go forwards, sometimes you must first go backwards. This may seem strange in our
modern age, but it is certainly true of quality audio equipment. If you doubt that,
ask yourself how it is that agood single-ended valve amplifier can beat its
solid state counterpart hands down for sheer musical enjoyment, even
though the valve design may be forty or more years old. But of course, it is
not enough just to revamp old circuit designs. The true genius of Unison
Research lies in taking the single-ended concept, then taming and
radically improving it. And finally, in turning it into awork of art.
Consider our Simply Four integrated amplifier. Not only does it sound
superb, it is beautifully made, dependable, it can drive almost any
loudspeaker you care to name, and yes, it is abargain too.*
And like all Unison Research products, from the delightful
Simply Two to the awesome Absolute 845 it is made to give
you alifetime of musical pleasure.
* Unison Research Simply Four P. £ 1555. For full information on the Simply Four and all the
Unison Research products, plus the name of your nearest stockist, please contact:

Simply Four
by Unison Research

UKD
23 Richings Way,
Iver, SLO 9DA, Bucks, England
Tel: 01753 652669 FAX: 01753 654531
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LOUDSPEAKERS
large and impressive soundstage,
with first impressions of a big bass
sound and forward and attacking
treble performance.
Unfortunately, the first burst of
classical music brought with it
some
obvious
problems
of
intonation. Colorations are littered
throughout the midrange and
treble regions, with occasional
snatches of metallic edge to
strings, a hollow and cold
character to guitar and tizzy
sibilance to vocals. While there is a
semblance of bass warmth, more to
do with quantity than quality,
lower strings sound cardboardy
and wooden in a boxy way. You
may imagine, then, that Vaughan
Williams Fantasia on a Theme by
Thomas Tallis [
City of London
Sinfonia/Hickox — EMI 7 54407
2] sounded raw and grating, hardly
the sweet and melodious effect that
the composer imagined.
Stereo
image,
too,
is
disappointingly flat and two
dimensional, especially on classical
recordings that usually blossom in
depth and height. Ambience is
buried by a murky thrum that
colours the lower midrange.
Percussion has a toy drum kit feel
to it with kick drum taking on the
flavour of a tea chest and cymbals
clattering like milk bottles
hammering together.
Mix vocals and cymbals and you
get an idea of the intermodulation
that is going on between midrange
and treble.
Sibilance clashes horribly with
the higher frequency percussion,
especially if you are listening offaxis where the interference is
worst. Thanks to an abundance of
bass the 635s don't take on an
overall bright character, but if the
upper bass/lower midrange area
was cleaned up then the treble
problems would be thrown into
relief.
It does seem that asemblance of
tonal balance has been attempted
by adjusting the treble brightness
to
overcome
upper
bass
colorations, and the result is a
forward, hard-hitting sound that
never allows you to relax. The
Tannoy 635 is a speaker with a
strong character, and for all Iknow
this may be in line with the market
Tannoy are approaching.
Given cursory listening on rock
music the 635s certainly get up
and go. There is nothing soft or
laid back about the sound and,
given a good recording, the
Tannoys pump out the music with
a very
loud
and
vibrant
temperament. The best part is the
bass extension which is really
impressive both in its depth and
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power. The reflex tuning has been
handled well, and the lower bass is
tuneful, rhythmic and handles
synthesiser and organ with a gutpounding nature.
Providing you can ignore the
treble problems, the 635s play loud
in true Tannoy fashion, filling the
room with sound with ease. Stick
to pop music and you can enjoy
bags of drive and energy with the
sound springing out of the
speakers to meet you.

GROUP CONCLUSION

TANNOY 635
LAB REPORT

Afirst order
crossover for a
treble unit can be
ideal when
combined with the
right response
envelope, but in
this case does not
seem optimum. A
gradual fall in
output from
10kHz to 2kHz,
and an obvious
collision with the
rolloff of the
bass/midrange
unit at the
2.5kHz crossover
frequency make
themselves known
on all traces.
The Room
Averaged
Response, taken
at 2m microphone
distance, shows
the loss in energy
around the
crossover, a
disappointing
transition between
bass and
midrange, and an
acoustically
prominent treble
peak. The latter is
aimed to balance
the upper bass
area, but this is to
the detriment of
the midrange.
Comparison to
the underlying
impedance plot
shows that the
cabinet volume
has been well
tuned to alow
30Hz to match
the good bass unit
resonance of
55Hz, and this
usefully extends

Fig 1: Tannoy 635: response familv at 1
metre: on-axis (
top trace); 15° below vertical
axis (middle trace); 15° above vertical axis
(lower trace); 30° horizontal (bottom trace)

Just because these speakers are
budget priced for floorstanding
designs, does it mean that we have
to make allowances for their
performance? Unfortunately we
do. The extra cost of building up
the larger cabinet has to come
Fig 2. Tannoy 635: MISSA waterfall
from somewhere, and this usually
delayed resonance
means a compromise with regard
to sound quality.
Nowhere is this more obvious
than in the make up of the
Revolver 250s. Yet the sound they
produce has been well managed,
taking into account the factors
endemic in the construction and
restricted performance of the
components. The 250s may not be
Fig 3. Tannoy 635: Room Averaged Respon,
the most dynamic, attacking or
(top trace); impedance, 4 ohms per division
(bottom trace)
detail rich speakers at this price,
but if your budget is limited they
expect from a
low frequency
are very easy to live with.
output to 46Hz.
coincident source,
On the other hand there is no
MLSSA's
so only the crossover
real need for the Tannoy 635s to
is at fault.
Waterfall trace
sound the way they do. As the
indicates a
most expensive of the group, the
relatively clean
Tannoys enjoy a high class of
result; some
drive unit that, with the right
cabinet
crossover, should outstrip the
resonance
performance of multiple spaced
disturbing the
drivers. But they have turned out a
range up to
characterful sound concentrating
500Hz and a
on a raw, hard hitting personality
couple of treble
with plenty of treble brilliance.
peaks at
Accurate it isn't, but it is certainly
11 kHz and
exciting compared to the laid back
23kHz. The
version of events offered by the
off axis
Revolvers.
responses are
Only in the AE109 do we see
consistent, as
any measure of cabinet and drive
one would
unit control, thanks to the lower
cost of manufacturing in the
Tannoy 635
Test results
Far East.
Mechanically the AE109
Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
820x286x264
Recommended amplifier power
is
highly
competent;
per channel
30 - 120W
acoustically it almost comes
Recommended placement
free space
up to the mark with just an
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3d8 point in room)
46Hz
impression of a cold and
Voltage sensitivity
hard character peeping
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
90c18
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
though the excessive low
5/8 ohms/fair
frequency energy.
Forward response uniformity
good
Typical price per pair \. ATI £450
If you can manage to
control the prodigious bass
SUPPLIER
and are looking for a
Tannoy Ltd
striking,
dynamic
Rosehall Industrial Est,
performance the Acoustic
Coatbridge,
Energy speakers live up to
Strathclyde ML5 4TF
Tel: 01236 420 199
their name.
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Opal designs Ltd

-e,e2
Mail Order Accessory Specialists
Audio Alchemy

hi-fi & home theatre consultants

HPA v1.0 Headphone Amp

design • installation • maintenance
dealers for...

Mark Levinson
Latest...No.37 cd transport, No.36 & No.36s digital converters
No.331, No.332 & No.333 power amplifiers
If you desire the same sound quality produced by ahigh perlarmance, pure class
separate power amplifier - then the HPA v1.0 is for you. Because that's
exactly what it is! The 1R-1 v1 . 0was designed to drive any pair of headphones
lo reidislic levels with incredible musicality. And with the Incomparable
1leadlioome Audio Image Pnuessor, the sonic presentation becomes even mow
incredibly natural and lifelike. Rather than thwe disparate, rather disconnected
sound sources, music will appear as a natural and expansive contin nutn
one .sale (Ira,' head lo the other!

The mmical excellence of the ! WI v1.0 mu+i really be heard to be apprerialed.

ONLY £249.00
Thr billowing list of analogue ',sot irs . nr autlablr tun us by mail order, but
mote importantly they are all highly recommended and used by ourselves!
SupetI unit. Carbon Brush
£8.95
For
viati Riv ord Sleeves ( 25)
£9.95
all of
\‘.1 , 11.1
Clcaning System
£ 18.00
these items
Rasbr,
2 ti6lits Luc St-stein
Rri ord Clamp ( Black)

digital converter,
pre-amplifier, PRE pre-amplifier
AMP2 & AMP3 power amplifiers

Latest...CDD cd transport, DAP

PAV thx

audio & video

Audio Alchemy
Arriving soon.. new HPAV1.0 class A headphone amplifier
£250.00
Special mail order service on all Audio Alchemy products.

ANALOGUE CORNER

\1
R

Proceed

£10.00
£20.95

please
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t
slime
chi. hac
Ile-Mag
king Record
Force Gauge
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)rtofon Cartridge I
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koulak Cleaning Fluid ( life Only (mina cleaner Iuse!)

Apogee
Latest... Ribbon monitors £995.00
ribbon speaker £849.00

LCR home theatre

MIT cables
Just arrived...M1-330 plus 11 interconnects lm pair. £250.00
MIT2 Bi-wire inc. CVT 8ft pair £399.00 & lots more.

£99.99
£65.00

£29.99
£14.95

MISSION QUITE POSSIBLE
Welcome Agent Audiophile
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to contact . /4,44e;
and order the billowing item:MUSICAL FIDELITY X1OD
This is avital piece of any audiophiles hi-ii system.
luis also the very latest techntdogy from one cif the UK's most innovative hi4i manufacturets.
Connected between unir Cl) player and amplifier, the X101) gives you that warm but
detailed sound associated with ahigh end valve Cl) player. How?! hear you say. It's
quite simple the unbelievably cheap X1(11) contains the very latest in valve technoltq,A.
Priced at only £99.99 + £2.50 P+P this is atrue bargain.
For more information or an . . ,;/,‘; price list please give us acall or drop us afine.
THIS ADVERT Will SELF DISTRUCT IN 5SECONDS

TDL OWNERS!
Are you gelling 1/le ii/os] from your speakery?

Runco
World renowned... Home Theatre video projection

Bow Technologies
Arriving soon... Bow ZZ1 integrated amplifier
Bow ZZ8 cd player

Stax

TDL Ultraflex
Recommended by TDL as the best speaker cable for your speakers!!

In stock... The complete range available
Mail order & overseas orders welcome

Available by MAIL ORDER Exclusively By

for futher information contact.
Opal designs Ltd.
For more details or aFREE Audio Masters Price List call.

Rockware Business Centre

Oilier agenrirA include:\Iii,

Engel,

Soundstyle, Beyer, GolcIring. QE]). Atulionurvt. 1Vil).

\Liken. Ortolan. Sound Organisation. MIT.
Plano,

'6,

Chord Co.

VaIl dell

huh Lyra. \VIi I. AtaIio \

Kudos, Nlichell, ARC, Hallow.
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stanton. Pui soon -.
Sennheiser,

Is, r, ; Ind man%

Tel/Fax: 01608 644954
1Dunthrop Farm

Cottage, Heythrop, Chipping Norton, Oxon. OX7 5TJ

Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@rebel.net.uk

AMPLIFIERS

T

,his may simply be amatter of
company pride, but Musical
Fidelity has always
invested
heavily
in
upmarket pre- and
power amps, probably
more heavily than is
justified by the size of
the market, and with
mixed success. Low
points have included
some of the early highfeedback designs, while
the highlights have included
the A270 and its dumpy sibling, the
A370, ' entry-level super-amps' with
much of the appeal of some of the
US imports, but at more realistic
prices. Now, the F25 pre- (£ 1500)
and F16 MOSFET power amp
(£2400) replace the F22 and F15
and mark a switch away from
hybrid operation (with valve input
circuits) to full solid-state.
The F22's optional add-in PCBs
offering phono and DAC options
have been ditched in favour of a
more conventional topology; in the
F25 there is an integral phono
stage, but no digital input option.
The m- m input loading can be
switched between 47 and 68kohms
and from 0 to 350pF, and the m-c claims are made for balanced
input can be set to 10 and operation. Similarly, the pre- amp
100ohms. The RIAA equalisation output and power amp inputs are
LP section has switchable IEC high duplicated in balanced and
pass filtering. The only user unbalanced forms; but with all the
controls are a volume control and active internal processing being
input selectors, all with indicator unbalanced, there is little reason to
LEDs. A remote control covers expect much of an improvement in
performance via the balanced
input selection, volume and mute.
Musical Fidelity has learned the circuit, except that common-mode
lesson of the past by making rejection in the cable should make
the system less susceptible to RF
provision for those who wish to
construct complex systems with an and other external noise sources. In
externally accessible processor loop, practice she system sounds
distinctly better balanced as far as
to which a Dolby ( or other)
processor can be fitted. This of can be judged using different cable
sets ( Mandrake balanced, Roksan
course means that in an AV system,
unbalanced).
volume control will be provided
The other feature of the F25
conveniently by the F25 itself once
system setup is complete. Even so, worth noting is the ability to switch
a processor loop is a less than between Class B (actually AB) and
complete replacement for a tape
Class A operation. The mode
change can be made when the
monitor loop or two.
amplifier is running with no ill
In its own, necessarily simpler,
way the F16 power amp is just as effect, and the only change in
impressively turned out. Again, it is practice other than a subtle
improvement in sound is increased
attention to detail that makes the
design tick. Rather than using heat dissipation in Class A. The
standard issue skin-snagging vanes amp runs fairly warm in Class B
which sing when tapped, the mode too, which is still Class A at
heatsinks are a simplified variant low output power levels.
which presents no hazard to life or
limb, and are almost totally 'dead' SOUND QUALITY
when tapped. Impressive isn't the The ditching of thermionic valves in
word. Well yes, ' impressive' is the these new designs is perhaps
something of ared herring: they still
word. Along with ' expensive'...
The auxiliary input is provided in sound surprisingly valve-like in the
balanced as well as unbalanced sense that they sound lucid and
coherent, and completely lacking in
forms, but downstream of the
input, amplification and buffering stridency and grain, but this is
are single- ended, and no special combined with a high level of
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It's back to solid state in Musical
Fidelity's latest 'muscle amp' pairing,
F25 pre- and 200W F16 power amp

by ALVIN GOLD
The ditching of
thermionic
valves in these
new designs is
perhaps
something of a
red herring:
they still sound
surprisingly
valve-like

SUPPLIER
Musical
Fïdelity Ltd
Unit 16-17
()limpie Estate
Edton Road
Wembley
HA9 OTF
Tel: 0181
960 2866

precision and transparency. They
neatly sidestep the trap of sounding
obviously bandlimited or sweet.
String tone on well recorded CDs
such as the Boulez/Chicago Bartok
Concerto for Orchestra (
one of the
better 4D recordings on DG) has a
silky unity and pungency that only
top class electronics can reproduce,
but the energy of the performance
was fully realised. At the same time
the sound remained consistent with
changes in volume levels, which is
almost the same thing as saying that
the system has a wide working
dynamic range.
The bass, when used for example
with Spendor SP7/1 and the
recently
revised
Audiolab
8000CDMJ8000DAC CD transport and converter combination,
was also ripe and full, but equally it
was well controlled and forceful.
On one occasion, when warming
the system up for a panel listening
test with the 1980s Solti/Chicago
SO Mahler 3 [Decca], Iwas so
bowled over by the combination of
physical authority, freshness and
sheer physical presence that Ifound
myself abandoning the work at
hand for the length of the piece
involved.
In many ways, however, this
'physical' quality had to be at least
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SEE IT. HEAR IT. BELIEVE IT

Looking for asystem, or adding to your existing one? Look no further.
jean
.

MICROMEGA STAGE 4CD f599

COPLAND 015A1288 CD £ 1800

AUDIOLAB 8000 5Amp £649

COPLAND CSA 14 Amp £ 1100

TDL STUDIO ONE
Speakers

stand

AUDIOLAB 8000 CDM f1399
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC f899
AUDIOLAB 8000

B&W 804 Speakers £ 1595
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41

Mx 2monoblocks
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AUDIOLAB 8000 Q Preamp £1100
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Speakers
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There aren't many Hi Fi shops like Riverside when it comes to
offering the perfect sound system. Here are only asmall
selection of the many systems and individual products, we
KRELL KPS 30i CD f5490
KRELL KAV 300i Amp £ 2490
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MARTIN LOGAN SL3 Speakers £ 3399
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the latest products are.
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AMPLIFIERS
MUSICAL FIDELITY F25/F16

as much a
property of the rest of
the system: the Musical Fidelity's
real contribution here was in
allowing it to do its own thing
without restraint.
After using the amp with a wide
range of ancillaries ( mostly CD
based, Iconfess, and part of the
time at the heart of an Dolby
Digital AC- 3 system
using
Meridian decoding electronics and
Definitive Technology and M&K
loudspeakers), it became obvious
that the F16/F25 is not one of those
amplifiers that makes abig play for
attention.
It
is
essentially
inconspicuous, and, as far as can be
judged, completely neutral in
balance. To put it into context,the
sound is atad less sharply presented
than typical US super-amps from
Krell and others, but brighter and
more focused than many valve
amps, leaving aside the honourable
minority of valve and transistor
amps
that
rise
above
the
stereotypes. The most impressive
aural feature of the Musical
Fidelity, however, was its rnidband,
whose translucency and ability to
deal with complex musical
argument whilst retaining its
composure places the combination
at the top of its class.
I didn't spend as much time
playing records through the F16 as
Iwould have liked, but the hours I
did have showed that it is a classy
design, fully the equal of anything
the company has produced in the
past, and almost certainly better.
Early Musical Fidelity amplifiers
often had rather noisy phono stages,
which tended to undermine their
reputation, but the F16 phono stage
is a painstaking design which fully
matches the performance of the line
stages, and whose flexibility
promises good performance with
virtually any cartridge, however
obscure or difficult. My own first
hand experience of the phono input
was limited to a middle- range
Stilton modified Audio Technica
AT- F5 mounted on a Roksan
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Xerxes turntable and arm.
So far I've discussed the two
components as though they were a
single amplifier that happens to be
packaged in two boxes, but towards
the end of the test Idid spend some
time with them individually, used
with a range of other components.
On the whole they both seemed to
pull in the same direction, but if
forced to choose, Iwould judge the
F16 power amp to be the more vital
and engaging. This is especially so
in Class A, which elicits a slightly
more vibrant sound, and a larger,
more stable stereo soundstage.
There were times, though, when I
found it hard to distinguish the two
output modes, and when the
difference in available power was all
but inaudible, which suggests that a
chopped-down Class A only version
of the F16 would be an interesting
proposition for the future.

CONCLUSION
Although it is probably best to
avoid dull-sounding ancillaries if
you like a sharp, demonstrative
sound, there are no real bars to the
use of this combination, which is
absolutely at home with large,
medium sensitivity speakers, even
in fairly large spaces, but which can
pull good quality compact speakers
up by their bootstraps. The F25 is
in no sense fussy or load sensitive.
It exerted a positive feeling of
control over each and all of the
speakers Itried, up to and including
the Spendors SP7/1s mentioned
earlier, and fully justifies its 200W
power rating ( Class B), whilst
appearing to sacrifice little power in
Class A, thanks to its unusually
graceful quality in overload. For all
intents and purposes the F25
behaves as a conservatively rated
100 watter, even in Class A. The
pre- amplifier complements the
F25's vivid and coherent sound
quality with flexibility and style (not
forgetting the convenience of
remote control), and while the
combination isn't cheap, it does
represent real value for money. #

LAB REPORT
In 'high-power'
mode, MF's F16
power amplifier
exceeds its 200W
spec by 58W but
only manages a
+1.0dB increase
(to 3241Y0 into
4ohms. This same
trend is shown
under dynamic
conditions, with a
-2.2dB shortfall
between 4and
2ohm loads.
Maximum current
is just 11.4A into
1
ohm, equivalent
to 130W; lower
than expected but
probably reflecting
the negative
temperature
coefficient of the
(by now very hot!)
power MOSFETs.
Conversely, the
F16 behaves more
like an ideal
voltage source in its
highly-enriched or
'Class A' mode;
here its 56W18ohm
output increases by
+2.1dB into 4ohm
(+3dB would
represent a
doubling of power).
In this mode, its
11A current rating
ensures loadtolerance.
Distortion is very
low (0.0013%
midband) at
modest outputs; at
low frequencies
harmonics (1) and
IM products (2)
are typically below
-100dB.
At higher
outputs and
frequencies, both
harmonic (3) and
IM distortion (4)
increases, though
any `roughness'
this might suggest
is sweetened by the
sensibly-tailored
treble of both F25
and F16. The
F25's disc input
(red trace) shows a
further
'modification',
typical of MF
amplifiers. Noise is
also very low via
m-m disc, even if
its headroom is
compromised at
HF, leading to an
increase in IM
distortion from
0.0007% (CD) w
0.1% (m-m).
Otherwise all is
very well indeed.
Paul Miller

Fig I. Musical Fidelity F16: power supply
modulation test

Fig 2. Musical Fidelity F25: frequency
responses, line (black) and phono (red trace)

Musical Fidelity F16: 19kHz120kHz
intermodulation test

Fig 3.

Test results

Musical Fidelity F25 pre-amp

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion (dB)
at 0.5V output, aux input
93 -98
95
Intermodulation (
dB)
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, m-m/aux -54/-97
Noise (
dB)
Disc ( m-c)/aux ( IHF, CCIR wtd) -85.1/-94.8
DC offset, left/right + 1mV/+1mV
Input overload (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) input ( IHF)
26.8 26.5
13.7
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
26.4 26.5
26.5
Stereo separation (
dB)
Disc/aux input
95/12469/89 44/64
Volume/balance tracking
OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input (dB)
0 0.05
0.45
Input data ( aux)
Sensitivity/loading
101mV/71k ohms
Output
Max level/impedance
10V/56 ohms
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1400
Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms

Musical Fidelity F16
200W;23dBW*

Measured power (
dBW) 20Hz 1.1tHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms
249W 258W 234W
Continuous 4ohms
316W 324W 315W
Maximum current
1ohm, 1% THD
11.4A
Output impedance
0.292ohm
Harmonic distortion (dB)
Rated power 8 ohms -55 -73 -58
At OdBW 8 ohms -103 -98 -79
Channel separation ( dB)
133
120
109
Intermodulation distortion (dB
Rated power OdBW/8 ohms -75/-95
Signal-to-noise ( dB)
rel OdBW rel full level
Unweighted, full gain
89
112
'A' Md, full gain -93
- 116
Channel balance (
dB)
0.05
Input Impedance
35k ohm
input sensitivity
68mV (OdBW)
DC offset, L/R
3mV/-3mV
Frequency response (±0.5dB)
6.5kHz-26kHz
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£2400
"where Od8w --2.83V, or 1W/8ohms

II

tprobably took a bit longer to
grow the wood which forms the
£1750 Mystery One's case. All I
know is that nearly ayear has
passed since Ifirst took delivery of
the prototype, and enough detail
changes occurred between ' preproduction' and ' shop- ready' to
require the loan of afresh sample.
But it was worth waiting for apreamp to match the Unison Research
Smart 845.
Whatever the wizards in Italy did to
that early Mystery One, as seen at the
1995 HiFi Show and still serving as
the demo sample 'on the road', it wasn't
asimple retrofit. The rather large, garish
metal name-plate on the top has been
replaced by one you needn't measure
with surveyor's tools, and the top-plate
is now held by four quick- release
screws. But those who recall the swoopy
wood, the long, slender rotary controls
and the chic charcoal cover will be
pleased to hear that it looks just the
same as before: drop-dead gorgeous.
Unison Research has cornered the
market for sexy woodwork in
amplification, in the way the Sonus
Faber has the same for speakers, and
there are probably enough customers
out there who'd covet the Mystery One
for its looks alone. So let's get that bit
out of the way.
Like every other product to
emanate from the Unison Research
factory, Mystery One is styled like
nothing else on the market. It
measures a large 490x160x430mm
(whd, including knobs and earthing
post), so an ample shelf is needed. I
was pleased to find that it fit perfectly
in the Hi-fi Newsstand, but Isuspect
that its iconoclastic appearance might
cause problems for those hoping to
slot it into aspace which previously
held ametallic, cubist device. Carlo
Chiarello has created an organic look
consisting of asculpted, solid cherry
frame, with a chunky front panel
slotted for both ventilation of the
valves and egress of the rotaries. The
curve of the endcheeks lends them
carrying handle status and a forward
crouch. While a collection of four
knobs suggests that you're looking at
some kind of hi-fi equipment, the
effect is still more in keeping with a
modernist's idea of a rustic cigar

humidor or jewellery case. Or maybe
ahorizontal knife rack...
Peering through the upper slot
allows you to see the glow of the three
double triodes (two ECC82s and one
ECC83) and the EZ81 double-diode
rectifier which form the heart of this
ClassA line level pre-amp. The lower
aperture houses the controls, the
on/off rotary at the extreme left with
the trio grouped at the right
consisting of the source selector, the
tape monitor/source selector and the
volume control. At the back, all is
conventional: gold-plated inputs for
four sources plus tape, outputs for
tape and two power amps and an IEC
mains socket. The one teensy
exception to the norm is amulti-pin
connector to power aSimply Phono,
Unison Research's £ 495 optional
external phono section. Note,
however, that it's only the power
source for the phono stage; the phono
signal is fed separately to the input
marked aux/phono rather than
through the multi-pin socket.
Release the four screws to remove to
cover and you'll see why this sucker
weighs apower-amp-like 15kg. The
power supply fills the left-hand third of
the case, the rest of the space occupied
by a motherboard containing a
daughterboard for the EZ81 rectifier.
The socketry is soldered directly to the
main PCB, as are all of the main
components, the other three valve
bases and the volume control. The
source and tape selectors are
connected to asecond daughter board
at the back of the main PCB. Despite
the presence of secondary PCBs, the
layout is tidy and the build quality
impossible to criticise.
It's a clean, minimalist design
making use of the extra acreage by
spacing the components as far apart
as is beneficial, preventing unwanted
interaction without adding too much

Whatever the
wizards in Italy
did to that
early Mystery
One, as seen at
the 1995 Hi Fi
Show and still
serving as the
demo sample
'on the road',
it wasn't a
simple retrofit

Does the sound of the
Unison Research Mystery One
pre- amp live up to its gorgeous

length to the signal path. Then again,
the PCB traces are wide and
substantial, so signal fragility doesn't
seem to be aby-product of the longer
path. And then you see the secret
weapon, designer Giovanni Sacchetti's
little twist: arow of four CR2032, 3V
lithium batteries providing the pure
DC supply for the valve grids.
Fear not: these aren't obscure cells
but 10p-piecesized buttons available
from any camera shop. Apparently,
they'll last for something like 5-10
years, so you'll be replacing the valves
before you need new batteries.
Sacchetti says he chose this method
because it provides superior frequency
linearity, and Isuspect it plays some
part in making this one of the most
quiet valve pre-amps I've ever used.
The Mystery One is described as
having constant input and output
impedance for ideal matching to most
source components and power
amplifiers, gain is 21dB and the
signal-to-noise ratio better than 90dB.
Other specifications include output
impedance of 800 ohms, THD of less
than 0.1%, maximum input voltage of
8V peak to peak and maximum
output voltage of 80V peak to peak.
Its natural partners are the Smart
845 monoblocks. And not just
because they both wear cherry trim.
At £ 1750, the Mystery One is priced
to pair with its £ 3000 single-ended
siblings, and the two work together as
synergistically as you'd expect of a
pre-/power combo emanating from
the same designer. What was
unexpected was faultless synergy with
the GRAAFiti 5050, which shares
with the Mystery One only an Italian
valve lineage. But come to think of it,
Icouldn't cook up asingle mismatch,
no matter how hard Itried.
In the course of ayear, with two
different samples, Itried the Mystery
One with solid-state power amplifiers
as varied as the Sutherland 2000
monoblocks, the Acurus 250 and the
Monrio HP1. Tubular mates
included the aforementioned
Latinate devices, plus the
McIntosh MC275,
Audio
Note's
Conquests, the

looks? There's only one way
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refurbished Dynaco Stereo 70, the
Quad Hs (original and reissue) and a
bunch of others. Why so many? Partly
because Ikept the Mystery One within
easy reach the entire year. And partly
because Ifell in love with it.
It's easy to do. The Mystery One is
'classic valve' in all the right places,
yet it's as modern as it needs to be in
terms of handling ultra-quiet digital
source components. CD can't fluster
it; neither, for that matter, does openreel tape. While Ididn't have Unison
Research's own phono stage — Iused
the EAR 834 and Audio Alchemy's
VAC- In-The- Box — the Mystery
One is more than sympathetic to
analogue signals. What's consistent
about its behaviour from source type
to source type, from amp to amp, is
its ' easy listenability'. Which should
explain why Iwas prepared to clock
up so many hours with the Mystery
One, despite access to adozen other
pre-amps at any given time.
You just switch it on, leave it for
ten or fifteen minutes, and return to
enjoy some of the sweetest sounds
imaginable — but without making
any excuses for its tube innards. With
a facility I've seen demonstrated
repeatedly only by Audio Research
and GRAAF, Unison Research has
endowed the Mystery One with the
kind of operational composure, speed
and background silences associated
with solid-state pre-amplifiers.
Now let's not get all sarcastic and
suggest that such abilities/qualities are
or should be anathema to tube lovers.
Why not admit that we're talking
about three particular virtues
normally sacrificed by tube lovers in
place of warmth, natural
vocals and a sense
of space? As far as

can tell, the open-minded designers
— of both tube and transistor gear —
always strive for abalance consisting
of the sonic virtues of both
technologies. Or am Iimagining the
number of solid-state hardware
manufacturers who tout their gear as
sounding ' tube-like'?
On the other hand, Inever hear
about tube product manufacturers
boasting that their wares deliver
transistor-like performance. Either
way, the valve designers have to
approach sound from the other
direction, without cutting their own
throats by making tube equipment
which sounds solid-state. Whatever
anyone tells you, I've yet to see ' solidstate sound' hyped as virtuous, only
solid-state abilities, like cool running
and freedom from microphony. The
Mystery One comes as close to
juggling the virtues of both
technologies better than just about
any other pre- amp this side of an
Audio Research Reference One.
Face it: whatever bleating one cares
to issue about the glories of the valve,
we've all had to live with digital signals
for so long that we're conditioned to
expect our sounds to emanate from a
truly silent background. Anything else
is masochism (including my perverse
penchant for pre-Dolby tape hiss). So
let's not confuse nostalgic worth for
sonic superiority. The Mystery One
never sounds like avintage tube preamp, if by that you mean noisy and
cloudy and suffering from aged
components nearing total break-down.
Aside from its silent ` canvas' and
complete freedom from fatigueinducing nasties, the Mystery One
has other virtues which
make it so appealing.
Not least is the
recreation
of
a

Unison
Research has
endowed the
Mystery One
with the kind
of operational
composure,
speed and
background
silences
usually
associated
with solid-state
pre-amplifiers

SUPPLIER
UK Distribution,
23 Richings Way,
¡ver,
Bucks
SLO 9DA
Tel: 01753
652 669

soundstage so vast — ' cavernous'
would be the perfect word if that
didn't also imply 'echo-ey' — that it's
agreat way to test aspeaker's ability
to disappear. With both psuedo point
sources and dipoles, the Mystery One
fed a seamless left-right/front-back
image that seemed to defy the
capabilities of the speakers. In this
respect, it begs the collaboration of
partnering components like old
Denon m-ccartridges and LS3/5As.
Maybe the ' mystery' in the name
refers to its disappearing act.
Yet again, I've found another preamp which favours vocals to apoint
where you might wonder how much
warmth and emotion one is allowed
to enjoy before being accused of
unbridled anachrophilia. But the
warmth is never an additive, never a
coloration. Think Sonus Faber
Minima Amator, or California Audio
Labs CD players, and you'll
understand the significance of such a
finely balanced midband.
Where the Mystery One might
disappoint is in ' force'. It lacks
aggression and exhibits so much
finesse that it seems incapable of
letting loose. Yes, gang: the Mystery
One is not the first choice for
headbanging. It's all a case of
perception, Iknow, but this pre-amp
is so refined and polite that it borders
on the complaisant. To put it another
way, and without wishing to suggest
that he's even remotely obsequious,
this is the tube pre- amp that Stan
Klyne would make if he ever
abandoned transistors.
But an excess of politesse is asmall
price to pay, especially when you get
your tube characteristics and most of
the worthy solid-state virtues, too.
The real mystery, then, is how
Unison Research did it...
14-
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hough perhaps best known
for its value- for- money
range of CD players,
Marantz also has a lineup of high end products. Latest
in the Reference Series range is
an introductory integrated
amplifier called the PM16.
Priced at just under £ 1700, the
amp is naturally aimed at
audiophiles and incorporates
components and design features
that elevate it above Marantz's runof-the-mill amplifiers.
Features
like
the
solid
aluminium/zinc diecast case and biwire speaker terminals ( delivering
an output of 80W into 8 ohms
doubling to 160W into 4 ohms) are
obvious from the outside. If you
peer through the ventilation grilles
at the top you can just see the
symmetrical layout of the power
amplifier surrounding two massive
ELCO 15000e capacitors and a
specially- wound
toroidal
transformer.

TECHNOLOGY
You wouldn't expect the interior
to be organised like aBritish design,
and the Marantz, despite design
input from European hands,
doesn't quite follow UK audiophile
layout trends. But it is very tidy and
the signal path is sensibly arranged.
A group of gold plated sockets
handle the line inputs, selected
almost as soon as the signal enters
the amplifier by abank of relays. A
separate record selector routes
inputs to the tape outputs together
with tape copying facilities. Cable
links take the input signal via to the
front- mounted motorised volume
control. This is asophisticated four
gang unit, the first two gangs
controlling
input
signal
level

AND OVER
Aimed at high- end buyers, the
Marantz Reference Series PM16
integrated is agrown-up amplifier
by PETER .1 COMEAU

while the second two adjust
the gain of the pre-amplifier
selection to optimise signa-tonoise.The circuit is based around
copperclad HDAM gain blocks —
for those not familiar with HDAM,
this is a Marantz proprietary
module which incorporates discrete
FET and transistor devices in a
small unit designed to outperform
the IC op amps normally found in
this position.
A phono input, with switched
m-c/m-m selection on the rear
panel, is routed to a separate
board carrying a discrete
version of the HDAM circuit
followed by an IC- based
equalisation
stage.
You
wouldn't expect to find tone
controls on aBritish audiophile
amp either, but the PM16
includes them. Thankfully a
Source Direct switch bypasses the
tone control circuit completely.
Output amplifiers are mounted
on vast, solid aluminium heatsinks
which should keep temperature
changes to aminimum. The circuit
boards are mirror-imaged, to give a
symmetrical layout aimed at
achieving good stereo, and carry an
IC op-amp based voltage gain stage
and triple Darlington output stage
using a mix of voltage and current
feedback. The final complementary
devices are multiple-emitter Sanken
devices,
which
are
gaining
recognition for robust power
delivery over awide bandwidth.
Output protection is via a heavy
duty relay, which also switches off
the speaker output if you want to
listen via the front mounted
headphone socket. A small remote
handset provides volume control
and mute — input
switching has to be
handled manually,
though you would
have thought the
input relay selectors
could have been put
under the control
of the
microprocessor. Never
mind; this isn't an
AV amplifier so
who
needs
remote
switching
anyway?

SOUND QUALITY
The
PM16
arrived
partnered by a matching ( in
styling, not in size) Marantz CD17
player. The two quickly formed an
attachment in terms of system
synergy — no matter what CD
player Iput in place of the CD17,
the results were not as enjoyable.
For example, the Meridian 508
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gained a brightness and flashiness This is the main flaw in the
that is not normally part of its PM16's presentation; it always
character, while the new AVI
tends to focus on the loudest
2000MC reference sounded duller contender in the mix, demoting
and more prosaic than expected. backing vocals and instruments
No doubt there are technical
into the distance where they tend
reasons for this, but it seems as to be ignored. .
though the PM16 has been
This is, perhaps, something of a
designed with the CD17 in mind.
trade-off
against
musical
Perhaps this was the main source
excitement
and
attacking
used when the fine-tuning of the presence, which are where the
PM16 scores best. Give it
amplifier was done.
Iwas glad to find that no such something upbeat to work with
fussiness
with
regards
to and it takes off, delivering the full
impact of the performance
accompanying equipment
invaded the choice of
with all its vibrancy
loudspeakers. The PM16
ego'r, +e
t.
intact. The energy of
r
S/
the musical delivery
is perfectly at home
driving difficult loads
thanks to that stiff
luj
power supply and fast
current delivery of the
output devices. You can
rest assured that the
Marantz will do its best to
get the most out of any speakers
you hang off it.
In this respect the most telling
feature of the PM16 is its bass
control. This aspect of sonic
performance is simply astonishing,
delivering a strong whack to the
bass units to get them moving fast
and apparently stopping them
equally quickly. Again the bass
loading of the speakers did not
seem to affect the amplifier's
behaviour. Both closed box and
reflex designs responded to the
Marantz's accelerate and brake
commands no matter what the
listening level.
Colorations were minimal too,
which is refreshing for a Marantz
amplifier. The characteristic
Marantz sound was still in
evidence — a touch of brashness
to high frequency delivery
balanced by a forward midband
that kicks as hard as the bass —
but has been tempered in the
PM16 to the point where it no
longer
interferes
with
transparency.
Actually the speed and attack of
the
amplifier
promotes
appreciation of recorded detail
and, when combined with the
astounding bass clarity, almost
seems to throw instruments out of
the speakers. There is little that is
subtle about the presentation of
the PM16; even at lower listening
levels it wants to make sure it has
all your attention.
This sort of behaviour lends
itself more to rock and jazz than
classical. In the latter, the
relationship between orchestral
instrumentation is frequently
disturbed by the way the Marantz
picks out areas of detail to the
detriment of quieter instruments.
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is as exciting as the
bass speed, and
you'll find floor and
) walls shaking with
the shock waves that
the PM16 generates.
To acertain extent these
characteristics
are
carried
through to the phono input, though
here there is a softening of attack
which contrasts against the forward
nature of the auxiliary inputs.

CONCLUSION
It is hard not to fall for the
energetic output of the PM16
which makes other amplifiers
appear slovenly in their musical
delivery, and the bass control of
this large integrated unit puts many
pre- power combinations in the
shade. The PM16's ability to
pound out rhythms without losing
control of the speakers can only be
admired. Classical listeners will
perhaps wish for a little more
subtlety of presentation and amore
coherent view of instrumental
pieces, but those wanting speed
and excitement wouldn't want it
any other way.
There is alot to be said, too, for
an amplifier which does not mind
what speakers it is linked to, and
which contains all the facilities you
will ever need for hi-fi listening in
one smartly styled case. In
combination with the CD17 the
PM16 is ahighly attractive unit and
is extremely well built. The flavour
of the Marantz's output is one you
want to roll round your tongue
before swallowing, but it is always
fresh and consistent. The PM16
might not succeed with every disc
you put through it, but it still
manages to satisfy in nearly every
department. So, at least for rock
and jazz listeners, recommended. +
SUPPLIER
Marantz Hi-fi Ltd,
Kingsbridge House,
575-583 Bath Road,
Longford UB7 OEH
Tel: 01753 680 868

LAB REPORT
A stiff power
supply and a
power amp
circuit that
switches it
through to the
speakers like a
tap gives
consistent power
yields over the
impedance range
encountered with
most nominal 6
to 8ohm
speakers.
With both
channels driven
the output level
remains relatively
constant from 8
down to 4ohms
and still achieves
ahigh standard
into 2.2 ohms.
Distortion is
low and only
revealed by the
low noise level on
the auxiliary
inputs. The
control over noise
from the 4-gang
volume control is
not exactly
required front a
CD source, as
the sensitivity
of all
auxiliary
inputs is
relatively high
at 150m V. This
yields high
power output
from typical
Compact Disc
levels with the
volume control
set halfway to
maximum.
Sensitivity
and overload
margins on both
disc inputs are
good, with the
m-cinput
suitable for all
but the lowest
output
cartridges.
Frequency
response on all
inputs is
commendably
flat, and the
power amplifier
response sensibly
tailored to fall
off above
50kHz.

-•
Fig I. Marantz
rated power

PM16: distortion spectrum at

Fig 2. Marantz PM16: response at half
power, tone controls below

.

.
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Fig 3. Marantz PM16: intermodulation
distortion from 19/20kHz tones at rated power

Test results

Marantz PM16

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 90W (19.5dBW1
20Hz lkilz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm load (dBW) 19.7 19.8
19.7
Both channels 4ohms
18.8 18.9
18.7
One channel, 2.2 ohms
17.2
17.8
17.6
Instantaneous peak current (A) + 22,-22
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power, aux
-82
IMennodulation distortion (
dB)
(19/20kHz rated power, aux input) -88
(19/20kHz rated power, at OdBW m-m) -67
(19/20kHz rated power, at OdBW m-c) -52
Noise (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) ( IHF, CCIR weighted) -86
Disc (rn-c) ( IHF, CCIR weighted) -72
Aux/CD ( IHF, CCIR weighted) -96
DC output offset L/R (mV)
0/0
Input overload (
dB)
Disc (m-m) ( IHF) > 22
Disc (m-c) ( IHF)
> 18
Aux/CD ( IHF)
> 28
Stereo separation (
dB)
Disc
58
Aux
74
Channel balance, disc, lkHz
0.2
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB 410dB
Aux (dB)
0.1
0.2 0.32
Inputs
socket type sensitivity
loading
Disc ) m-m)
phono
2.5mV
47k ohms
Disc (m-c)
phono
2001JV
100 ohms
Aux
phono
150mV
10k ohms
Dimensions, (
whd)
458x167x474mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1700
'where OrIBW .2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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For those of you that think
that modern life has been
immeasurably improved by
the advent of nuclear power,
soap operas and the ending
of all wars, you should replace

ortofon

VO 3000
Mk II

all your records with CD's.
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The New Collection from
The Chord Company
What are your speakers wearing?

-Steve Harris, Hi Fi News, during his recent visit to the Cadence facility in Pune

Call, fax or write for more information
For all enquiries about Cadence hybrid electrostatics, 'phone Cadence UK on 0171-733 0301

The Chord Company, 30a Sarum Business Park, Portway, Salisbury,
Wiltshire SP4 6EA Tel: 01722 331674 Fax: 01722 411388

CARTRIDGES

A

many respects. Prince ( AKA
Squiggle)'s ' Love Machine'
[Graffiti Bridge, Paisley
Park WX 361 759927493-1] came up
punchy and clear
again, with a
much sweeter
top end and a
palpable
vibrancy. The
bass was much
more
stable
when dealing
with ' Absurder'
[Bomb the Bass,
Sandcastles, Island
LC
0407],
definitely
placing
this
cartridge in the
goat, as opposed to
sheep category. The
bass is tuneful too, so that
It was sad, but necessary, to
real notes can be heard from
reorientate myself to the der.:--", .
4,
4 _ the wonderful double basses
`Ortofon sound' by
C.)
in Tippett's Concerto for
removing a Sumiko
double string orchestra
Bluepoint Special and .4(1
[Mariner, Academy of St
replacing it with an g<
Martin- in- the- Fields.
MC15 ` Super II', in a
Argo ZRG 680].
system comprising a
My dad confirmed
Linn
LP12/ Akito/
suspicions that all was not
Avondale PSU, Audio
quite perfect in the resolution
Synthesis ADEQ/AMP 02,
department with the simple
Beard P35 and Celestion 7000
criticism that he could not distinguish
ribbon hybrids.
between the individual 'voices' in an
The MC15 is a junior sibling to ensemble with the clarity expected at
the cartridges under review here,
alive performance. There was aslight
and its failings are as immediately muddling of textures at mid range
apparent as its strengths: ' tizzy',
frequencies, and definitely something
sibilant treble, low bass a bit missing in terms of ambience (not
wobbly, but still miles better than simply reverberation) with the Delmé
any moving magnet Iknow of.
in Robert Simpson's 9th string
The copper- coloured ( and quartet [Hyperion A66127].
frankly bizarre-looking) MC20 was
In my opinion, the MC30 (goldquickly able to make mincemeat of coloured; equally bizarre- looking)
this ( much cheaper) cartridge in goes along way towards answering
these
criticisms.
Orchestral
transients in the Tippet seemed
`sharper'; there was an extra sense
of clarity and energy in the
t £ 450
and £ 550
respectively, Ortofon's
MC20
and
MC30
`Supremes' represent a mid-price
entry into the world of high-quality
moving- coil cartridges ( or ' pickup'ers', as they are charmingly
called in the Danish language
instructions). The well- respected
company has enjoyed success at the
lower end of the market with its
MC15, as well as with the
undeniably fine MC3000 MkII.
Having heard plenty from both of
these recently, Iwas curious to find
out what the ` inbetweenies'
sounded like, the differences
between
them,
and
most
importantly, what my dad thought
— he's just been taken to see the
Borodin string quartet, and as a
keen amateur cellist, his ears are to
be trusted when it comes to the
reproduction of alive performance.

SUPER

SUPR
Following our
midprice cartridge
roundup in September,
we audition Ortofon's

MC20 and MC30 Supreme
moving coils
by

MATTHEW
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'Ortofon UK Lui,
Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter
Bucks
SL9 9UG
Te'l: 01753
889 949

performance.
The
(deliberately?) ' tizzy' top end
of electronic recordings was
softened even further with respect
to the MC15, making the whole
thing simply easier and more
comfortable on the ear. There was
an apparent ' space' between the
members of the Delmé playing
Simpson, although I've heard the
first violin sounding less harsh. A
summary might be that the MC30
imparted greater clarity and balance
than the MC20.
Can the differences between the
MC20
and
30
be
simply
attributable to the extended
frequency response of the latter ( 30
to 40kHz)? As Ifound recently with
acherished Dynavector Karat 17D2
MkII [
HFNIRR, Sept ' 96] what
happens way above the 20kHz we
are supposed to be able to hear
seems to affect everything, from
attack and decay to orchestral
timbre. The low dispersion
characteristics of the latter's tiny
armature might also have played a
part in its attraction for me, but this
is hardly relevant, since the MC20
and 30 seem to share the same
armature, a ' Super Fine Line', nude
stylus being presumably responsible
for the extra 10kHz at the top.
Ortofon seems to have
achieved a rare thing, in that
real (tangible) improvements
can be heard with successive
steps in the upgrade path,
without too much walletdamage being inflicted.
Whether this means that you
get what you pay for is
ultimately up to the listener.
When he heard how much the
MC30 cost, my dad could be seen
rapidly calculating the equivalent 30or-so visits to hear the Borodin, and
making his own, firm decision that
we're all completely bonkers.
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ver the years he'll take your car, your

hard earned cash and years off your life. Do
you really think it will be any different with
your Arcam?
We can confidently predict that you will
enjoy the top quality sound of your Arcam
Hi-Fi separates for many years to come.
It's asimple enough prediction, when you
consider just how hard we work to produce
Hi-Fi of the highest quality.
Like any good parent, we ensure that our
little treasures go out into the world with every
advantage.
So, before we bid atearful farewell, the
Hi-Fi produced at our Cambridge factory must
pass the most rigorous set of tests, checks and
double checks. This means that each Arcam
separate is blessed with along, active and
productive life.

"One day son,
all of this will
be yours"

Then again, sonic excellence and
reliability are bound to feature on all Arcam
products, since we design them in from the
outset.
A very pleasing aspect of all this dedication
is that year after year our products make us
rather proud with lots of top Hi -Fi industry
awards.
So, do keep aclose eye on Junior. He also
knows quality when he hears it. (Well, you
can't really blame the little angel for inheriting
your good taste!)
On the other hand, you could invest in a
lesser Hi-Fi system than Arcam...
But why deprive yourself, never mind
future generations?

ARCAM
Return the coupon below to: Arcam, Pembroke Ave.
Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB, England.
.Or telephone: (01223) 203203 (24 hours)
e-mail: custscrvt"d.arcam.co.uk

Please send me information on: (Please tick)
Arcam amplifiers J Arcam CD players 3
Arcam tuners J Arcam home cinema
Arcam DACs _I all Arcam products ...I

and the name

qf my nearest authorised dealer.

First Name(s)
in Australia: Stolmack Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 139, St. Ives, N.S.W., 21175. Tel: ( 2) 440 8755.

Surname

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 19016,

Address

720 Spadina Avenue, Suite 101/A, •Rwonto, Ontario, MSS 3C9. Tel: (416) 596 7657.
Its New Zealand: Avalon Audio, 587 Mount Eden Rd., Auckland. Tel: ( 649) 638 9000.

Postcode

In South Africa: Hi -Fi Specialists., Durban Road 155, Renville. 7535. Tel: ( 21) 946 1441.

HEN SUM 11/96

In USA: Audio , hile Svstems Ltd. 8709

Castle

Park Dri,e. Indiana

IN 46256. Tel: ( 317) 849 7103.

black box
use in hi-fi ( 1955-65), they were not
the same as the transistors we use
today. On the one hand, the
Germanium junctions had softer,
more triode valve-like threshold
slopes (as stressed by John LinsleyHood); on the other, they had
execrably low cutoff frequencies,
often within the audio band, and low
switching speeds to match. The early
transistors also had minuscule voltage
and current ratings.
A true perspective on the differences
between
valve
and
transistor
amplification can only take place when
they are operating in the same
topology.
As
there
are
no
arly this year Iwrote ` While complementary valves, this means
Botanists are still cataloguing employing all n- or all p-type transistors
new plants (and there haven't
(which could be bipolar, MOSFETs or
been many new models launched in
IGBTs) in valve-like circuits, with
the past 10,000 years), electronic
transformer coupling, and consequent
designers are busy developing more
low levels of global NFB, as in that first
circuits than there will ever be plants, decade. Some inevitable differences in
without
a
thought
as
to the voltage and current levels that are
classification.' To be found in a optimal for each kind of device, and
chapter devoted to audio power consequent differences in the associated
amplifier topologies, in anew book',
components' parasitic values will still
this caution is preceded by the
stand in the way of fullest comparability.
preamble `... topologies,
giving At the very least we should make the
identity, allow hundreds of seemingly comparison with transistors rated to
complex and disparate circuits to be operate from the same typically +300V
classified into family groups, and the
HT rail as avalve.
higher relationships grasped better
Other vital differences, such as
thermal behaviour, will need to be
ameliorated, if not eliminated.

E

You can't
compare
valves with
transistors
unless
you're using
identical
topologies

Valves and
transistors can only
be meaningfully
compared via narrow
topological identities,
as exemplified kv
these equivalent
trangermer-coupled,
single-ended output
stage topologies,
operating at the same
HT wItage

Errata
We'd like to coma same
awn winch have erep
into 'Black Box' over
the pass few monde. In
April fp59). the text
should have referred u,
1.5 inch diameter eater
pipe, oat one of 1.5 fret!
In last month's column
[Oct, p71f, a wrong
caption was applied to
the Cirrifil diagram. It
should have reack 'The
basic Lin topology' - Ed_

as a result.' As is so common in
human relations, clear-cut, often
simplistic, distinctions of one kind
may blur other, possibly -far deeper
consonances.

CROSS-SIMILARITIES
Last month, Isuggested that serious
hi-fi had ahealthy ' bio-diversity' —
unlike products in many other
realms, whose speciation has been
reduced to near monoculture by
large companies, their fashions, by
bad Euro laws, and by other
control-obsessed bodies. For hi-fi
signal paths, the most fundamental
apparent
surface
diversity
is
transistors versus valves. This is
magnified out of all proportion by
nearly everyone involved in hi-fi,
without due thought for the logic of
the comparison.
The familiar ad hoc comparison is
for the most part utterly invalid
because it is many, many years since
transistors and valves shared (even
remotely) the same topologies. And
even when they did, back in the
transistor's first decade of tentative
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Employing anything less than the best
components and designing for
anything other than a co-achievable
measured response, is as stupid as
looking for fingerprints while allowing
crowds to poke around a crime
scene. When all is done, and with the
least added complication to the
topological identity, then it is likely
that the essential difference between
transistors and valves (as developed
up to date with modern materials)
will be heard — for the first time
perhaps. How big will they be?
For amoment, Marlowe hesitates
— maybe they will still sound
different. But then, even different
makes of ECC83 (alias 12AX7)
sound different to one another. Then
again, if the difference between a
transistor and avalve wasn't really
there any longer, being no more than
the difference between two makes of
pentode, then the whole industry...
Resigned, he emptied the remains of
an extra large bottle of Noilly Prat
into his guests' glasses, pushed the
switch, and began to listen.
In matter, the atoms that are the
stuff of a few, particular elements
may arrange themselves in different
patterns. This greatly alters the
physical nature (as in the isotopes
soot, diamond and graphite) but the

topological identity could be looked
upon as isotopes of the audio signal
path. Except we haven't discovered
what the atoms are yet — save that
they are the deeper, shared stuff —
the characteristic pattern of energy
management (or 'pulsation'), within
agiven electrical mesh, that performs
audio amplification.
Here, bad energy management
equals inaccurate sound. By now, the
objectivists' speech should be slurring
badly ...

WHICH SYMMETRY ?
When considering a topology,
symmetry seems an important, even
crucial attribute, as to sonics. Nearly
all music is asymmetrical — some
sounds are 'lopsided' by as much as
10:1. If a topology is visually
asymmetric (in
its
most
symmetrically drawn schematic
form), it is just a little unlikely to
ever work equally (symmetrically) in
both. directions, in some or other
critical
domains.
This
is
a
fundamental setback of the RCA-Lin
(and ' sons-of-Lin') circuit(s) — as
explored last month. Then unless the
material played always has auniform
and optimally flipped polarity (note
that the polarity on all but purist
recordings is completely and crazily
random), then an asymmetric
topology will inevitably sound
different, and randomly so, according
to whether instantaneous signal
asymmetry counters and suffers, or
reinforces and synchronises with, the
topologies' own lopsidedness.
Ironically, it is the Lin topology
(which dominates 'consumer' audio)
that is most unsuited to the music,
that is most subject to polarity chaos
— and yet most subjected to it! It is
this mass loop condition that allows
hard-line objectivists to make negative,
self-fulfilling
statements
about
everything sounding the same, no
matter what parts you use. By
employing symmetrical, non-Lin
topologies,
users of transistor
amplifiers are able to jump out of the
hoop, and move on and up to higher
states. A little snag with symmetry is
that complementary bipolar transistors
are not the perfect mirror image in
their
performance
that
every
schematic suggests. Some kinds of
MOSFETs are far better. It may be
argued that even better are the
unipolar (
eg, nch, npn, or ` electron
passing') topologies, that valves have
always been limited to, but which
may employ transistors no less.

Ben Duncan
[1] Ben Duncan, High Performance
Power Amplifiers, Newnes. Available
Oct 1996 from the HiFi News
underlying stuff (a carbon atom) is Accessories Club, Old Colony Sound
exactly the same. A transistor and Lab (US), and technical booksellers
valve amplifier that share a worldwide.
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DOUBLE
Our continuing series on system

building reaches the £2000 mark
by ALVIN GOLD

A

nd so, the system synergy
wagon rolls ever onwards
and upwards. Its latest
move, into the £ 2000 price area for
a CD player, amplifier and
loudspeakers, brings us into rich
territory, populated by aplethora of
highly distinctive products, and this
is especially true of the amplifiers
and the loudspeakers.
Check out the loudspeakers first.
Selected for this feature are four
designs, including two unashamedly
costly compacts — the Harbeth
HL-P3ES ( 83dB, 6-8 ohms) and
the distinctively truncated pyramid
of the QLN Classic One (86dB/4
ohms) — both suitable for use on
quality tall stands. A third, the
B&W CDM1 (88dB/8 ohms), is
just slightly larger though it uses
similar stands, and it costs acouple
of hundred pounds less, probably
because in contrast to the other
compacts it comes from one of the
industry majors, who can reap the
benefits of manufacturing scale.
Note that the QLN and B&W are
time- aligned, low diffraction
designs. The Harbeth HL-P3 is
marginally smaller than the others,
and lacks the benefit of time
alignment or specific low diffraction
measures. Finally, the Meridian
A500, which comes in a much
larger, floor-standing box, is one of
the company's few conventional

(non-active) models with two bass
drivers, all of which all adds up to
higher sensitivity ( 90dB/8 ohms)
and power handling, and an extra
half octave or so of bass extension.
The amplifiers — Iended up with
five of the blighters — are also about
as varied as they come, and even
include a 120 watt/channel pre- and
power amp combo from Rotel
which seems to have it all, namely
armloads of power and aprice that
places it near the bottom of the pile
at £ 550, despite coming in two
boxes. The other amps, all
integrated designs, cost between
£524 and £799, and were selected
on the grounds of reputation, by
name and in one case by accident:
the Densen Beat (
60W/ch, no tape
monitor) was submitted after a
chance meeting at apanel listening
test with the man responsible for
selling them to the dealers that
handle the brand. The others are the
Rego Elicit, rated 70W/ch and the
only model tested with a phono
input ( m- m only), and the AVI
S2000Mi. a compact 100W/ch
design
with
legendary
reliability,
a virtually
unreadable electronic
front panel and a
remote control.
Then
there's the
Majik,
I.inn
Products'
entry level
design which

is remarkable for its ability to accept
internal add-in boards, to adapt it
for use in a multi- room system in
send or receive modes, or to convert
it into atuner/amplifier. The Linn is
rated at 33W/ch into 8ohms, though
the slightly more impressive 4 ohm
figure of 66W/ch is adequate in
practice, even with the Harbeth in
moderate- size rooms, with most
Amplifiers shorthsted
included Reel Elicit
music types, and in practice there
(above) and Linn
were no real problems with the other
Majik (below left).
speakers either. The test model had
Speakers included the
line inputs only, but aversion with a
well-made, wellphono input is available at extra cost.
finished B&W
To help make up for the surfeit of
CDMl belm!)
(
loudspeakers, we have just three CD
players this month, one of which,
the Trichord Genesis, was
4e'
s. T ...,,,
carried over from last
month, not because we
were running short of

c-,

)

ideas,
th ought
but
that
because
it might
it was
suit

(.J

.% j. D

this month's systems even
\.better than the last bunch.
\
In keeping with the
tradition of this series, Ihave
little to say about the gadget count
or presentation beyond the basics,
which are that the Trichord is a
'breathed- on' low- end Pioneer,
with the usual surfeit of controls
and facilities, but with adisplay-off
switch and aheadphone socket and
volume control, for the varying
thereof. The Musical Fidelity
E601 is a little simpler, though like
the Pioneer it has an excessively
complex display which in this case
cannot be dimmed or turned off.
The Micromega Stage 4 has the
most original and user-friendly
control system and a display that
can be dimmed or doused, and a
headphone socket but no volume
control. In common with the
Trichord, the other two have
electrical digital outputs too, in
addition to which the Musical
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Now, I've been
in the
reviewing game
long enough to
know the
ground rules,
and right at
the top of the
list is that you
Fidelity also has an optical digital respectable design, but it loses out never, ever
in the mid/top area, where it lacks admit to being
socket.
unable to
Now, I've been in the reviewing the litheness, soundstage precision
(though not scale) and tonal variety
readily
game long enough to know the
distinguish any
ground rules, and right at the top of of the three smaller speakers.
the list is that you never, ever admit They're great for cooking up a two
to being unable to readily storm with material such as Scottish components...
distinguish any two components rock/folk band Capercaillie. The
you care to name. It is not just a bass was well shaped and three
sign of impending senility, it is also dimensional, but the lead guitars
and the voice were co-planar,
an obvious hostage to fortune.
Nevertheless, after a considerable apparently just forward of the
period of time, and in the context of speakers themselves. They also laid
the rest of the components we're on a big orchestral sound when
looking at here, Iwas hard-pressed called upon to do so.
to hear any great changes in musical
The B&W lacks the Meridian's
character when changing from the extension of course, but still goes
Musical Fidelity to the Trichord deep, surprisingly deep in fact,
once the small residual volume losing little if any of the Meridian
SUPPLIERS
differences had been taken care of; sonority, and if anything adding to
B&W
Loudspeakers UK
and Iwas listening to the players its tunefulness in the bass, though
01903 750 750
blind, with A N Other selecting the the Meridian remains much
punchier
and
more
dynamic
below
running order.
Linn
100Hz. The real difference however
You may recall that in the £ 1500
Products Ltd
0141 644 5111
system synergy feature, the Genesis is that the B&W is softer and svelter
was described as ' a fluid, highly in the midrange and top.
Meridian Audio
The QLN is — well, the QLN is
articulate player with a strong bass
Ltd
and an open midband to match, but better. In this case there is not easy
01480 434 334
that what it lacked was a degree of to describe the bass, mid and treble
Musical
as separate entities. The speaker is
precision and clarity, and there were
Fidelity Ltd
essentially homogenous and more
long stretches of various recordings
0181 900 2866
in which the player seemed to tightly focused, and if it sometimes
'coast'. Well the new E601, which is seemed slightly blander, Ihope I'm
Rega
Research Ltd
essentially an E60 with selected not being charitable in putting this
01702 333 071
down
to
greater
intrinsic
accuracy.
PCB and mechanism, reclocked and
with a new Class A output stage, This is a taut, accurate sounding
sometimes seemed a little crisper loudspeaker, but it doesn't have
and brighter, but there was little in quite the LF energy of the B&W,
it. More to the point, they both still less the Meridian.
The Harbeth is something else
seemed comfortable with most of
the systems — the ones that were again. Easily the most immediate
and transparent of he four, it has all
any good — and of course the E601
is cheaper than the Genesis by the QLN's articulation and
about £ 0. Draw your own homogeneity, and then some, with
an extra infusion of boldness, of
conclusions.
Happily for my future reputation dynamics, and a double helping of
(if it's not already too late), the clarity. Where the Harbeth falls
third
player
was
readily down, and Idon't want to make too
distinguishable from the others, and much of this, is system balance. It is
for the worse, I'm sorry to say. The a tad bright and edgy, giving an
Micromega clearly lacked dynamic uncomfortable quality to brass
range, and it sounded harder when instruments, for example.
In one wind recording [ Ho1st
stressed, especially under small
Suite/Eastman
Wind
signal conditions, and ambient First
information was handled quite Ensemble], it was the QLN that
differently, and in my view in a sounded more at home, with more
clearly less distinctive, less airy or three-dimensional instruments that
believable way.
projected
forward
of
the
So what of the other end of the instrumental plane, and a greater
systems, namely the loudspeakers? sense of space around the Meridian
If you want bass, sensitivity or instruments. If it wasn't quite so ' in A500 (tight)
power handling, or all three, the your face' as the Harbeth, it and Musical
Meridian A500 is out there on its remained more realistic, and more Fidelity Elektra
E601 (above left)
comfortable.
own. This is a thoroughly decent,
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The B&W was also impressive in
its way, but there is some muddle in
the lower midband, as though
viewing the music through a fisheye lens, which made it hard to
grasp the overall picture. Sound
quality is slightly but definitely
overblown, an unusual observation
which means that there is no real
feeling for the acoustic in which
most recordings happen, especially
when the volume is turned high.
With piano,
the
Harbeth
definitely had the edge, its responses
being more precisely articulated, yet
also more organic and freer. The
clincher is that piano tone was the
most natural and unforced of the
lot. Again, the HL-P3ES provided a
picture of the instrument and its
surroundings, where the B&W,
which in most respects was very
good, sounded alittle too close and
bloated, and with little space around
the instrument.
The question that remains at the
end of all this is to try and make
sense of the components by
suggesting systems that work better
than others. When you calculate the
number of permutations and the
logistics involved, this is no easy
task. Still, some of the answers
come easily enough. If you like it
loud, look no further than the
Meridian A-500 and the Rotel RC870BX/RB-980BX combination,
the former for its sensitivity and
ability to handle power gracefully,
and the latter because it is easily the
most powerful amplifier of the lot,
with aclear couple of decibels lead,
which is about alength and ahalf in
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Clearly better..
Like fashions high-end audio cables have come and gone
with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be: ' pick
the colours you like'. You choose acable ' sound' that best
suits your system. Instead, how about an interconnect that

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or ' coloured but truly transparent. Transparent cables are
available now and will transform, not colour- up, your system.
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct low-pass filter.
So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

MusicLink Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network alow pass filter network that makes
these cables act like acomponent in ahi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening
tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction

needs it own unique filter with precision audio C011ipOr ier
chosen for sound quality
Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality and clarity e, the
sonic starting point of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of pertoririai ce
level chosen. All cables use the same high quality materials,
high standard of construction and geometry.
Transparent interconnecting cables from the Basic, Plus,
Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in standard
phono and balanced ( XLR) formats; speaker cables are fitted
with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are
also available.
It's time you heard why Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better. Contact Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details
of Transparent Audio dealers.

Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE

II

Telephone 0181-947 5047
Facsimile 0181-879 7962

Golden Dragon

Precision Audio Tubes

Please enquire / or any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amp
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £ 6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £6.95
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
6SN7GT/ECC33 £8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes
2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

Singles
£22.50
£22.50
£28.50
£11.50
£36.50
£36.50

Golden Dragon T300B Range
300B Super
£ 79.00
4.300B
£84.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00

¡ fier Tubes

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66R

£69.95 pr

KT88R

£69.95 pr

2748

£ 14.50 each

Per Matched
Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£50.00 £ 100.00
£50.00 £ 100.00
£60.00 £ 120.00
£25.00 £50.00
£75.00 £ 150.00
£75.00 £ 150.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-01 Gold

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L (Special Quality EL84)
EL 156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
KT90
KT9OLX
350B
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

Matched
Pair
£25.00
£25.00
£12.50
£75.00
£25.00
£25.95
£65.00
£57.95
£67.95
£65.00
£75.00
£29.95
£19.95
£42.95
£64.95
£84.95
£25.00

Matched
Quad
£ 50.00
£50.00
£25.00
£ 150.00
£50.00
£52.00
£ 130.00
£ 116.00
£ 136.00
£ 130.00
£ 150.00
£60.00
£40.00
£86.00
£ 130.00
£ 170.00
£50.00

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50
Matched
Octet
£ 100.00
£ 100.00
£50.00
£300.00
£ 100.00
£ 104.00
£260.00
£232.00
£272.00
£260.00
£300.00
£ 120.00
£80.00
£ 172.00
£260.00
£340.00
£ 100.00

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be provided at acost of £. 50 per copy U.K. £4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762
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SYSTEMS
EQUIPMENT
AMPLIFIERS
'Most immediate and

AVI S2000Mi

£799

transparent... ' of the

Densen Beat B100

£600

loudspeakers: the

Linn Majik-I

£524

Rega Elicit

£730

Harbeth HL-3PES

Rotel RCD-870 pre-/
RB-980 power

£550

LOUDSPEAKERS
B&W CDM-1

£600

Harbeth HLP3

£799

Meridian A500

£695

QLN Classic One

£800

CD PLAYERS
Micromega Stage 4

£ 599

Musical Fidelity Elektra E601 £ 499
Trichord Genesis

horserace terms, or 0.15 seconds on
the 100 metre sprint. In case even
this isn't enough, you could buy a
second RB-980BX power amp, and
bridge them both (not tried). It's
better than do this than take the
amp too near its power ceiling
because, when it does go over the
top, it very quickly begins to sound
very unpleasant.
But this combination doesn't have
all the quality answers. Ihave already
referred to the A-500's rather flat and
slightly acid mid/top, which detracts
from stereo image integrity. It
appears that the most ambitious
loudspeaker in terms of bandwidth
only gets there by virtue of sacrifices
made in other directions, which in
this case means subtlety generally
and mid/top performance in
particular. The pattern is repeated
with variations in the case of the
Rotel amplifier, which has a big,
blowsy character, which can be fun
with the right kind of material, but
which is clearly out of focus with well
recorded acoustic material.
None of the amplifiers involved
in this feature could be described as
poor, and the Rotel certainly isn't.
It's big, powerful sound packs a
tremendous punch, and the sound
is always respectable by normal
standards. But replace the Rotel
with, say, the AVI S-2000 and you
will hear the difference immediately
in extra refinement, in superior
extraction of detail, and most of all
in the discipline and focus of the
sound. This is a very coherent,
together sounding amplifier, which
provides gain without strain or
grain, and plenty of it by the way:
the AVI being audibly as well as
numerically the second most
powerful amplifier, behind the
Rotel according to my trusty
distortion measuring apparatus
(ears) and my ever-rite SPL meter.
But the AVI is also sharp, and with
the A500 the combination is bright
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to a degree that may prove tiring.
Ditto in the case of the Harbeth,
but couple the AVI with the QLN
or the B&W, and you have amatch
made in heaven.
Or you could try changing
amplifiers. The Rega amplifier is
direct and matter-of-fact, transparent
and quick. It is the kind of amplifier
that will be accused by some of
having good timing, and it worked
well with all four loudspeakers, and
at surprisingly high volume levels,
sustainable surely because the case is
designed as avery effective heatsink.
The Linn Majik isn't in the same
class: it is alittle more distant, less
crisply defined and has a detectably
electronic character that prevents the
music expressing itself quite as freely
as the Rega. It may not be an
exciting amplifier, then, but it is a
decent one, and if its qualities aren't
as immediate as some, it has a
consistency and integrity that help it
to last well without causing — what's
the terminology? — brain strain. It
should be added that there are other
reasons why you might prefer the
Linn over the others, the most
obvious being the Majik's ability to
expand to suit the system as
described earlier.
This leaves the absurdly titled but
otherwise very credible Densen
Beat, which is promoted by some as
akind of offshore Naim (it comes
from Denmark). There's
something in this
too. Although not
the subtlest or
most
detailed
amplifier around,
it is solid, raunchy
and has excellent
timing. Iwouldn't
choose it over the
best of the rest, but

SUPPLIERS
A VI (AV
International Ltd)
01453 765 682
Densen Audio
Technology
01582 561 227
Harbeth Acoustics
01444 440 955
Micromega
0181 502 1416
QLN
01352 730 251
Rotel UK
(Gamepath)
01908 317 707
Trichord Research
01684 573 524

£ 549

in common with the Rega, it's
relatively neutral balance means it
works with all the speakers.
OK, so where does all this leave
us? Which is the best system.
Indeed, is there asingle best system?
On this occasion there is no one
absolutely ideal system, but there are
a couple that are special, which
involve the Rega amplifier and
Harbeth loudspeakers, or the AVI
and the QLN, with either the
Musical Fidelity or the Trichord
Genesis CD players. It is the AVI
and QLN combination that is the
most natural tonally, and the Rega
and Harbeth that is the most
analytical and exciting, albeit alittle
bright for some tastes. Both make
marvellous music, but if pinned
down Iwould go for the AVI and
QLN, probably with the Trichord

Genesis, a combination that does
most things well, and is hard to
catch out, for example with the disc
it is playing right now, namely
Mozart's Basset Clarinet Concerto
[Hanover Band/Nimbus] which has
an expressiveness and discipline, and
atimbral beauty that is out there on
its own. Other combinations may
have more bass, go louder or have
more pizzazz, but none betters this
one for sheer musical integrity, and
for the way it manages to sound so
comfortable in its own skin.

A lot of power for the
money: Rotel's 980 pre-I
power combination
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The AVI HiFi system is now on permanent demonstration at Musical Images. Sit back, relax and
enjoy one of the finest HiFi systems available in the comfort and privacy of one of
Musical Images' luxurious demo rooms. With absolutely no pressure and ateam of
professional staff able to handle any queries, Musical Images is the perfect place to experience
the very best in miniature HiFi technology.
Designed by electronics genius Martin Grimond, the multi- award winning AVI Hi Fi
system has received arapturous reception throughout the HiFi press; "Highly
recommended to any serious music lover", said PJ Comeau in HiFi News.
"The S2000MT is an exceptionally fine sounding amplifier and one which
would show the door to many competitors at and well beyond its price
in adirect A/8 comparision", commented Ivor Humphries in
Gramophone. The AVI audio accolades go on and on.
And at £2497 the AVI system represents
stunning value for money.

THE CLARITY AND WARMTH OF AVI HIFI SIMPLY HAS TO BE HEARD.
EXPERIENCE IT IN TOTAL COMFORT AT MUSICAL IMAGES

AVI at
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easily confused with audio distortion,
being subjectively akin to end-of-side
LP tracing defects and so-called CD
'grain'. In addition, awareness of
especially my conjectured music with
such spuriae seems to grow with
a 75dB span played in a quiet
advancing years, when in other
domestic setting, Iwas intrigued
recently to find myself reviewing a repects aural acuity is in decline; yet
sensitivity to the phenomenon can
recording which goes a good way
vary enormously between individuals
towards fitting the proposed bill.
This is the Funeral March for the last
in the same age group.
I have acquaintances in the
scene of Hamlet, afiller to John Eliot
'sensitive' category with whom it
Gardiner's Harold in Italy CD,
useful to exchange impressions,
reviewed this month, a work in
warning of particularly excruciating
which Berlioz specifies a volley of
passages
or
recommending
musket-fire at the climax, to tally
recordings which are notably free of
with the play's last line. This ouburst
represents the upper extreme in a the effect, while tacitly accepting that
the manifestation hasn't really any
piece which then descends to finish
connection with recording per se. It
with
a fading pianissimo
of
seems to involve the interactions of
unaccompanied sighing voices,
harmonics when notes or chords
interrupted by a single plucked
produced by freely intoned sources
chord.
sustained
collectively
at
During the first playthroughs I are
established what seemed to be a notionally identical pitches, with
maddeningly unpredictable subjective
realistic level, which allowed the
effects. I've attended concerts where
work's two earlier choral/orchestral
choirs or orchestral strings have been
climaxes
to
ring
forth
very
horribly edgy at one point and
impressively, so that the eventual
gloriously smooth at another without
gunfire was extremely loud by any
my partner being conscious of any
normal domestic reckoning. Yet the
difference, while in an audio context,
final decrescendo took the chanted
awareness can even depend on
sighs below audibility well before the
whether one listens via speakers or
track had run its full course, with
headphones. All this caused me to
the interposed chord seeming to
speculate on the whole topic in
denote the work's end, followed by
`Distortion in the Head' [
HFN/RR
apparent silence. Knowing that this
May 1988, page 37], leading on to
shouldn't be the case, I donned
an explanatory hypothesis which not
headphones and followed the sound
asoul has taken up!
down with the aid of increased
This is essentially a matter of
amplification, to discover that the
tone-colour, but the more specifically
final fade actually occurs only 2s
musical business of reactions to poor
before the track's end and afull 7s
intonation seems to be closely
after the plucked chord.
related. Thus the very people who
Back in loudspeaker mode, it
share asensitivity to the above tend
transpired that Ineeded to raise the
also to share an irritation with the
original volume setting by around
'amateur orchestra' syndrome which
8dB in order to become aware (just)
often afflicts authenticist string
of those final sighs, which resulted
players. Remove the protective mask
in a quite unthinkable loudness for
of vibrato, and even very experienced
the work as awhole, with the gunfire
fiddlers can sometimes sound badly
producing asound-level of 105dB at
the listening position. So here is a out of tune. Time and again Iswitch
on Radio 3to find early music being
case of exceptionally wide musical
played with the dreary whine of
dynamics being accommodated with
staggered
pitches,
which
the
ease in a 16-bit recording, yet
announcer invariably confirms as
requiring asubjectively absurd replay
having come from apurist ensemble,
level if the quietest passage is to
often quite famous. Ihave no inbuilt
avoid being masked even by an
prejudice against period enterprises,
unusually low ambient background.
and have even been known to
As they used to say in the maths
enthuse over recordings of that ilk
textbooks, QED!
when an outstanding performance
In that same Berlioz review Imake
overshadows
mere
momentary
a passing reference to some
deficiencies — as on the Berlioz CD
unpleasant spikiness generated by
here. But an awful lot of poor
male members of the Monteverdi
intonation does nevertheless find its
Choir, an effect which arises all too
way onto ' authentic' recordings,
easily with any chorus during
some of which Ifeel should carry an
sustained high-level tones. This
aural health warning for sensitive
edginess, which can also seriously
listeners: ' As the music is played in
mar the sound of concerted strings,
period style, it might on occasion
is
a phenomenon
seemingly
sound dreadful'.
contrived by some mischievous spirit
John Crabbe
to perplex hi-fi folk, since it is very
ollowing up the points about
dynamic range and masking
discussed
in
September,
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compact disc service
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone ( 01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each

III MID PRICE: £ 7.75 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Rock/pop - Belinda Carlisle, Orchestral Manoeuvres
£1 2.75; Metallica £ 12.95; Thunder £ 11.25
Soundtracks: Blow- Up, Ben Hur £9.95; Apocalypse Now
£18.95; A Teenage Opera £ 8.75
Jazz - Ghost- in- The- Machine £9.95;
Jazz Roundup: Random Acoustics £ 14.25 each
Rock/pop reissues - Deep Purple, Sons Of Champlin
£9.45; Everley Brothers £ 13.45
Audiophile reissues reissues - Hooker'n'Heat £ 35.00;
Amanda McBroom, Sheffield Pop Experience £22.00;
all others ( LP or CD) £ 25.00 each

ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
LD

LP

Pr ice

Post and packing:
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(
pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
Iii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
' Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline

Tel: ( 01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT-free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE

Our Passion
is absolute
perfection.

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9de f toe 33 7dB 1 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

II
n-Passion S passive primp. Raidining die boundaries of so iiiii I i'pri'dtittnr

* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686
Inspired by the unrivalled success of our original
Passion and its undeniable reference performance,
the new Passion 8 passive preamp redefines the
boundaries of tonal neutrality, transparency and
sound reproduction.

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AC)
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

With our unique " intelligent"
remote control, operating two 35
step switchless mono attenuators,
the Passion 8now becomes the new
benchmark in hi-end performance.

Are----

Like all Audio Synthesis products,
the Passion 8is hand built using only
the finest audiophile components
including
high
purity
Teflon

You can follow the digital
revolution or you can follow the

insulated silver wiring, bulk foil
Vishay resistors and WBT connectors.
The Passion 8 uses only solid silver
gives uott
contacts.
Ask about our Passion 8customisation, including gain and/or impedance modification,
our new buffer option, Active 8 and integral silver
cables.
To find out more about the Passion 8and our complete
range of products, including the Desire power amplifier,
)1It
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DAX-2 digital to analogue converter and Transcend
CD transport, write or fax us for free brochures and
price list.

'The sounds from the Pro-ject 1 had the famous engaging bloom and
warmth so characteristic of
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radio
they heard John Birt's proposals for
the future of the service.
You will probably not be surprised
to learn, incidentally, that the
aforementioned gentleman has not
yet got round to replying to my letter
to him, published in these pages last
month. However, events have moved
on somewhat.

More on the
current
malaise at
the BBC and
DAB. But
first, more
on the
origins of

E-MAIL
John Nelson may
be contacted
via e-mail on
100014.636(a,
cornpuserve. Corn
or john_nelson(a,
compuserve.com.
via Telecom
Gold on
831NL601

I

n response to my invitation for
comments on the origin of
`Lilliburlero', Ireceived the grand
total of one reply — from Eric
Braithwaite, who
reviews
for
HFNIRR and with whom I once
spent an interesting week in japan.
He wrote: ' Given the current
political situation in Northern
Ireland, the origins of ` Lillaburlero'
(sic) are somewhat contentious.
According
to
Bishop
Percy's
Reliques of Ancient English Poetry
(1794), the words ` Lilli-BurleroBullen-a-la' were used by Irish
papists for recognition, presumably
as some kind of password, at the
time of the massacre of the
Protestants in 1641.
'Over 40 years later they became
the refrain of a nonsense song
satirising Tyrconnel when he went
to Ireland as James II's ( Catholic)
lieutenant in 1686; this was said to
have become immensely popular and
to have played a major part in
rousing the anti-Catholic feeling
which led to the Revolution of 1688.
`The words were said to be by one
Lord Wharton and set to music by
Purcell. Attributions like this are
pretty suspect, but Purcell used the
tune for the bass of 'Jig' in The
Gordian Knot unty'd of 1691.'
All of which sounds thoroughly
convincing, although it does not
square in all respects with what has
been written elsewhere.
Eric also observed that there is a
reference
to ` Lillaburlero'
in
Laurence Sterne's 1759 novel
Tristram Shandy which in the
context of the current debate about
the future of the World Service
makes one smile: 'Whistling half-adozen bars of Lillaburlero... was the
usual channel through which his (my
Uncle Toby's) passions got vent,
when anything shocked or surprised
him: but especially when anything,
which he deemed very absurd, was
offered'.
One's immediate fantasy is of halfa-dozen
senior
Bush
House
executives spontaneously bursting
into achorus of ` Lilliburlero' when
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BIRT AND THE BBC
In July, more than 170 MPs signed
a parliamentary motion which was
highly critical of the Great Man's
plans to re-organise the Corporation
into six mega-directorates. Master
Birt also received some severe
criticism from the Foreign Affairs
Committee; reading accounts of it
in the press, one was irresistibly
reminded of the remarks in ` Yes
Minister' to the effect that ' frank,
bordering on direct' meant that the
cleaners were mopping blood off the
carpet the following morning. John
Tusa, giving evidence to the
committee, observed that the
reorganisation would mean less
coverage of the world's trouble-spots
and the dilution of its news service.
He observed that the editor of World

The BBC's 70th anniversary celebrations in
1992. Can the Corporation survive another 70?

Service news would have to ask for
deployments of correspondents to
occur, and the person in charge of
overall programme-making might
have other priorities. He cited as an
example that sending another
journalist to Atlanta to cover the
Olympic
Games
could
take
precedence over sending someone to
cover acivil war in West Africa. Mr
Tusa added that there was a ' clarity
of journalistic function' about the
World Service which made it
unafraid of being critical of repressive
governments, and pointed out that
this would be diluted when news
bulletins `... were made in a large
super-directorate with amuch more
domestically oriented sense of
values'. One cannot but agree.
The following week Icaught part
of a Radio 4 item on the affair, in
which John Tusa gave an absolutely
masterly analysis of why the Birtian
reforms
were
a
dreadfully
misconceived mistake and Sir

Christopher Bland produced an
insipid, uninspired and muddled
defence of them. Idon't think I've
heard aperformance as crass since
the chairman of Yorkshire Water last
year tried to justify enormous salary
rises for himself and his directors
whilst half the county had no supply.
But making bricks without straw is
always an onerous exercise, especially
when you don't know very much
about brickrnaking. What is wrong
with the BBC is what is wrong with
British corporate life as awhole; silly
theorising about the principles of
management is no substitute for
vision and a sense of equity.
Doubting Thomases are referred to
Will Hutton's book The State We're
In [
Vintage, 1996] and also to Ruling
Britannia by Andrew Marr [Michael
Joseph, 1995], both of which deal
rather well with the issues.
DAB HANDS
On a happier note, it appears that
DAB is making progress, albeit
slowly. Several items of hardware
were on show at the Radio Academy
Festival in Birmingham last July,
including receivers from Bosch
(Blaupunkt), Grundig, Philips,
Kenwood and Pioneer. Roke Manor
Research also showed a design.
Something over 30 DAB services
were being broadcast by the BBC,
NTL and the Independent Radio
Multiplex, and the audio quality
most of the time seemed to be quite
good even though Iwas listening in
less than ideal conditions. By the
time this is read, I should have
received one and possibly two in-car
DAB receivers for review; watch this
space. On the subject of car radios,
some manufacturers whose RDS
software was not perhaps the most
distinguished feature of their units
seem to have pulled up their
proverbial socks recently. The latest
generation of Alpine radios are very
much better than were their
predecessors, and both Denon and
JVC seem to have brought about
considerable improvements as well.
Unfortunately the same is not true
of every manufacturer. Irecently
assessed some Korean-made RDS
radios carrying various brand-names
for aprofessional client; the results
were uniformly appalling. Equally, it
is dispiriting to see that Clarion is
still marketing ARI/SDK radios in
the UK, especially given that the
company produces some with quite
respectable RDS. ART is found only
in Germany and is obsolescent; I
accept that RDS is backwardscompatible with ARI, but only in the
sense that a 200MHz Pentium and
associated chipset is backwardscompatible with an 8088.
John Nelson
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coding:
full price;
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Sound quality :
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BEETHOVEN:
String Quartets, in c
Op.18:5
Cleveland Qt

MONTEVERDI:
L'incoronazione di Poppea
SoloistsIEBOIGardiner

Telarc CD-80414

Archiv 447 088-2
(3CDs, 190m 47s) recorded live
This is athrilling account of L'incoronazione, sung by an outstanding cast of
soloists, with superb choral and orchestral support, and directed with amarvellous
blend of vigour, fervour and repose by John Eliot Gardiner.
It was recorded at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall in December 1993;
apart from some stage movement,
there is virtually no disturbance to
the unfolding of the musical drama,
which is expertly paced, and
combines the virtues of attention to
minute detail with a sense of the
scale and sweep of the disturbing
old tale. A female Nero - Dana
Hanchard - may surprise some
listeners, likewise the almost ribald
assumptions of Anne Sofie von
Otter and Catherine Bott as
Fortune and Virtue, in contrast to
their singing in the main action as
Ottavia and Drusilla (they also take
the parts of Venus and
Pallas). Sylvia McNair
(Poppea), Michael Chance
(Ottone) and Francesco Ellero
d'Artegna as a sonorous
Seneca deserve special
mention for their
outstandingly expressive and
beautiful singing. For those
who take the smallest vignette
roles, as for the principals,
one can have nothing but
praise. The excellent libretto
book has valuable essays and
lacks only an indication of the

voice-ranges of the characters. We
were not badly off before for
recordings of L'incoronazione; now
there is this brilliant new one (based
on the Naples manuscript) to rival
the two recordings by Harnoncourt
and those by Jacobs and Hickox.
Space precludes detailed comment
on the text used; accompaniments
are richly varied yet austere, with
ritornellos skilfully composed by
Peter Holman from the original bass
line — authenticity hand in hand
with imaginative reconstruction. A
thrilling issue.
Peter Branscombe

A:1* -1 0

MONTE VERDI
.P.CORONAZIONE 1)1

POPPE A
JOHN ELIOT GARDINER

7
....)

Cruarneri Qt
Philips 446 092-2

(74m 52s)

The standard reference recording for
the three Arriaga quartets has been
the excellent Chilingirian set [
CRD,
2CDs], which in 1989 was coupled
with a string quartet by Wikrnanson.
Rarely have Iencountered such an
amazing contrast between two
interpretations. On CRD the three
works total 86m 36s; the
Chilingirians are slower everywhere
and in the slow movts of 1and 2
immensely so. There the two
readings are so different that it
hardly seems like the same music.
The Chilingirians take half as long
again for the Adagio con espressione of
No.1, and Ialso prefer the
Guarneri's more vital Andante
variation-movt of 2.
• Rhythmic strength and firm attack
typify the Guarneri approach: the
minuets are ideally firm, lively but
not over- fast. They are preferable,

gilt off some otherwise good playing
(and very good recording) with the
'alla breve' instruction in both finales
properly observed. This disc could
stand as a memento to formidable
technical expertise (the Quartet
disbanded last year when first
violinist William Preucil became
leader of the Cleveland Orchestra)
but regrettably not to profound
musicianship.
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BEETHOVEN:
Piano Quintet, Op.16 —IOctet,
Op.103 J Symphony 7 ( arr.)
Peter Donohoe (pno)1Netherlands
Wind Ens

too, in 3(iii), where the quaint,
peasantish rhythm of the trio seems
to engender uncertainty on CRD —
but it was always a pleasure to hear
the Chilingirian's lovely sense of
broad progress in all the firstmovements, enhanced by lightness
of texture and given awide spread
between the instruments. On
Philips, there is more urgency;
entries are firmly stressed; greater
weight is given, but it is sometimes
less subtle.
It all comes down to the new set
being forthright. Arriaga [ the
'Spanish Mozart', 1806-26] was not
a strict Classicist: he went off into
virtuosic, Rossinian or
Mendelssohnian episodes from time
to time; but Guamerian boldness
suits his music, and the full,
'present' recording parallels the
performances, although now and
again its forwardness detracts from
the quieter moments, and there
CRD has the advantage.
Antony Hodgson

(
50m 54s)

find avein of tranquility. These
examples of perfunctoriness take the

Chandos CHAN 9470
ARRIAGA:
String Quartets 1-3

in A

Remorselessly, the Cleveland
Quartet push their way through
Op.18:4(i) ignoring the qualification
'non tanto'. Theirs is a fast-moving
Allegro, too fast to register tension,
too narrow in dynamic range to
register the pugnacity of the if
chords 13 bars after the soft
opening. It's an unaccountable lapse
repeated in Op.18:5(iii). Again the
qualification is ignored, this time
with more serious consequences.
Andante it is, but cantabile (
equally
important because Beethoven had
written '
Pastorale' in the sketches) it
is not. The playing is loud and
prosaic until the coda, marked Poco
adagio, when the musicians do drop
their tone to a fine pianissimo and

Nalen Anthoni

i le•

J

A:1 O

(74m 05s)

This highly enjoyable programme
ends with the Ensemble's own
transcription of the Seventh
Symphony: crazily fast in the finale,
and rather superseding the
Octophorus recording [Accent].
That period-instrument
Harmonie version was for nine
winds as published by
Steiner, allegedly under
Beethoven's supervision, in
1816. Here, double-bass and
timpani are added.
Incidentally, none of the listed
players remains from de Waart's
group, who recorded Beethoven
and Mozart twenty years ago for
Philips. Comparing their old and
new versions of Op.103 ( in fact
early Beethoven) shows major
disagreement over the Mermen°,
much faster here; the outer movts,
too, were ashade slower before.
Peter Donohoe fits in well with the
Netherlands Winds in the Piano
Quintet; he's not balanced as a
soloist, nor does he play as one. In
the symphony, scherzo and finale are

79

suitably unbuttoned (where
Octophorus sounded oddly
inhibited), which contrasts with
noble restraint in the Allegretto,
except .that from 2m 08s- 36s the if
sound becomes raucous. (
Pace Barry

wonderful nuances during soft,
mysterious second subjects. All
musical repeats are observed, and
the CDs are availably separately,
which helps intending purchasers to
make alternative choices.
Symphony 1 [
CDM 560 0902],
straightaway conveys the young
Beethoven. The introduction is

Fox, but Russ Andrews's CD
cleaning fluid does help here!) The
acoustic is quite resonant, but
nothing like that on Accent.
Christopher Breunig

A(C):1 0

Es,Q,".

Philips 446 676-2

(
59m

51e-SINUNIEORCHESTER

CE or=
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This is John Eliot Gardiner's third
Berlioz recording employing his own
period- instrument orchestra, and the
transparent, sometimes slightly ` raw'
textures coupled with sharply
impactive articulation are soon in
evidence. Also quickly apparent is
the modest balance adopted for
Gérard Caussé's viola in Harold, in
marked contrast to his up-front
placement in Plasson's Toulouse
version [ EMI]. Here, the instrument
is gently ruminative, offering quiet
comments upon the passing scene
rather that adopting a concerto role.
This is especially notable in the

Symphonies 1-9 J Overtures Consecration of the House _IFidelio
OrsaniclMinutillolWinsladelTitusl
Rundfunkchor BerlinISWF RSOI
Gielen

EMI CMS NO 0892

c2=1

famous harmonic arpeggios in the
`Pilgrim's March', which Caussé
paints in with remarkable delicacy.
Gardiner's overall view of
Berlioz's ' Italian' symphony is very
convincing, well-paced and throwing
much light into corners which are
sometimes rather dimly illuminated.
This is due partly to the leanly
differentiated timbres of the R&R's
wind departments, and partly due to
a natural, almost athletic feel for the
composer's mercurial idiom and its
dynamic potential. True, Iwas
aware once or twice of some
dubious intonation in slow-moving

(
5CDs, 348m 04s)

Michael Gielen is best known here
for his performances as Guest
Conductor with the BBC SO, some
early Vox recordings, an interesting
Schoenberg Moses und Aron for
Philips and, more recently, some live
transmissions on the Berlin Classics
label. Earlier he studied philosophy,
and Isense that this contributes to
his clear-headed attitude to musicmaking generally.
This Beethoven set certainly
shows he is a force to be reckoned
with. After 10 years with South
West German Radio, one can hear a
degree of response from the players
that was very much in evidence
when under Hans Rosbaud. Apart
from some disappointments, these
are power-controlled performances
where the musical expression springs
naturally out of the composer's
contrasting phraseology, with some

string passages ( which become very
exposed without the usual covering
vibrato), but these were but drops in
an ocean of splendour. And what
magnificent stabbing brass there is
in a ' Brigands Orgy' which manages
the paradox of sounding totally
abandoned while never losing tight
control. The coupled pieces
comprising Tristia — Religious
Meditation, Death of Opheha and
Funeral March for the last scene of

80

•

n BEETHOVEN:

e
..D

28s)

Handel
reveal avery different
aspect of the composer, adding
choral forces to the orchestra to
echo Thomas Moore and
Shakespeare in life-despairing
moods. To my ear, the Meditation is
marred here by the spikiness of male
voices at .0; but the all- female
Ophclia is beautifully done and the
Munk' death-march is very striking.
But beware the latter's enormous
dynamic range, whereby if the final

,

OUVERTÜREN FIDELIO
DIE WEIHE

BERLIOZ:
Harold in Italy J Tristia
Gérard Carus,' ula) Monteverdi Chi
Orch Révoluti,mnaire et Romantiquel
Gardiner

wordless chant is not to sink into
inaudibility, the climactic musketfire at 4m 35s may be
unmanageable. [ See also ` Sidelines'.]
John Crabbe

A-10:1 *-2

BRITTEN:
Les Illuminations
Nocturne

J

Serenade _I

Ainsley (ten)1Pyatt (hrn)IBritten
SinfonialCleobuty
EMI CD-ESIX 2247
C.

John Mark
Ainsley:
more than a
match for
modern rivals

(73», 06s)

Iwouldn't say that John Mark
Ainsley's new ' Eminence' CD
necessarily supplants the classic
Pears/Britten Decca triptych in my
own personal affections [ 436 395-2
- now midprice, by the way]. That
said, Ainsley proves more than a
match for such pre-eminent modern
rivals as Langridge, Tear and Rolfe
Johnson (his own teacher).

moulded into the first main subject,
instead of being placed ' in limbo' as
with so many other readings.
Gielen's fusion of Adagio
molto-Allegro con brio is admirable,
and (ii) is finely pointed at a true
Andante cantabile con moto with
subtle shadings. There is real
controlled urgency in the Mennen°
which carries through to abrilliant
finale.
On the same CD, Gielen's Eroica
is a failure. How can a conductor
expect to balance his forces in a
performance that includes the firstmovt repeat at under 45m? It is
well-nigh impossible. Go to
Tennstedt and Sawallisch and you
hear great readings, full of
exploratory side-lights, inner
involvement and extended passions.
Gielen is penny-plain (like Rattle
and the CBSO at last year's Proms),
and absolutely nothing happens,
except in avastly improved scherzo
where the trio is performed correctly
at an identical tempo.
Symphonies 2 & 8 come with the
Fidelio Overture [
CDM 560 0912].
Here, Iam very much reminded of
Scherchen's old Westminster
recording. Both combine lyricism
and passion, with answering motifs
to first statements perfectly balanced
within the contexts of the whole.
Again, Gielen recognizes the
importance of carrying on the
symphonic argument: in 2 the
bigger-boned opening plunges into a

Certainly, his honeyed tone and
technical accuracy are aconstant
source of pleasure, and his
interpretations radiate a quiet
authority and irreproachable
sensitivity that never fail to impress.
Nocturne is an especial success.
The Britten Sinfonia's soloists here
are first-rate: Iparticularly enjoyed
Nicholas Daniel's quite marvellous
cor anglais contribution in the Owen
setting ' She sleeps on soft, last
breaths'. David Pyatt is a superbly
confident, stylish horn player in the
Serenade, which receives another
very strong performance indeed. In
the darkly intense ' Elegy' note the
chilling hollowness of the violas'
repeated open Cs from 2m 55s
onwards — a tiny detail, perhaps,
yet one symptomatic of Nicholas
Cleobury's cleanly-etched, yet highly
atmospheric direction.
Only in Les Illuminations did I
NOVEMBER 1996
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maelstrom of orchestral rhetoric that
has everyone on their toes, and the
Larghetto has a singing, uncloying
beauty of phrase. A strong sense of
devilment yet coupled with serene
grace permeates (iii) (iv), and the
unflagging rhythmic pulse
throughout is very persuasive. The
Eighth is an extraordinary
performance. For the first time ever,
Gielen makes me aware how much
Schumann copied Beethoven's
counterpoint string writing in the
first movt of his Rhenish Symphony.
The whole performance is
stupendous and would do any
conductor proud. Fidelio re-echoes
the joyousness of 8(iv).
Equally fine is the coupling of
Symphonies 4 & 7 [
CDM 560 0922].
There's fine fettle and ribaldry in
4(i), and although (ii) is closer to
Andante than Adagio, Gielen
achieves perfect inner continuity.
The last two movements once more
excite memories of Scherchen.
Tempos are unusually brisk, but the
music can take it!
This Seventh is almost identical to
Gielen's performance with the BBC
Symphony, which once brought the
house down in the RFH. Here,
perhaps, Toscanini is the yard-stick.
Listen, especially to the middle parts
of ( i) and to the closing section of
(iv), where Beethoven weaves his
sinuous bass line: you won't hear it
better exploited than this.
Gielen's Fifth Symphony [
CDM
560 0932] withstands comparisons
with those of giants like
Furtwângler, Toscanini and Erich
Kleiber (whose Decca/
Concertgebouw recording is still the
ideal). Gielen is both fierce and
totally committed throughout (i),
but doesn't relax his string line
enough, as Furtwângler did, for the

good to have these distinguished
artists newly championing the work.
It is apity, however, that they are
only represented by this ' live'
performance - mercifully with no
applause. There are no obvious

Andante con moto. The clarity of the
SWF strings and winds is
remarkable in (iii) but there is just
the slightest suggestion of an
increase in tempo immediately
preceding the hushed timpani
strokes and upward crescendo that
follows, where a small pulling back
would have been more successful.
However, this is a thrilling
performance.
The [coupled] Pastoral is, in (
i),
strongly reminscent of Paray's or
Scherchen's in their hey-day: fast,
uncompromising, more like a
Peasants' romp rather than any
'Awakening of Joyful Feelings...'.
It works, then ' Scene beside the
Brook' is treated in da Sabata
fashion: avery legato, Italianate
unbroken string line that sings,
eternally. The three final movts
are united, without any attempt to
make the episodes individual. I

errors and nothing cries out for a
retake, but the sound is no more
than pleasantly truthful. Compared
with the Inbal version [ Teldec,
budget reissue], which uses the
reliable but not great Frankfurt RSO,
the Chicago sound is a little lacking
in resonance, and in (i) (ii) (iii) the
trumpets seem rather close, whereas
the brass expands more naturally on
Teldec. Curiously, Solti's brass
becomes more spacious in (iv). This
is also his most convincing
movement: it can take his relatively
fast speed, which is more than can
be said for ( i) and (ii), which seem
hectic at times. Solti is only
marginally faster than Inbal in (iii)
but there is still a feeling of haste just enough to make the rhythm of
the pounding timpani and basses in
the coda unclear.
The extra 7m overall taken by
Inbal is largely concentrated in (i)
and ( ii) - with him, Bruckner
unfolds, with Solti he asserts himself
boldly. The latter is avalid view, and
it might have convinced had there
been agreater sense of space around
the orchestra. The playing time is so
short that there would have been
room for Bruckner's other early
unnumbered symphony as well.

felt it was all over too soon!
Why is it that Beethoven's Choral
Symphony [
CDM 560 0942] is the
real stumbling-block for conductors?
You have to be wise beyond years to
surmount the pitfalls of its uneven
finale. Gielen does wonders in
(i)-(iii). Yet somewhere during the
'Ode to Joy' Ifelt the singers had
become alittle frenzied and
detached from their task. There
should be more sense of space and
time, more expansion of phrase, but
Gielen sees this vast movement as a
part of what comes before, and
performs it accordingly in an exact

Antony Hodgson

manner. The coupled Consecration of
the House Overture is very well done.
Apart from changes in sound
perspective arising from various
dates and circumstances, there are
no reproduction problems.
Bill Nczonali

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 6
NDR SO/Wand

A- B:1 - 3

occasionally crave a deeper level of
characterisation: ' Vines', for
example, is just a little selfconsciously fleet-of-foot for my own
liking, and ' Parade' perhaps jogs
along a little too efficiently to be
entirely convincing. Nor is Ainsley's
French always completely idiomatic.
Even so, here is undoubtedly a
recommendable issue, perceptively
realised, beautifully produced - and
the price is right, too!
Andrew Achenbach

A:1(2)

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 0 in d
Chicago SO/Solti
Decca 452 160-2

(
37m 53s) live recording

This is a fine symphony, yielding
little by comparison with Bruckner's
First (' O' was actually completed
three years afterwards), and it is

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RCA 09026 68452 2
(55m 07s) live recording
- — - - - - - - It makes but an atom of difference,
but Günter Wand has found an
anomaly in the horn part in
(i)112-1 I3, which he has brought
into line with a later, parallel phrase
for flute: you can hear it at 4m 50s
into track 1 - and the uncorrected
passage at 4m 42s in his 1988 NDR
Sixth, also taken ' live' from the
Hamburg Musikhalle (same
producer/engineer too). However,
this 1995 recording, which
apparently comes from asingle
performance, has a rather more
recessed and blended sound; it
replaces the traditional feeling of
'blocks of sound' in Bruckner's
writing with something more lyrical
in suggestion. The phrasing here is
more felicitous, too, in the quirky
rhythmic steps in the trio ( iii).
Wand's reading is essentially the
same, so if you have the older CD, it
might be more profitable to try such
alternatives as Dohnanyi's [ Decca] or
Barenboim's [Teldecl.
Christopher Breunig

A-B:1 0
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BYRD:
Mass for Five Voices -IMusic for
Corpus Christi
Winchester Cathedral Ch/Hill
Hyperion CDA 66837

(
72m 48s)

One feature that makes this
recording as unusual as it is
rewarding is that it recreates the
service for Corpus Christi, the
movements of the Mass being
interlarded with the Propers of the
feast day. The Mass is followed by
motets from the Gradualia. The
result is a generously full CD,
spaciously recorded in Winchester
Cathedral, with firm balance,
atmosphere and considerable tonal
beauty. There is ahelpful
introductory note with full texts. But
the main feature is the rapt, joyous
singing of the choir in this
magnificent music, with due regard
paid to dynamics and the meaning
of the words. Very fine.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 0

are a little like Magaloffs deliciously
soft-centred readings on Philips, but
on a super-charged battery. Every
now and then one wonders whether
Jablonski's fingers are on the verge
of getting the better of him, then he
spins off in anew direction in away
which continually excites admiration.
He produces adeliciously half-veiled
tone for a deeply-felt reading of the
great A-minor Waltz, Op.32:2, even
if the major key episodes don't quite
have the transfiguring quality of

have been fortunate never
to have met any such scholars,
probably because they are all
immured in residential rooms
in remote universities'
HAYDN:
Symphonies 45-47, 51-52 & 64
AAMIHogwood

Lipatti's still unequalled reading. No
silliness in the ' Minute' Waltz either,
which effortlessly slips by in a

Oiseau Lyre 443 677-2 (
3CDs, 160m 46s)
Since the works in this set are
quite fully harmonised, it is

regulation minute-and-a-half: just
enough to inflect the gentle phrases

acceptable to perform them

of the brief central episode. Even
that old favourite barnstormer, the
A-flat Polonaise, emerges fresh as
paint, displaying exemplary taste in
dynamics, and (more important)
communicating an infectious

without harpsichord continuo. I
had therefore hoped to avoid
reference to Professor James
Webster, who has written at
length theorising that Haydn
never used keyboard continuo in
the symphonies, and unduly
influencing Christopher
Hogwood's recordings of the
early works.

enthusiasm for the music in hand —
commendably, his left-hand octaves
do not thunder à la Horowitz.
Icannot think of finer versions of
these pieces made during the digital
era.
Julian Haylock

Regrettably, Professor Webster
provides the programme notes
and uses two of the pages
allotted him to ride his hobbyhorse yet again. Icannot let this

A:1 0

HAYDN:
String Quartets Op.33:3, 5 & 6
The Lindsays

pass because he has the
effrontery to add that his view is
'now widely held among

ASV CD DCA 938

scholars'. Ihave been fortunate
never to have met any such
scholars, probably because they

(60m 40s)

Sixty odd years ago, he was definitely
'Papa Haydn.' The Pro Arte Quartet
[EMI] reflect the views of the time.
„ Their performances of Op.33:3 & 6
are the epitome of unruffled urbanity
. and cosy sweetness. That's not to be
ungrateful but simply to observe
that, since then, there has been a
radical change in the interpretation

g

of Haydn. Rightly too. His nervous
• intensity, fanciful sensibilities and
harmonic recklessness are far
CHOPIN:
removed from achocolate box
Waltzes 1-19 J Polonaise in A-flat,
stereotype. True to form, The
Op.53:6
Lindsays disdain surface polish and
Peter .7ablonski (pno)
go for the jugular. Few musicians
play with their awareness of a
Decca 448 645-2
(
65m 42s)
composition's internal coherence and
Repertoire which invariably sorts out
formal structure. As these artists vary
the men out from the boys. Lipatti
pulse, dynamics and phrasing to
[EMI] remains inimitable, although
accentuate rhythm, modulations and
for sheer pianistic glitter and
nodal points, you are reminded of
salonesque urbanity, both Rubinstein
Tovey's comment that ' nothing in
[RCA] and Malcuzynski [EMI] are
in a class apart. With Jablonski, one
is rather more aware that the piano
contains a set of hammers, although
this is avastly more sensitive and
accomplished recital than the
notorious, whistle-stop Kocsis
[Philips], who drives everything so
hard and fast that the only person
apparently left in one piece by the
end is Kocsis himself.
If there is little of Arrau's oldworld charm and warmth,
Jablonski's youthful athleticism
provides ample compensation; his
82

Haydn is difficult to follow but
almost everything is unexpected'.
Unexpectedly, ASV's production
is inconsistent, ideally balanced in
No.3, but louder and closer in the
other works, with Cropper's violin a
trifle metallic in No 6. A pity, but
don't use it as areason for rejecting
these penetrating performances
played from newly researched texts
that in many respects differ from the
well-known Eulenberg and Peters
editions.
Nalen Anthoni

Christopher
Hogwoodi
no longer
under the
shadow of
Professor
James
Webster

are all immured in residential
rooms in remote universities,
putting this and other
meaningless theories to the test
over endless late-night cups of
cocoa.
Unlike the earlier sets,
Hogwood is no longer fettered by
these musicological theories and
he gives admirable performances.
Here is a stylish ' period'
approach which also
invests the music with
considerable drama.
Hogwood seems
inclined to adopt
measured tempi more
readily nowadays, but
only once — in 45(ii)
— did Ifeel that this
results in lengthiness.
It certainly
underlines how
hasty some of
Bruno Weil's
speeds were
in his Sony
recordings
of the
same
works.
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In general, Hogwood succeeds by
leaving these serious symphonies
to make their own dramatic
points. Typically, his firm,
determined approach to 45(i)
allows the music to make its
tragic impact.
Hogwood is also very obedient
to Haydn's repeat markings. In
46(iv) he is preferable to
Goodman [Hyperion] and Weil,
who omit the second repeat:
Haydn went to the trouble of
marking the rest lengths in the
bars after the final chord; they
mean nothing if the repeat is
omitted. Hogwood's use of
bassoon continuo is also
welcome. He sometimes, quite
properly, omits it when lightly
scored passages do not require it,
but in the faster movts of 47 it is
certainly needed to help etch the
bass, so it is a shame that the
recording fails to define it in (iv).
This movement is played at a
breathless speed and, lightness of
bass apart, it works excitingly.
Exciting too is 51, with its
virtuosic horn parts, which are
beautifully controlled and never
over-powering — it takes skill to
play at the extremes of the range
and not be over-loud. Hogwood
is surprisingly slow in the finale
(Allegro) but its calm progress is
very convincing.
The brooding, unhurried 52(i)
is impressive, with Anthony
Halstead making the horn in Calto soar elegantly but not
obtrusively. The serious mood is
preserved in the thoughtful
reading of (ii), but Iam
surprised by the conductor's
hesitant ' leaning' into the start of
the trio (and again at its first
repeat); this is totally
uncharacteristic of his style. The
fourth movt is a success: swift
without ever losing Haydn's
underlying shadowy threats.
This same, dark element is to
be found in an extraordinary
Schubertian passage just before
the exposition in 64(i). Hogwood
is wise not to hurry this movt; a
few more strings might have
helped achieve greater contrast
between loud and soft, but this is
a fine reading of a demanding
piece. The fantasia-like Largo is
taken daringly slowly but the
conductor gets fully to grips with
the drama. The remainder of the
symphony is less complex and is
played with panache.
Emphatically, this is the best
of the series so far, with wellbalanced open-sounding
recording, a slight lack of focus
on bassoon and double-bass
being the only cause for
comment.
Antony Hodgson
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LIGETI:
Etudes, Books 1 & 2 J Invention
J 2 Capriccii J 3 Bagatelles J
Chromatische Phantasie
Frederik Ullén (pno)
INS CD-783

(54in 19)

The series of Études which has
occupied Gyorgy Ligeti over ten
years — this is the first recording
of Book 2, comprising Nos.7-14
— has accumulated into his most
substantial work for solo
keyboard. They're also among
the most approachable, nay
'traditional', music he has
composed; no-one who enjoys,
say, the later books of Bartok's
Mikrokosmos is going to have any
problems here. Whether or not
they rival the great Étude cycles
from Chopin to Debussy, they're
certainly diverting and
entertaining studies in
contemporary virtuosity, and in
the kind of textural and rhythmic
speculations that have absorbed
Ligeti throughout his career.
But the piano's unbendable,
uninflectable temperament won't
allow him any of the hazier and
cloudier sounds so familiar from
his orchestral and choral works.
He's committed to specific
pitches, and his debts to Bartok
and Debussy sound out all the
more clearly: the latter especially
in the gorgeous ' Cordes à vide'; a
couple of gamelanlike pieces;

LUTOSLAWSKI:
Symphony 2 J Piano Concerto J
Chantefleurs et Chantefables J
Fanfare for Los Angeles Philharmonic
Paul Crossley (pno)1Daunt Upshan,
(sop) LAPO &down
Sony Classical CD 67189

Witold
Lutoslawski

(
74m Ois)

Lutoslawski's Second Symphony has
been rather neglected at the expense
of its two glossier, more audiencefriendly successors, but this disc
recalls the excitement with which I
heard its first BBC broadcast in
1967. It still seems to me one of his
most impressive works, its two-movt
form - the rhapsodic mosaic of
contrasted colours in ' Hesitant', the
tremendously decisive orchestral
surge throughout ' Direct' — one of
the few convincing new alternatives
to conventional symphonic
architecture, and perfectly wedded
to different aspects of Lutoslawski's
pioneer technique of ' limited
aleatoricism', both textural and
form-building.
The other pieces are all from
Lutoslawski's last years (the 1993
Los Angeles fanfare is a trifle, though
a characteristic one). Crossley and

and the voluptuous ' Arc-en-ciel',
where debts to Messiaen are also
paid (Bartok more, in the multilayered dance-like studies such as
'Automne àVarsovie'). Though
most of the Études have technical
point, they develop rather into a
series of tone-poems. Perhaps too
many for true variety are motoperpetuo toccatas with one or two
elements out of sync, but some
are stunning: the (truly
vertiginous) 'Vertige' and the
coruscating ` L'Escalier du diable',
with its torrent of neo-Lisztian
fire and brimstone.
Frederik Ullén is an impressive
interpreter, fully alive to the
required range of colour, and
apparently equipped with the
three hands, 15 fingers, the music
sems to presuppose. He projects
the Études with passion and
precision, and provides helpful
booklet notes. Ligeti's remaining
piano works, all early, from the
Bartok-influenced Invention and
Cam-iced to the strict 12-note
Chromatische Phantasie (
receiving
its premiere recording), have little
more than historical interest.
Perhaps the Trois Bagatelles (
a
John Cage parody, one singlenote movt followed by two totally
silent ones) cannot claim even
that. Rather dry, though not
unpleasant sound-quality.
Calton MacDonald

B:1

Salonen take a chunkier, beefier
view of the Piano Concerto ( 1987)
than did Krystian Zimerman under
the composer on DG. Whereas the
impression there is of a kind of
updated Ravel concerto, this is more
like modernized Rachmaninov,
beefier and more romantic in
gesture, the close homage in the
slow movt to the ' night music' of
Bartok's Third is well brought out,
and the passacaglia-finale's
cumulative momentum is
tremendously invigorating.
Dawn Upshaw is excellent in the
diverting song-cycle on surrealist
poems by Robert Desnos,
Chanteeurs et Chantefables (1990),
scintillating and chamber-musical in
its textures. It's a delightful
reminder — if one were needed —
that almost alone among leading
contemporary composers,
Lutoslawski retained a treasurable
capacity for whimsicality and playful
humour. This is a valuable
collection of variously characteristic
works, finely recorded and superbly
performed.
Calum MacDonald
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MOZART:
Overture - La clemenza di Tito J
Symphonies 40 & 41

famous cor anglais solo later on),
the results could hardly be described
as heartfelt or alluring.

Salzburg Camerata Academical Vegh

Kocsis's interest largely appears to
rise proportionately in accordance
with the increase in note rate
(there's simply no stopping him in
the finale of the G-major), but when
the writing becomes more
introspective and poetic he barely
sounds engaged at all — witness the

Decca 448 062-2

(
63m 41s)

The spirited and propulsive
Clemenza di Tito proves
uncharacteristic. Imistakenly
thought Sandor Vegh might
combine the warmth and flexibility
of Bruno Walter's Mozart with some
features of modern performance
practice. But there's acloying sense
of dalliance, some thick textures
(violins are not separated), Andantes
are too sluggish and by no stretch of
the imagination can Sandor Vegh's
tempo for 40(i) serve as Moho
allegro. The repeat patterns are oldfashioned: without second-half
repeats in 40, with none in either
slow movt or in 41(iv).
Christopher Breunig
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MOZART:
Violin Sonatas in D, 1(306 J in F,
1(376 J in C, K296 J Variations in
g, K360
Patrick Cohen (f-pno)IErich Hâbarth
(vin)
Auvidis Astrée E8581

(
75m 02s)

Right from the first crisp, arresting
notes of Patrick Cohen's Anton
Walter fortepiano (Vienna, 1790),
followed by the firm, precise tone of
Erich Elóbarth's violin (Guarnerius
filius, Cremona, 1705) we know we
are in for an aural treat. So it
continues, with bright, stylish
playing that goes to the heart of
these sonatas from Mozart's middle
years. The recording is a bit close,
with intakes of breath audible, and
the feel of an otherwise untenanted
space. But what goes on within that
space is what matters: purposeful,
witty yet expressive playing, with
just the occasional tiny hesitation in
the onward flow of the argument.
A very enjoyable issue.
Peter Branscombe

B:I 0

Piano Concertos/DEBUSSY: Fantasie
for piano and orchestra
Zoltan Kocsis (pno)IBudapest
Festival Orchestra/Fischer
Philips 446 713-2

(57m 36s)

Strangely idiosyncratic performances
from Kocsis and his Hungarian
colleagues, let down by a recording
whose occasionally seductive velvethaze lacks detail and projection.
Ravel's endlessly inventive
woodwind writing often goes for
nothing here: even when the wind
soloists have a chance to shine, as in
the ravishing entries following the
piano's potentially heavenly
preamble in the G-major Concerto's
slow movement (let alone the
84

NIELSEN

Left-hand Concerto's final cadenza,
just prior to the final awesome
orchestral eruption.
Had everyone been happy just to
let the music roll by, unfettered by
any attempts to impose an
interpretative overview, the
predominately neo-classical G-major
might have responded more

NIELSEN:
Piano works - Chaconne J Suite
Den luciferiske' J 3 Pieces _I5
Pieces J Humoreske-bagateller
Leif Ave Andsnes (pno)
Virgin Classics VC 545 1292

positively. As it is, every so often
they start to fidget around — as in
the jazzy first-movt exchanges — in
away which does no favours at all
to Ravel's admittedly episodic
structure. If anything, everyone
sounds even less interested in
Debussy's early Fantasie, with some
disturbingly mechanical-sounding
martialistic outbursts from the
orchestra, with the recording
diminishing into obscurity during
the quieter passages. All in all, a
dispiriting release.
Julian Haylock

C- B:3-2

'Tortelier's cool restraint
seems better suited to the
fastidious sound-world of

61)

(
54m 20s)

Like most lovers of Nielsen's
music, Icame — with a certain
amount of admiration mixed with
some confusion — to several of
the piano works through a series
of HMV 78s and LPs by the
pianist Hermann Koppel.
My admiration was instinctive.
Here was atotally new piano
sound conceived somewhere
between late romantic and
experimental modern, where
strangely, atonality is partly
suggested through some of the
original harmonizations: each
carefully selected to highlight the
unusual 'melodic' line.
The most straightforward works
on this disc are the Humoreskebagateller of 1894-7
(contemporary with Nielsen's

The Spider's Banquet.
Recordings of this charming
score in its entirety have never
exactly been commonplace'

ROUSSEL:
Bacchus et Ariane
l'araignée

Le festin de

BBC PhilharmonicITortelier

RAVEL:

Leif Ove
Andsnes

Chandos CHAN 9494

(
68m 08s)

An ideal coupling, though perhaps
not quite the world-beater one had
hoped for. Helped by athletic, cleanlimbed playing from the BBC
Philharmonic, Yan Pascal Tortelier's
view of Roussel's masterly ballet
score is forthright and efficient
rather than especially evocative or
alluring. Some (myself included, I
have to say) will understandably
crave agreater degree of fullthroated lyricism and emotional
involvement than we get here. Thus
Act 2's ' Le baiser' [track 16] and
sinuous ' Danse d'Ariane' [ track 19]
lack sensuous charge, while the
concluding ` Bacchanale' never quite
attains the necessary sense of

Dionysiac abandon. Moreover, the
spirit of the dance and dramatic
pungency so agreeably in evidence
on Dutoit's now-deleted 1988 Erato
version somehow fails to register in
Manchester: where, for instance, is
the theatrical sweep as Bacchus
envelops Ariadne in his black coat
[track 5]? I'd also have preferred a
touch more tenderness from the
excellent BBC PO winds in the
lovely coda to Act 1, but Tortelier's
handling of this passage is consistent
with his comparatively dry-eyed
approach as awhole.
Tortelier's cool restraint seems
better suited to the fastidious soundworld of The Spider's Banquet.
Recordings of this charming score in
its entirety have never exactly been
commonplace (the last one to be
reissued was Ansermet's
characterful, amazingly vivid 1954
Decca recording — yet another alltoo-swift Rousselian casualty of the
deletion-axe), so awarm welcome to
this Chandos newcomer. Tortelier's
account is admirably alert and
musical, if a touch wanting in wideeyed innocence and sheer fantasy.
NOVEMBER 1996
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Mosaïques finely realize its blend of
wistful lyricism and drama, their old
instruments lending warmth and
depth to the clean, muscular
playing. Rhythmic control and
phrasing are attentive to Schubert's
wishes, and both works emerge with
pleasing freshness. The recording is
close and — to my ears — too
resonant, but that does not diminish
my admiration for the playing.

First Symphony), full of daredevil drollery and childlike,
carefree charm, with titles like
'Spinning Top' and `Jumping
Jack'. They do not immediately
appear as typical of Nielsen, but
perhaps as something
uncharacteristic by Svendsen or
Ole Bull. The 5Pieces of 1890 are
in the same vein — but contrast
these with the 3 Pieces of 38 years
later and you will find your
mature composer experimenting
with different forms, changing
harmonies, tonal/atonal clashes,
etc.
At the beginning of the disc
you have the two major works of
the composer's middle period
(1916-20). The D-minor
Chaconne, with its mixture of
brilliance, satire and extrovert
humanity, so much like Nielsen
the face-puller (from his photos)
demands amazing dexterity. The
Suite Op.45, as Robert Layton
quite correctly suggests, is
Nielsen's finest work for piano,
and the most difficult to play.
Andsnes continues to delight in
his series of recordings for Virgin.
His dashing fingerwork, expressive
clarity and profound musical
feelings are all up to top
standards. Sometimes he can
disappoint in live recital, but just
how many young pianists get the
breaks they deserve and maintain
consistency at the same time?
Good recording.
Bill Newman

Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonata in a 0845
Klavierstücke 0946
Andreas Staicr (f-pno)
Teldec 0630 11084 2

A:1

Andreas
Staier: an

The 20-bit recording is extremely
'present' and well lit, though a
slightly warmer acoustic would have
doubtless lessened the slightly
aggressive edge to some of Roussel's
denser, percussion-laden tuttis —
here's hoping that Manchester's
brand new Bridgewater Hall proves
a more ' helpful' venue than the
BBC's Studio 7. Exemplary
Chandos presentation, with copious
indexing throughout.

J

the fortepiano
in Schubert

(
67m 52s)

NOVEMBER 1298

Nalen Anthoni
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SCHUBERT:
Mass in E-flat, 0950
ZiesakIVan Nes1Lippert1Büntenl
Schmidt/Bavarian RSO & Ch!
Giulini
Sony Classical CD 69290
(65m I3s) live recording

(
61m 45s)

Go straight to the second
Klavierstück. It's a kaleidoscope of
modulations, remarkable even for
Schubert. Staier really kicks up a
storm in the C-minor episode. Notes
leap out with the clarity of cascading
hailstones. The power of the music
is almost frightening. It's doubtful if
even the most skilled of pianists
could have conjured this from a
pianoforte. But what about the
opening melody in E-flat? Now there
may be doubts about the
fortepiano's ability to weave a
sinuous line, a seamless legato. It
does sound a mite choppy. Perhaps
this is what Schubert expected but
we are not to know. What we do
know (and hear) is that a fortepiano,
well this fortepiano (Johann Fritz
c.1825), is capable of an astonishing
range of colour. Try the
development of ( i) in the sonata, or
the Trio of (iii) marked '
una corda'.
In both cases what Staier evokes
from his instrument has to be
experienced. Do forgive him some
clumsy playing in varn.4 of (ii)
because there is a lot to think about
in his interpretations. Thankfully the
insistence and clatter we get from
some practitioners of the fortepiano
are absent. Staier is an artist — and

If you need reminding: the Schubert
Year is fast approaching. And it will
be a miraculous year if it sees many
issues as exciting and impressive as
this account of the last Mass,
composed in the composer's final
summer. It is abeautifully paced
reading, covering a wide (but not
exaggeratedly wide) dynamic range,
and the recording has proper weight
and dignity as well as clarity in the
part-writing, both vocal and
instrumental. The distinguished
soloists must give second best to the
chorus in this work, indeed, some of
the solo singing is disappointing. But
the Bavarian chorus and orchestra
are fully equal to every challenge,
with crisp attack and warm,
sonorous tone. The wind writing is
given due prominence, but there is
no artificial highlighting. The
recording was made in the HerkulesSaal during live performances in
April 1995; the audiences were on
their best behaviour, obviously held
by the authority and integrity of the
performers.
Peter Branscombe
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SCHUMANN:
The Songs Well
Christine Schafer (sop)IGraham
Johnson (pno)
Hyperion CD1 33101

in a,

In these readings, the early Quartet
in E-flat emerges as a large-scale if
somewhat unbalanced piece; lively
playing brings out the very positive
achievement of the brilliant 16-yearold. The ` Rosamunde' dates from
eleven years later and is of course
one of Schubert's major chamber
music achievements. The Quatuor
WM NEWS Si RECORD REVEW

range of
colour from
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SCHUBERT:
String Quartets in E-flat, D87
D804
Quantor Mosaiiptes
Auvidis Astrée E8580

astonishing

photo..

Andrew Achenbach

el 0

he is given the kind of recording
that artists should have: nicely
balanced, sensitive to the acoustic of
the venue, encoded at the right
level. (Iwish he'd had the same
producer for his recent disc of
Scarlatti sonatas.)

(75m IIs)

Even before the completion of the
magnificent Schubert Edition,
Graham Johnson and Hyperion here
embark on a similar venture, ' which
will include all the vocal music of
Schumann for voice and piano'. The
first volume contains not the famous
songs of 1840 but a large selection
of the lieder of around a decade
later, mainly from Opp.90 ( Lenau),
98a (Goethe) and 107. The 32 here
offered are quite short, of varying
quality, but in performances as
committed as these, not one is
without interest. Johnson's opening
comments emphasize with no false
modesty that for the success or
failure of these songs ' much of the
responsibility lies with the
performers'; it is hard to think of a
more eloquent, dedicated
85

partnership than Johnson's with the
young German soprano Christine
Schafer here: pure, unaffected
singing, in partnership with pianism
of rare insight and beauty of tone
and phrasing. The poets represented
are the subject of avaluable
introductory note, and each song
receives an enlightening discussion
of its merits and demerits such as
collectors of the Schubert Edition
have come to expect. There are clear
English translations opposite the
German text of each song.
Pour Branscombe
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SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 5 J Polka from The Age
of Gold J Michurin Suite, Op 78
USSR SO & RTV ChIShostakovich
Brae Melodiya 74321 32041-2

Finlandia 0630-14906-2

R STRAUSS:
Ein Heldenleben J Oboe Concerto
Richard Woodhams (ob)I
PhiladelphialSawallisch
EMI CDC 556 1492

Oboe Concerto/VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS: Oboe Concerto J Six
Studies in English Folk Song ( arr.)
Robin Canter (oblob damore)
LSO/Judd

Despite claims that versions by
Berglund, Salonen and Segerstam
are prior choices for this work, I
must say Iplayed this CD with
much pleasure.
Sibelius was both a pictorial and
an abstract orchestral composer.
While the first quality is always
apparent here, the second is, as it
were, behind the scenes in the
accompanying instrumental writing
to the third and last sections, with

D

commentary by the chorus, where
Kullervo and his Sister prepare for
death. (One can almost hear preechoed the great future creations
En Saga, The Oceanides, Night Ride
and Sunrise, Pohjola's Daughter,
Symphonies 4 and 5, and Tapiola.)
There are none better than Groop
and Hynninen to merge their voices
in harmony at this point.
Throughout, Saraste has complete
control of his force's. His two cycles
of Sibelius Symphonies [ RCA/BMG
and Finlandia] already show a
maturing of understanding, and he
gets right to the heart of this very
fine, early work, bringing out all the
drama and poignancy of a subject
that lies very close to the Finnish
nation.
Superb recording.
Bill Newman

Carlton Classics 30366 00212

Wolfgang
Sawallisch with
Philadelphia
principal oboe
Richard
Woodhams

EILEKTRA
regret that
on page 93,
September,
David .Vie 's
byline and
his rating
B- C:2-3 tvere
omitted from
the review
of Daniel
Barenboim's
new Teldee
recording
In:

The first movement of
Szymanowski's Second Symphony is
much indebted to Richard Strauss
and early Schoenberg in its
carefully-structured formal layout,
with an obtuse harmonic language
and lavish orchestration of anumber

Lancie (later the Philadelphia
principal, replaced in 1977 by
Richard Woodhams) —
prompted the Oboe Concerto.
Again, the work had a different
ending in the 1945 version,
premiered at the Tonhalle
Zurich; and this earlier Allegro
section has, with the agreement
of Strauss's grandson, been
included on the IMP/Carlton
CD (to hear the alternative
involves programming out track
13). The recording further
incorporates corrections
researched by Jonathon del Mar,
whose father's comment is surely
misrepresented in the booklet
note, le c̀onciseness' rather than
'greater consciousness of the
original version'. Incidentally, a
1993 publication date is given
for this disc, although Iwas
unaware of its appearance then.
Robin Canter, apupil of
Craxton and Holliger, later
joined the Ensemble
InterContemporain — hence a
fluent response to Vaughan
Williams's trickier demands in

of interrelated themes that start in

It 11111AUSS

(56m 05s)

(
54m 55s)

'State funeral' Strauss is said to
have muttered, at the p<ft>p
final swell of EM Heldenleben.
Accordingly, Sawallisch has gone
back here to the composer's first
thoughts, where the solo violin
brings the work to a fading close.
A visit to Garmisch by ' a GI
from Pittsburgh' — John de

11 6:1* 0

SZYMANOWSKI:
Symphonies 2 & 4
Howard Shelley (pno)IBBC
PhilharmonicISinaisky
Chandos CHAN 9478

(
68m 28s)

(
69m 48s)

(
72m ¡ Ss)

A fine performance of the
Symphony, even if some tempi are
exaggerated. Ican wholly accept it
when Maxim Shostakovich is slower
than expected because his control is
absolute, but the climax of (i) is
approached in too much of a rush
and (iv) begins too fast. This means
that the layered accelerandi pile
confusion upon scramble upon
haste. Violins and woodwind keep
up but brass have to cut corners.
Only the horns indulge in Slavic
vibrato: trumpets have outgrown
that stage.
What is really astonishing about
this 1970 production is the quality
of sound on the tape. There is good
stereo spread and perspective, rich
bass resonance, convincing
atmosphere, and the `No-Noise'
process really works, for Idetected
no hint of hiss from the non-Dolby
tape. Apart from slight congestion at
the peak of (i), this is outstanding
sound. I've heard less satisfying
DDD productions. Considering the
achievement of the remastering
technicians, my grading seems mean.
Michurin, a film from 1948, the
second Shostakovich annus
desperatus, provides a five-movt suite
notable for the robust singing of the
USSR RTV Chorus. Its 1966
recording, apart from glassy violins,
is almost up to the standard of that
of the symphony, while the Polka
(with the Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra)
is less than 2m of good mono. How
sad that decades of Melodiya
recordings have often left the listener
with the impression of inferior sound
techniques when the quality has
been there all the time. The BMG
presentation, however, needs
tightening [see also ' Reissues' —
Mus Ed]. It would have us believe
that the Symphony's Largo (
iii) is
Allegro, and that Volkov's book
Testimony was an article by
Shostakovich.
Robert Dearling

SIBELIUS:
Kullervo Symphony
Monica Groop (mez-sop)Ijorma
Hynninen (bar)IPolytech Ch/Finnish
RSOISaraste

midstream and develop into a fast
sequence of climaxes before petering
out almost without warning. The
second movement — aTheme
followed by five Variations that leads
into (iii), a further variation and a
fugal finale — contains some
charming dance episodes in the form
of agavotte and rninuetto; this is pure
Reger, yet with the unmistakable
aura of the mature Szymanowski still
to come.
One immediately associates this
music with the composer's great
friend and compatriot Gregor
Fitelberg who made a remarkable
recording with the Warsaw
Philharmonic many years back, but
Vassily Sinaisky has all the
NOVEMBER 19%
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Bartok as a piece of considerable
stature where economy of scoring
sets the component parts into a state
of high relief, to bring out the finest
qualities of Szymanowski's oriental
sound world.
Superb recording.

his Concerto. Canter himself
transcribed the six brief Studies
(all slow except the last) for oboe
d'amore and string orchestra,
from the 1926 cello/piano
original.
These are accomplished
readings, but John Boyden seems
to have glossed the sound with
reverberation and this
`glamorizes' the LSO strings.
Those at Philadelphia appear
comparatively murky; however,
the EMI sound is more agreeably
natural and opens out at
increased levels. Good though
Canter/Judd are, Woodhams/
Sawallisch give the finer, more
involving and poetically inflected
(by the soloist) performance: a
first-choice for one's collection.
EM Heldenleben is more
problematic, though. It's not
over-long, at 43m 46s (
eg
Strauss/ Bavarian State 39m 28s;
Mengelberg/NY 41m 20s), but
— finale apart — it does
underwhelm. Sawallisch takes
care to get things right, yet the
score demands a larger-than-life
projection, such as Beecham
provided in his 1947 RPO
version. As Isay, the closing
`Renunciation' is superb, largely
because in Erez Ofer [is that?
Really! EMI should do
something about the ridiculously
small print used for back
covers...] the Philadelphia has an
outstanding violinist; the part has
surely reached an unsurpassable
standard here. Sawallisch's
smooth drive, and only moderate
sound-quality bring one to the
conclusion without much by way
of resonant event: not even in
'The Hero's Battlefield'.

Bill Newman

B(C):2-1(1/1*

(
65m 07s)

Here's an enticing successor to
Rattle's award-winning EMI
coupling of Szymanowski's Third
Symphony and Stabat Mater. Unlike,
say, Chantal Juillet on Decca,
Thomas Zehetmair is awonderfully
assured soloist, making light of the
considerable technical demands
imposed by both concertos. In the
First his tone is airy and delicate,
though he can also produce plenty
of sinew and fibre when required.
With Rattle sifting Szymanowski's
bejewelled textures with his
accustomed elegant mastery, the
results are certainly ravishing. Just
occasionally (in the tenderly hushed
coda, for instance), Ifelt that the
very last ounce of enchantment
eluded this supremely accomplished
partnership. Overall, though, it's a
performance to savour, at once
raptly beautiful and uncommonly
intelligent.
In the much later Second
Concerto Zehetmair adopts a
beefier, more muscular tone, wholly
apt for this bracing work's more
astringent sound-world and
exhilarating adoption of the native
Góral folk music of the Tatra
highlanders. There's absolutely no
gainsaying the fantasy, bite and

Christopher Erelong
A- B:1

charismatic requirements as an
eminent composer/conductor to
extract all its finer points.
Symphony 4, more correctly a
Symphonie Concertante for piano and
orchestra, was written for Artur
Rubinstein, who made a memorable
recording. Rubinstein's compatriot
Jan Smeterlin (who wrote a short
compendium on the composer) was
also intending to perform and record
it in the year of his death. Now it
has become closely associated with a
number of young Polish pianists of
note — here, Howard Shelley is a
sympathetic soloist but he tends to
restrain his tone too much in quieter
central episodes. As an example of a
highly-stylised treatment of folk
melodies, it ranks with the best of
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Thomas
Zehetmair:
wonderfully
assured in
Szymanowski's
Violin
Concertos

Andrew Achenbach A-A*:1-1*
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SZYMANOWSKI:
Violin Concertos 1 & 2 J Romance
-.1 Three Paganini Caprices
Thomas Zehetnzair (v1n)ISilke
Avenhaus (pno)ICBSOIRattle
EMI CDC 555 6072

excellent young pianist, SiIke
Avenhaus.
Exemplary Murray/Clements
production-values add further lustre
to this very highly recommended
EMI offering.

concentration of Zehetmair's
playing, and Rattle and the CBSO
tender magnificently incisive and
idiomatic support. A superb display.
The fill-ups, too, are terrific,
especially the last of the Three
Paganini Caprices — a theatrical,
highly inventive affair, given dashing
advocacy by Zehetmair and his

VERDI:
Requiem
CriderlHatzianolSadélLloydILSO &
ChlHickox
Chandos CHAN 9490

(79m 51s)

Hickox's is not the only Verdi
Requiem where, after aheartstopping opening sequence, things
sour as the solo singers are
introduced. Not that his quartet is
less than adequate: Michèle Crider
doesn't have an alluring voice but
she acquits herself well in the
'Libera me'; in the Ingemisco'
Gabriel Sadé emerges likeably as
something of Carreras sound-alike,
without the chip on his shoulder;
and Markella Hatziano shines above
the rest — the ' Lux Aeterna' is the
high point in this whole recording.
Robert Lloyd is in no way Italianate;
his timbre is nasal, and he sounds
like an experienced Verdian who has
mistaken his part here for that of an
opera character. Richard Hickox has
long been associated with this
Chorus: their work is extremely
good, as is that of the LSO
(predictably).
His is a musicianly, thorough
reading, wholly free of eccentricities
or exaggeration, and the resonant
recording (All Saints Tooting) is apt
in the familiar Chandos style.
So what are the reservations? If
one came out the concert hall after
such aperformance one would feel
— well, not very much, Ithink.
(The brass fanfares in the ' Rex
tremedae', for instance, smooth,
brilliant, hardly strike a note of
terror.) Too often, this appears more
like the preparation for something,
not the occasion itself — with some
of Hickox's coaxed choral diction,
for example. It would be unfair to
cite, say, Toscanini or any of the
live recordings. But compare what
Giulini, in his not very favourably
regarded DG remake, draws from
Vincent Cole in the ` Ingemisco': the
tension between supplicant voice
and string phrases. Or the innate
dignity and control, his patrician
command of this great score.
No, Ihave to say that, just
because the work is here
accommodated on one disc, it's not
a sufficient reason to compromise
over truly visionary alternatives. You
may, incidentally, find the
conductor's vocal promptings
distracting in ' Recordare' and
'Agnus Dei'.
Christopher Breunig
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classical REVIEWS

Hannonia Mundi HMU 907153

(
38m 28s)

`No strings attached' it says on the
cardboard sleeve to the review copy,
for this is an arrangement of the
'Four Seasons' for five recorders
(although eight are listed, sopranino
to contrabass). And very twee it all
sounds: the sudden chirrup of birds
raises a smile, but many of Vivaldi's
programmatic effects are travestied.
The playing is ver-y skilled and
imaginative, with apt decoration.
This is just a novelty ( and one
which rapidly palls), rather than a
plausible transcription for alternative
forces. And look at the timing and
price!
Christopher Breunig

g
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VIVALDI:
Concertos 01).8:1-4 ( arr. van
Goethein)
Flanders Recorder (2rilIarimt
l'erbruggen (recldir)

A:1 9

VIVALDI:
Violin Concertos RV187, 195, 197,
204, 209, 242 & 364
EGO/Pinchas Zukerenan (vbildir)
BMG 09026 68433-2

CHANSONS ET DANCERIES
French Renaissance Wind Music
Pero
Amish, 447 107-2

(
62m 44s)

An interesting selection of 18 pieces
either intended for, or plausibly
arranged for up to six wind
instruments. The American group
Piffaro consists of highly talented
performers able to master avariety
of recorders, sackbuts, shawms,
crumhorns, hurdy gurdy, bagpipes
and plucked and percussion
instruments. The composers range
from Josquin, Willaert and Gombert
via Anon to little-known figures.
Thanks to the persuasive skills of the
performers there isn't a dull number
on the CD, though not many people
will want to listen to (as opposed to
merely hear) the programme straight
through. The recording strikes me as
close but over-resonant, though its
clarity, as well as the variety of
timbre, mood and texture, will give
continuing pleasure. [
Iwould 'double
star' this disc. The balance between
direct and ambient sound seems to me
perfectly judged, and although by the
nature of the instrumentation there is
some brashness — and (as with the
Beethoven!Chandos CD, page 79)
RATA cleaner helped considerably —
tracks 4, 5, for example, would surely
seduce most listeners. Mus Ed]

(
6/ni 01s)
—
Vivaldi the inexhaustible! Pinchas
Zukerman has chosen seven
unfamiliar concertos and proved that
the feeding frenzy of 40 years of
Vivaldi boom has overlooked some
excellent works. They lack nothing
in imagination, variety or the
unexpected, even though the
fast- slow- fast cliché is common to
Peter Br.mscombe
B:1
all. RV209(ii) is a magical melody
within a particularly vivacious work,
IN GABRIEL'S GARDEN
and both RV187 and 204 are
Works by Torelli, Bach, Mouret,
stylishly spiced by Robert
Clarke, Purcell, Dandrieu,
Aldwinckle's continuo playing,
Charpentier & Stanley
harpsichord in the first, organ in the
Winton Marsalis OWEGO'
second.
Newman
Zukerman plays with energy and
style, though he occasionally hurries
(58m I4s)
Sony Classical CD 66244
rapid repeated figures (anxious to
With eight composers spread across
get there before he makes a slip?)
32 tracks, Isuspected this was to be
and, as recorded, emerges with
one of those musically disastrous but
fierce tone above the stave.
However, his
popular
apparently
samplers
immensely
so
considerable virtuosity
Chansons
prevalent today. In away it
is always at the service
et Danceries
is, for there are bits by
of the music and
FRENCH RENAISSANCE WIND MU sic
Mouret, Purcell ( the
authenticists will find
little to complain
Rondeau Britten varied for
about. The ECO
Young Person's) and
might have shown a
Dandrieu, but also
included are five complete
little more sensitivity
trumpet
in repeated-note
sonatas/symphonies by
accompaniments:
Tordli, Bach's Brandenburg
some are so
2 (excellent, but with
mechanical as to
attract attention away
intrusive pizzicato in the
Andante), and free-standing
from Zukerman, and
movements by Jeremiah
in RV197 ( i) the
heavy braking seriously reduces the
Clarke (you guessed it), Stanley, and
angry effect of this truculent work.
Purcell's Trumpet Sonata 2.
Minor complaints, however, about
Marsalis is as always brilliant. It
an enjoyable disc.
is his disc really, for he improvises
freely in ways that might have
Robert Dearling
B:1-2 0
surprised composers of those days of
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improvisation. He is joined by an
anonymous improvising timpanist
and an ECO well aware that
Baroque music needs lively, spiky
phrasing if slow sections are not to
cloy. A stirring disc results, perhaps
not for purists but exciting and
finely recorded.
Robert Dearling

A:1-2

PETER SERKIN ... IN REAL
TIME
Works by Berio, Goehr, Henze,
Kirchner, Knussen, Lieberson &
Takemitsu
Pohl Set kin (pno)
RCA 09026 68189 2

(65m 20s)

`World premieres written for Peter
Serkin' is the ambiguous claim on
the front cover. Probably RCA just
mean Serkin gave the first
performances, but the unwary might
assume these are all premiere
recordings: Serkin has already done
Oliver Knussen's Variations for
l'irgin, and Les Yeux Clos II featured
on Roger Woodward's complete
Takemitsu piano music for Et
Cetera (both nia).
Serkin, whose skill and artistry are
everything one might expect in
Rudolf Serkin's son, has certainly
prompted alot of good composers
to write for him. This selection of
resulting pieces, mainly from the
1988-89 concert season, might seem
to offer a toothsome conspectus of
contemporary piano music. I'm
bound to point out, though, that
Berio's Fetterklavier is avirtual, and
Henze's Piece for Peter an actual,
trifle, and that half the rest of the
disc is given over to Serkin's close
friend Peter Lieberson: generously
represented by three cycles of pieces.
Lieberson writes well for the
instrument, his music has grace and
wit and, in the Fantasy Pieces, an
unassuming lyrical streak. But he
doesn't entirely avoid occasional
doodling, or awhiff of academism.
Nor does Alexander Goehr, whose
chunky self-generating ... in real time
Ilends the disc its title. Knussen's
shiny, hermetic surfaces are
burnished even more brilliantly than
in Serkin's previous recording, and
he makes more of the work's closing
relaxation into about of McPhee-ish
gamelan. Takemitsu's postDebussian trance is, well,
entrancing. But the piece Ienjoyed
most was Leon Kirchner's dynamic
and jazzy Interlude — an old
Schoenberg pupil showing younger
generations a clean pair of heels.
Throughout, the recording is as
superb as the performances.
Calum MacDonald

A*:1
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BRAHMS:
Piano Sonata 3 _ITheme and
Variations in d/SCHUBERT: Piano
Sonata in A-flat, 1)557 J 2 Scherzi,
1)593
Radu Lupu (pno)
Decca 448 129-2
(73m 36s)

R 1974,

' 76, ' 81

Lupu's recordings are, sadly, few
and far between, yet each is worthy
of the serious collector's attention.
Sonata structures appear to cohere
in his hands effortlessly, nothing is
ever forced, and there is never a
hint of playing to the gallery. He
always seems to have technique to
spare, yet (as with Richter) even the
most note-splattered pages emerge
with a sense of profound musical
import. There are, perhaps, times
when one might ideally wish for a
more abandoned response, the sense
of an artist in full flight; but if
interpretative introspection be a
fault, then in Lupu's case it is
certainly one in the right direction.
The Brahms pieces, always a
primary recommendation in this
repertoire, were available until fairly
recently coupled at full price. Given
the reduction in outlay and the
addition of some ravishing Schubert,
this is a quite remarkable bargain.
Where a number of distinguished
artists (including Julius Katchen and
Bruno Leonardo-Gelber), go for the
burn from the opening bars of the
Fminor Sonata, Lupu has one
immediately listening with rapt
concentration as he pulls in the
reins — the work's occasionally
massive chordal outbursts are simply

GERSHWIN:
Rhapsody in Blue _IGershwin
Songbook - excerpts
RPOILitt. ,11 (pnoldir)
Carlton Classics 30367 01062
hum 50s) dl 1987
Produced at Henry Wood Hall by
Andrew Keener, for the defunct
RPO label, this was one of Andrew
Litton's early successes: the
Rhapsody, in the original jazz band
version, coupled with four excerpts
from the ' George Gershwin
Songbook' (solo piano) and Hershy
Kay's adaptations for Balanchine's
NY City ballet, Who Cares?. The
score added ' Bidin' My Time' and
'Embraceable You' to 14 songs,
including such classics as ' IGot
Rhythm', ' Strike Up The Band' and
"SWonderful', all idiomatically
played by the RPO — sample
'Fascinatin' Rhythm', if you can.
Good sound: Iwas hard put to
distinguish LP and CD in
synchronisation.
Christopher Breunig
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beautiful but uninvolving; Jard van
Nes's Irene gets steadily better —
her 'Angels ever bright and fair' is
one of the highlights of the
performance. Roberta Alexander's
Theodora is good, but one of her
great prison-scene arias, ' Oh that I
on wings could fly', is inexplicably
removed. There are other curious
cuts: eg, no Messenger in Act 3 to
motivate Theodora's final sacrifice.
The cover picture is a Ravenna
mosaic of the Byzantine Empress
Theodora, who was someone else
entirely.

A:1 E
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devastating here, erupting seemingly
without warning rather than as part
of a ` sturrn und drang' virtuoso
brew. Lupu's spellbinding
performance of the Theme and
Variations (
Brahms's own
arrangement of the slow movt from
his B-flat String Sextet) should also
on no account be missed. Awesome
tonal command and breathtaking
phrasal sensitivity combine
throughout to send goose- pimples
down the spine. A modern classic.

Calum MacDonald

MOZART:
Arias from Lucio Silla, Le Nome di
Figaro & Cosi fan tutte
Cecilia Bartolilsoloists1Vienna
Concentus musicuslHaritoncourt1
BPOIBarenboint
Erato 0630 14074 2

Lupu's Schubert is no less
distinguished and personal. Free of
the tyranny of the bar-line, phrases
merge and liquefy into one another
with an inevitability which
transcends anything as mundane as
a regular pulse. Yet more Classically
contained and poised performances
would be impossible to imagine.
Only a very slight hardness on top
precludes an outright star for
recording. Artistically, however,
Lupu is simply in a class of his
own.
Julian Haylock

A-A:1'

HANDEL:
Theodora
AlexanderBlochwitzlKowalskil
van Nes1SharingerlArnold
Schoenberg Ch/Vienna Concentus
musicuslHartumcourt
Te[der 2292 46447 2
(2(,Ds, 130m 40s)

R 1991

No current recorded Theodora
deserves unqualified
recommendation; nor does this. A
live performance (Vienna 1990) in
good sound, it has many beauties.
The Arnold Schoenberg Choir are
outstanding; they demonstrate why
Handel ranked such choruses as ' He
saw the lovely youth' above anything
in Messiah. Sometimes they are
constrained by Harnoncourt's toofunereal pace, though on the whole
Iprefer his tempi and his warmth to
McGegan's Iflarmonia Mundil, and
the orchestral playing has plenty of
spirit. The soloists' lack of idiomatic
English obtrudes: Anton Scharinger
is especially stilted at first, though
he settles down into a powerful
Valens. Kowalski's Didymus is

B:1-2

Cecilia Bortoli

(
53m 56s) * 1990/91

This compilation includes four
numbers from the 1990
Harnoncourt recording of Lucio Silla
on Erato, Cherubino's arias from the
1991 Barenboim Figaro, and six
excerpts from the same conductor's
1990 recording of Cosi fan tutte.
(The writer of the note thinks
Bartoli is singing Zerlina's and
Despina's music; neither role is
represented.) Though it is always a
joy to hear Cecilia Bartoli, with her
glowing, sensuous tone and spirited
delivery, she is not heard to best
advantage here; and some of the
supporting singers are frankly
disappointing. Cherubino's ` Voi, che
sapete' is limply conducted, ' Non so
più' rather hectic; and though we
get agood selection of Dorabella's
music from Cosi, the approach
strikes me as oversentimental in a rather
old-fashioned way. Even
the numbers from Lucio
Silla are mildly eccentric
here, thanks to
Harnoncourt's holistic
approach, which is
certainly not intended for
excerpting. The recording
favours voices to the
disadvantage of the
orchestras. Texts and translations
are included, but it is a distinctly
short CD.
Peter Branscombe

A-881-3 D

PROKOFIEV:
Piano Concertos 1, 2 & 4
Piano Concertos 3 & 5 -IAutumnal u
Overture on Hebrew Themes'
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)I'Keith
Puddy (c1t)I'Gabrieli Qt1LSO1Previn
Decca 448 126-2 & 127-2
(72m 15s/71m 31s)

R 1975

Better value than ever, with the early
orchestral piece Autumn (
adirect
91

response to Rachmaninov's
Symphony 2 and Isle of the Dead)
and the original sextet version of the
Overture on Hebrew Themes added to
the previous midprice 2CD
Concerto set [425 570-2]. Igive the
old number since hi-fi buffs might
argue endlessly as to the superiority
of one or other transfer: my vote
going slightly against these ' Ovation'
reissues — aren't strings and brass
at the start of 5(v) brighter/edgier
than before? But dipping into the
concerto recordings reinforces the
view that no other cycle betters
these performances — for sheer
individuality just sample Ashkenazy
at the opening of 3(ii), for instance
— especially when you take into
account the generally fine Kingsway
Hall sound.
Christopher Breunig

A(C):P
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Vludirnn Ashkenuzy
RACNMANINOV:
Symphony 3 J Isle of the Dead J
Vocalise
Philadelphia OrchlRachmaninov
RCA 09026 62532-2
(58m 54s) mono recordings 1929/1939
Until the meteoric rise of
Koussevitzky, Rachmaninov was
indisputably the Motherland's chief
music director, and it was only his
decision to specialise in other fields
which prevented him from
developing an international
conducting career. Despite a
dictatorial approach during
rehearsals, Rachmaninov's
conducted interpretations were
invariably more flexible than those
he gave when seated at the piano.
Happily, we have three surviving
examples of his art including this
electrifying Isle of the Dead dating
from 1929. Rachmaninov is nothing
short of mesmerising, the unusual
5/4 time signature producing musicmaking of extraordinary forward
momentum, uncannily suggesting
the oarsman's inexorable progress.
The arrival at the island is marked
by a climax of truly spine-chilling
dimensions, after which the textures
once more subside as Charon
returns to his gruesome work.
No less compelling is the
92

definitive 1939 recording of his
Symphony 3, then still only three
years old. Glorious playing from the
orchestra with which Rachmaninov
was most closely associated, and
meticulous transfers by Ward
Marston.
Julian Haylock

H:1*

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Symphonies 1-3 J Capriccio
espagnol, Op.34 J Russian Easter
Festival Overture, Op.36 J Sadko,
Op.5 J Piano Concerto, Op.30
Geoffrey Tozer (pno)IBergen POI
Kitajenko
Chandos CHAN 7029
(2CDs, 67m 59s) 1)1993, ' 94

necca have marketed the

A welcome reissue of two discs now
boxed together in Chandos's
excellent mid-price ' 7000' series.
Competition comes from
Svetlanov/RCA (but his brooding
latter-day Russian State SO
recordings are no match for the
earlier and uniquely compelling
USSR Academy SO versions, at
present unavailable) and Jârvi, whose
Gothenburg cycle on DG is among
his happiest studio ventures.
However, Járvi's set does not include
Kitajenko's generous ' fillers',
amounting to an extra half-an-hour's
music: the early symphonic poem,
Sadko, and Tozer's excellent account
of the Piano Concerto.
On the whole, Jârvi's Gothenburg
orchestra has the edge in terms of
orchestral sophistication (there really
is very little in it), whereas the extra
warmth and bloom of Chandos's
recorded sound is the more alluring
in this particular repertoire. Jârvi is
more spontaneous and emotionally
wide-ranging, while Kitajenko is
more direct. Perhaps lacking
tenderness in the more reflective
passages, he is enormously imposing
and exciting in the many pages of
exotically brilliant orchestral writing.
Julian Haylock

midpriced ' Classic Sound' series
largely on the basis of sonic (and
nostalgic) appeal. Yet what this third
instalment reminds one of, with
striking consistency, is the 'classic'
performance strengths of the earlier
Decca catalogue, more than any
aspects of recorded sound. Indeed,
the ' Original remastered recording'
logo is sometimes misleading: eg, the
Karajan reissue carries its previous
stamper number, whilst others have
extended programmes.
Take, for instance, Ashkenazy in
Bach's Keyboard Concerto
BWV1052 with Chopin's F-minor,
LSO/Zinman, to which Mozart's
K238 has been added, with
Schmidt-Isserstedt accompanying
[448 598-2, 76m 50s, rec.1965/68,
Kingsway]. Technically-minded
collectors may well be intrigued by
the recording equipment listings,
when the Mozart, which betrays the
old 'pinched' early ffss sound, is
actually three years later than the
couplings! The Bach D-minor is
totally anachronistic, very romantic
in its Adagio and excitingly fast in
(iii). Ashkenazy plays Mozart's
Andante in a similar way; it's in the
Chopin Second Concerto that he
excels. With very fine support from
David Zinrnan, this is an

A:1(*) D

STRAVINSKY:
Petrouchka 11947 Reydr/RAVEL:
Daphnis et Chloe - Suite 2'/ PETROV:
The Creation of the World'
Leningrad SO & State Academy
Boys' Ch ' T:mirkanov

Loi

BMG Melodiya 74321 32044 2 (
69m 25s)
Recordings from Temirkanov's
eight-year tenure of the ' second'
Leningrad orchestra (he is now, of
course, the St Petersburg PO's
Music Director ), with an 18m
ballet suite by Andrei Petrov 'on the
Theme of the Paintings of Jean
Effel' added to EMI/Melodiya's
1979 LP coupling. Snazzy, pop CD
presentation, but remiss of RCA not
to identify the later Petrouchka
scoring - - it's news to me that this
recording ' has achieved legendary

95,-

outstanding success.
A-B:2(?)/1 • C:2
The prescribed layout for
Bartok's Music for strings, percussion
& celeste could not be clearer than in
Neville Marriner's beautifully
prepared ASMF version, formerly on
Argo. The Divertimento for string
orchestra is similar. But these featherbed soft textures are not really of the
right stuff. It's the Shostakovich
First Piano Concerto which makes
this disc [
448 577-2, 76m 44s,
rec.1969/70, Smith Square/The
Makings] desirable: John Ogdon's
playing is wonderful and John
Wilbrahms brings real character, not
just virtuoso brilliance, to the
trumpet part.
A:2-3/P
George Szell's VP0 recording of
the complete Egmont music [
448
NOVEMBER 1996
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593-2, 47m 16s — why do Dccca
coyly withhold playing times when
they are short?! - rec.1969,
Sofiensaalj was, as noted in the
booklet, an important contribution
to the Beethoven bicentenary year
(when HFNIRR and ARR
amalgamated, too!). The late Pilar
Lorengar was the soprano, and
Klaus-Jürgen Wussow spoke the
narrations ( from stage left -Egmont's part centred, with added
echo). Twice, Decca have given us
CD transfers without speech; now,
still not quite right, they deny us
separate access points to this
beautifully low-key narration, which
comes at the end of each of the
music bands, apart from the
Melodrama, of course. Superbly
disciplined playing and a taut
dramatic line. Why is it important to
have the whole of Beethoven's
incidental music for Goethe's
drama? Because it shows what kind
of writing he thought suited specific
emotional situations. (All texts/
translations are given.)
A:1*
Alfred Brendel showed something
of his distaste for Viennese adulation
of Wilhelm Backhaus's Beethoven,
at a press conference early this year.
Listening to Backhaus (challenged
by Klemperer postwar: ' Is it true
you were Hitler's favourite pianist?')
in his later Brahms Second
Concerto recording plus Mozart's
K595 (also in B- flat), both
VPO/Biihm [
448 600-2, 77m 38s,
rec.1967/55, Sofiensaal/Vienna
MusikvereinI, Iwas struck by the
sheer sense of authority conveyed
and a feeling of remoteness from
time-pressures which constrain
today's jet-setting musicians.
Scarcely admired in its day, the
Mozart is surely not too dissimilar to
Brendel's own earlier recording?

Following the Breitkopf jalso Dover]
Edition, this recording omits the
extra seven orchestral bars after
(i)47, which appeared in Serkin's,
Haebler's and subsequently ( from
1960).
Those of us who collected keenly
in the late-' 60s will know the
Backhaus/Biihm was the Brahms
Second to own. Duplicated in
Decca's Wilhelm Backhans Edition 2
[433 903-2, 10CDs] these recoupled
performances have a booklet
reminiscence by Ray Minshull, as
does the Frühbeck CD [
see below].
A-B/C:1
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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In her ' pre-Dutoit' concerto
recordings, Kyung Wha Chung
displayed avulnerability and
passionate communicativeness which
make all of them rather special:
none more than the Bruch G-minor
with RPO/Kempe, here in its LP
pairing with the Scottish Fantasia
[448 597-2, 52m 31s, rec.1972,
Kingsway]. Is there a more ardent
recorded Adagio than Chung's?
Kempe makes no concessionary
gestures to vulnerability or
femininity, and the music emerges
the stronger for it.
A:1-1*
Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos made
some interesting records for Decca,
but with the years his magnetism
has faded, notwithstanding frequent
engagements here still. With the
New Philharmonia and the earthyvoiced Nati Mistral, his Falla El
amor bruit, makes astrong
recommendation, and the
conductor's enjoyable arrangement
of Albeniz's Suite española has a
deserved ' audiophile' reputation.
Mistral also sings Granados's
'Intermezzo' from Goyescas [
448
601-2, 68m 36s, rec.1966/67,
Kingsway].
A:1 - 1
If you are abit of a snob about
the Grieg Piano Concerto (which I
confess to be), the sheer sensitivity
of Clifford Curzon's playing, in his
1959 LPO/Fjeldstad recording, will
bring you up with a jolt. Not that he
is technically beyond reproach. This
comes with Fjeldstad's 1958 LSO
classic, the Peer GYIll Suite ( no
singer for ' Solyeig's Song') [
448
599-2, 69m 23s, Kingsway].
B-C:1*- 2 C:1
John Culshaw wrote abook on
Rachmaninov, and was later
producer of Julius Katchen's Decca
re-recording of the Second Piano
Concerto (LSO, Solti). An earlier
transfer with the Paganini Rhapsody
(LPO/Boult), on the budget label
'Headline Classics', Ijudge superior
to its ' Classic Sound' successor;
however, the new disc [
448 604-2,
78m 31s, rec.1958/59, Kingsway]
also has Boult's quite splendid LPO
partnership ( for the second time) to
Katchen's Dohnanyi Variations on a
Nursety Theme: producer Erik Smith.
SoIti is not one's ideal Rachmaninov
conductor and Culshaw's was a
brash production, but at least the
soloist's fingerwork in the finale will
have, figuratively, your jaw
dropping.
C:2 A- B:1•
Compiled for the short-lived
Decca ' Historic' series were Pierre
Monteux's Ravel records, made as
chief conductor of the LSO: the
complete Daphnis et Chloe (
with
ROH Ch), Rapsodie espagnole and
l'avoue pour une infante défunte'.
These are re- transferred [
448 603-2,
73tn 42s, rec.I959/61, Kingsway.
Also available on 180gm vinyl —
Alto SXL2312, with Debussy's
'Fêtes' and ' Nuages'l and the sound

Pierre Monteux.
Left: Clifford Curzon.
Below L/R:
Erik Smith, his
father, Hans
Schmidt-Isserstedt,
and Willi Boskovsky

remains good. However, for me,
some of the unique Kingsway Hall
bloom has been lost in favour of a
more ' hi-fi' and generalised
presentation. Monteux's equanimity
and authority make this an essential
library choice — but try to find the
deletion!
A:1•
Two Piano Quintets recorded in
Vienna with Clifford Curzon, the
Schubert '
Trout' and Dvorak's
Op.81 (Vienna Octet members/VP
String Qt — both led by Boskovsky)
are newly coupled here [
448 602-2,
70m 56s, rec.1957/62, Sofiensaal].
These are irreplacable performances,
the 'Trout' rightly the subject of
many reissues, and where the dated
sound of those inimitable Vienna
strings is an integral part of its
charm: sound and style inseparable
as one listens.
C/A-B:1'
Also from the Sofiensaal, there's
Karajan's VPO remake of a selection
from Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake &
Sleeping Beauty, which was one of
his earlier, Philharmonia/EMI bestsellers ( David Gutman points this
out too, in his informative booklet
note on Karajan vis-à-vis
Tchaikovsky), plus the Op.71a
Nutcracker Suite [
448 592-2, 69m
18s, rec.1961/65] — a straight ' lift'
from the recent Karajan ' Great
Decca Recordings' compilation [see
HFNIRR May], in turn a 1987
'Ovation' CD. The only other VPO
recordings of this music are:
Knappertsbusch's 1960 Nutcracker
excerpts, reissued in July in the
'Double Decca' Radetzky March;
and (JMH reminds me) the
charmless Levine on DG ' 4D'. A:1
Christopher Breunig
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classical REISSUES
<92 status among music lovers': drawing
attention to Temirkanov's ultra-fast
tempo for the ' Russian Dance',
EMG Monthly Letter described it as
brash and exaggerated! The Ravel is
certainly brashly done; the
Stravinsky is more interesting but
the ' NoNoise' remastering has taken
out the fullness of the analogue
original, giving an over-incisive
quality: the trumpet sounds really
nasty in ' Apparition of Petrouchka's
Double'.
Petrov, unmistakably a former
film-music composer, works here in
polystylistic idiom, or 'which am Iin
now?' style, adding harpsichord
diversion to lush orchestrations of
easy-listening tunes — each of the
four movts starts with the same
theme. The Hollywood boys' chorus
in '
Hymn of Eve' is quite yucky...
Christopher Breunig

B-D:1/3 0
Jack Pfeiffer

WAGNER:
Mastersingers - Act.1 Prelude J
Giifterdâmmerung - Siegfried's Rhine
Journey & Funeral March J Parsifal
- Act.1 Prelude J Tristan mid lsolde
- Act.1 Prelude J The Flying
Dutchman Overture J Tannhauser
Overture J Lohengrin Act.3 Prelude'
Berlin State Opera OrchlMuck
APR APR 5521
(78m) mono, recorded 1927-29
'previously unpublished
Karl Muck's physical likeness to the
Wagner family was quite remarkable.
One of the leading conductors at
Bayreuth, he retired at 74 ' aged
beyond his years... almost decayed'
[Bruno Walter]. He seems to have
been a cold, embittered figure
hardly surprising
since his faithful
tenure at Boston
had led to
internment in
1918! These
Electrola/EMI
recordings show
his approach to
the music was
authoritative,
severe but not
insensitive. Muck
completes the
Mastersingers overture in 8m 27s
(but is entirely convincing) whereas
his Tannhauser is slow by modern
standards. The ' Ring' excerpts and
Parsifal are highly impressive and
only the Flying Dutchman struck me
as too ordinary for future reference.
After the Tristan climax an
unexpected oboe trill introduces
Wagner's concert ending, rather
than the ` Liebestod' (unfamiliar
material to me, though apparently
Boult used it).
Exemplary transfers and
documentation.
Christopher Breunig
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had a
distinguished
career with
RCA,
outlined in the
essays and
recorded
interviews
which form
part of
this 2CD
tribute set

THE AGE OF LIVING
STEREO: A TRIBUTE TO
JOHN PFEIFFER
Music examples ( 1953-61) and
interviews'
soloiststBoston SO/Monteux/
Munch/ Chicago SO/Reinenl
NBC SOI Stokowski/RCA
OrchlKondrashin
RCA 09026 68524 2
20m 42s) recorded 1992-94
Quite properly, RCA honours the
late Jack Pfeiffer, prime mover in
getting recognition for stereo
recording at RCA. (As at EMI
under Legge's jurisdiction, the
experimental three-track stereo
tapings conducted were regarded
with scepticism: Pfeiffer recounts
in the booklet how Monteux's

ZEMLINSKY:
Die Seejungtrau J Psalm 13 J Psalm
23
Kammerchor Ernst SenffiBerlin
Radio SOIChailly
Decca 444 969-2 (65m 09s) LR 1986, '
87
Karl Muck:
one of
Bayreuth's
leading
conductors,
but not a
member of the
Family!

Riccardo Chailly's exemplary
pioneering account of Zemlinsky's
beguilingly luscious 1903 orchestral
fantasy Die Seejungfrau (`The
Mermaid') makes awelcome
reappearance — though still at full
price, take note — within Decca's
invaluable `Entartete Musik' series.
To the original coupling of The
Mermaid and Psalm 13 Decca have
now added Chailly's 1987 recording
of Psalm 23 (
which in turn shared a
CD with this same conductor's
strong account of Zemlinsky's early,
endearing Second Symphony).
Anyone who missed out first time
round needn't hesitate for a

Traviata, Beecham's La Bohème
and countless important solo
recordings were only done in
mono; the 1954 Munch
Damnation of Faust was the first
big project crewed for both
mono/stereo.) Pfeiffer joined the
company in 1949, quickly moving
from test pressing monitoring to
become associate producer to
Richard Mohr. CD2 comprises
radio interviews, reminiscences
and artist-anecdotes: Horowitz's
bewilderment at a central image
created by two spaced monitors;
Reiner's irritation at Artur
Rubinstein's fussiness over
retakes ('We don't go into
overtime for soloists...');
Stokowski's dismay when told
miking could render his eccentric
seating layout for Beethoven's
Pastoral (
all his strings to the left,
winds right, with brass behind
them — preserved on track 4)
'conventional'; confronting
Heifetz when three consecutive
takes carried the same mistake CI
guess that's how Iplay it, their).
But, during these conversations,
Pfeiffer is essentially on ' company
business': there's not the more
rounded, human picture that
emerged from, say, the
comparable 2LP Barbirolli
portrait ' Glorious John' [EMI,
nla]. And although this RCA set
includes five tracks newly
released in stereo (which
illustrate the essay 'The Age of
Living Stereo') Isuspect that,
once heard, these discs won't
invite much replaying.
Christopher Breunig A-C:H?

moment, especially as the Decca
engineering continues to sound
spectacularly sumptuous and
transparent in this latest incarnation.
Eagle-eyed enthusiasts will probably
be aware that there now exists a
highly accomplished rival version of
The Mermaid from Jacek Kaspszyk
on Vanguard Classics [dist. The
Complete Record Company]. Both
performances are splendid. If Chailly
has the advantage of a slightly more
opulent string section, Kaspszyk's
North Netherlands Orchestra
nonetheless responds with
commendable application and fine
discipline. Moreover, Kaspszyk's
coupling — the rewarding Music for
Orchestra (1913) by the little-known,
prodigiously gifted German
composer, Rudi Stephan ( 18871915) — is of particular fascination.
Andrew Achenbach AA•:1-1*
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Polk
Proac
Project Turntables
QED
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RCF Projectors
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Rogers
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Rotel
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Ruark
Samsung
Seleco Projectors
Sennheiser
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Shure
SME
Sony
Soundstyle
Spender
Stands Unique
Sumo
Systemdek
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Target
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Thorens
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Trichord
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Wadia
Wharfedale
XLO
XTC
Yamaha
and Many More

2 dedicated home cinema demo rooms

1dedicated single speaker room
Multi room system on permanent demo
Design consultancy & installation service
Home trial facilities
Interest- free credit facilities
Open Sundays
FREE PARKING
MAIN AUTHORISED DEALER FOR OVER
100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS

126 High Street
Beckenham
Kent BR3 1ED
0181 663 3777

Branches also at:
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 911B. Tel: 0171 497 1346
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1RH. Tel: 0181 569 5802
173 Station Road, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7J,C. Tel: 0181 952 5535
*Subject to status.

rock/pop REVIEWS

Album
in TOCUS
NEIL YOUNG
BROKEN ARROW
Reprise 936246291.2

(
36m I2s)

A friend who saw Young in concert this summer described the
gig as ' incredible', a return to a raunchy, Crazy Horse'd form.
And here's Broken Arrow, billed as ' Neil Young With Crazy
Horse' and with a title referring to a 30-year-old classic of his.
Sure as shootin', it sounds just like a marriage of Everybody
Knows This Is Nowhere and Mirror Ball. It wheezes, whines and
jangles like a proper, early Reprise Neil Young album should,
yet it contains enough 1990s grunge so as not to antagonise
those who discovered Young via Vedder. There's even room
for surprises, like using an old Jimmy Reed tune as a closer.
Result? This just might be Neil's best work this decade.
Ken Kessler

A:1* •

Or then again, it might not. According to The Observer it's
'sloppily played and lyrically empty', while The Independent
reckons it's 'diluted and uninspired'. Hmmm. So is our Ken out
there on his lonesome? Hardly. For Q magazine it's ' top stuff
(four stars) and the reviewer for The Times feels ' there are few
rock acts capable of distilling such simple truths with such purity
of expression'. Whatever the final verdict, virtually all reviewers
are agreed that the album plumbs some memorably low points,
in particular that flatulent Jimmy Reed cover. In general though,
Young has won over most of the critics, and The Guardian's
observation that it is 'disturbing and mesmerising... still full of
surprises' is as near as Ican find to aconcensus. For me, this is
just another example of the chronic sequelitis that has blighted
Young's last five years. At least Meatloaf and Mike Oldfield had
enough front just to stick a 2 after the titles of their best-selling
albums when re-cycling them as new product.
A:2

Johnny Black

TONI BRAXTON
SECRETS
Arista-LaFace 73008260202
Ex-Go Gos lead
singer's latest:
Belinda Carlisle
with a Woman
And A Man

(
55m)

Provider of a recent US No 2 single
with 'You're Making Me High',
Braxton is agood if unexceptional
singer. But she and those around
her know how to fashion quality
chunks of what these days passes for
super-smooth soul. Songs and
productions are by Babyface, along
with involvements by Chante
Moore, R Kelly, Diane Warren,
Sherree Payne and other names
good to parade. As for Braxton's
own writing ability, check ' Talking
In Your Sleep', a comment on
adultery that sounds like a
contemporary version of something
The Shangri-Las might have cooked
up. Tasty, like.
Fred DeIlar

A:1-2 •

BELINDA CARLISLE
A WOMAN AND A MAN
Chiysalis CDCHR 6115

(
advance tape)

1try hard to like Belinda Carlisle, I
really do, but it's alosing battle. I
know dae has agood voice, and she
seems such a nice lady, but Idon't
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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hear anything beyond a carefully
contrived product aimed at amarket
of folks who like to hear apleasant
noise with avaguely familiar tune
and abit of a beat emanating from
the car stereo while they chat to
their passengers — or seeping
through from the living room while
they watch TV in the kitchen. If you
already have a Belinda Carlisle
album, you know what to expect. If
you don't already have a Belinda
Carlisle album, it's probably for the
same reason.
Johnny Black

A:2 •

DOG EAT DOG
PLAY GAMES
Roadrunner RR 8867

,
i,/,e tape)
__

Huge in continental Europe, where
the single 'No Fronts' was massive
last year, pretty big in the UK yet
relatively unknown in the US, these
New York rock-rap crossover artists
have a lot riding on their second
album. It doesn't disappoint. It's a
more mature record than its
predecessor, and tracks like ' Bullet
Proof, ' Getting Live' and ' Step
Right In' (the latter featuring WuTang Klan's RZA), prove the band
97

THE HITSVILLE HOUSE
BAND
12 O'CLOCK STEREO

still has an ear for a crowd anthem.
Overall though, with Ronnie James
Dio also popping up on the metallic
'Game', this album's diversity may
dismay hardcore fans.
Valerie Potter

Humbug Records BAH 27

A:2 •

ROGER ENO
SWIMMING
All Saints Records ASCD 028

(
advance rape)

If you know anything at all about
Roger Eno, forget it. Sure, he's still
Brian Eno's brother, and he can still
compose deliciously melodic
ambient music, but this is something
else. After kicking off with ajaunty
cajun-meets-morris-dance accordian
instrumental, he unleashes his tonsils
and sings. There was awarning of
this on his tracks for the recent
Channel Light Vessel album, but with
this album he's jumped in with both
feet. It's not a strong voice, so he
wisely dresses it with delicately
twangling guitars and pastel washes
of keyboard, made more interesting
by the sounds of harmoniums and
other ancient instruments.
Thoughtful stuff and swimmingly
good.
Johnny Black

Load: a songs
oriented album
from heavy
metal gurus
Metallica

8:1 •

A:1

4m I7s)

It's probable that Ryko don't know
what they have here. After years of
interesting but relatively
uncommercial Hart releases, the
fact that the drummer has sneaked
out something with at least acouple
of cert hit singles included may
have escaped the record company's
notice. As usual, there's percussion
to the fore, but the inclusion of
such instantly appealing songs as
'Where Love Goes' and, to alesser
extent, 'The Sandman', plus mainmarket vocals by the Mint Juleps,
adds that certain something that
usually causes cash registers to beep
incessantly.
Fred Dcllar

(78m 59s)

After the epic panoramic visions of
their self-titled `black' album,
Metallica have adopted amore
stripped-down, although still rudely
robust, approach. Working again
with producer Bob Rock, this is the
most songs-oriented album of their
career, underpinned with athick
rhythmic groove throughout. The
expected rockers like ' Ain't My
Bitch' and 'Wasting My Hate'
contrast nicely with thoughtful
slower tracks like ' Until It Sleeps'
and the epic 'The Outlaw Torn'.
Another innovative album from a
band who continue to mature and
evolve along with their audience.
Valerie Potter

A:1 •

ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES
IN THE DARK
UNIVERSAL
VIRGIN CDV 2807

(
48m 12s)

It's been three years since we last
had amessage from OMD but the
word is good. Andy McCluskey
seems refreshed by the break, and
by about of personal travelling in
Asia and America which has
rewarded him with fresh musical
ideas to cradle his splendidly
straining vocals. His cosmic
geography, as revealed by the
curious route he takes from Earth to
Venus in 'Walking On The Milky
Way', may require some revision but
there's no denying it's aface-chewin'
chunk of pop. Indeed, as the album
progresses, it becomes clear that
OMD has delivered nothing with
this much passion, this much
imagination and this many tunes
since Architecture And Morality.

MICKEY HART
MICKEY HART'S MUSIC BOX
Ftyko RCD 10338

Vertigo 532618-2

'46m 02s)

First the Pistols return, and now
Wreckless Eric? Guess so, for he's
the main man in the Hitsville
House Band, though you wouldn't
know it unless you remembered
his real name.
After a many years in France,
Eric Goulden has returned in a
two-thirds Gallic trio with a set
which doesn't exactly pick up
where Stiff left off. Sure, it's more
like pub rock than Goulden would
have you believe, but it's off- kilter
and unAnglicised, despite an
opening track called ' Kilburn
Lane' and another called ' Camden
Girl'. Too melodic and intelligent
to appeal to the masses, and too
obscure to cash in on any 1970s
revivals, this one's a future
bargain- bin rarity.
Ken Kessler

METALLICA
LOAD

,7ohnuy Black

TOM PETTY AND THE
HEARTBREAKERS
SHE'S THE ONE

KATE AND ANNA
McGARRIGLE
MATAPEDIA
Rykodisc HNCD 1394

A:I •
Wreckless?
Eric Goulden
returns to front
The Hitsville
House band

WEA 9362 46285 2
(44m 42s)

Six years on since the McGarrigles
last meandered into a recording
studio, and really, nothing's
changed. And nor would anyone in
their right mind wish it to. The
vocal harmonies remain things of
wispy beauty, the songs in similar
vein, while the musical backdrops
remain smalltown, smalltime, with
fiddles and accordians providing the
kind of fills that retain the right
ambience. Songs like 'Jacques et
Gilles', about French Canadians
working in mills for the Yankee
dollar, will break your heart.
Guaranteed.
Fred De/lar

A:1• •

A':1 •

(
52m 07s)

The phrase ' Music inspired by the
film' is one that generally strikes
terror into my heart. Too often,
artists use it as an excuse to find
lucrative homes for the songs they
rejected for inclusion on their
regular albums. Severed from Jeff
Lynne and reunited with the
Heartbreakers, Petty has, however,
reversed expectations and delivered
abetter album than his last couple.
This is prime Petty, with big, gritty
chords, vocal snarls, lyrical suss and
achameleon ability to switch from
sun-drenched pop to bar-room
boogie to sinister ballads. Welcome
back, Tom.
7
., hilny Black
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rock/pop REVIEWS

LINDA RONSTADT
DEDICATED TO THE ONE ILOVE
Elektra 7559 61916 2

(62m 30s)

A recipe for disaster? Turning rock
standards into lullabies, especially
when only the Beatles' Good Night'
was intended as such? But this is
Linda Ronstadt, one of the century's
finest vocalists, with the skill to sing
`In My Room' as if it were written
for rug-rats. The punning doesn't
stop, with Queen's 'We Will Rock
You' standing for cot interactivity,
and ' Be My Baby' rendered nearly
paedophilic. Sadly, the country
element extends to the playing time;
if it ran to an hour, that would be
long enough to put the crankiest
infant to sleep.
Ken Kessler

A:I •

Hey, who's the nice guy at EMI? Their soundtrack reissue programme
gets I
better and better, and collectors will love this flood of masterpieces:
Singin' In The Rain [
CD ODEON 14 411], Bngadoon [
CD ODEON 16 0],
Midnight Cowboy [
PRMCD 6 I], Blow-Up [
CD ODEON 15 •] and Ben-Hur
[CD ODEON 18 •] — the latter in mind-blowing stereo. Even if you own the
originals, check out these editions, because most feature previously unreleased
material. EMI isn't the only label, though, making nicey-nicey to soundtrack collectors.
Elektra has pulled out all the stops with the twoCD Apocalypse Now: The Definitive
Edition [
1559-60689-2 •], complete with chilling dialogue, while RPM unearthed
Mark Wirtz's A Teenage Opera [
RPM165 •]. The latter is the soundtrack to a
legendary, long-lost prog-rock project from 1967-8. Featured among the
contributors are Kippington Lodge with Nick Lowe, Tomorrow and Steve Howe.
Among the newies this month are aCD's worth of incidental music from
ITV's Brother Cadfael [
EMI CDEMC 3735 111], the instrumentals from
Mission: Impossible [
Point Music 454 525-2
and Grumpier Old Men
[TVT—London 535 482-2 5], with amix of songs and styles
from the recently-departed Dean Martin, Johnny Cash, the
Bee Gees, Nat King Cole and Buster Pointdexter.

THUNDER
THE THRILL OF IT ALL

RUBY TURNER
GUILTY

Castle Communications RAWCD 115

Indigo Delux IGOXCD 502

(advance tape)

Forget Blur! Sunderland's Small Town
Heroes offer the best of Britpop
SMALL TOWN HEROES
HUMAN SOUP
E'G Records EGCD 101

(
49m 21s)

What apity that the Britpop tag has
been used, abused and beaten to
death: here, from the wilds of
Sunderland, are the best exponents
of the genre since the La's. Forget
Blur. In their six years, the Heroes
have really mastered the art of
making perfect singles,
concocting short, sharp
tunes with amix of
energy and melody
akin to early
Squeeze. Despite
such intelligence,
maturity and
artistry, this band
still has the rough
edges and the sass
to ensure
credibility extending
well beyond an
audience of fortysomething farts (like
myself) awaiting the next
Beatles. A gem.
Ken Kessler
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After wandering from their original
good-time blues-rock brief, Thunder
have found their way home with an
album that recaptures the uptempo
vibe of their debut Back Street
Symphony better than any of their
successive records. From the lively,
laddish ' Don't Wait Up For Me' and
'Hotter Than The Sun', through the
rueful title track, to the melting
ballad ' Love Worth Dying For' and
the melancholic 'This Forgotten
Town', they go along way towards
capturing the irresistible appeal of
their live shows. A welcome return to
form for aband who deserve far
wider recognition.
Valerie Potter

A:1 •

The Thrill Of It
All: Thunder

(62m 30s)
_

One of the UK's few convincing
soul divas, Turner continues to mine
standards with impeccable taste.
This time her sources include
Lennon-McCartney, Willie Dixon,
Sam Cooke and even Randy
Newman, whose ' Guilty' provides
this CD's title. Alas, Ruby is less
than comfortable with ascorcher
like 'Wang Dang Doodle' — Koko
Taylor's version being the definitive
— or the umpteenth remake of the
too-often-massacred Bring It On
Home To Me'. She's classy enough
to carry this off (with the help of
Jools Holland) but only just.
Ken Kessler

A:2 •

have grown in
stature as one
of the best
British rock
bands

VARIOUS ARTISTS
SWEET RELIEF 2:
GRAVITY OF THE SITUATION
COLUMBIA 484 137-2

,
I.c

tape)

Not that the title tells you, this is a
benefit album of the songs of Vic
Chesnutt, rendered by such as Garbage,
REM, Soul Asylum, Smashing
Pumpkins, Nanci Griffith (with Hootie
and the Blowfish), Indigo Girls and a
bizarre pairing of Joe Henry with
Madonna. Chesnutt, is aeccentric
songwriter confined to awheelchair,
and his songs give awonderfully skewed
vision of the world. What this album
achieves best is that it uncrinldes some
of the eccentricities out of the songs,
making them more accessible and,
hopefully, paving the way for more folks
to get to grips with the originals.
Johnny Black

A:1* •
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it together at The listening Rooms. ll'e are the
London specialists for systems' building. Our
.3i years of combined experience let us get the
details right down to the last plug and cable.
Our two/idly equipped listening rooms
give you the chance to relax and listen to some
of the world's finest

equipment. We offer

home installation, fill export and credit
multi room and home cinema surround systems.
In keeping with our policy of constant

of new products,

we

have singled out this remarkable combination
that we would urge you to listen to.
it

Listening Rooms, we know how to help

you choose exactly the right system equipment
whatever your budget. Because ive only stock
the best - you only get the best.
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New pure valve designs for £4,300 the pair!
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Phone soon to book your demonstration.

jazz REVIEWS
MUHAL RICHARD ABRAMS
THINK ALL, FOCUS ONE
Black Saint 120141

With Sun Ra gone, Muhal Abrams
becomes keeper of the flame for the
black jazz underground. His
project-object is more focused on
consumable formats: each album is a
self-contained suite. The sheer
elegance of his ensembles means
many critics miss his gigantic
ambition, but Abrams is a presentday composer intent on deploying
every possibility. From the Ralike
warped bossa of ' Before And After'
counterpoint of
to the wacky electrothe title track, this is shining stuff:
Eddie Allen's trumpet is as vocal
and surprising as ever, Eugene
Ghee's bass clarinet has apoise that
chills, while Dave Gilmore's guitar
voicings are as fresh as strawberries.
For a sleevenote, Henry Threadgill
contributes one of his cliché-baiting
poems. Abrams directs his musicians'
solos into thoughtful innovations: a
lesson in composorial [
pardon? Mus
Ed] intent. Is it abird, is it a violin?
No, it's Alfred Patterson's amazing
trombone. Stunsome.
Ben Watson

JAZZ ROUNDUP

(
56m 33s)

One way to recycle old jazz forms: do ' em
swift and suave. That is how French pianist
Laurent de Wilde handles ' 50s bop on The
Back Burner [
Sony 480784 0]. Classy, if a
bit safe. No less than six baritone saxophones
on Charles Papasoffs International Baritone
Conspiracy [
Victo CD038 0]. Recorded live
at the Victoriaville Festival in 1995: excellent
sound. However, the arrangements don't take
advantage of the unique instrumentation. Not
one of Hamiet Bluiett's more inspired
involvements: mechanical blues riffs and ' out'
squeals that will not make baritonist youngturk Alan Wilkinson lose any sleep.
Wavemaking youngster James Carter plays
tenor with his heroes on Conversin' With The
Elders [
Atlantic 7567-82908 5], the elders
being aforementioned Bluiett, plus Lester
Bowie, Sweets Edison, Buddy Tate and
altoist Larry Smith. Only Bluiett challenges
the claustrophobic ' vintage' feel. He plays a
wild Braxton tune (it quotes `Teddy Bears

TOMMY SMITH
BEASTS OF SCOTLAND
Linn Records AKDOS4

A:1 •

KOCH-SCHÜTZ-STUDER
HARDCORE CHAMBERMUSIC
lntakt CD 042

(67m

One of the
great guitarists:

07s)

Germans seem able to inject rock
and funk into jazz without vitiating
authentic interaction. The mighty
Pinski Zoo aside, English ensembles
who use electricity and funk tend
towards the smarmy feel of advert
soundtracks. Like compatriots Blue
Box, Hans Koch (reeds and
samples), Martin Schütz (cello) and
Fredy Snider (drums) tumble jazz
chops over driving, rugged beats.
Improv disobedience gives it a
punky edge. Fun.
Ben Watson

A:1 •

Ernest Ranglin
made his name
arranging 'My
Boy Lollipop'
but his real Forté
is Montgomerystyle soloing
Gary Crosby's Jazz Jamaica (they did
a mighty tour together in 1993), and
get in the Mad Professor or Jah
Shaka at the mixing-desk, this will
have to do.
Ben Watson

ERNEST RANGLIN
BELOW THE BASSLINE

GREW TRIO
STONEWALL

Island Jamaica law 11CD 4002-524299
(55m 07s)

SANSTONE CD1

Ernest Ranglin is one of the great
guitarists. Born in Jamaica in 1932,
he made his name as arranger on
Little Millie's ' My Boy Lollipop'.
His real forte is Wes Montgomerystyle soloing. Stinging clarity and
nimbleness make his runs instantly
recognisable. Here he plays a kind of
acoustic reggae — though fine
musicians, Idris Muhammed
(drums) and Ira Coleman (bass) are
hardly Sly'n'Robbie. Their beats are
light, the sound-mix too airy. This
set-up would feel less mannered
playing the straightahead jazz ballads
of Ranglin's 1964 classic Wranglin'.
Still, until Island team Ranglin with
H1F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Picnic'!), but Carter's rhythm section isn't up
to it, sticking to amuffled byrote drone. As
usual, Neo-Con professionalism air-brushes
out the quirks of yore. Meanwhile, Anthony
Braxton's drummer Gerry Hemingway
appears on three new discs. Klaus Kiinig's
Reviews [
Baja 9061 Eb] is apiece of would-be
comedy ` avantgarde' even Hemingway's
dazzling touch cannot save. State-funding
makes Germany ahaven for innovative
classical music, but postmodern genrebending is better served by free enterprise.
This is Zappa and Zorn without the energy,
weight or invention — Andrew Lloyd Webber
for Arts Council Committees. On the plus
side, Hemingway's own Acoustic Solo Works
1983-94 [
Random Acoustic RA016 .] and
ElectroAcoustic Works 1984-95 [
Random
Acoustics FtA017 .] bely their formalist
titles; his fine percussionist's ear makes for
startling abstract soundscapes, all recorded
with electrifying presence.
Ben Watson

NOVEMBER 1996

A:1 •

Fluent free improvisation, where
abrasion is relieved by romantic
swells. Pianist Richard Grew declares
he is inspired by the sea, the sky and
the changing weather; Richard Scott
(soprano sax) and Phillip Marks
(drums) support him in his
endeavours. The results recall the
pastoral improvisations Lol Coxhill
and Steve Miller recorded in the early
1970s, though one misses Coxhill's
piercing melodic edge. These days it
seem to be the 'noise' school of
improv who are making the running
— strangely enough, that is where
you'll find Lol at the moment, too.
Ben Watson

Each piece here was inspired by poet
Edwin Morgan's ' celebrations' of
various animals found in the
Highlands: eagle, salmon, deer and
so on. Each poem appears in the
booklet, illustrated by Neil Boyce
from Glasgow School of Art, winner
of a competition sponsored by the
record company. Smith's subGarbarek tenor is pedestalized on
mini-symphonies which run the
gamut of his Berklee education:
Tudor quadrilles, classical peaks,
busily sterile bop, minimalist trills.
He should be composing incidental
music foïtheatrical productions of
Macbeth. Setting him up as ajazz
'star' worthy of abilling with Omette
Coleman (as was done on Ornette's
tour here in 1988) is laughable. For
people who think they 'ought' to get
to a jazz concert once ayear.
Ben Watson

(55m 12s)

A:1 •

(77m 35s)

A:2 •

GHOST- IN- THE- MACHINE
FEATURING EVAN PARKER
LEO LAB CD018

(6 9m

4h)

Intense interactions from the
Copenhagen-based trio. Responses
are so quick and heightened the
music disappears into abizarre,
multi-hued rumble. Martin Klapper
keeps things snappy; Evan Parker's
tenor bums through with steely
decision. Though militantly etiolated
and scrappy, the rhythms are infectious:
strangled absurdism becomes
incongruous funk. What Weather
Report might have achieved if they had
worked at the micro-repartee of their
debut (and passed on the disco kitsch).
Ben Watson

A:1 •

Audiofreaks
Arcici

Quad ESL dedicated stands

Benz-Micro

Moving coil cartridges

Cabasse

Dynamic loudspeaker systems

Cardas Audio

Cables, analogue recordings

Clearaudio

Moving coil and moving magnet cartridges

Conrad-Johnson

Valve & PET pre-amplifiers, power amplifiers and
digital components
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Expressive Technologies Step up transformers and cables
Golden Tube Audio

Valve pre and power amplifiers

Hales Design Group

Dynamic loudspeaker systems

Kuzma

Tonearms & turntables

Muse Electronics

Solid-state electronics, active suburxifers and DIA
converter

Paragon Acoustics

Dynamic loudspeaker systems

Power Wedge

Power line conditioners and mains filters

Resolution Audio

Cl) transport, dia converters

Shun Mook Audio

Resonance control tuning devices

Sonographe

of

music

Affordable conradjohnson PET preamplifier and
power amplifiers

Sound Lab

Electrostatic and hybrid loudspeakers

VPI Industries

Turntables, tonearm & record cleaning machines

Wheaton Triplanar

Tonearms
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We have some of
the best sounds
at any price
Trust your ears! A challenge - come and listen to our
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Popworth
Audio Technology

excellent but lesserknown products. We chose them for
their superb sound, reliability and value. We know from the
reactions of others that you will be surprised and delighted
to find real alternatives to the magazines' favourites.
Currently we are enjoying wonderfully natural sounds off
CD from RESTEK and the DAX2.
And avinyl stunner: the Blue Point Special cartridge.
Still unchanged are our A/B home demonstrations —
anywhere, buy-back and guaranteed satisfaction terms.
But perhaps the best part is the skilful advice...it's free and
may save you from costly mistakes.
CD: Audio Synthesis DAX2, Copland, Enlightened Audio
Design, Orelle, RESTEK

Turntables: Graham, Michell, MOrch, Stratosphere, Sumiko
Blue Point Special, Transfiguration

Amplifiers: CAT, Copland, Kora, Lumley, Michell, Orelle,
RESTEK, Tube Technology
Loudspeakers: Harbeth, Keswick, Lumley, Mirage, NEAT,
Sequence, Spendor
Tuners: Magnum Dynalab, RESTEK
Cables: Chord Co.. DNM. SonicLink. Lumley Silver.

Ask about our ex-dem and mint used items.

The Right Note — Bath
(01225) 874728

For the highest specification and purest sonic quality,
Papworths' PPA6 Dual Mono PreAmplifier is
unrivaled. Offering precision engineering of the
finest quality, with six linelevel inputs, and two
cathode follower outputs for each channel.
This Pre-Amplifier can produce stereo imaging as
you will probably never have experienced it before
All U.K. sales enquiries to David Allen
Telephone ( 01223) 247837
Papworth Audio Technology
Papviorth Everard, Cambridge • CB3 SRC
Tel: ( 01480) 830345 Fax: ( 01480) 830781

rock/pop REISSUES
DEEP PURPLE
CALIFORNIA JAMMING - LIVE
1974
EMI Premier PRMU CD 2

(
73m 36s)

First official release of this
historic gig at the Ontario
Speedway, previously only
available as avideo.
Overwhelming performance,
sound and booklet, but a
shame the rest of the artists at
the California Jam aren't
featured, too.
A:1 •
THE EVERLY
BROTHERS
WALK RIGHT BACK
Warner Archives 9362 45164 2
(2CDs, 121m 42s)
Sub-titled 'The Everly
Brothers On Warner Bros
1960 To 1969', this midpriced 2CD, 50-track set does
a stupendous job of covering
their post-Cadence, prereunion second-decade.
Superlative mix of hits and
album tracks, stunning sound
and to-die-for notes by Colin
Escott.
A':1 • •
ELLA FITZGERALD
DEDICATED TO YOU
Summit-Charly SUMCD 4012(49m 33s)
Prepared before her death, this
unintentional tribute to Ella
contains 16 tracks from 193539. Standards all, delivered
with that cool, clear voice and
more swing than apendulum.

smooth sound of soul on the
eve of the Stax revolution. An
amalgam of doowop, Motownstyle gloss and nightclub
sophistication, Little Anthony
& The Imperials unashamedly
made music to smooch by.
The title track, ' Hurt So bad',
some well chosen standards —
Northern Soul treasures all.
A:1 •
BROWNIE MCGHEE
NOT GUILTY BLUES
Magnum CBCD 004

(
50m 10s)

Eighteen early tracks from this
seminal blues player, all dating
from 1940-1 and with only
one featuring his long-time
partner, Sonny Terry. Rootsy
stuff, cleaned up with skill so
it doesn't sound like the tracks
came off knackered 78s.
Planned before McGhee's
recent death, this remarkable
set now serves as a fitting
tribute.
H:1 MI
THE MONKEES
GREATEST HITS
Rhino 0630 12171-2

(59m 03s)

If you're only after a singledisc collection to fill the gap,
think of this as official and
definitive: twenty awesome
pop tracks, including every
major hit from the original
Pre-Fab Four, with the singles
versions preferred over other
edits. Oh, and a staggeringly
fine booklet, too.
A:1

H:1-1' •
PENTANGLE
BASKET OF LIGHT

ETTA JAMES
DEEP IN THE NIGHT
Bullseye Blues CDBB9579
(41 m I3s) Dist. Direct
After the recent (TV) success
of her ' IJust Wanna Make
Love To You', the great lost
album from 1978. Backed by
giants like Cornell Dupree,
Richard Tee and Larry
Carlton, with a set including
'Piece Of My Heart' and
'Take It To The Limit', it's a
must-have for any R&B fan.

Transatlantic—Castle ESM CD 406
(40m 42s)
Their third album, from 1969,
a Shel Talmy-produced smash
which showed that even airyfairy Britfolk album could
chart as high as No 5.
Featuring the definitive
Renbourn-Jansch-McSheeCox-Thompson lineup and a
take of that very odd Spector
tune, ' Sally Go Round the
Roses', played Airplane style.

A:1* •

JOHN RENBOURN
JOHN RENBOURN - ANOTHER
MONDAY

LITTLE ANTHONY &
THE IMPERIALS
COIN' OUT OF MY HEAD PAYIN' OUR DUES
BGO BGOCD309

(
63m 31s)

From 1965-6, abrace of
albums which epitomise the
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

A:1

Transatlantic—Castle ESM CD 408
(69m 50s)
His first two solos, from 19656, on one CD. Astounding

NOVEMBER 1996

acoustic guitar work on apar
with Kottke, Fahey et al, it's
not just your usual anal-nasal
British folk but an amalgam of
roots and blues styles.
A:1

•

THE SMALL FACES
THE BEST OF THE SMALL
FACES
Summit-Charly SLIM 4001(46m 10s)
Continuing the Small Faces
revival is Summit's can't-fail,
budget-priced 16-tracker
containing their best work
for the Immediate label,
1966-9. Perfect Sixties pop,
Mod Division.
A- B:1-2 II

Now on CD: Deep Purple's
historic Ontario Speedway gig,
California Jamming
VARIOUS
GS ILOVE YOU
Big Beat-Ace CDWIKD 159

Kitschmasters, rejoice! GS I
Love You is aJapanese
equivalent of Nuggets, 28
tracks from mid- 1960s
Nipponese garage bands. As
you'd expect, it's an
immaculately recorded, slightly
skewed view of Western music:
you won't believe the covers of
'Hold On, I'm Comin" and ' I
Saw Her Standing There'.
Bizarre? Makes the Shaggs
look like Toto.
A:1-2-3 •

SONS OF CHAMPLIN
LOOSEN UP NATURALLY
See For Miles SEED 441

(
60m 55s)

Like Blood Sweat & Tears and
Chicago, the 1960s West
Coast heroes the Sons of
Champlin were early
practitioners of ' Big Band
Rock', the genre which the
English can spit back at Yanks
when the latter rag the British
for pomp rock à la ELO.
Overblown but interesting.
Unlike pomp rock, which was
overblown and boring.
A:2 •
ULTIMATE SPINACH
III
Big Beat-Ace CDWIKD 165

(
75m I3s)

FATS WALLER
THE JOINT IS JUMPIN
Magnum CECO 007

(
77m 29s)

Nicely-chosen mid-priced
Waller 'best of featuring the
jazz genius with Fletcher
Henderson, Jack Teagarden
and the like. Two dozen
rollicking (and fully annotated)
masterpieces.
H:1*
THE YOUNG
TRADITION
THE YOUNG TRADITION - SO
CHEERFULLY ROUND
Trensatlantic-Castle ESM CD 409

(
34m Ils)

(72m 07s)

Last album from one of the
best of the Boston psychedelic
bands damaged by the
Bosstown Hype.
Accomplished, intelligent and
far more coherent than the
image suggested, it sounds like
it could've been recorded by
the Airplane.

On one disc, the first two of
their three albums for
Transatlantic in the late 1960s.
Achingly finger-in-the-earish to
near-parody levels and so
whiny it that makes aJewish
American Princess seem
accommodating. As unplugged
as it gets.

A:1 •

Ken Kessler

A:1 ( 3?) II
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Oxford Audio Consultants

itmood

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
Ild•

Ol•t gUS ASSOCJA

1•11»

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
KRELL-INTEGRATED AMP - yes, we've finally got it!! - product of the year 1996
AUDIO RESEARCH MOO POWER ANIPLIFIER & I.S15 PREA NIP JUST IN AN!) OH SO GOOD
WILSON AUDIO CUB A NEW BABY IS COMING - WE SAW/TIN
NEW YORK • WATCH THIS SPACE!! - WE'RE VERY EXCITE!)
RCE PROJECTORS - WE HMI..11 '.s"r INSTALLED THE NEW LS5001-W.
It/DESCREEN PROJECI () NIS (SIR DEm Room . VIEW tr Non
KREI.I. FBP200 - THE REPLACLM

I
.MR THE 100S DUE ANY DAY AND

BY ALL ACCOUNTti .1 ILiSSIVE IMPROVEMENT
SONUS FABER CONCERTO AND CONCERTINO - DEVASTATINGLY GOOD!
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAN PIANO - AT LAST A FLOOR STANDER
FROM THIS FABULOUS COMPANY
MARTIN LOGAN - HOT NEWS - A NEW AERIUS IS HERE
* * * MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE * * *
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XI. SPEAKER CABLE SO
GOOD

mrrRAGEousLy

WE JUST HAD TO BUY SOME - YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO TRY IT
COPLAND CD277 CD PLAYER - A BROTHER TO THE 288
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS - ITALIAN DESIGN
AT ITS BEST WITH SOUND TO MATCH THE LOOKS
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY - JUST UPRATED EVEN BETTER SOUNDING
MUSICAL FIDELITY F25/F16 - THE FOLLOW UP TO THE HIGLY
SUCCESSFUL F22/1,15 • A MUCH BETTER PRODUCT
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10 - A FASCINATING PRODUCT - PUT IT BETWEEN
CD AND AMP ANI) JUST HEAR THE IMPROVEMENT AVAILABLE ON SALE OR RETURN OF COURSE
CABLE TALK AMPLIFIERS - THATS RIGHT - AND VERY GOOD
THEY ARE TOO - FIRST MODELS NOW ON OEM AT UNDER L2000
TEAC VRDS25 - I57'W TOP- END TEAC ONE BOX PLAYER IREMELY COMPETITIVE AT £ 1.300
INTREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE - DETAILS ON REQUEST *
* WE ARE LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS *

EX DEM ez P/EX BARGAINS
MISSION CYRUS 3AMP/PSX PSU MINT
£495
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B
£2495
TDL RTL 3
£250
SONUS FABER EXTREMAS
£3995
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 10 ROSEWOOD
£695
QUAD 66 PREAMPLIFIER
£395
MERIDIAN 200 CD TRANSPORT
£295
NAD 208 POWER AMP
£795
ARAGON 24K PREAMPLIFIER • . 0H0 AlriAlAl IM.A agnomvo nos MC,
£
595
KRELL MD 1CD TRANSPORT
£1695
LINX POWER AMP 75 WAITS Sea NAN.. £695 AS Aromp mu, ME ABOVE
£'195
KRELL KSA5OS POWER AMPLIFIER re, & WAYS RAI. ras AMP
£
2495
KRELL KRC PREAMPLIFIER OVICLASSr0
r-f sanms.v. L,GAIADEABLE £
3995
KRELL KRC 2 •
'
OR r., toad,' REMO, , aomr,
£
2495
RUARK EQUINOX WALNUT
£1295
DPA RENAISSANCE INTEGRATED AMP
£
349
KRELL KSA100S - • • •
A, £4295
£3495
£495
MICROMEGA STAGE PLAYERS TO CLEAR RING FOR DETAILS
CLASSÉ DR15 POWER AMP
£695
°BELLE CD19T A YE. 0000 r
RAMSPORI
£495
RUARK BROADSWORD BSTOCK NEW/BOXED £450
,

SH
XD
XD
SH
SH
SH
SH
XD
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
XD
XD
SH
SH

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT
BROKERS

SH
XD
XD

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS
Agencies include: Air Tangent. Apogee, Audio Alchemy. Audio Gram, Audio Research. Aura, 88W, Bose.
Cable Talk, Castle. Copland, Denon. OPA. Goldring. Harmonix. Heybrook. Jadis. Koetsu, Krell. Lyra.
Mandrake, Marantz. Martin Logan. Michell. Micromega. Moth. Musical Fidelity. NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo.
Orelle, Ortofon. Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proceed. Prolekt, QUAD, REL Subwoofers. Rogers. Roksan. Rotel,
Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonos Faber. Spendor. Sfax, Tannoy, Target, T.D.L., Teac. Theta. Thoreau,
Transparent Cables, Tube Technology, Unison Research. van den Hut, Wilson.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford

Al1a10

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OXI 11E
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879

96aie
SHOCKING RESEARCH
Be prepared to weep: be prepared to die — but be
prepared at least to sell the family car, because
once you've heard this you're going to fall
hopelessly in love.
On the face of it, the LS15 and V1100 appear to be
merely another tube pre- and power pair from
AUDIO RESEARCH, from which we would
rightly expect superb sound. But, believe
Pinewood, these are something so special that we
shall have to redefine our expectations in the
sub-£9000 amplifier arena.
Using technology derived from the fabulous ARC
Reference giants, the fully remote LS15 (under
£3500) and the VT100 (under £5000) deliver an
astonishing level of transparency, detail, intimacy
and sheer natural heart-rending emotion from
your music. They're shockingly good.
In the same way that KRELL's littlest amp, the
KAV 300i, dramatically lowers the price of
admission to true high end excellence, so this new
pair from Audio Research sets the new standard in
the next price sector.
If the 300i is the high end's hot hatchback, then the
LS15 and VT100 represent the Porsche 911. You're
going to be looking at awhole lot more money to
better this kind of performance from atube amp.
Remember, you heard it from Pinewood first the
one who deals only with the one who brought
high end to the UK: Absolute Sounds.

.e .-?»oereferl, /(),4ir6verm,
)

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations hy appointment only
Please telephone

Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
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audiophile REISSUES
BLOOD, SWEAT &
TEARS
BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-251

200g LP

Seminal ' big band rock'
album, which introduced horns
to an audience that thought
electric guitars were the limit.
'Spinning Wheel', 'You've
Made Me So Very Happy',
'And When IDie', some Eric
Satie — hard to imagine but
this was considered radical in
1969. Depending on your
attitude toward David
Clayton-Thomas's bellowing,
this one's either...
A:1-1' or A:4 •
CANNED HEAT AND
JOHN LEE HOOKIIR
HOOKER'N'HEAT
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 2-676
(2CDà, 86m 20s) Gold CD
Long before The Healer, John
Lee had hooked up with
young white blues fanatics to
create this incredibly wellreceived collaboration. Canned
Heat was, in 1970, the boogie
band, known for its admirable
and heart-felt rather than
slavish purism, and Hooker
found in them as sympathetic
a band as any he'd worked
with in the previous two
decades. A striking doubleCD, featuring the last
recordings made by vocalistharpist Al Wilson, who died
later that year.
A:1 •
ERIC CLAPTON
BACKLESS
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 563
(41m 02s) Gold CD
From 1978, Clapton at his
most JJ Cale-ish. Mellow, awshucks, swamp rock, the high
points including ' Promises',
'Roll It' and the nearly-8mlong version of ' Early In The
Morning'. As ever, the lineup
included the dependable Carl
Radle on bass, and the thenhot Gallagher & Lyle guesting
on backing vocals. Not quite
Slowhand but still a Clapton
album to savour during quiet
moments.
A:1 - 2 •
PAQUITO D'RIVIRA
PORTRAITS OF CUBA
Chesky lD145

(
60m 28s)

Marvellous jazz celebration of
Cuban music, the same
material showcased live at
NM NEWS Ai RECORD REVEW

Nirvana were launched to classic status with Cobain's demise and the album Nevermind

High-End ' 96 in New York.
Beautifully performed and
recorded (a 128-times
oversampling CD) and bearing
the odd, surprisingly familiar
tune. After all, who hasn't
heard ' The Peanut Vendor' or
the theme from ILove Lucy?
A-A*:1 •
IRON BUTTERFLY
IN-A-GADDA-DA-VIDA
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 675
(58m 04s) Gold CD
In case Rhino's lavish rerelease wasn't enough [see
August ' Reissues'], here's a
gilded edition. As before,
excessive psychedelic-prog
rock of the Sixties, lovingly
repackaged with abooklet and
two extra tracks (but minus
Rhino's 3D ' flicker' cover),
and giving you three versions
in all of the legendary title
song.
A:1-4 •
ALEXIS KORNER'S
BLUES INCORPORATED
R&B FROM THE MARQUEE
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-1265 200g LP
UDCD 657

(
37m 21s) Gold CD

Not normal MoFi fare, but
what a treat! These are
probably the best transfers
you'll ever hear of Korner
virtually giving birth to the
British blues scene, back in
1962. Sidemen included Long
John Baldry, Cyril Davies and
Dick Heckstall-Smith. A must
for blues and rock historians,
who want to hear the
seminal, preStones-Fleetwood MacYardbirds-Animals article.

NOVEMEER 1918

A- H:1 •

AMANDA McBROOM
AMANDA
Sheffield Lab 10066-2-G
(40m 35s) Gold CD
If ever you wondered what
'Director's Cut' might mean if
applied to music, here's your
chance. This gold CD features
remastered versions of just the
vocal tracks from the two
albums McBroom recorded for
Sheffield Lab, both of which
feature in most critics' all-timegreat audiophile disc Top 40s.
Classy MOR pop, recorded so
well that it's scary, by the
genre's patron saint. You might
wish to dock it afew points for
having been played to death.
A*:1 •
NIRVANA
NEVERMIND
Mobile Fidelity MFSI. 1-258 200g LP
UDCD 666
(
59m 19s) Gold CD
No, it's not just Cobain's demise
which elevated this album to
classic status, already deserved
even though it was only released
as recently at 1991. Nevennind
became the soundtrack-cumanthem for the grunge
generation, and its power
transcends the tragic events
which followed. One of the
musical high points of the 1990s,
achilling mix of angst and anger,
punk and indie. Note, though,
that the MoFi CD has an
ominous catalogue number.
A- B:1-1 •
DICK SCHORY
MUSIC FOR BANG, BAA-ROOM
AND HARP
Classic Compact Discs LSPCD 1866
(32m 57s) Gold CD
Absolutely transcendent, a

sonic spectacular from 1958
which Classic transferred to
gold CD without sacrificing
any of the analogue shimmer.
This is a ' must hear', so you
can understand why
audiophiles pay crazy bucks for
the LP. Amusingly, this ' pop
orchestral' material is back in
fashion...as loungecore.
A':1-2 •
VARIOUS
THE SHEFFIELD POP
EXPERIENCE
Sheffield Lab 10053-2-G
(56m 07s) Gold CD
Nice way to sample the label's
20bit Ultra Matrix Processing:
13 tracks creating what amounts
to aSheffield Lab 'best of':
Power of Seven, Lincoln
Mayorga, Thelma Houston,
Tower of Power, Bill Champlin
and more. By the way, the
tracks chosen are not filler but
the hot ones, cg Thelma's 'I've
Got The Music In Me'.
A*:1-1* •
JENNIFER WARNES
FAMOUS BLUE RAINCOAT
Rock House-Classic Records
RTH 5052-1
180g LP
RTH CD 5052

41m 30s) Gold CD

Tenth anniversary audiophile
editions of ahi-fi show demo
fave, Ms Wames covering nine
of Leonard ' Pollyanna'
Cohen's dirges. Gorgeous
sound and a dark mood, the
raincoat itself (deliberately?)
linking this to hardboiled
detective-film noir sensibilities;
check out the sax opening to
the title track as afr'instance.
Lush and lovely.
Ken Kessler

A*: 1 •
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Crs

Now you can
buy your CDs
at dealer's
cost price
As amember of the WSL Records
at Cost Service you can buy any
brand new CD at trade price +
postage and asmall handling
charge of only 50p
Only WSL - offering amusic by
mail order service for more than
35 years - can offer you such low
cost listening.
Return the coupon, phone or fax
us now and we'll send you full
details of the Records at Cost
Service and how to join

PLUS! We invite you to cash in
on a MASSIVE CD WAREHOUSE
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Auderneca Mephisto.

ED

L1,599.00

Meracus Transport

ED

Mark Levinson 31 transport

M

L4,450.00

Magneplanar MG3k

M

Counterpoint IIE

ED

L1,499.00

Koetsu Chang

L3,400.00
L1,690.00
LI,400.00

Teac VRDS 10........................M £ 399.00

5D3 • Target Sr.

Audio Note DAC 3S I
G.......

ED

NEW IN THIS MONTH

CAT SL 1Phono

M

Counmrpoint SAII

M

L3,450.00

Krell KSA 250 ....

Aude Research SP14

M

C1,550.00

Krell RSA 100 .............................................£ 1,499.00

Trilogy 901..

M

£ 499.00

Audio Research VT60..

LI,750.00

LFD PAI/L5I

M

£ 899.00

Audio Research SP11.

L1,750.00

Jadis JP 80.............................M £ 6,250.00

Aude Research SP9

Adyton Pre Amp

ED

Mark Levinson 38s

Arion Pre Amp ....

ED

£ 1,599.00
£ 2,850.00

£ 1,900.00
£ 799.00

£ 275.00

,

Krell ( SA I50

L3,300.00

L899.00
L1,150.00

Counterpoint SA4

M

£ 3,900.00

Wadia 6

M

£ 3,099.00

Wadia 15

Audio Research LES

M
M

Mea Barron

£1,250.00

( 3,750.00

Counterpoint SA20

Jadis Delay 7
Jadis JA80

£ 2,100.00

£ 2,000.00
£ 2,000.00

Y.B.A. C.D.2

£ I,699.00

£ 4.450.00

Audio Meca Kreatura

£ 899.00

ED

£ 2,850.00

Mendan 500 Transport

£ 899.00

Adyton Cord, 16

ED

£ 2,950.00

Thee Data II Gen 111. Ralanced.AT- ,

Adyton Opera

ED

£ 1,950.00

Magnaplaner MG3A

Anon Tycho

ED

Audio Innovations Ser IOW

M

EAR 834

M

S
OUS Faber Mere, Amato,

M

Audio PhysK Seeps

Mled

Cadence Speaker

M

£ 2,750.00

LED Monoblocks..

Mirage MI

M

£ 3,400.00

Goldmond Studio T3F Arm

Triangle Alunis

ED

Mirage M3

M

Sonic Framers Trans Da<

M

£ 500.00

Audionore DAC 3SIG.

61,699.00

VP1TNT Ill

AN

£ 3,450.00

Sonos Faber Amators

61,899.00

Rockport Aren

AN

£ 3,995.00

Sonus Faber Minima Amators

41,050.00

Soundlab A3

M

£ 950.00
LI,200.00
£ 950.00

M
M

Audio Note ANJ

M

Lurne JISL5 .

M

Audio Phync Tempe

ED

£ 2,850.00

Implose H2

£1,550.00

Moon Logan Aerius
Mark Levinson 31 35

£ 3,550.00

LED MCI Phono Stage

L899.00

Aude Physics Virgos

£ 799.00

£1,499.00

£ 750.00
£ 1,850.00
£ 500.00
£ 2.200.00
£ I,599.00

£ 999.00

SME V .............

L1,100.00

£ 2,300.00

Audio Research PH?

£ 3.999.00

£ 1,499.00
£ 7,999.00
6999.00
43,750.00

Proac Tablets Sig•R4 Stands
Audionote Meishu

..

.

...

L799.00

£ 2,450.00

Mark Levinson 30.................................£2,200.00
Quad ESL 63 • Black

41,499.00

Quad 606 Amp Mk11 z2........... £ 699.00
Quad 44 Pre•Arnp

£ 399.00

Quad 66 CD Player
Audio Research L55..

£ 275.00
£ 2,450.00
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PERFORMANCE THAT BELIES ITS PRICE

CLEARANCE S LE

CDs AT ONLY A FRACTION
OF THE ORIGINAL PRICE

I.FD products have been created for those who
appreciate the finer qualities of music
Designed by Dr R Bews and Prof M Hawksford

Please send me full details about the New Records at Cost
Service and all the benefits Ican get from it. Including the
CD Warehouse Clearance Sale. Without Obligation.

Hand built in the UK by skilled engineers
Prices from £299 to £5O()

Name
Address
Post Code

WILSON STEREO LIBRARY LTD
P.O. BOX 32 ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA EAST SUSSEX TN38 OUZ
Tel: (
01424) 718254 Fax: (
01424) 718262
HEN 11/96

THE ULTIMATE AURAL EXPERIENCE
1.11) Audio, Nlicron House, 23 Coppins Road,

Clacton- on- sea, Essex, COI 5 3HP
Tel: ( 01255) 422533 Fax: ( 01255) 221069
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EVIEWERS
ECOMMEND

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what what would the
HFNIRR reviewers
pick as their best
hi-fi buys?

T

his regular HFIV1RR series (now to appear
bi-monthly) will assemble and update
current listening systems and key recommendations from HFN1RR's reviewing team.

The reviewers' choice of components for
personal listening systems (on this page) will
be of great interest to all who follow
equipment reviews. Note, though, that the
writer's inclusion of agiven product here does
not
necessarily
constitute
a general
recommendation. Turn the page for the
reviewers' recommendations proper. For this

DAVE BERRIMAN

CHRIS BEECHING
CD player Pioneer PD-S802 with Trichord mods/Trichord
Research DAC
Turntable: Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
Ann: Nottingham Analogue Paragon
Cartridge: Denon AS- 1
Pre-amplifier: Audio Note M1
Power amplifier Audio Note Kit III
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

Dave Berriman

C1211=11MM
CD player Sugden SDDIISDA-1
Turntable: Michell GyrodecIQC power supply
Ann: SME IV
Cartridge: Ortofon MC7500
Pre-amplifier: Michell Argo/Michell Iso phono stage!
Hera power supply unit
Power amplifier Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

feature we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of allround performance and value. (In the case of
speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken
into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed
under each recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth buying, but
each one here does carry apersonal stamp of
approval from an experienced audio critic.

CD player TEAC VRDS JOSE, Audio Alchemy DDE
(version 3.0), Trichord Genesis (also as transport)
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
Ann: Acoustic Research
Cartridge: Dynavector Karat 17R
Pre-amplifier: Bryston BPS (with LFD MCI phono stage)
Power amplifier Bryston 3BNRB
Loudspeakers: various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braithwaite

CD player Krell KPS2OilL
Turntable: Linn Lingo LPI2
Arm: Naim Aro
Cartridge: van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre-amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier Audio Research V7'I50 or Krell KAS2
or Conrad-johnson Premier Eight-A
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

ALVIN GOLD

PETER J COMEAU
Martin Collorns

CD player Theta Data Basic II transport/Theta DS Pro
Basic IH DAC
Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Ann: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz
Pre-amplifier Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier Krell KSA-50S
Loudspeakers: Martin Logan SL3

CD player A VI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LPI2
Ann: Loin Ittok
Cartridge: Goldring Excel
Pre-amplifier: AVI 2000
Power amplifier AVI 2000
Loudspeakers: ATC SCM2OT

PererJ Comeau

C1333113:1M1
CD player Maranta CDI2, Marantz DA12 DAC (Modified)
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec
Arm: SME V
Cartridge: Lyra Parnassus, Koetsu Urushi
Pre-amplifier: Unison Research Mystery One
Power amplifier Graaf 50150, Unison Research Smart 845
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio System V

NIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ken Kessler

CD player: Sony CDP-715E
Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO
Arm: SME Series V
Cartridge: van den Hul MC Two
Pre-amplifier: DPA DSP-100S
Power amplifier DPA DPA-100S
Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor
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REVIEWERS

RECOMMEND

Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum
of three products in each price bracket of each category.
Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

CHRIS BEECHINO
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: _
7PW Sonata
£200-£350: ¡
PL M3TL, Tannoy 607
£350-£500: Epos ESIl
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: Impulse Lali, Analysis Epsilon
OVER £2000: Quad ESL-63, Electrostatic Research MII
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kellwood DP-3050, NAD 502
£200-£350: Mara= CD52 IISE, Pioneer PD-S802
£350-£500: Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: Trichord Genesis, Quad 77
£1000-£2000: Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC 1, Pioneer

PD9I ITriehord Research DAC
OVER £2000: Naim CDS, Micromega CD2-11Metaxas MAS DAC,
Electrostatic Research MII
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon PMA250 III
£200-£350: Denon PMA350 II, Arcam Alpha 6
£350-£500: Audio Innovations Alto, Naim Nait
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-£2000: Audio Note M1 Phono/Kit 3, DPA 200S pre-/power
OVER £2000: Audio Note M71Neiro, Audion SCSE Golden Night,
Nairn NAC521NAP90

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: _
IPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Sequence 30, Mission 751
£350-£500: Systemdek 935, ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£ WOO: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £2000: Quad ESL- 63, PosseIt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: NAD 514
£200-£350: Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, OreIle CD- I00
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100IDPA Little Bit 3,
hail 506, Trichord Genesis

£1000-£2000: XTC CDT-1LEIDAC-1
OVER £2000: no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al, Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500: Cyrus III, Naim Nais, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000: Densen DM- 10
OVER £2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, Blyston BP-5I3BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Celestial 3 Mk11, GLL Maxim, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350: Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Epos ES11, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000: Mission 753, ProAc Response IS, Castle Chester
£1000-£2000: BBC LS5/12a, ATC SCM20 Magnepan 0.6SE
OVER £2000: Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy Westminster
Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Denon DD-315
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502, Rote! RCD940BX
£350-£500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
.11arant..- CD-6311 KI Signature

£500-£1000: Marantz. CD72SE, CD17 Rotel RDD9801RDP980
£1000-£2000: Audiolab 8000CD1DAC, Meridian 5001563
Siren SDIMISDA-1
OVER £2000: Counterpoint DA-111DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Dru.e DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500: Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion, Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Creek P42/A42 monoblocks, Sugden
Stemloon .1160
£1000-£2000: EAR 834, Copland CSA-14, LFD LS2IPAI
OVER £2000: Cary SLP901300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers ¡SI
£200-£350: Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a111, Sequence 400
£350-£500: B&W DM603, Epos ES11, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000: ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7,
£1000-£2000: ATC SCM207; Epos ES22
OVER £2000: ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E, Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500: Marantz CD63-SE, Ore& CD480
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£500-£1000: AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-IIDT-1
£1000-£2000: Meridian 508
OVER £2000: Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350: Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity
El 0
£350-£500: Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000: Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Myyad MI- 120
£1000-£2000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000: AVI S2000AIMP, Naim NAC82INAP180
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

UP TO £200: Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS10i, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500: Epos ES11, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000: Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Perffirmarice 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson W177'

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity EIO,
£350-£500: OreIle SA- 100, Naim Nait
£500-£1000: Exposure XX, Nairn NAC82INAP 180, Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000: Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250, YBA Integre,
Conrad Johnson PV10-AL, Audio Research LS7
OVER £2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A, Conrad
Johnson 11A, Audio Research V7750

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Marantz CD63
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE, OreIle CD1OOSE
£500-£1000: OreIle DA188
£1000-£2000: Micromega T DrivelOrelle DA180
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX
II, Wadia 16

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO UN: Mission 731 LE, GLL Imagio 100, Sony SS-86
£200-£350: Ruark Swordsman, Castle Isis, Royd Minstrel
£350-£500: Ruark Templar, Epos ES11, Polk RT8
£500-£1000: B&W CDM1, Harbeth HL-P3ES, Spendor 2030
£1000-£2000: Castle Winchester, KEF 10412 REC, Roksan Ojan 3X
OVER £2000: Wilson Audio Grand SLAMM, Martin Logan SL3,
Martin Logan CLS11z11

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP-3080, Philips CD721, Sony CDP-XE500
£200-£350: Cambridge Audio CD6, Denon DD-825, Marantz
(/1)63„olir CDP-XE900E
£350-£500: Marantz CD72SE, Pioneer PD-S904, Musical Fidelity
Elektra E601
£500-£1000: Meridian 506 (revised), Naim CD3, OreIle CD1OOSE,

Triehord Genesis
£1000-£2000: Pink Triangle Cardinal/Ordinal, Roksan AT-DP2
MkII1A7T-DA2, Linn Karik
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, Wadia 23, Theta Data Basic 11
transport/Theta DS Pro Basic Ill DAC
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Sony TA-I
3
246, Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Denon PMA-350SE,
Mitàleal Fidelity EIO
£350-£500: Musical Fidelity A2, Mission Cyrus Ill, Technics SUA900 Mk 2
£500-£1000: Audiolab 8000S, Meridian 551, Copland CSA14
£1000-£2000: Meridian 5011555, Copland CTA 401
OVER £2000: Krell KSA-200SIKSL-2, Audio Research LS-211/VT-60,
Electrocompaniet EC4IAWIOODMB

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: TDL as
£500-£1000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Rogers LS3I5A, Apogee Ribbon
.11(mitor
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS315A plus AB1
subit•oojer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System V, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Wilson
Rows,.I) ACT One
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE
£500-£1000: Marantz CD63/Audio Alchemy DAC-In-77w-Box177reta

TLC, TRAC VRDS-10, Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000: Marantz CDI6, Audio Alchemy DDS Ill/Audio
rlIcheinv DAC-In-The-BoxIllieta TLC
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i/Reference 64,
Theta Data 111/Pro Generation V, Mark Levinson No.311No.39
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA 35011, Maplin Kit valve amp
£200-£350: Marantz PM54SE, Rote! RA960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Mission Cyrus Ill, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, Densen Beat, Original Haller 101
pre- (used) Imint original Quad Ils
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Copland
ClA 14
OVER £2000: Graaf GM200IWB13.5, LAMM MI.11Unison Research
Mystery One, Graafiti WB Two/SO. 50

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
(Paul Miller declined to offer alist as he doesn't review loudspeakers)
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Sherwood CD-3020R, Cambridge CD4, jVC XL- V284
£200-£350: Marantz CD63 II, Sony CDP-761E, Sony CDP-561E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Marantz CD-72SE, Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: AVI S2000MCII, Meridian 506, Quad 67
£1000-£2000: TEAC P-700ID-700, Mission DiscIDAC Master, Arcam
1)250 Pink Triangle Ordinal
OVER £2000 PS Audio LambdalUltralink II
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RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA-25011I
£200-£350: Audio Innovations Alto, NAD 304, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Harman Kardon HK1400, Mission
Crin, III
£500-£1000: AV1 S2000MI, Magnum Class A, Musical Fidelity E100
£1000-£2000: ECA Vista/Lectern, DPA 200S pre-/power, Sumo Athen
111 Polaris II
OVER £2000: Rote! Michi RHA-101RHB-10
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Alón Loudspeakers

Boulder Amplifiers

Range from the Alon
Petite at £995 through
to the formidable
Alon V MkII at £4,800
and the flagship
Phalanx at £18,000.

Range from the 102M at
£3,200 to the 500M at £5,000
with matching pre-amps
the L3AE at £2,100 to the
L5M at £3,800

HERE'S WHAT THE AMERICAN PRESS SAY ABOUT THESE PRODUCTS
FI MAGAZINE

STEREOPHILE

The Alon V MkIl proved to be an unusually realistic transducer.
...These speakers are all but impossible to audition.
Arthur SPfeffer
STEREOPHILE
"The Alon provides the potential for sound that is very near the
state of the art." Russell Novak, Stereophile, Vol. 19 No.7 July 1996.
STEREOPHILE
"The Petites peform way out of their price class...They are
extraordinarily expressive. Not just articulate and precise—which
they are, in spades—but sublimely capable of communicating."
Wes Philips, Stereophile, Vol. 19 No.1 January 1996.

"The most natural-sounding amplifier I've used." DAS.
J.G.H. Feeling the boulder to be the most accurate
amplifier he's heard."
"...the highs being smooth but not sweet...midrange was
nothing short of remarkable...superbly powerful, well-defined,
and extended base...Highly recommended!...LL, SS, and
JGH would all argue for aclass A rating for the 500AE(M)..."
Stereophile Recommended Components, Vol. 19 No.4 April 1996

eoumo

But please don't take their word for it call us for details of
your nearest dealer, listen and decide for yourselves.
DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME.

LTD

52 Milton Road
London SW14 8JR
TEL: 0181 255 6868
FAX: 0181 255 6869

DEFINITIVE AUDIO

IMPORT/EXPORT
Tel/Fax ( 00 44) (0)115 9813562
Visa Amex

Mastercard

Auditorium.

This remarkable loudspeaker system from
Living Voice is what the audio industry has
been so sadly lacking. At £ 1300 this efficient
floor stander creates an expansive, effortless
and dynamically natural presentation to a
standard that will establish it as an audio
classic. Available in White Beech, Cherry and
American Walnut. Suitable for amplifiers
from 9watts. - 94 dB/W.
100h x27d x23w.

DEFINITIVE-7
AUDIO

RW 24 Bass Bin System.

This new product from Living Voice is
designed to be used with the Airscout loudspeaker system. Used as asingle unit
between the main loudspeakers. RW 24 is
5ft5in.w o2ft5in. high. Employing two I2in,
105d8 proprietory drive units loaded into a
bifurcated exponential horn, RW 24 covers
the frequency range 30 hz - 110 hz. This
system provides without question
the most believable illusion of live
music ever created. £9,500.

Airscout

"offers something far beyond the standards 1
have come to expect from Hi-Fi.The result is
staggering...." Iii-FiChoice. April ' 96.
£14,750

Audio for the first
LIVING VOICE • VITAV

I•

Sale Items

Impulse H2 Oak - Late pair, as new
Rotel Michi RHQ 10 phono
Border Patrol 300B SE ( special) chrome / met' blue Outboard PSU ( choke regulated input filter) - Serious
HORNING Agathon - Silver Signature (PM2)
HORNING Aristophane - Brome
Huygens 'Chapel of Rest' (Voyd turntable support)
Audio Innovations 5.1000 Mono
Arcam Delta 703

- some mainstream • some unusual • all serious.
VOYD • WILSON BENESH • WADIA • TEAC • MONARCHY • LYRA • ORTOFON • EMT

Sale Items

£1700 £2250
£ 450 £ 995
£3000
£ 2950
£ 1600
£275
£900
£
325

£4500
£ 3800
£2600
£450
£ 1750
£ 750

Sale

List

Snell Type K (original) Walnut with 2leg Pirate stand
£375 £750
Alphason Sonata Turntable / Atlas PSU I
FIRIOOMCS
£ 00 £ 1500
Monarchy MI8 DAC New Excellent
£ 00 £795
Krell Reference 4box pre-amp
£ 500 £ 13000
Garner Rigid Six Wheeler
ESold subject to contract
Vitavox 15 cell dispersive mid-range horn (pair)
EPOA
Yitavox AK 157 Alnico 15" bass drivers (pair)
£ 050
Danemann 6'6" Concert Grand, Oak, Pans Schwander action £4000
Various High End i/c cables
IPCIA

ACCESSORIES CI,

MAKING KONTAK
fluid (with vigour...) and make the connection.
Kontak comes with pipe cleaners, though
cotton buds can be used (Iprefer Q-Tips),
and you simply scrub until you see the `contamination and oxides'
turn your cleaning implement black. Remake the connection and
you're ready to rock.
is easier to use. Better yet when it is cheaper. So God bless the
Even the evaporation rate has been reduced, a problem for
new edition of Kontak, long our fave contact cleaner.
those who were slow to replace the caps on the bottles. Does it
Regular Kontak users will know that the Accessories Club has
work as well? You betcha. Faced with a number of older units
been supplying the new version for some months, the transition
awaiting refurbishment (for the ` museum' at The HiFi Show),
happening automatically as old stocks were depleted. In addition
Ihad plenty of reason to welcome a simpler cleaning method.
to a25% price cut, the new Kontak comes as an all-in-one fluid
And while it's hard to `KB' cleaning fluids, Ihave no doubt that
in a single 25m1 bottle instead of two different fluids requiring
Kontak is still the best of them all. Rest assured that any reviewing
two fiddly jars. The socket/plug cleaning and treatment all take
that Iundertake in the future will involve about with Kontak
place with one action, the new fluid combining the two acts so
successfully that all you have to do is apply the Arieurwieffisimu before the listening begins.
Ken Kessler
. . . . .
•- . . . . .

Over the decade that we've been running the Accessories Club,
we've always tried to replace or update items on the list with
superior ones which may appear. What's particularly pleasing is
when acompany announces a ` Mk II' version which is clearly
preferable to the original. Better still is when the Mk II version

am».

•

•
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HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The `magic brick'
Iin ablack-ash box
£22.95 I
;HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step!up transformer: £69.95 _
HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber steel E
set of 8, inc fixing kit £10.251
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33'/5& 45rpm

•

Nagaoka LP inner sleeves:
50, £9.95 E
100, £ 18.95 - 500 £86.95 1
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £ 19.95
100,L381 500, £ 180 1

12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5E 100, £91 500, £40 Li
CD Jewel Cases (packs of 10):
power supply, for most synchronous turntables
standard, 5in complete £6.50 1
(specify type); black-ash case £81.95 E
5in outer £5Li slimline 5in £6.50 E
IHFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
double
jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.751
in a40mm travel pack
£8.951
5in clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p HFNIRR 009 Headcase headphone amp:
Slim Double: 5for £5.45 E
40mW Class A unit allows use of headphones
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £ 17.95 E
7 at line level; black-ash case; 220/240V
CD Savers (
pack of 10)
£ 14.95 II
£81.95 II
Kontak cleaning kit; new formula: £ 14.95 I
HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
Tweek: contact enhancer £ 16.95 1
Iheadphone output
£ 19.95 Li
Finyl: CD cleaning fluid; starter pack
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains
for 100 discs £ 15.25 7
200 discs £25.95
filter, 5A rating
£25.95 -11
£14.95 IT
Bib automatic CD cleaner:
IHFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
£12.95 1
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD
;stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
£24.95 T.
XLO/Reference Rec Test CD
!LP unit ( 120 capacity)
£65.00 I
-1
£10 7:
Densen DeMagic CD
ICD/cassette unit (40/25) £44.00 £32.95 7
Isopod ceramic cones ( 3)
•singles unit (200)
£49.00
Michell Tenderfeet: original ` ally' isolators
I4-high CD unit
£86.00 E]
(set of 3) small £5.95 ' large £8.95 E
;CD 4base unit
£96.00 Li
Art
graphite
dampers
set of 3 £54.95 1
•HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting twoset of 4 £69.95 1
'level turntable support complete
Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95 1
.• with two shelves; black finish £59.951
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins,
4-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95 .
1
the very latest
£ 12.95 E
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
.HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
£11.95 E
small pair (4.5mm diameter max)
150x 150 x3mm
£ 12.95 12,
large pair ( 12mm diameter max) £ 12.95 1
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
Sovtek Valves:
ECC83 £4.35 7
kit £ 199 1 ready built machine
£369 EL84 £2.60
GZ34 £ 10.60 I 6L6 £4.50 _
Ringmat: 2nun £27.50 Li 2.4mm £30.00 II
6550 £ 15.40 Li KT66 equivalent £6.70 1
audiophile £47.50

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address
Postcode

Tel:

IL Cheque/postal order enclosed for
Accessories Club
L: Please charge my Access Visa Diners Amex•
Nly card number is

•fel: ( 012 51) 741 152 Fax: 1r) 12 3I
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BOOKS
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback,
our own reference book
£ 14.95 High Performance Loudspeakers
4th edition, by Martin Colloms £33.95 L
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner
£16.95
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95
Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.951
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley £ 19.95 '-Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £39.95
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 .
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
£19.95 Power Amp Projects
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95
THIS MONTH'S
*
*
*
SPECIAL OFFER

Signature
Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK- 10 Dill. Delivery subject to availability. All

prices include postage. Noe- UK • alc , are subject to additional postage. Non-EliC sales are VA4-tree. Accessories Club
712 1128. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Please delete as necessaty.
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E&OE

•

Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £/. 75 each
Pre-amp (small signal): all types £6.00 each
The Tube Checker£449171
Dividers: 25 at £ 11.25
LP - CDI Single
Shure Stylus Balance:
£12.95 each Ll
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board) £269
Deluxe kit (inc enclosures) £399
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299
£99 E1
Decca London tone arm
£179.95
NVA transistor amp kit
£12.95
Decca Mk 3Brush
£49.95
Rockbase Plus CD-ROM

*

Expiry date
Please send orders to

(pounds sterling) made payable to HEN RR

EL84M £6.50
6SN7GT £2.60
EF86 £3.60 1
ECC88 £5.35

Kontak cleaning kit, new formula £ 14.95

The

Sound
Organisation

HUI

London

New and Noteworthy
Micromega introduce two new Classics
By replacing the renowned Duo/Trio CD players with the
new Solo and Data/Dialog, Micromega has redefined the
affordable 'state of the art' in digital replay. The Solo is
designed to be the best integrated player possible. Single
box construction reduces jitter and the elimination of
digital inputs and outputs, defines the Solo as apure CD
player, dedicated to the long term satisfaction of the music
lover. The demands for performance and flexibility remain,
so the Data / Dialog models are designed to give both
superb performance and the long term flexibility of
conventional transport and converter construction.
An all Naim system for £ 2000.00!
Well almost! The introduction of two new floor standing
speakers, makes affordable all Naim systems areality at
last. Combining aCD3, NAIT3 and the Intro speaker costs
just ashade over £2000.00. The Intro and the more refined
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We are pleased to confirm
that the 15th annual
Hi Fi Show will take place at
The Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow, London,
from 11-14 September 1997.

Credo are designed to complement the smaller amplifiers
in the Naim range, but both are capable of exploiting even
quite advanced Naim based set-ups.
New Naim NAC102 pre- amp
Designed to fit between the NAC72 and NAC82 models
this new unit offers first class sound, remote control,
optional 52 series phono boards and flexible power supply
options. All this for less than £1000.00 makes the NAC102

Provisional bookings
are being taken.
Contact Janet Belton

the pre-amp that Naim users have been waiting for.

The above items should be on demonstration

Sponsored by

around the middle of September
Demand for these products will be huge, so get
your order placed as soon as possible

+11 -Fi iv% -F17%e_ Cuy

"r Pickfords Wharf
Clink Street
London S.E.1

0171 403 2255

Link House Magazines Limited,
Link House,
Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Telephone: +44 (0) 181 686 2599
Fax: +44 (0) 181 781 1158
E-Mai I: 101574.223@compuserve.com
A Link House Exhibition

Suscripfians

Back Issues
Credit Card Hotline: 0181-686 2599
Fax HOTLINE: 0181-781 0550

Credit Card Hotline: 01454 620070
Fax Hotline: 01454 620080

HPFI

Back issues

NFWS

Missing avital back number?
Our Back Issues
Service can help!
We can also
photocopy articles
for you

RECORD

SUBSCRIBE

W

ecan supply single copies of
most issues from 1992 to
1996; simply cut out or photocopy
the coupon, or write to:- Back
Issues Dept, Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, Link House Magazines
Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA,
England. Please make sure that your remittance (sterling
cheque or postal order/international bank draft) is payable to
LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD. We welcome and CAN take credit card
orders by telephone.
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can supply photocopies of any HFNIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article (UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies, please quote issue date, author and
title as accurately as possible. Please send requests for photocopies for the
attention of: Sarah Middleton, Editorial Secretary at the above address, not to
the Back Issues Dept.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed binders will help you look after your
copies of HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds 12 issues. Binders cost
just £6.50 inc. UK p&p (overseas £9.00) from our Back Issues department.

ORDER FORM

NE'

Please send me the following back issues:

The following issues are NOT available:
1991: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jul, Nov, Dec; 1992: Jan, Feb, Apr, Nov, Dec;.
1993: Mar, Apr, Aug, Nov; 1994: Jan.
Issues:

Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows. Please tick postal service
required.
UNITED KINGDOM

£4.00 per copy Ul

EUROPE AIRMAIL

£5.60 per copy Ul

OVERSEAS SURFACE

£5.60 per copy j

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£6.20 per copy

Please send me

VIEW

binder(s) a £6.50 or £. 00 (overseas)

NOW
AND SAVE
20%!

By subscribing now you could
save up to £7.00 on your
next 12 issues — and they will
delivered directly to your door!
SPECIAL

NORMAL

OFFER

PRICE

UK

£27.80

£ 34.80

Overseas Surface

£34.00

£42.50

CI Europe Airmail

£35.60

£44.50

CI Overseas Airmail

£48.40

£60.50

1:1 Ienclose acheque/postal order/international
bank draft payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Or debit my credit card,
[1 Visa

Ul Access

1:1 Diners

NEws
seVt

Li Mastercard

Credit Card No:
Expiry Date:

Date:

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Signature .

Address

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:
Address:
Postcode

Postcode

Country
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access , Visa /Diners /Amex*
Card No
Signature

(pounds sterling) made payable to

Expires
Date:

All order, will he dupatched promptly but some surface mati dawnon may take longer than 21,1dos. Photocopten of the form are
acceptant. Data protecnon occamonally we may make names and addresses available to carefully vetted companies who sell goods ami
senxies b.. mail that we believe may be of interest to our readers. If you would prefer not m re -owe such mailings please tuck this box j
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Daytime Tel No:
Please start my subscription with the

issue

When completed please send this form to:
Hi-Fi News Subscriptions Dept,
Bradley Pavilions, Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke
North, Bristol BS12 OBQ.
H1609
Tel 01454 620070. Fax 01454 620080.
Tick here if you are an existing subscriber
If you would prefer not to receive direct mail please tick here
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Loricraft Audio j
";
Specialists in Garrard, Thorens and SME

Supply and service of Garrard, Thorens and other high quality turntables
using genuine and manufactured parts to original specifications. Also
manufacturers of the worlds finest plinths for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens
TD124
Manufacturer of dedicated power supplies for Garrard 301/401 and
Thorens TD124 ( review copies available)
We are happy to quote on any aspect of high quality equipment, electronic,
electrical and mechanical.

Hynes
/Acoustic

Loricraft high quality record cleaning machines as used by the professionals.
Please send for details.
4 Big Lane, Goose Green, Lambourn, Berks RG16 7XQ

New 1996 catalogue available. Fax/Ansaphone:

01488 72267
AMPLIFICATION
FOR

mac eto
rnca sur

MUSIC

Fi Rau offers anew dimension in audio visual racking - from arange of standard designs to the flexibility to custom create to your own dimensions, a

RAX

unit to suit your particular audio/visual system.

• High quality aluminium construction.
• Finishes available to your choice.
• Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving.
• Sound isolation on shelving/feet.
• Made to measure to suit your system.

Audio Visual Furniture
For further , nformatIon or afree brochure contact
JEM Distribution. Springfield Mills, Spa Street,
Ossett Wakefield WF5 OHW.
Tel: 01924 277626

Fax: 01924 270759

• Free delivery throughout the UK.

•-.

IF AN ADVERT IS
( WRONG, WHO PUTS IT
RIGHT?

We do.
The Advertising Standards Authority ensures advertisements
meet with
the strict Code of Advertising Practice.
So if you question an advertiser, they have to answer to us.
To find out more about the ASA,
please write to the address below.
Advertising Standards Authority.
Department X, Brook House,
Torrington Place, London
This space is donated in the interests of7HN
WGIE
high standards in advertisements

Briggs House, Helsington, Kendal. LA8 8AG
Phone/Fax : 01539-720721

/4efr4r..
. /,e/e4i. .

1,4r1f,le

Compare and Contrast only at:
.
202 Findon Road, Findon Valley, Worthing
West Sussex 13N14 OEJ

01903 872288 or
0860 660001 after hours
Fax: 01903 872234
Tel:

heatherdale@aol.com

ASA
HORN

http://members.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherd.htm
Part exchange welcome - Easy parking
VISA - ACCESS - MASTERCARD - SWITCH

LOUDSPEAKERS

13SCIFI

IMMORTAL

SOUND FORESIGHT

Hear KL1PSCH for yourself in: Bucks 01296 28790. Cheshire 01625 264666. Cornwall 01209 710777. Devon 01803 606863. Eire 01-288 9449. Hants
01730 895194. Herts 01727 855577. Hunts 01733 341755. Lanes 01257 473175. Leics 01162 571414. London 0171 486 8262. Oxon 01865 247783.
Somerset 01935 79361. Suffolk 01502 582853. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978 364500. W. Midlands 0121 455 0667, 0121 429 2811, 0121 742
0254. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387

WEST

ENID STYLE

WEST ENTID Flomn rrI-InArrErt
KeJ WEST CINE 0171 486 8262

views too
amp work in Class AB or find some
other justified omission as avalid
excuse.
May Iadd that all Vaic Valve
amplifiers work in Pure Class A
with no feedback and we are not
afraid to put our amplifiers on the
testing-block to measure our real
static output. Naturally, with our
tubes the dynamic output is not
comparable to any tube amplifier
on the market today.
Riccardo Kron, Vaic Valve
Productions, Italy

`If this
singleended
design is
intended to
be pure
Class A, the
18W
declared is
absolutely
impossible'

CONQUEST CLASS k 18W OR NOT?
Dear Sir, Irefer to Ken Kessler's
review of the Audio Note Conquest
[HFNIRR, July ' 96]. Icall into
question KK's statement that the
Conquest has 18W output of single
ended triode amplification. If this
single-ended design is intended by
the manufacturer to be pure Class
A, the 18W declared is absolutely
impossible. This impossibility is
due to the 300B employed and the
driver, which can never supply the
power necessary to drive 18W
output. The technical reasons are
tied to the fact that the plate
dissipation of the 300B is
insufficient, and of course given the
imperfect vacuum, the tubes cannot
be matched and consequently
cannot work in aperfect parallel
system.
Commercially, areviewer
without any technical training can
be fooled by unethical
manufacturers declarations, but
both of them can easily be asked to
retract their statements if the
amplifier is given over to an
independent study or criticised by
an expert public.
We, at Vaic Valve AG, have
analysed every model made by our
competitors so as to verify their
claims.
Naturally, on asubjective level,
KK has every right to his opinion,
but technically he is risking his
personal reputation by not
challenging some dubious
information that was given to him
to publish, and as aresult
disarming the incredulous public
about real power outputs.
If you have no compunction
about putting 'your money where
you mouth is', we have no problem
in letting Audio Note have the
outputs from all their models
measured by an independent
laboratory, where they actually do
technical measurements and not
commercial ones.
Mr Qvortrup can reduce his
power by immediately saying his

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Peter Qvortrup of Audio Note
responds:
KK's review correctly stated that
Audio Note's rated power output
for the Conquest is 18W of singleended Class A, achieved by
running two 300Bs in parallel. Mr
Kron claims to 'have analysed every
model made by our competitors so
as to verify their claims'.
Considering the number of models
from different manufacturers out
there, that is no small job; perhaps
Mr Kron should consider issuing a
magazine with his findings, rather
than merely complaining about
individual reviews.

Be that as it may, if Mr Kron's
company really had tested all the
competing products, including the
Conquest, then he would be able to
tell you what in his view the real
power of the Conquest amplifier is.
Personally, Ithink that asour
grapes scenario is plausible,
especially considering that Audio
Note does not use, nor (perhaps
more importantly) do we endorse
or recommend any of the VAIC
triodes, for reasons that Ishall not
enter into here.
Ishall now discuss the technical
reasons why the 300B comfortably
achieves the power stated in
Conquests.
The plate dissipation of the 300B
at 350V (around 65-75V across Ftk
plus output transformer) with an
anode current of 85mA gives a
plate dissipation of 30W, with a
maximum theoretical efficiency for
atransformer-coupled single-ended

output stage of 50%, assuming that
the grid is driven strongly positive,
this would yield about 15W in
Class A.
As can be seen from the
specification sheet issued by
Western Electric, the maximum
operating condition for asingle
300B is at 450V DC with 80mA of
current into a2K ohm load; this
operation point yields 17.8W Class
A for asingle valve (not two in
parallel).
We do not generally like to drive
the grid strongly positive, as it
affects valve life and sonic
performance, so in the Conquest
we operate at about 30% efficiency;
so the power per valve can be
calculated as,
0.30 x30W = 9W which for two
valves gives us 18 watts per
channel.
If you calculate the power from
the loadline, it looks like this,
SV = Vmax - Vmin = 550volt 125volt = 425 volt
SI = Imax - Imin = 0.17A - OA =
0.17A
P-out = SV times SI divided by 8
= 425 x0.17 divided by 8equals
9W Class A
Which is what we measure per
valve, hence the power output of
18W for the two 300B triodes in
the Conquest.
Now to the driver stage. We use
awell-known and common old
double-triode in the Conquest,
chosen for its sound quality, driving
ability and durability, the
6SN7WGTA. As was correctly
stated in the review, we use one
half of the valve as the input stage
and the other half as the driver
stage. The operating conditions
applied in the Conquest driver
stage relative to the grids of the
output valves look as follows:
The grids of the 300Bs are at
65V relative to their heaters,
wherefore they can accept a
maximum of ± 65V for Class Al
operation (meaning before they are
driven positive and start emitting
electrons themselves).
In Class Al operation, no grid
current is drawn from the driver (to
drive the grid of the output valve
positive) so the driver sees avery
easy load, which voltage wise looks
like this,
±65V = 130V peak-to-peak
In the Conquest the 6SN7 is run
at 225V at 5mA with aload resistor
of 20k ohms, and the curves and
loadline from the GE valve manual
show that a ± 65V swing is
comfortably achieved with about
30V in reserve before clipping.
In conclusion, Iwould
recommend that Mr Kron study
the subject again.
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Opening Hours:
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GREATER MANCHESTER

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE
Now in our second fruitful year

0171-924 2040
61

/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
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fresh approach to the World of Specialist
3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA
Roark, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Luniley, Creek,
Santo Fober, Denon. Celestior, dpo lomo, Ortolan, Rose

much mom

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EAST ACCESS
INWREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, lindord, Nr. Newark, Noies NG22 011 1
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437
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• TECHNICS U SONY Il PIONEER
• PANASONIC UKEN WOOD UDUAL
•AIWA UCASTLE U QUAD 11 B&W
▪MARANTZU SPENDORU THORENSU ARCAM UROTEL
• WHARFEDALE U DENON U YAMAHA II TANNOY
àPHILIPS COU CELESTION à ROGERS U MORDAUNT SHORT
à MONITOR AUDIO I JPWU TOI MI AND MANY MORE
BIG DISCOUNT • TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI
EXCELLENT COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS

School Road. Bracon Ash
Near Norwich. Norfolk

Rotel, Soundstyle. Micromega. Royd, Chord Co.

Ei Hugh Road, London N12

(.1 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

SCOTLAND
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01705) 663604
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T.D.L. Reference and others

Specialist hi fi and advice

SUFFOLK
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Cable Talk. Talk Electronics, R.E.L..

M usic M 111

Tues. Sat 900aln-5 30pni
Closed Monday

Graham» Hi FI Ltd. Canonbury Vaud
150e New North Road London NI 7BS
Tel 0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 359 71520
E-1.11111. 100570.1356Compuferd• corn

Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nakamichi, Naim,
Denon, Creek, Epos. AudioLab, TDL, Heybrook.

54 Chapel Street, Chorley

Lancashire PR1 2EE

A

GARNI/MS HI-FI

Basically Sound of Norfolk

CHORLEY (01257) 271935

131, Friagate, Preston

Grabases Ls the beet place to buy quant'',
equipment in London ( ie £500 plus for
asystem). The prias are the same as anywhere
eise, but the quality of servia is superior.
Delivery and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheekhair access.

Tel: (01508) 570829

PRIVATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALLATION

WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS

Grahams IllFi

"One of the five best
Hi -Fi shops in the world"

The Old School
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"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A

LANCASHIRE

24-26 UNION STREET,
MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703
Fax: 01622 676723

NORTH LONDON

Chantry Audio

NIon-Sat 9.30 — 5.30

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema
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Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB. AURA, AVI. B&O, BOSE,
CASTLE, DENON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY. NAD. NAIM,
NAKAMICHI, MAO. SENNHEISER.
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.u/LF DEMONSTRATION ROOM - HOME TRIAL FACILITY
'isms -PART EXCHANGE • SERVICING AND REPAIRS
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

OPEN MON - SAT 10Am - 7pm
28 QUEENSWAY HORSHAM WEST SUSSEX

BRIGHTON'S LEADING

HI-FI

SHOP

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.
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TEL/FAX: (01403) 251587 OR ( 0831) 418619

Upper North Street,

Telephone

Brighton

01273 775978

LATEST ARRIVALS
CHORD SPA3200 & SPM12008 PRE- POWER, MERIDIAN
DSP6000 SPEAKER SYSTEM, 565AC-3 SURROUND
PROCESSOR, 557 POWER AMP, 518 DIGITAL PROCESSOR AND 566 20KIT DAC.,
ALCHEMIST MAXIM, NEMESIS AND FORSETI AMPLIFIERS,
DYNAMO RANGE OF SPEAKERS, EPOS E522, SPENDOR AND
PRO-AC SPEAKERS, ROYD SQUIRE & DOUBLET
SPEAKERS,
QUAD 77 RANGE

YORKSHIRE
HUMBERSIDE

Audio Reflections

DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY
Oct permanent demonstration exclusively in Yorkshire and the Nonh
East of England—ATC: SCM10, SC1A20, SCM20 Tower, SGIA.50A and
SCIA100A, ATC, AV International, Bryston Amplifiers, Castle York. Chester &
Howard. Concordant, Chameleon Amps, Chord SPM Power Amplifiers,
Equinox, Harbeth Acoustics. JPW, Sequence Loudspeakers, Maranm, Sumo
Gyrodec. MEItI, Onofon premier range, SME. Spender, Target, TEAC,
Townshend Seismic Sink, 0.ED, van den Hui. The First & The Second Cables.
Demonstrataans by arrangement in LEEDS, or in your own home without
obligation. For further details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY. Phone/Fax
Leeds (0113) 2528850 (evening calls welcome)

ARCAM
AUDIOLAB

CLEARANCE & SECOND
HAND SALE
OUR VERY SUCCESSFUL SALE NOW
MEANS WE HAVE ANEW LIST.
PLEASE SEND AN S.A.E. FOR AN UPDATE
OF THE NEW BARGAINS
AVAILABLE.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW OPENING TIMES
TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10am TILL 5.30pm.
LATE NIGHT THURSDAY TILL 7pm.
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QUALITY

HEYBROOK

Edgbaston. Tel: 0121 429 2811

spendor

Perfectly Balanced Sound

OF

EPOS

a Birmingham : 363 Hagley Road,

TEAC®

SELECTION

DENON

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY

Branches at:

Generous Pan Exchange and Second Hand Equipment available.

BEST

COAST'

ROOD
SHEARNE AUDIO
SPENDOR

ZEN AUDIO

SONIC LINK
TEAC

35 GEORGE STREET

TDL
TUBE TECHNOLOGY

HULL

AND MANY MORE

TEL: 01482 587397
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WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:
ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOOUEST, AUDIO TECHNIC& AY), DRYER, CARLE TALK,
CASTLE, CHORD, (RD (VALVE), DENON, DUAL, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, NAKMAICHI,
ORTOFON, QED, QUAD, REVOX, SENNHEISER, SEQUENCE DESIGN, S.M.E.,
SPENDOR, TARGET, TDK, TDL, THORNS, TRIOLOGY (VALVE) etc., WM Monks
Record Cleaning Machine.

SOUTH WEST at WALES

FIVE WAYS HI-FIDELITY LTD (
Est 1972)
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 115 118.
01 21 - 455 0667 ( Losu)4oNDAYS)

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe.
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad, D.P.A..
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
XTC 8, many Others

PREMIER AUDIO
Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Lakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

WORCESTERSHIRE

audio eXcelleoce
WHERE

THE

Bristol

65 Park Street
Bristol BSI SPB
(01179) 264975
BARNT GREEN
(Near Burrungham)
ExCluNve Midlands Audio Synthesis Consultants
The Fabulous: 'Electrocompanier Range
Aanvil Audio - Full range Inc. Audio Physic speakers
LF.D Amplihcatoon • DACS - Cables. Essex Audio
Sequence Design Wall Speakers.
Audio Alchemy, Proceed, Polk. Van•den•hul.
Specialist EngineerIng Dept: Upgrades
Consultancy. Custom Design

Telephone: 01527 - 873766 Daytime
Telefax: 0121 - 445 - 5057 Eves

Gloucester
58 Bred Road
Gloucester GL1 5SD
101452) 300046

MUSIC

MATTERS

THE HI-FI

Cardiff

STUDIOS

1346 Cnyys Road
Cardin CF2 4NR
(01222) 228565

Swansea

9high Street
Swansea SA1 1LE
(01792) 474608

rA=

TEL SUGDEN. PROAC. RUAR). ALCHEMIST, AUDIO ALCHEMY, ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS
EXPOSURE. AUDIO NOTE, HOW, TEAC, IMPULSE HORNS, APOGEE, CASTLE ACOUSTICS.
STEMFOORT. TRICHORD RESEARCH. HEYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO. HARBETH, KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS, MICHELL ENGINEERING (FULL RANGE). SME. UNISON
VALVES. STAX ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES, CR DEVELOPMENTS (VALVES). ART AUDIO
(VALVES). RD. (ACTIVE SUB WOOFERS), PROJECT. NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE. ORTFON.
BEYER. GRADO. YAMAHA. 8, KLIPSCH HOME CINEMA PRO-LOGIC DEMONSTRATIONS

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387
Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday
NOVEMBER 1996
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Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

Tel: 01922 493499/473499

•3HiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (
On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

3

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

ARCAM AUDIO LAB CHORD NAIM KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH ALSO -APOLLO AT AUDIO ALCHEMY AUDIO OUEST RAW HOSE MEYER CABLE TALK CHORD COMPANY CYRUS
EXPOSURE KEF REFERENCE KENWOOD MARANTA MICHELL MORDAUNT SHORT MERIDIAN. MICROMEGA MISSION MOTH MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI ORTOFON PROJECT
CELESTION DPA EPOS ROTEL
SENNHEISER SONY SUMIKO SYSTEMDEK TARGET TaL TUBE TECHNOLOGY VAN DEN HUL YAMAHA
OUAD ROKSAN ROGERS

Sharing the ASDA Carpark ffl
with ample free parking.
Off High Street, Blomrich,
Nr. Walmll. Welt Midlands
Opr,ii.6
‘. D
nia
iiy
h
s
;9
1
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SURREY

SPALDINGS

THE SOUTH EAST'S LEADING HI-FI COMPANY

3 OEM ROOMS AV.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK
MON TO SAT 900 to 600. TUE 9.00 to 800
SERVICE DEPT
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD. CROYDON. SURREY CRO 7AF
Telephone 0181 654 1231/2040 Facsimile, 0181 655 3922

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

UNMET
Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, ICT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

URREY HIFI
"Home Cinema on Demonstrat on
¡KAM
ATACAMA STANDS
CATERHAM
BANSTEAD
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AUDIOLAB
311
J6
YAMAHA
,17
M25
TANNOY
KEF. DEMON
ROGERS
REL
DORKING
OU DOS
REIGATE
PARTINGTON STANDS
M23
THORENS
A22
TARGET
MUM 111-11
MARANTZ
BOOSTONI
MICHE Li
GATWICK
SENNHEISER
EAST
ESTER HEADPHONES
GRINSTEAD
JPW. CABLE TALK.
VAN DEN Hui. BOSE

CRAWI FY

GODSTONE 01883 744755

45 High Street, Godstone. Surrey RHO St_S

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
DNN1 Series 3p/amp with 6pack poser supply £700: Macintosh
2205 200WPC sold state amp offers? Lin LPI 2Zeta arm Briar Gold
Bug Cartridge, all excellent condition. offers? Tel: 0181 679 9770
(110173)
Krell KPS30i CD as new. £
4.500: Sonus Faber amators ado ironwood
stands mint. £2.200: Linn Kaim pre latest spec £ 1.250: Numerik Dac
latest psec £950: Linn Kehdh speakers rosenut. mint. £495; Knect
Driver and RCU. mint. £450: Tel: (11344 302533 after 7pm ( H01791
Meridian 605 Monoblock Power amps, excellent condition. Sexed.
highly recommended 1MC) ( 33 marks) £ 1.495ono Tel: 01903 261931
(eves) Worthing. Susses after 7pm ( H0192)
Nakamichi DRI cassette deck £550: LFD MCI phono stage £550:
Audio Synthesis Passion Passive preamp £250: Audi() Ss nthesis Pro
Passion preamp £ 250; KEF 105 speakers £500. assorted cables including Monster 400 and Monster CD Tel: 01621 860630 ( H0194)
Conrad Johnson 4tower synthesis speakers ash £2.200: Aragon
241PS pre amp £695: Restek Challenger int. amp £650; Caner speakers black £650 all excellent condition Tel: 01438 716149 eves ( 110198)
Audionote ONGAKU amplifier M7 phonostage ANS 7transformer
Voyd reference turntable Marantz lob tuner Resits G36 Tapedeck
Nakamichi 1000 cassette machine Tel: 01992 620 905 genuine
enquiries only please 1H02(14)
Audio Innovations Series 800 Anniversary Limited Edition amplifier.
mint. £ 1.050: Dali 104S. reworked definitise audio, highly sensitive
94DB punchy. fioorstanders, mint. £450. Seth three months old.
Tel/Fax: Anthony, 0179(1 753151 ( H0221)
Audio Research LS2, Wadia 6. Proac Supenowers MKII Siltech
456/480 interconnects all with original boxes and manuals. little used.
mint condition. serious offers. Tel: 0181 595 2606 ( eves) ( 110187)
Roksan Attessa integrated CD. mint boxed. cost £ 1.495 sell £795:
Revus A77 reel/reel half track, high speed. vgc. £275: Sony E570ES
RDS tuner. mint. boxed £99 Tel: 01279 7248(14 ( Hens) ( H0223)
Powersound 160011D D.A.C. onls two months old, tour input,. XLR
in and out, excellent spec and sound £ 1.150 Tel: (11208 872316
(Cornwall) ( H0226)
Audio Innovations Series 500 integrated amp. Triode-coupled. new
output valves perfect. boxed 1.450; Audionote ANBspeaker cable. 6m
pair £95; 4nt pair £65: Audioquest Lapis interconnect £ 175 Tel: 0181
747 1968 1H0225)
Classe DRIO power-amp (£2.300) near mint £950000 delivered:
Compatible Passion passive preamp £295ono: Naim Hi-Cap ( old style)
£295ono: Two 12' Midnight speaker cable tenninated £ 125: Tel: 00
3531 4591432 ( Dublin) ( 110230)
Roksan DPI/DA Itranspon and DAC £7511: Naim 72/140/Hi-cap pre.
power £ 1.350: Linn Keilidh c/w ceramic stands £500: Linn K20 4x5m
hi-wired speaker cable £50; All equipment boxed and in excellent condition. Tel: 01293 883730 ( 110231)
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Krell KSA 300S only £6.900. great value. not yet run in. genuine reason for sale, ultimate upgrade, only genuine inquirers are welcome.
new with packaging. owner's manual. remote, don't miss this chance
Tel/Fax: Darren. (031 668 3389 ( day/night) 1110235)
TDL Monitors 146- high). huge sound. deep bass 112.500) £ 1.150:
Rotel RT-990BX tuner. remote, superb reception (£500) £300; Proceed
(Mark Levinson stable) PDP2, high end DAC bargain (£ 1.700) £695:
KEF 104/2 bargain ( £ 1.600 r £695: All mint. manuals. Tel: 01225
874728 11102431
Naim 82 pre-amp with remote control. 16 months old, boxed t1.251)
mint: Hi-Cap power supply £350 ( old style easel:1 B.L loud speakers
latest spec. £325 black. Tel: (0825 712960)East Sussex) r
110248)
Marantz CD 12 L.E CD player, little use, boxed. pristine condition.
offers?: Linn Lingo power supply £375: Kiesiki purple heart cartridge
2(8 hours as new £395: Linn Troika boxed. £250 Tel: 295 4076
I
Dublin I ( H02521
Pro-Ac Response three speakers. mahogany. boxed. mint condition.
£1.790ono &livered, Tel: 00 3531 4591432 I
Dublin) ( H02531
Castle Chesters SIKH unused. from £499: Proac response 2.5% ex-display stunning £2.099; Quad System 77 integrated 77 remote 77 CD
player. ex-display, new see £400, £ 1.299: Tel: 01279 426647 ( 110257)
(T)
Mission Cyrus II PSX amp Denon DC910 CD and DRM12HR tape
creek TS40 tuner Mordaunt short 51S-15i or Musical fidelity MC2
speakers both with stands. £695 Tel: 01252 513847 ( Fambnmugh.
Hants) II-102591
Jordan System 1.1: JX53..1X125 alloy cone drivers. professionally
built, black ash cabinets. Biwired. high grade crossovers. £450 ( commercial version currently £ 1.700) Selling to build System 4.2! Tel:
015394 42052 (Cumbria) 1H112 I
5)
Krill MDI CD Transport £2.750 r
List £6.5001; SBP64X Ref DAC
IKSPECI £4.250 ( 111.500): KRSBP Ref preamp ( very rare) £5.500
£11.5(X)); Apogee Divas grey £3.800 ( 112.900) and much more, all
mint with packaging Tel: 0181 882 4287 leves) 1110162)
Classic and original Bailey/Wireless World transmissicn line loudspeakers, unusual mirror finish; £500 or may exchange for Revus.
buyer collects. or details tel: 01603 6107081Nonvich) ( 11)1277)
Krell KSP-7B pre-amp. balanced. separate PSU. KSA200 poweramp.
£3.250 (£ 10.0(X) new); Wadia WT-2(100 CD Transport. 1994 spec. separate PSU £ 1.950 ( 17.300 new ) all mint, boxed. may p/x Tel: 01449
676335 ( 110276)
Mon 11 Reference Monitors 3-ss ay floorstanding Santos rosewood Biwireable rave, stereophile reviews Wilson Watt/Puppy performance
1/1/2 years old, genuine sale £ 1.250 ( 13.000 new) no offers/fimewasters Tel: 014.
4
-9676335 ( H02751
LED PA2 Silver wired power amp. £600: Pioneer PD 5901 CD player.
£250; Linn LK280 £300 Tel: Day. 01480 351781 eves. 01763 260473
(110273)

Lowther TPF's totally original and immaculate. drivers and casework
Al. these speakers look and sound fabulous. can deliver. £950ono Tel:
01254 681947 ( Lancs) ( 110271 r
Linn System, one year old. Mink. Majik. Basik, Akito, K9, Tukan.
Speaker stands, system controller. cables. £ 1.600; Additionally-.
Wakonda pre-amp £390; Both amps have phono stage. massive upgrade
requires sale, write to: Box No, 0782. Hi Fi News & Record Review,
Link House Magazines. Link House. Dingwall Avenue, Croydon.
Surrey. CR9 2TA I
H0274)
Apogee Caliper Signature Ribbon panel speakers. colour anthracite.
with boxes, £ 1,100 Tel: 01604 39835 r
H0270)
Pioneer CI.D2950 Lasordisc player. used three tintes! Cost now. £699
will accept £45(kmo cash needed for
uperads! Tel: 01404 822193
(11)12781
Audio Test Gear. Nicolet EFT Analyser £75: Bek measure amp. £35;
Dymar THD meter £60: Dymar 2tone source £50: Maaconi Twin
source £75: Gould scopes sevonal from £50: Marconi 2700 LCR bridge
portable £85: Large list available. Tel: 01344 27869 ( H0279)
Pair Quad ESL 57s. brow. £425: Quad 22 + 2sII power amps. £325;
All excellent condition, spare valves. handbooks. Tel: 0121 622 2230
(11028 I )
R.M.S Transmission line speakers oak finish floor standing cabinets
with Dynaudio Drive units. escelknt sound and ( inish. £425 Tel: 01784
457332 ( H02801
Audio Synthesis DAXI ultra analog D204000A reference grade, crystal
locked. D/A convener with optional Coaxl. "%ES. balanced XLR outputs. rrp £ 1.995 brand new, unopened in box. £ 1.000 tel: 01375 677332
1110288)
Omni Audio SA8.3 professional 3'w us tower speakers. max power 200
watts. imped 8Ohnts, brand new. warranty 5years. cost £ 1.150 the pair.
sell for £750 ovno. Tel: (11372 459421. mobile 0402 275394 ( H(1287)
Audio Research V70 power amp. balanced inputs only ( black), mint
condition, vinually unused for the last 18 months. £2.250 Tel: 0171 437
1988 day. 0171 702 4984 eves ( H0286)
Musical Fidelity F22 preamp only month, old, never used. guarantee
superb. £780: Yamaha KX380. new! £ 120: Hitachi tuner £70. unused.
Tel: (11424 431536 1E Sussex) 1H0285)
Michell Reference Electronic turntable, excellent condition, £ 150
including arm and cartridge, looks as good as it sounds! Tel: (1115 975
1296 ( Nottingham r ( H0284)
Valve amplifier parts, unfinished project. GEC 100W stereo, pair output transformers. Sowter 4287. KT88 ulpp. 100 watt, main, transfonner.
5H choke and 20H bias choke, to power stereo pair, assorted valves,
plated steel chassis. £ 125 the lot. Buyer collects. Tel: Serge. 01223
415459 ( o) or 0836 269041 ( home and mobile) ( H0283
I.eak Stereo 30 plus troughline stereo tuner wan original leads and
manuals, lovely condition. £ 175 Tel: 01483 504466 ( Guildford)
(H0294)
Continued on Page 125
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for sale trade
MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH

ATTENTION NAIM OWNERS

CLASS AUDIO
Beautiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990.
Fine tonearms from £425 to £ 1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM 101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity
wired phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of
electronics to come onto the market for adecade. Also our
World Wide Web site should be fully constructed by the time
this magazine reaches the news stands. Product information
and general I

fact sheets. E-mail enquiries welcome.
Telephone for addresses.

REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Input Design, JBE.
Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.
Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new

£4495
£ 1895
£ 1995
£ 1295
£2250
£2995
£8995
£ 1795
£4995
£695
£3250
£ 1495
£495
£ 1295
£2495
£795
£895
£ 1795
£995
£450
£7995
£895
£ 1495
£6500
£995
£5995
£795
£2250
£495
£ 175
£2495
£2200
£995
£ 1495
£795
£395
£795
£ 1495
£995
£ 1295
£ 1395
£3500
£795
£450
£350
£3250
£2495
£3995
£5995
£2995
£2250

Finally available amodification to the Naim electronic
circuits that radically enhances the performance,
more life, transparency and dynamics without detriment
to the unique Naim qualities also "The Force" the
ultimate dual PSU for Naim equipment.
Modifications for Naim preamps, mutliple power
supply upgrade available for all pre amps ie NAC12,
NAC22, NAC32, NAC32.5, NAC 42,
NAC42.5, NAC62, NAC72.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL

Audio Research V140 monoblocks
Krell KMA 100 monoblocks
Audio Research D125 ( balanced)
Meridian 605 monoblocks
Krell KSA 50 S
Gryphon S 100
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
Trilogy 958 monoblocks
Jadis JA 80 monoblocks
Mission Cyrus Pre/Power
Mark Levinson 331
Beard 506/M70 Mk11 Pre/Power
Audio Innovations S500
Yves Cochet AL3 (valve 75wpc)
Mark Levinson ML2 monoblocks
Audio Innovations 1st Audio
Naim NAP250 ( new case)
Audio Research VT 60
Lumley M120 monoblocks
Linn Kaber Active Cards
Conrad Johnson Pram 8a
LFD PAI/LS1 Pre/Power
Nesto Rovic Alpha 1monoblocks
Conrad Johnson Pram 7B
Linn Kairn (phono) pre-amp
Jadis JP80 mc
Tube Technology Prophet
Gryphon Bel Canto
Michell Argon/Hera
Audio Innovations Li
Krell KRC 2
Mark Levinson No. 38
MC Cormack ALD-I Line/phono
Exposure 14 + 9pre + psu
Exposure 11 + 12 pre + pas
Exposure 19 pre-amp
Tessarac TALA
Musical Fidelity Chronos
Musical Fidelity MVX
Audio Research LS3
Adyton Modus pre-amp
Mark Levinson No 38S
MC Cormack TLC- I
Audio Research BLI
Audio Lab 8000C Mk11
Naim NAP 52
CAT SLI
Apogee Mini Grand + DAX
Wilson Watt 3Puppy 2 + Paws
Alon V
Sonus Faber Amators

FOR PEOPLE WITH EARS

KEF 103.4
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stds
Pink Triangle Ventical
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
Thiel CS 1.2
Alon 0.5
Meridian M1
Rel Stentor active subwoofer
Duntech Crown Princess
Linn Kabers
Ensemble PAI reference
Castle Howard rosewood
Heybrook Heystack
SD Acoustic SD1E
Thiel C 8.5 i
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
Triangle Comete E.
Sonus Faber Minima Amators
Mark Levinson No. 30.5/No. 31
Theta Data transport
Micromega Stage 3
EAD T7000/07000 Transp/DAC
Accuphase DP80 transport
Wadia 23
Micromega Micro Drive/DAC
Orelle DAI80
P.S. Audio Ultralink
Denon DCD SI
MC Cormack DAC 1
Kenwood DP-X9010 transport
Copeland CDA 288 HDCD
Theta Data II Gen III AT+T/bal
Linn Karik Numerik
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
Pink Triangle Da Capo 22 bit
Piare Lume JI/SL5
VPI TNT MkII/Triplanar It
Linn LPI2 / ARO Avondale
Linn LP12 / ITTOK / Lingo
Linn LPI2 /ITTOK
Dynavector XXI Low o/p
Koetsu Red K. Sig
Monster Sigma Genesis 2000
Ortofon MC 10 Supreme
Oracle Delphi MkII/Zeta
Expressive Technology Head amp
Audio Innovations PI
Lynx Tuner
Audio Note AN-S1
Tesserac Taha phono stage

Power amp P.S.U. upgrades for all power amps ie
NAP120, NAP110, NAP160, NAP140,
NAP25, NAP] 35.
Power supply modifications to NAPS, SNAPS, HI- CAP.

Upgrades to most worthy solid state and valve
equipment are available in most cases the
improvement is dramatic!
Silver interconnects, silver speaker cable custom
made for your requirements.

THE AUDIO
ECLAT
mint s/h £695
mint s/h £4495
as new £595
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £750
mint s/h £595
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £ 1095
mint s/h £ 1795
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £1395
mint s/h £7995
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/h £250
mint s/h £ 1095
mint s/h £ 12995
mint s/h £ 1795
mint s/h £650
mint s/h £2250
mint s/h £ 1995
mint s/h £ 1495
mint Mt
£995
mint s/h £275
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £250
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £ 1695
mint s/h £595
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £2250
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £895
mint eh
£895
mint s/h £395
as new £595
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/h £ 195
mint s/h £ 150
mint s/h £495
mint s/h £1995
mint s/h £ 175
mint s/h £250
mint s/h £ 150
mint s/h £895

TEL: 01642 559543
FAX: 01642 535655

•••••

more

CHOICE
We are delighted to announce our
success in obtaining the following
carefully selected agencies
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, SME, VPI,
ROCKPORT, GAMMA, TRILOGY,
Van den Hul, XL0, STRAIGHT WIRE,
SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom Idem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
Credit card facilities
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

d
HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Please phone 0141-339 2432 ( Glasgow). The following
equipment is available cash 8: carry or delivered and installed.

APOGEE Caliper Loudspeakers

£950

PRO-AC Response One 'S' (ex demo) ......................£995

AUDIO ALCHEMY DLC Pre amp. Power Station 3

£395

PRO-AC Tablette 50 ( rosewood)

STUDER 0807 Pro tape recorder MINT

£615

£3750

CLEARAUDIO Turntable/arm List £4000 Only £2750

£650

LINN LP12/It1ok LVIII/Armageddon ...........................£895

SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands

LENTEK XMonitor speakers

£295

LINN Karma MC phono cartridge

£195

TRILOGY Mono power amps model 958

£1795

LINN Arkw MC cartridge

£495

CAT SL1 Reference pre-amp

MARANTZ Ouadradial 4receiver

£295

HAFLER 01.600 power amplifier................. .....

£995

MUSICAL FIDELITY 2A pre-amp with phono.......

£250

NAKAMICHI 600 Cassette deck

£395

LUXMAN CL32 pre-amp with phono stage ... .

£595

SEOUERRA FM1 Reference tuner

£4000

X10 Type 5Speaker Cable 1.5mtr set

£295

APOGEE Centaur Minor Loudspeakers £595
REVOX 036 tape recorder ( ex cord)

£350

McINTOSH C28 Pre amp ( mint)

£795

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 15'st pair

£1595

TRANSPARENT Ref . interconnect 1mtr pair ............£ 1295
TRANSPARENT Ultra bi-wire sp. cable 12 set. ...... .

f2195

TRANSPARENT Phono cable 2.5 mtrs

£395

ACCUPHASE £
203 Integrated Amp

£495

GENESIS Model Ill speakers. mint

£2495

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. mint

£3695

AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 30 amplifier ....

£1295

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1 .... .... .......

MERIDIAN 203 DAC ( mint/boxed) ........ ........ . ....... ..£295
MARK LEVINSON ML6b dual mono Pre-amp. rare ..£2495
MARK LEVINSON ML3 200 watt stereo amp

£3195

REVOX A76 Tuner/A78 amp. boxed mint ....

£500

REVOX 242 power amp ( marked)

£600

REVOX 8760 Tuner good condition

£495

ROGERS LS7T speakers Black ash ................. . . £350
FOUNDATION Sneaker classic stands 18" ..... . £ 100

£995

£295
£2395

All used cartridges are checked under a

£650

microscope before being offered for sale.

SUDDEN AU51 Power amplifier

VISA

LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier. ....£1295

£595

MICROMEGA DUO BS 2DAC . .... .
KRELL OSA 50S (ex demo)

£1695

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!
For an- up-to-the-minute list:
hhtp://membert.aol
lleatherdaliheatherd.htm

ORACLE Alexandria turntable

QUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
e-mad -heatherclal@aoLcom
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING. SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL 01903 872288 AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001 FAX 01903 872234

Audio Innovations Series -00 integrated amp. Special triode configuration. Price
,udes anew £250 GromTube full set, giving amind-expanding sound
£800
Audio Innovations FIRST Triode power amp, RI-Jived
£750
KEF Reference 102 Black Ash w/kube. pristine
£155
Koetsu Rosewood refurbished and retipped. Tonally superior to modern rivals if a
lid veiled. but much more enjoyable
£595
ProAc Response Three Loudspeakers. Suit low triodes or high current amplifiers.
Black Ash but very slight dents scuffs hence price reduced
£1,500
Proceed PDT3 Cl) Transpon and PDP3 Processor. A close approach to the finest
CD player money can huy - the Madrigal Labs \ lark Levinson series.
Ex-review sample
£2,500
Quad 11 valve monoblocks. While some pay £6.000 for the reissue you can have an
original pair refurbished by ASC with modern audiophile components I'm
£500
Rappaport PRE IA with separate psu. Probably the finest sample in the UK.
Unmarked and quiet. recently valued by former UK importer at £ 1.000 and still
outperforms all the latest valse pre-amps. Its value much exceeds my price 1450
Roksan Xerxes in walnut. Latest spec with Mk3 psu ( leading directly to the new
\Wei X). With Roksan's Tabriz-zi tonearm. both in mint condition £695
If you're still searching for a lifelike loudspeaker you haven't heard our
re-engineered Infinity RSIb's. One day they'll he acult. hut for now we can source.
import, modify and install apair in the UK for less than £6.500. We remmmend two
low-powered stereo amps for mid and treble, and one transistor or valve high
current with coherent earth amplifier for woofer towers ( all three amps can cost less
than £4,000). You've probably never heard such realism. Information sheet on
request.
Unique selection of fine audiophile cables, many boxed at half-price, including Audio
Research interconnect ( 9metre pair) and their litz speaker cable (
2pairs of 2metre
sets remaining). Gryphon Guideline silver phono or XLR. in various lengths: Gryphon
PSC-1 planar speaker cable (
21in pair). Phone for details and ads ice.

Phone Jack Lawson on 0141 339 2432
or fax on 0141-339 9762.

RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
NEW/EX DEM SALE
AMPLIFIERS

jack Lawson, founder of The Music Room ( 1979). offers
perceptive advice on system synergy and room acoustics.

WAS

NOW

AUDIO FAIR 96

AURA VA 80 Integrated
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 Integrated

N
E/D

280.00
1199.00

199.00
599.00

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 pre- amp
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 2ND poweramp
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 300 poweramp
SHEARNE PHASE 1pre/power
ECA VISTA/LECTERN Sp/p
MUSICAL FIDELITY E200/E300 p/p
LUMLEY PV1 pre-amp

E/D
E/D
N

1549.00
3299.00
499.00

899.00
1899.00
299.00

E/D
E/D
E/D
E/D

2898.00
1640.00
1298.00
1500.00

1499.00
1199.00
999.00
799.00

LUMLEY PP70 passive pre-amp
LUMLEY ST40 poweramp

E/D
E/D

345.00
1150.00

245.00
699.00

IN FACT ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING TO DO

LUMLEY ST70 poweramp
LUMLEY ST120 poweramp

E/D

2050.00

1299.00

E/D

3350.00

2199.00

WITH AUDIO REPRODUCTION.

DAC, TUNER, CASSETTE DECK, SPEAKERS
QED DAC PAC
REVOX H6 tuner
REVOX H11 cassette deck
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 1100

N
N

225.00
989.00

•
E/D

938.99
1295.00

159.00
549.00
499.00
695.00

E/D
E/D
N

MOTH 250
ALPHASON OPAL
SME SERIES V
EC AUDIO PANDORA

N
E/D
N
E/D
N

VAN DEN HUL MC10 10 hours use
ORTOFON QUASAR
AUDIO TECHNICA AT-005

N

N - new/ex display
Most in excellent condition

E/D -

MODERN AND OLD.
VINTAGE TURNTABLES, RADIOS,
AMPLIFIERS AND LOUDSPEAKERS,
RECORDS, MEMORABILIA AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS.

VENUE:

WATERSMEET
HIGH STREET, RICKMANSWORTH, HERTSFORDSHIRE
5MINUTES FROM JUNCI ION 18 M25

TURNTABLES, ARMS, CARTRIDGES, ETC
PINK TRIANGLE EXPORT
PINK TRIANGLE ANNIVERSARY

THE SALE OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT

890.00
1797.00
95.00
129.00
1294.00
120.00
599.00
349.00
147.00

629.00
1095.00
59.00
79.00
999.00
75.00
399.00
199.00
89.00

ex dem

VISA/MASTERCARD accepted

PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 8QG
Telephone 01277 200210 Fax 01277 201225

5MINUTES WALK FROM RICKMANSWORTH RAILWAY STATION
(METROPOLITAN LINE FROM BAKER STREET)
FREE PARKING

SUNDAY 20th OCTOBER 1996
10:30 AM ADMISSION £2.00

4PM

STALLHOLDERS £20.00

LIGHT REFRESHMENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE
CONTACT:- GRAHAM TRICKER
ON
TELEPHONE/FAX:- 01895 833099

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST.
We have now settled in to our new racT.•, .) e'd 1s foal, 1. -, gcy1
1do
s..2o s o amarse.
e ego parts 2' fed speda.st . 1 Ply sly
o tailing on hard times especially Inc high power low ethmency crowd, what can Isay it could rol happen to more desenIng peOpleit Audio Noie is hnding thal
our market is growing more rapidly than we can reasonably deal wdh or supply so as with most thongs good you sometimes leave to wait whoh o not what any
Of uS are particularly good at haying been brought up in asociety that favours -instant gratrfication - above a, else
in thus Safety Ceded dis therefore very gratifying to see how many of you out there are educating yourselves to the benefits of do- d- yourself amplifiers.
speakers etc , lust another example of how society is changing un thus case definitely for the better, rather than passively buying or exchanging the latest greatest
new 'super amplifier" large numbers ol our customers are now buddsng better ampldrers themselves, learning to understand and apprecole the simple truth that
the Single- Ended Tr ode output stage rules supreme where mum reproduction is COncemed
Participation sthe name of the game and Audio Note is happy lo provide awide range of complete Ir Is output and mains transformers chokes paper In orl. au'
minium tin. copper or saver toil signal capaction. Black Gale Cerafine or Standard electrolytic capacitors, tantalum carbon and metal film resistor, silver wires.
interstage and dove, transformers snutches. balance controls potentiometers altenualors chassis's and Mims for Me Nally oriented ()Plea whether you are
beginner or hardened memento male of remain we have the best land not always most expenovel parts for most protects
Ihave Commented On this before it is most nteresling to watch the scramble taking place amongst Me exIstung valve amplifier manufacturers most of Whom have
espoused the virtues of high power land who still mainly make thed living selling teem for how Is agood question Ivave amplifier, as many of them rev
embrace the low power single-ended rode amplifier as dthey had never said anything to the opposite or even more interestingly, as one valve manufacturer.
famous for the stainless steel chassIs end very high power mothers says we only make SE amp fiers »Cause people want them we do not believe this is the
best sour on Interesting statnmertstrotf This is star happens once allthe manufacturers do is follow the lead ol the market ,nStead Of taking the Se them.
Selves. which is why the socelel H,gh Ene love yAmerican term for something that cannot reproduce music) but also quite Sad. I
Ortunately ins S ne an accu
salmo hat can be thrown al Audio Note, as we were MO to introduce SE amplifiers into the worldvdde commercol specialist market and we still lead the way
The virtual flood of SE amp if
that has appeared on Me market over the past 3years is no doubt conlumng to most oc you it Certainly Seems 10 have bentdeed mOS1 of Me press and their rev eovers agreat man, of •whorn have yet 10 really understand what is happening especially fe fact that tee grassroot support
for SE tnode mothers is so deep rooted and strong seems to nave bypassed the men in tea vary lowers most of who stal believe Mat Ins is fad that wull die
away as S000 as the next great "achievement' ol the traddional " High End - has been released. Oh. Ovo little do they comprehend that the move away from the
Irachtionaly favoured high power - melt iment speaker technologies most of them have supported land in many ways helped bring about remember the rave
reoews of Me Apogee Serella or latest high peer ML ARC or Krell, are now ser iousunw ell and may w eb d'eoverthe re, hueyears ar
ie ad y n
ow th e

atn, 52
2-,re - 2'
dd
12 des: or fre SO" a22a U Of a-,0G -u a toe deed or eve If only the magaines spent as much time and energy on
expoong the
charlatans whose uniustdoble clams are pressed on an unsuspecting publo. as they do trying lo colon the benehts of DCC and whatever other new nonsense
technology is being pressed info service as amusic carrier we would have acleaner and more lust market where being correct and truthlul would not be amartoting disadvantage
Back to the subiect matter. all if talk about Justice and correctness would be vanity dnot backed by action so norder to enhance your eddy to design and man.
ulacture your own special amen ot any of the single-ended cocas being Moused whether old Or new, we will cont.nue to expand on what us already the most
extensive range or vita ruge quality components tram the discerning " do-d-yoursed" valve amplifier enthusost can use to construct any single-ended or ( Shame on
YOM / Push Pull amOldler onetner triOde Or Pentode AC of these parts ame used in yar ous models of the manufactured line ot the AUDIO MOTE amplifiers These
components MClude Mostly Speedily Made uterus like
o valve
va
bases dote either Silver Or geld plated dos paper m ol aluminium lot signal capaceors copper bsilver foil seal capacitors. Black Gate graphie electrolyttc capacitors. acdhcorroove-tree sliver solder copper and olver wired audio output transformers,
non-magnetic tantalum resistors non-magnetic RCA and speaker terminals valves and many other useful bits and pieces I
Or upgreng Old or COnStruCting net.,
valve arnpleers

Inorder to achieve this rued expansion of the kit program. strenghten and improve our lechnoal advisory service In general and to get underoa) aset of feChniCal
valve and valve motility application notes. we have engaged Andy Grove. formerly 01 Hob World lame to increase our capacity to inform you and give you the best
service possible fsave worked wIth Andy berme and he is one of the most knowledgeable Indorduals In this much- maligned and misunderstood held you can
expect great lends from our coorerailonl
ire increase in interest in all things single- ended especall .
, fe node non feedback ere, is now so great that even the mainstream "Wye manufacturers are
eel to 10110w sad, sO il you age looking lor aongle ended product beware of the false prophet who speaks of things he does not beheve In. until it becomes
I
inancolly expedient or downright necessary to have asingle-ended amplther in their product program So whether you are building asingle-ended amphher your
self or look ng to buy amanufactured , ngle-ended product please remember Mat 11 was AUDIO NOTE who in the lace of Me usual InduStry hype about continuai progress brought this err nology to the attention of press publiC and general audio Indeed alike not because it would lend dquick buck I
CI the purse. but
because we firmly believe that it is asuperior way of amplifying any music signal, and therefore deserves to be resurrected as Me preferred !ethnology for anyone
who want the genuine aestelos and beauty of real music reproduced in their home.
Now Mat we stand on the boundary cf this the brave new world of 1910's circuitry we note vet, interest the number Of manufacturers who have manufactured
valve mothers for many year, but oro only now have discovered ' the benefits of the Wee-ended stage and who In the past 20 years or so have been ne
strongest proponents of Me high power high quality valve amplifie, watch teem as they now for commercial gain embrace the weld of high loudspeaker Or
claim and single- ended erode ampldwahon and then draw your own conclusions about their wordy. then commtment market strategy and general competence
in overall knowledge ot he technology of Audio AUDIO NOTE were the furst and 011 remain the last word In sOniC quai ty if you appreeate music properly reproduced
ASepeCted land predicted in the above paragraphs) we are new seeing aflood of engleended amplifiers appearing on the market some are good many are n011
It is important to remember that the hardest thing to achieve Is stmplody. man Is acomplicating being hust look at our laxsyslem!?y. and once World War Two we
have been led to believe that compficalion equals technology not true especially not A Mee reproduction equupment here strrelety 5adint ICI virtue Smoteended amplifmati on reuses an understanding of the necessity for simplicity that is very rare another common lallaCy is that the SE power supply needs 10 have
very large capacitance or storage also not correct, you want as fast and reSpOneve an SE- newer Supply as you can get. SO asmala gile power supply sounds
much better than abo slow one, valve rectdicatron is amusa chokes are good but rol mandatory if cost us aproblem alarge resistor will do Ills most important to remember Mat in anoteedback single-ended amplifier the cdcuit and power supply must have the same teme constants to funnel COrreCtly SO Sept! and
small is beautifull
AnOther interesting aspect of the SE-revoluhon is fe attempt 10 unCOrpOrate tenets of current teChneeocal dogma and be
unt0 the SE performance envelope
we are already seeing low thstortmo SE. sell-cancellong SE trams. SE soon lo be Jowed by ' high correct SE' and -high power SF. dona be duped by these
slogans claims that you can gel 55 watts SE Class Afrom one VT-4C/211 are utter nonsense. likewise 15 walls from asingle 300B. these kinds of power specifications are no geld venus they are accompanied by aestorbon figure at the rated power togve you an illustration of this at 55 watts Class OSE, 111 has

The above pr ceS ame per niegue driver

The price is two speakers ranime wants mono only then suive inn price le speakers In Question are swear to Me
ARE Don
are lose rot-toe efficient rn acame 80.36x28 cenimeters and are delved to stand close to fear
and see wails
Work is porno on on aloll range dual <One ewe tor quarter or half wave hem applmalrons so keep your eyes out tor
future announcements
OROERING MAIO NOTE COMPONENTS OR KITS
Apart If om We lets all lee orrses ronrs lie are deluding UK Vat . 17
which Yyou Ice insde the EEC UK Ve
van be added 10 mur cuianuaeae.irneaooroearvosraueant pack,ng costs it Ou Me outs* the EEC tee prar
you see us Me once you oe
We are untrOdueng aCOMpletely Oontpulerrsed system aslmen seeemer f 998 of ',moos ro be seen meter this
rs beet , a
,nor
ersanali. nee mr noels' nn cm sh,
fem., red
Me lead trmes rnaurrrse rm./es and
anon, us to Quote or
lo , ou aural, von rie ono, olus maye Slosl control more consSrent Tr nem
nerp ' our.
sell we nave now more.sd aproduct reefing code no nnIch we suede recommeeir you use or all future
oders not using rt el cause lees in proLessAg yOur order elpeCrally rn a1. months tune Men the syslem es
fury onerafiond
We ass' VISA MasterCard Access Does. and Arne : Li, Ms we we "ell need your address card no ern
.
n,Mto snéo goods to an address that os reined hem the
carol p,
, our rard etc vei ran als0 pay by bankers drag

Peeve, rs namely about 14 days tron ,r• •
stock at the time m order

eared lundS hut >ease allow up ra 60 days lor some ',ems it net

AUDIO NOTE LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS 8. KITS
We shafl be offering the speaker drivers that we use In our own loudspeakers for general sale from now on you can buy the drivers Indu dual
package Mal ShOwS mee Crossover COnt gurabon and cabinet drawingu. together with apair of ports

We have spent Ian more tone 'oolong al the efliciency/speaker load issues in relationship to Me low power SE triode mollies than anyone else and Ibeheve that
our solut ons are both on onal and effective unfortunately nature is as Cruel as she okind when it names in cilio ency bandwidth. sue and PriCe
We offer our drive units ynth both copper and silver speechcoils the measured efference us negloltole but the Olfference In sound between the tao svery great
Indeed which again begs the question what It Is we measure in relation to what we hear

Order Code

Driver Type

Cree..er Renee

Cane Metenel

SPKR-031

1Inch dome ...ter copper cod

2 - 3 KHz

Impregnated cloth

31.75

SPKI4032

IInch dome tweeter Me. col

2 - 3 Ma

Impregnated doth

51.35

SPKR-002

8 mch woofer. copper cod

MI to 3KHz

Paper, caned centre

47.75

SPKR-003

8 Inch emote, shoes cod

eta 3KHz

Peper. coated centre

96.75

We also use nly amin mal amount of warden; and it haS to be aspecdm typ
hon srecommended if you build fe speakers yourself

Order Cole

Demription
Kit of poem:doer perhs beware.. dentriptienre end port tube

IC0.00

SPKR-1(17-02

Tested end caltrreted oramover with 'retched COPPER COIL driven. drawing..
dew,' lows. pan lute

375.00

Here us arevien base, music and
magapne Mal Ireally enioy read ng Ira semer wan Fa and due° Are enturep
Ile muss resumes afe amongst the very be on the busness ron equipment MIMS not tar beHind loos
and rm.!, Md•hcr • ft. a ;enable opuses on music and equipment and at only t4 00 Pe COPY aemd mmeS1mer1
• '• • • ' cm,Cluaferl, DubYcabon Ossues are avalable at the moment
The Audio Adventure
Another good memo,. to M. oroblisrad mogonms ailla, loping one not otre0 to te econtrovertrol slam
Nos two ol my loner,rn writers on the stoff Idyls Anor ono Porno II th. Hill Hussy so gel acopy nod see lor
yoursell

ynded Ioat, Class A ewe ans. Lost E799 00 no Val Oraer Cone AN- Ill 00 t

KIT IWO 6550 single endel 15 watts Class A on astereo chasms cost t599 00 oncl Val Order Code AlleT-002
Ka THREE 30CB peeler weeded mono chass,s. 1617 warn Class/lust LI.5500g , ncl Vat Order Codie
AN KIT-003

II any ol you reefing this have possession el any books Much contain onlormahon relevant to Me stewed hero
Deson end wren woad be 'sea to snare we others Pease kt us know either by rao or eweree there san
award or [ 20 00 usaba rvalves
creer ets postrite ,to emdem, who sends us abook vole omens useful
intorrnalron about verve emptier design or moo

NIT Slx 3008 swipe-ended 11 watts Class A stereo chasms eopected cost f449 00 oncenng valves and Vet mho
oil be our'entryPentE or teemed' to sungle•ended triode truss or me and roll oo you mere , Expected earn.
Oclober 1996
If you are ndoel asto whether aInt protect ts seek fa ye we suggest you spend, 10 00 on bumf the nee.
tions tor the KIT ONE meek 3008 ameher this von goce you agoad idea wheeer aMI pronl is for you 1you
•• • ,. •
r1r, ,
o•
npnst
,
ust of tee As the Delen MIS become ave.<
• .• - E10 00 an We nee the Idt One , nspefions a,aleue ,nEngfisn
MCC NOD OU TOO IRAIISFORMERS

Vie nave alate number id 'nouns. for 'he ones °lee AUDIO NOTE UK made epees. lin 010 Phono SE MI
Phone tallowy SORO etc and since we tome irme noxoff of our talented convertors I
do Mt ,ove ace remets m
trys department and are onm too pleased to help exc.., enelove of onowiedge Mrs much mafigned held We
vnuene rupOuio end Ou or an" ewe. or PrOSpetba compebtor ore or more uncurl augur's the, cost t500
eacn. or you un buy tor example all phonoelegrated omens. for E30 001$50 OM or all mite-megrated ampittets
kw 115 00 all pre m.1,1.51002000 1$35 001 or mmply acomplete ewe pact tort 50 00 480 001 MI can be
either by creal card use hamers Ore er need drawn or aUK ban, re cost , ncludes postage

al fr

• • . o gsarnun Separare ranges or Audio Not output hanstormers inorder to offer me best
1
rcrrr précepents they el tal into four deepens.

range were me rice qua in teknionsh0 ,
1carefully calculated to ensure audio duality , nacompact
•s° ',Many we wal only de ortenng 3mneeended output transformers ,n 'Ids range pose-dull outputs are under
lemlunment as well
,
Mid pore range on
range ynce tne last Irst

are the output translormes already on offer we have made acouple of Orleans morn s

ClHO Oahe range res yoll be arange ot double Cede outputs nom single ended sells eocemetyswoons puli
Outputs erll be offered unless demand rectums it Agen 3offends nina IDI Super ego guard, range all•Sher reed outputs or tee bet 0005104 [mart, when Ium, nest pondlan do no/
Mean IC say Mat these serer outputs Omd be as good as Me ever output transience haneyound by Audio Noe on
vacan the, 001m Out then again they do not carry le pre tag ether'

We can alsa emir,' aset of dala sneers for tee most commons used naces ECC82 ECC866921 I1AY7 61172A
7025.11AX7WA.50013.6SN1. 3008 1111114D.1115 EI.346CA7.2A3. 6X4. 51146. GI34,5AR4. D0468015. &YOGI.
Hans 5881 6t6WGDYTEC Agen send astamped use addressed M envelope together 'eh f400 in small deny.,
non stamps or ,1outside me le another US 5,500 yr. sufCe

ins pain, cpteru roi grOUP Aare 20Hr to 201(Hr Ito . 1,'dB they are il caret nut, mocon eeel lareafions an, are
steered valk harms and solder lags odes win allow good audio duality at the cost The men cost sawng beng the
mot asealer core species, to the mate power leer required rather than overspeehing by 50 or t00`) as we do
on Office K re wine ny quality and ceder ere rs ne same

nottung really sues 'yen eves areasonable Negro... Me sub,. ol valve amplifier curet design. Guy
Adams and 1have eaten and asserneel anumber of article and enacts from on books which give some background to the sublet do not epee to become an nstant open, bur roil varar aS ausefyy reference for the beg,nner aS we as ire more nerved we nee ° pared , nlepack lo elude even more useful en cimaron so y you
have already hough, the old oak rust se. G2 00 or US S5 CO For ee el pack asmall charge '5required this Me
C7 00.in small denominaron slamps MI, astewed sell addressed envelope e outs* the cu please send US
125 00
lo accept aUK cheque or beers draie roust Steen otor Me above charges as well uus tomen the USS
amounts to Sien ng at SI70 to Ine Pound otter you nave rounded up to nearest S500

Group are type. 20112 to 40eIr ménus 15dB 1E cor. we high quarry e'en Steel MM.:JOS wound we
off9en roe clroPer mire and soonAcs we ohm henends e hens always ore tong leads

SOUND PRACTICES.
It you are serrOuSly ,nterested , nthe seise or valve amp ter aeon ', deans usual preconceoed notions or tee
rs good ,ammler dosegn and monolog, doe leaddionat view, weak ncs dome us the Plenums ol the transistor
emptier bas oborously Olmmealrhed itself que monumentaell then SOUND PRACTICES is es magazine lo read here
you Mrind andme about es, an parameters DV arbours ' Or Meer, and Mee, revdw5 or new and na in emcee
ver, subiects Mal none or mn sesesing ad.errising do nado one press non tosan as ser do not
enhance the Dimness of then normal adyermers You ian boy SOUND PRACTICES tram us at Es 00 per copy Were
are currently Susses available, or by sub...ken SOUND PRACTICES P P 8oti 180562. Aushe lo T8718.
ea uregular modern norld bargain and nene are practically none ol mono in dud. today WM enough subsetton support SOUND PRADDDES fray lust bung ea u,. [sa una prances' tnat the he ,ndustry has abandoned for
so long So get asubseephonlf Our trend are Roberts is now able to take WSA and MC. so commence is ai hand at
long ROUGH Joe on 5113396229 one your card no dyou «ant adog«, subscription

Group Care peal, rMir to get mnus I5d8 strupwound double Cdores made room tee bee para. silicon
steel Lamical e theSe outputs nrIl compare more than favour.' we mss best melee typeS rom rays gone by ea
tun other current serous Ike Pared., Teem tamp.*
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ranstormeri re - amplifier from Sound Practdes we see, he using ,tin tee f ° Mumma M3 preamplifier Silver
sea vet.0n with rudel cees are undei moue., as ee more 011051300 and input transformers
ese nursmanougeai peace's are sonicary superior to any of the plastic or otee paper types 'Ye nve come
crossIr yOu ave never ° eerie.. aPereme Mat areally poop paper co capacitor can make in anice amplify
rMen 'Puree, Should er Our seeder made paper od caps lives me Odds,. lack of harshnessaod evenness o
Wow beacon; 3“033 tes Irequemy angle 'shah is guaranteed lo Mohan up your Ono Recommended as
eolacements old and new vaSe amptders alike land eYen in the odd ' ,motor motmerl and essential tor OW prow% In fine wu ren w ronmente enures el AuDIO NOTE paper in ei capacitors contain ons nontoxic biome
cie e.g.> ato paper oaspoon, nearca and impregnated by ameteed mat enhances moody ana sound
nee to ensure °plume perlormance au end As you wdl see we are slowly nocooporeeng soln 99W. pore sale leader's a noruego or paper nov awes as well In common yen the copper and sever rod lypes Them are
nuera l
new " aes dyeable rIcludrng the 12rd 50 on caps made for speaker crossovers and Me 055mF000 vet
suitable Our sal dstate amps we nave also added same values some tor RMA etlyaiixog networks ans the Md
eedhack loop Unlornmatory new EEC enwronmente laws are pushing up the cost of manufacturang all the alano in oil
capacitoru. and we have had to increase the moo by between 10°. and er. 00 odeensale ler ers én alew cases
more man roam lee smaller values are eardes1 hit as yOu ere eopect when ou levy asundae charge per cape. ,
due ro necessary byt not ineeensoe wean envenment -reaufiements
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We 50 not ove any runner * moat , nlormatmn on Our Output transformers as we do not vyrsn to tan pan on teem
cao COmperibOnS 000 OrOduOrS are des ova to crane wen are end ell be understood once the are listened to

nukonsoset

10.

........
,....,

C.

fi rperalipn nnh the Men ConsIderatron given to maximum dynamm
cor than meamngless orean, state s,ne• or squarewee conaeors

Oaertion to the output transformers offered below we offer aOesIgn service wfiere . can supply almost any
referee., for wetland transformers nnether for ntroP.nes ',
Meg ce Cenrieges Me rrfot 0.Se SPMer
mterstages On yer or toner output we demon and man utedde prototypes isnouse Me COS, fOr Me deer design's
O200 00 PrototYPe cost os calculated on aper case basés We can also produce Pedende queen.

mrrOdoMng a

.010.1.Afflo ouàém cvrru'r nunre•••010

Ml our ouogle'ended omen tmnsrelnes are angeOped and the manmum standing current allowed below satufahon
,s shown ,ncolumn 5

Vacuum Tube Valley

epee.
pen Se Vet
wawa
0.7.
01100
0143CC. 13.7

Here is aprod cl group dot you do nOt see advertised every da 1
As usu. we stan small wen me inten on to grow

PSE S'ngle•ended Parallel Utognimns Oct. unralinear
ne cono der mess delmment tO sound *Writ" • •

All our output transformers are comed to InSulatran 'eels of muneum 3000 volts. all 21 ,545 outputs are merle. lo
Sly Iluso every transformer is tested to thus level ol insulation

sa- ,Ilteren.
.0•0.•
Oe. 30 nut re
conenn

10.000 0..
or

Sprolddons

We generally merspecd, our transformers Or 50° ,Dower APoor Pull rwhrch means Mar aManSfOrmer stated as 25
watts al allow about 35.38 nan peaks our s
,
ngle-ested outputs are generally over spelled by 100°, wh,on means
the net van inslantaneoushy allow peaks of double the goon mammon power through undistorted this is necessary
due to the beer clopping beam0n or the stele-ended stage

This is one Moe of teedback teal we ate not entaely &gene Polir ve Feedback sMe club 'meddle Mr me Oregon
Irate Somery wIth aspen°on towards greatness. not unkke the great underground madames ot the 1920S II is a
quarter ,'Plaice*, or any controversul commentary by ineouse writers members as well as venous Inentry
flee'. on Me suer ,. or med. audio rechnolatry aM the dest for rnuSr cal w.f.,. Ile one mear san

On amore general role dis anponant to understand tee spew,. nature of lee deep and manufacture 01 trans
tamers tor and0 equipment on most industrial evolutions the men edema are cost weight or Mngewty an nude
nmneranstorme also nave to nue goad regulatron under mud must rm coal and pewee ne mechanucal none or
teem. produce no eccessoe sfay magnet, fiellS el, e, a ; re, tal mdm nnes ore unease that Me rust
also has to be reasonable So no meet ornere , ou order iumnnmuinomivncmnmeiiemenoorrnulinino ii000mianmno
the Moe creme so speedy Puce° you order As ageneral rule von do not recommend potted nanslormers as an
our Irstenre. tests have shown Meg to souncl leSS Clear Man oponed nolmoasnou iun050doe500ilookuogmod
Put to
sOund paler rs eventn ,ng

Group Duse Aud.o Nor. siiver wire need 1sa' more;

By the hme you read refs SOUND PRACTICES see ro wo be HERE so this should eel,re On the DM. are inn
next couple or deeloendsl Booa acopy for 500 • postage Mr .11 addressed envelope won untan rooslos In me U,
c.ains the lemony anees CES Report with a.0 Turn your lade neuter.. manors two uncles on pre
amperes one ot etch is output Panslormer coupled ,Slate ol An 19351 'deem» Ladner hen beading motel To
Ne or Not To Be Lear Tom Hodgson or output transformers Causal Reactions ao erb Reiner are man mee
Much good ancl unformese reefing as usual Nan O500 • an A4 se Were/ selt addressed en +elope ,tyou lie in
the UK or US 510 00 era 3sell addressed envelope ayou five abroad

no n , • dr Y.. ,use,' ol Ms One belOre bur demonstteng Me strength ol
remyal un eerier. mates
to do with valve whether segleended push-pull or me old and good varean tube Mho is amodem,. Non one
0print and read each nsue focuses an aus brand al ester ,ear ,nthe currect Icive ilssue 1Volume Oner Heater
.5 dean WW1 etensei s tonic is along article by Or: Barbour about me ( LP., arasure arome a, longer Out
avery popular valve nonetheless and an rntereshng overmen of arafiele anct ' image roes De AO. Tee Bench
looks at loots and equipment lor DIY amplihnaléon building very practical and useful Cathode bus agree adule
eon how to bras Me VV516 and easing and tee. in general lee marching salve matching loss Bee and
nun more Oil nice to see amagapne Mat IneS ahitarfal perSpeCnve Welly.. aread avarlable nom uS al
850a copy or erectly fume/ 1095 E Duane Ave Suie 106 Sunnyvale CO 94086 USA S35 00for foreign subscribers 4Issues now evadable

We also nee amenstransf owner choke et for the WE91 pee ,ene lier al Show in Sound Praedes nos combined
nite our single-ended cutout Manslorrners with 3KOhm primary ,reesiance cl. nem ery fine mesilla MPio ens00
ampere total cost 0420 40 per set
We now also have the facility lo make any minstianslormer On your specrecaton as long as you older minImum 1
pCs ases an be syleel en , solaernags trying caos names or belle'. Askt for mere

Ore. Con

COMPLETE KITS

KIT FOUP6V6 PUS , pull 10 wags Cass A stereo cen. cost E149 CO Ire Vat Orle ,Code AWKIT-004
ni rius voll be respecitted irons ',raven rrnpaSsrble lo feu. a211 845 As Cue to tne nigh , oltage problems

ir you would hue same suggestions wen lo hase afuture prone around teen we elan be nape to prowde you vérn
ard.. ,Pack rooter.% good races five ONSAKU KEGON KASSAI NEIRO Duna ON Plus severe Meer Power
ampere eon and fee yaituite prearreldier vein rs the boum manner drce we nave come across Just used
astamped sell addressed 0.1-som melee together me 600 penes esmall denomonahon UK stamps or il you les
outs. Me UK US 519,5 00 in Enalu win do please lo not send Bankers Drafts in SSS internar onal Response
Coupons or Internanonal money orders as me" cost more tO Calf, Man tome au ve

Prase Ex. UK Vat

SPKR4117-01

LISTENER NAGAI«.

Goad% YIN M. 1. Ink TeMlutleMmem

preferably well clean dSheepS wool pOSitiOning is CrifiCal and here expermenta-

We voll sell ou abasic NI or crossover parts acalomel draong and aport tube. and then you cane penment wdh the [abatet dSelf to your heads delept, ahereanmocly we tler acomplete tested ad or drsers and CrOSSOver aCabinet drawrng and Me pOrt tube whMh fi you follow the directions carefully ell make agen.
Lone Au00 N is Speaker

ITEMS SOUGNT

lykesese I
am look,ng for anumber of old valves to eopernent oh so it you have any PX4S PX2Ss Dees ADI's.
Or any of the old Does 1we be nappy to he or swap al agood Orme Mew's< anyone or you know where to rind old
stutho tape IHOrderS STUDER TELEFUNKEN or AMPERE% or the Me MOM Cultng plating. prOCeSSIng or pressing
nownenr or save books or wdormation moo budding microphones, mooing technique. LP.rnanotacture. Men d
volt all be grateue renewed AUDIO NOTE has Ps meet. over the ne, 2 • 3years to nel up recording and record
ManufaClure and efist we almach nave quite arot of rnrorrnatrOn much more IS needed

Mae E. UK P.O

Sil our epee em cabinets are made rom telerent matend5 front bane is cime plsrwood or soh chip nard the wrap is dense MDF and the bank in a (gin ether
plywood or medium chipboard. no damping materials are applied to any part tthe cabinet whilst w use some bracing to distribute the calomel resonances Do t
hear cries ol 'cabinet colouralon - ODespite what you moht think the guffar Ike structure of our pa mets °realty enhances effeency dynamos and sped&

excellent read and provides agood alternatnoe view to most ol the esteemed press which lends r my the drodd on
the comet of oat new products sava table r00f now wIthOul pang Much perspective backwar sWe nave Several
baCl ,ssues a‘a table of %V ve Feedback and the 1.51 Mue Iput OMmfm preSS and all are a.ml ble at 700 per
ISSue »OS truly is amode continue, to PE what ten« mason to subscribe]
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You have to specify when you order whether you want chassis 2for pre•ampl lier or power
amplifier use lire pre•arnplolier has Inputs on the side et the top cover Me power amplifier ha
many more ventilation holes, top and side 11 you want aPCB with Me input sockets included
with he pre•amploher cover add£19 75 lo he cost of the chassis and remember to specify
this when you order Please note that no copper pre•amplPer lid is currently available for
Chassis 2
From time lo firne we will have more damaged or scratched chassis s if you are not bothered
about he oosh or general appearance or you intend to refinish the chassis anyway you can
have one of these lot 50). of Inc above prices just thought you should know. so inquire if this
is ol interest
AUDIO NOTE COMPLETE KITS.
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Kotimi, Suffolk, A11/11:15, Ill. Oh-Il >Ion, Amlio Teelmici.
Den. Ill. Shure. Gr rldringA.In den 1ltd. Cradr I. Roksan.
1.1rndr In r1rer ra r.

1ian ,figiit arrow 11,1tOtriout• ,1. Art .1111.

Vol.]. Sony, honey,

\r.•tini.nin, 1.tinile

ler how,

Fear, NI:Irani/. l'ana.rmir,

Arkin

,

Rased around the justly famous 300B erectly heated node, we see this kit as the introduction
to real Audio Amplification, as it covers all the important aspects of design necessary SingleEnded. No- Feedback. Class A. Cfiredly Heated mode. to become amember of this exclusive
dub et amplifiers
Kit One has one 300B per channel running al 420 volts with 75mA current giving 9 10 vans of
the cleanest power you will ever hear, the inpulgage consists ol a6SN7GT with a5687 double ' node rimer stage running on SRPP The powersupply is acapacdorrchoke•capacitor woth
a5U4G HT redder. the healers are AC heated Component quality is similar to our Level 2
finished products. AUDIO NOTE paper in oil signal capacdors. Beyschlag 1wan 1 ° rmetalfilm
resistors. good quality eleclrolylps ( sony NO Black Galesll and asimple. attractove stereo
chasm in grey paintwork Protecting cover is extra We have several upgrade kits available
for Pt One ask for derails

Iteyer. Spendor. \ KG.

lielerenr C. N Ialosphere. 4. On, ergenl

let huology. Crallain \ 1r rili. Souk,_ Si war.

Link.

Sil,r,ounrk. QF.1 I. \ la', Ir..,, . 1..11,gc.ir. Anoleretir 1...
1 ) i.cs, . 1.11er. Cogan Hall. 11)k. \ I.Ixell. BAST
,ort.li. JVC. Arnpex.

The AUDIO NOTE KIT ONE.
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As mentioned earlier we are developing arange of complete SM, lo give those ol you who
have the abhor but do not have the lime to develop aproject from the ground so to speak
morder to be able to offer oie best possible quality • pnce relationship the kits we offer will be
good basic circuits. with no- trills power supplies and components. all Ws have input volume
control lo allow use ol asin gle source. like CD•player direct in
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best in your system.
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Pece£799 00 Ind Vat which includes all valves ( yes. also the 2x3008 needed) but not
postage packing which to UK customers is E 200 topcover is E99 00 extra Kit One is also
available with apolished chrorne chassis and chromed transformer bell- ends this makes the
Kit One areal stunned -Add 1200.00.10 total£999 00 The KO One is available now

nul s / ILI ooro , rooro ' Lai
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0 1283 702875

KIT ONE ORDER CODE AN-KIT•001
The KO One has recently been awarded the hIleThe Greatest Audio Bargain Nee Twentieth
Century by Dick Olsher lex•Sterecohle/ in areview on the Interned not badl
The AUDIO NOTE KIT TWO.
Kot Two features asingle 6550 tetrode running in Sr/ogle-Ended mode yielding some 17 oram
or pure Class A. valve rectified HT Id the output stage stereo chassis. and 6SN7GT Input
and 5814a/ECC82 SRPP driver stage. componentry and chassis as Kit One KIT Two is currently only available volhout valves Mr£570 00 incl UK Oaf Hused yinth Chinese 6550's nu
claims for bulls in powersupply or output transformers will be accepted.
Price£599 00 did Val, includes valves. MA not poslagerpaclung. cover is extra al E99 00
With polished chrome chassis and chromed bell-ends on the transformers£799 00
KIT TWO ORDER CODE: ANR11,002
The AUDIO NOTE KIT THREE.
Kit Three Matures 2 x300B per channel running in single•ended parallel yielding 16/17 was
in pure Class A. this Mt is on two mono chasers with valve rechfied HT supplies no signal
feedback it uses a6SN7GT double rinde as mod valve and apair of 5687 double Modes
running e SRPP as drovers The KIT THREE is essentially amono version of the KIT ONE
with double the power the same component chomes and on two chassis instead al one.
The KIT THREE costs C 1.550 00 and is available now Cover is E99 00 extra per chess's if
198 00 or Moo Polished chrome chasss and tell- ends is also available at£400.00 extra
Several upgrade Ms are available le Kit Three as well ask or delads
KIT THREE ORDER CODE AN- KIT- 203
The AUDIO NOTE KIT FOUR
The KIT FOUR is really our introduction to valve amplifier kit building circuit and power supply
mourned on one single peeled circuit board with Iwo OTO • type push-pull output translorm•
er5. all ...Nee in esmall PI SE Nee chassis covering everything so nobody volt be able to
see that you have succumb to the lure or the valve amplifier whoch is sweeping the world The
circuit consists of two 6V6GT tetrodes running in Push•Pull class A. yielding about 10 wans.
doyen by a6SN7GT and aECC83 input stage Easy to build, even lor Me beginner

To Advertise
in this section
contact Duncan on
0181 686 2599
Ext. 444

The AUDIO NOTE Pr - Amplifier Kit
AMI loosely based on the AUDIO NOTE M7Tube preempleer morale now available. trobally
we offer It in 3versions. with the basm version Version One consisting of only oie instruction
manual, Inc trackless PC boards Or hardvonng Inc Circuit Me mains lranslormer and the
choke cosine)£99 00 inclusive ol UK Val. The trackless PC Boards are available a1849.95.

REV

ED LVER

for high profile, well reviewed
British loudspeaker range.

Version Three, adds 'he valves 4e ECC83/12AX7WXT, 2xECC82 and 1x604R) and the
chassis and upgrades he volume and balance pole to Noble encapsulated types Acomplete
pre- amplifier kit of the highest quality 01E299 00 inclusive of UK Vat at 17 5',

For further details, contact David O'Malley.

10.00.1.1.

ado doom...

REVOLVER

Vona., 3
ere. 3

AUDIO NOTE IUK Ltd Unit C. Peacock Inclustnal Estate. Lyon Close 125•127. Davigdor
Rode Hove BN3 ISG. East SussmEnglandTelephone01273220511(61oneso,
lax 01273731498.Ekredfinelosales 01273770778

AUDIO (= LINKS
NEW PRODUCTS

RUSSIAN Federation please contact ESOTERICA Ltd Tel 095 917 4385. Fax. 095 917
8762.
HUNGARY please contact M din Audio 54. U Raday fscz 2. H-1092 Budapest, HUNGARY,
Tel Fax 01 215-2612

PANASONIC POTENTIOMETERS
• The world's best potentiometer

HOLLAND please contact. d- Jong Components. langlonkengreat 11. NL • 5605 LV
Eindhoven Holland Tel 040 257 4744 Fax 040 257 4984
USA please corded. Angel- instruments. 10830. Guilford Road. Suite 309. Annapolis Juncuon.
MD 20701.
Tel 301 725 0451. Fax 301 725 M23

-BLUE

LIGHT' DIGITAL INTERCONNECT
A true 75 ohm cable & connectors

ITALY please conlacl AUDIO NOTE ITALIA Sd, WA Oro F Came 20014 Neiman. IMO) Tel
0331 415 430 Fax 0331 587 661

REGA CONVERSION KIT

FRANCE please contact. Triode A Cp. 23 - 25. Boulevard de lYser. F 75017 Pans Tel. 1
4574 6930. Fax 14574 6940

Transform the Arm

BELGIUM please contact, Tube Audio Philosophy 81/BA. Kontichseseenweg 101. 2630
Aarlselaar. Belgum. Tel. 03 458 4848. Fax 03 457 8520
CANADA. ONTARIO please rooted Boy F•Icoo F- Icon Audio Elettronk- 7723 Yonge Otter
Olde Thornhill. Ont Canada. L3T 3N1 Tel 905 881 5290 Fax 905 731 9708
AUSTRALIA contact AUDIO NOTE lAustrafia) PTV Ltd Tel 03 9819 6678 Fa> 03 9819
4299
YUGOSLAVIA. contad KORATO Systems, Kumanovska 20. 11000 Belgrade. Yugoslavia
Ter Fax Ott 439976
PO 12 08 1996

--

New Audio Amateur reprint; puirluhed on CDROM of

Radiotron Designer's Ilandbook by Langford- Smith.

Fax 0044 161 905 1965

No...UR Vat « 1713,6

Veraten

Falcon Acoustics Ltd

UK LTD

Telephone 0044 161 973 0505

Vie* 1

Write to,

01372 456921

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required

Version Two includes version one with the addition of aset of besot components Beyschlag
resistors. Roederstem Polyester lignai caps standard electrolyfics, standard valve bases but
no valve, Noble Irane volume and balance controls volh PCB. Input sockets with PCB, output sockets with PCB but no chassie at acost of£199 00

Versions oltenng more soplfistcaled components oil be introduced when we have enough
parts in Pock to support them the most obvious upgrade would be to replace the Rmdersten
polyester with Audio Note paper- in- Oil cap, either aluminium fel or copper foil and combine
bal with Audio Nol tantalum film resistors. Audio Note solver worng kyore, change the RIM
valves lo 6072A/12AY7s or use 6SN7WGTA Sylvania ( PhIps/ECG) instead of the ECC82's
(Meese note hat you need adifferent line board for Mom further Improvements can be introduced with Coralinos or Black Gates. Nicer signal caps, copper chassis etc

ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD

The KIT FOUR costs£249 00 as of March 1st 1996
KIT FOUR ORDER CODE AN- KIT-004

atv

Repairs
-Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested
• Service &

AUDIO-LINKS
7Fairmont

Crescent, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire. DNI61E1.

Tel/Fax. 01724 870432

New and updated FOCAL ` State of the Art' Kits
FOCAL ' In-car' & JMLab Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLEN 400v & 630v
Polypropylene capacitors.
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL, and apick of the best
from other manufacturers.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive,
Components, Accessories, Large range of Capacitors +
Falcon Custom-wound Inductors.
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 5, Recipes Cookbook,
Mullard Valve Circuits, plus lots more in P/L.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Large selection of Programs available from the very
comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via
AIRR, LoudSpeaker Veré, BassBox, to the basic
Bullock/White Boiresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit, the Mitey Mie Kit and
Mic/Preamp kit for Audiosuite or AIRR
Send for our FREE price list PL2Sa: Just send alarge
S.A.E. (38p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas,
Europe USS1 bill or 3Intl. Reply Coupons (WC) to:(Dept HFN) Tabor House, Norwich Road,
MULBARTON, Norwich, Norfolk. NR14 8JT
Tel (0)1508 578272
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HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Arcani Delta 110 Pre- amp inc DAC.
Arcam Delta 90 Amplifier
Audio Inn°, ations 700 Amplifier
Audiolab 8000T Tuner
Acoustic Energy AEI Speakers/Stands
Acoustic Energy Aegis 2Loudspeaker
Creek CAS-104R/2 Amplifier
Creek CAS 3040 Tuner
Grant P100/G I
1111MC/GIOOPV Valve Amps
Infinity Emit KSpeakers inc Stands ( white)
Krell KSTIO0 Power Amplifier
Linn LPI2 Black/Ittok Tonearm
Linn Sara Speakers/Stands
Lumley Ref IN1 Pre- Amplifier
Lumley Ref PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
Lumley Ref ST70 Power Amplifier
Meridian 501 Pre-Ampliller
Meridian 605 Mono Power Amplifiers
Meridian 201 Pre-Amp ( Inc Remotel
Meridian 203 DAC Gomm,
Meridian 204 Tuner
Meridian 206 (' I) Player ( Tr-Chord Mod)
Mark I.evinson ML I
Í. Power Amplifier
Micromega Stage One CD Player
Micromega Stage Two Cl) Player
Micromega Stage Three CO Player
Naim Nait 3Amplifier
Naim 32/90 Pre- Power Amplifier
Naim Aro Tonearm
Quantum Minsk.' Amplifier
Quad 34 Pre- Amplifier
Quad FMI Tuner
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
Sony MDS501 Mini Disc Recorder
Technics SI.P2000 CI) Player
Technics Z1000 Trans/DA(' CD Player

les deno
(used)
(es dens)
l
ex stein)
(used)
les
(used)
(used)
I
used I
used)
(used)
(used)
inset])
dein)
ex de,,, )
les demi
(used)
(used)
used)
(used)
I
LKedi
Used)
(used)
I
es demi
tes dent)
ten dem)
(used)
(used)
(
used
(ex deml
lex dew
tes dent)
les don)
(used)
lured)
(used)

299.00
250.00
699.00
6101.110
700.00
599.1X1
150.110
120.00
70(1.110
450.00
1700.00
550.00
350(4)
600.00
200.00
1500.00
475.00
I
300 00
395 too
495.00
10110.00
449.00
549A10
699(4)
425.00
45R110
6501)0
699.141
319.00
329.00
279.00
495.00
600.00
1600.00

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead
Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW
0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

ALIDIC,FREAKS

Distributors of fine Audio .84
Tel:

0181-948 4153. Fax:

Home Theatre Equipment

0181-948 4250

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
Revus Record Deck: Roos amplifier: Revox speakers: Heybrook

Quad 44 pre•amp and FA14 tuner. hoth in perfect condition with origi-

quartets and matching stands: Audion PP valse monoblocks: Audio
hinny anon, 5110. Wanted. Totem speakers. offers to. 01179 559342

nal hoses, manuals, leads etc. selling due to upgrade. (525 for the pair

Cardas 0.5mtr interconnect cable ( Golden cross t (3001r.r.p £500):

AUTHORISED

irieNCYL

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

Callers welcome by appointment

gm...

TRADE

Campaign Audio 0.5mo interconnect cables. solid silver £ 100 tr.r.p
£190t Tel: 01204 413211 iBolton

i
H02891

Krell CD intergrated player, hosed. rrp £5.000 accept £2.000: Mark
Levinson ('DTranspon, ties. accept £3.400: Rogers LS3/5A I
50hms.
mint. £450: McIntosh NIC275 power amp. hosed. £2.500 Tel: 0171 591
Linn LP12, Lingo. Cirkus. Ekos.Arkis. Naim CI)I. Naim 52 pre-amp

THE

hut would consider splitting. Tel: 01371 873 837 ( F10308)

'Bristol) IH02901

0395 or fas. 0171 460 6538 1110312)

Lockwood Auto

£995
£650
£995
£650
£1495
£700
£1790
£ 1290
£3750
£2400
£11000
£5950
£3500
£2600
£3500
£ 1600
£3500
£ 1600
£2500
£ 1250
£4950
£2250
£2450
£ 1600
£1600
£800
£1795
£750
£3500
£ 1750
£499
£290
£3000
£2250
£2200
£ 1250
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

Conrad-Johnson Sonographe SC26 ( line remote FET preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson Sonographe SA250 (2x120W amplifier)
Conrad-Johnson PF1L ( line FET preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson EF-1 (MM/MC FET preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 10 (valve line preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 78 ( phono/line valve preamp)ifier)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 11A (2x7OW valve amplifer)
Conrad-Johnson Motif MC10 Special FET line preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson Motif MP11 Special FET phono preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson Motif MP11 FET phono preamplifier
Fourier Sans Pared Mk3+ (200W OTL monoblock amphfier - pair)
Muse Model 2d/a converter (AES/EBU. AT&T - silver)
Muse Model 100 (2x100W solid state power amplifier)
Paragon Acoustics Jubilee loudspeakers ( ribbon mahogany) • pair
Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers
Power Wedge PW212p line conditioner
Wheaton Triplanar IV tonearm ( new!)
Shun Mook Spatial Audio Quartet resonance tuning system
Benz- Micro moving coil cartridges ( selection)
Cardas interconnect digital and loudspeaker cab! es (selection)

with Super-cap. Nairn SNAXO crii,oser with Hi-cap. Two Naint 250
power-amps. Naim speaker cable. Naim SBUs ( wid) Naim bass 11h51.).

Sennheiser Orpheus. HE60/HEV70 headphones, Stratosphere
turntable. Graham Toscans. Transfiguration temper cartridge. Condon
MC7500. MC5000. MC3(M0011. Roksan Shiraz. Denon DLS I. Van Den
Hul Grasshopper IV Tel: (11283 702875 9am - 9pm ) H11156) T)
Multi Purpose Test Ca.ssette: Dolby Level. Azimuth. replay frequency
response. Dolby B/C tracking. speed. 120us or 70us eq. supplied with

all new style cases. Serious callers only please. £ 12.000. Tel: 01704

instructions and specifications. £ 20 post free UK. £23 inerseas. Ian

551896 1110311)

Harrison. 7Mill Hill, Replan. Derby. DE65 6GQ. UK tel: (( 1283

Dynavector DV XXIL Cartridge, new, stereophile class Arating, low-

702875 ( 110208) ( it

output moving coil, bargain al f:3511 less than 1/2 price) Tel: Dave

Naim NAC 52 preamplifier. neu December 1995. absolutely mint with

Burton. 0118 920 9611 ( work) 01734 591796 ( h)me'. 085(1 512112

all packaging. manuals and remainder of warranty. Was £5.005, will

I
mobile) ( 110309

accept £2.1010 for quick sale on behalf of client. Also Heybrook Sextet 2

Moth Series 30 amplifier system, including passive preamp and two

in walnut with walnut trim. as new. £695. Tel: Pinewood Music. (( 1460

100 watt inimoblocks. hosed, guarantee, bargain £350 £ 1.000+):

54322 ( T) ( H0310)

Michell 150/HERA transparent' £350: KEF 104/2 £6501::1.800) Tel:

Ariston RD4ODC Turntable. in white finish. with Alphason HR1OOS

01379 641584 ( H02971

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road

Time ami. wired with Van den Hal and fitted sith aFurukawa phono

Musical Fidelity F22 preamp. phono stage, remote. immaculate condi-

Florehamwood Herts WD6 IWE

tion. hosed £ 1.100) £650 Tel: 0181 800 5840 ( H0299)

lead. Both the turntable and tone arm are totally unused and are in pris-

Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472

nig,i9

Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

A.T.(' 10's £6511: Slate Audio Stands £ 150: Slate Audio special white
marble stands for 3/5A's £ 150. all mint Tel: 01438 718694 11103071
Linn IT12 I
black' Lingo. Ekos. Arkin. Kahers ( Black). all latest sped
Naim 135 .s. Hi-Cap. 72 £4.950 I
will split) Tel: 0181 657 0981
1H0306)
Meridian 208 CD and pre-amp. mint. cost £ 1.550 £750ono Tel: 01344
886037 ( please leave message if answerphone on) ( H02961

tine condition. (350 for the entire assembly, Tel: Quantum Audio Ltd
01563 524320 ( T) ( H0291)
Quantum Audio limited edition Nlinstrel-Panrdige valse amplifier.
Zero feedback 30 watt valve amplifier with genuine Partridge output
transformers. retail £ 1.800. will sell for £ 1.000 Tel: Quantum Audit) Ltd.
01563 524320 (
TI (
1102921
Quantum Audio Minstrel zero feedback, valve amplifier, ex demon-

Garrard 41(1/SME Plinth ( black i/SME 3009 Series 11/0saw aMirage

stration stock, retails for £9(81 will sell for £500. Tel: Quantum Audio

0S-80L N1/C canridge/Onofon MC200 cartridge/Oncfon T2000 NI/C

Ltd. 01563 524320 IT) ( H112931

transformer £275: Revus A77 tape recorder. upgraded MK1 s511h service
manual. £75 or £300 the lot. buyer uplifts. Tel: 0131 669 7976

WANTED

i
Edinburgh ( H0295

Bored by the sound of your
current HI Fi system ?

Quad 34 pre-amp and matching 606 power amplifier. hardly used.
superb condition. interconnects. manuals (450 Tel: 0181 90)I
,0395

Win-Fet-I0 cartridge, SDA-Tonearni: Onofon 12. - toneami: Maranta

(H0300)

10B-tuner: Sell: Macintosh: MC-40's: £ 1.500: C-22 £ 1.500: MR-74

THE RUSS ANDREWS SOLUTION

Meridian DSP 6000s Digital Actise Loudspeakers Immaculate condi-

toptuner £700: Spectral reference cartridge new £700: Kiseki blackheart.

Don't change it - upgrade it!
By improving the quality of ink
components and
wiring in your equipment you can achieve results that will
astound you and for afraction of ( he cost of buying a
new model.

tion. hosed. 14 months old. £4,80(kino: Meridian 565 Dolby Pro- logic

ness ( 1,000; Tel: 0)435 882702 ( daytime) Fax. 883017 ( 1103011

Our Catalogue contains the definitive selection of the
World's best Hi Fi components
Our upgrade Guides and Kits provide instructions on
how to carry out avast range of upgrades.
Our unique after sales technical support ensures
you have access to our expertise should you
have any ( pen,
Give it a new

lease of life !

Russ Andrews Ltd, Edge Bank House, Kendal,
Westmorland. LAB 9AS England.
Tel: 01539 823247
Fax: 01539 823317

HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW

NOVEMBER 1996

Decoder inunaculate condition.

1.600on oTel: 0181 423 3449 ( eve'
s)

(H0302)
Harman Kardon PA 2200 Power amplifier, boxed as new, £400ono:
Harman Kardon PA 2100 power amplifier, boxed, as new £200ono:
Hannan Kardon AVP2 Pro- logic Decoder/Preamp. boxed as new.
£400ono Tel: 0181 423 3949 ( eves) 11103031
Meridian DSP 5000's Digital Actise loudspeakers, superb :aindition,
just oser 1year old. £2,200ono: Meridian DSP 5000C superb condition.
just over 1year old. £ 1.100ono: Meridian 500 CD Transport (650ono:
Meridian A5(10 loudspeakers, superb condition £300ono Tel: 0370
223223 1110304)

Wanted. E.A.R 509 NIKII power amplifier: FOR SALE. Leak
Troughline tuner with valve decoder, superb sound: Leak Stereo 20
amplifier. rebuilt, revalued, sensible (iffer. Tel: 01745 331681
(11)1282)
Wanted, Old vintage Hi Fi Corner units. Leak. Tow ther amps - BBC
Pro HF25/PF91 - EMG. Pamphonic. Tannoy corner speakers. any old
vintage hi-ti equipment. Tel: 0171 591 0395 or fax. 0171 460 6538
(H0313)
Os erseas Reader Wants secondhand records. I.inn LP12/Valhalla.
Lingo/Oink. oilier high quality amts, mill ira‘el England to collect,

Pink Triangle - Annisersary - thable sith separate P.S.U. black ash. lat-

please write to Cheong Bing NG. 35 1st Floor. Mosque Street. 344X10.

est spec. mint condition. with llega RB250 t/arm and AT 00 Stylus.

Taiping. Perak. Malaysia ( H01781

selling due to going over to CD based Pink Triangle system. cost new.

Collector of Quad is looking for excellent to as new conditioned II. 22

£2.000 will accept £ 1.300ono. serious callers only please Tel: 0181 554

and FMI. original valves like KT6h. 5AR4 is preferred. Tel/Fax/Voice:

5410 ( eves). 0956 677673 days) ) H0305)

Simon. 01 883 341935 ( H01801

125

classified
'es Analogue
Productions:
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab:
Chesky: Propnus; East Wind:
Three Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records); DMP: Delos
Decca Original 8Reissues; CMP; M & K
Bainbridge; Telarc: Waterlily: EMI; Klavier; Hyperion
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest; Cardas, DCC
Clarity; Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space
Mercury Living Presence; OJC; Steeplechase; Supe
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics: Vital; Wilson; Alligator
BIS: Capri; De'mark; Denon: Donan; ECM; Elektra; EMI
EPIC; Harmonia Mundt; In 8Out; Island, London; Linn
Lyrita; Mapleshade; MCA: North Star Records; Polygram
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet; GAP. Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo
MA Recordings; Albany: India Navigation; History Of
Recorded Sound: Blind Pig. Minor; Gecko; Gift Horse:
Catalogue $5.
Kamei; Rhino; Rounder.
Information/ Order.
(913) 825-8609
Fax: (913)825-0156
Box 2043. Salina, KS 67402-2043, U.S.A.
22(

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 44

THE EMPORIUM

28 ST NICHOLAS ST DISS NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 850744 SHOP OPEN MON SAT 11 TO 5.30

FOR SALE

ON:1,3.r/, S." •

.111111,11Till VIVAGE GEM. POE WI TIE 10111111111111
LSO MO ORD
nr

eem

t MAU 'MAI Riel.

For more

Music Mill

Hi-fi advice that's always worth listening to.

0131 • 555 3963

Absolute Tune-ups

matching servies'. F‘pecionly

the hest.

'Sounds
Tel
Absolute
0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

Valve Amplifier Kits
;11

,

DPA 200 Pre/Pwr. Ex dem
CHORD SPM/1200 Piano Black
ESL 63
MICROMEGA CD 2.1
AUDIO INNO 1000 Monos. Ex dem
M/LEVINSON No 27 Pwr amp
APOGEE Mini Grands and DAX
MF F22 Pre
MERIDIAN 601+602 incl. Remote
Minuetto Sonus Faber. Ex dem
ONIX 0A21 + Soap Pwr/supply
10am - 6pm

MON

-

SAT

£1,000
£
2,200
£1,300
£1,800
f1,000
f1,800
f3,000
£500
f1,800
f765
f290

72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH 1116 SQL

Push Pull and single Ended

It III,

pg.

int.truciii in manual.

send An AS emelope and 1,1, la, postage

F & S Transformers.

Head ()frier. 31 Brooks Road,
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands. B72 1HP.

United Kingdom. Tel/Fax (+ 44) 0121 321-3357

44 Boultwood Road, London E6 4QQ

0171 473 5502
E-mail: tsyse globalnet.co.uk.

'Don '
t [et your LISTENING ROOM
,

4

spoil With
his performance.
the help of

. emu )
4it
ceslies Ctruires
you can achieve near concert
hall realism, in harmony with
your home decor.

Full details, reviews etc. of our computerised postal
Hi Fi room acoustics consultancy available from:-

ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES
3, Queen Elizabeth Way, BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside, DN18 6A.J.
Tel: (01652) 635523

WANTED & FOR SALE
EARLY VINTAGE/VALVE HIFI
TO INCLUDE:
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PTE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.

lr.irislirnlur sets. I
IC Chttkes and finished , Itassis
sett, I
I, n i
,I

details contact:

TAURUS SYSTEMS

,,

Absolute Sounds qualified engineer , can now repair,
modify or re-align any high-end ill'
an
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile gui J,
components anti can also offer avalve

NEW CD PLAYER UPGRADE
From the developer of the acclaimed series of CD
player modifications formerly sold by Covent Garden
Records. This new modification involves fitting a
socket to the rear of the CD player in order to connect
the TDS state of the art power supply designed to run
the decoder, digital filter and master clock generator,
eliminating jitter and greatly improving sound by
upgrading the performance of the entire transport
section. Upgrade package consists of the TDS, the
necessary connectors and the modifiaction. A
supplied shorting plug enables immediate before/after
comparison. All of this for just £250!

SOLID SILVER
Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m

ALSO WANTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:
DULLARD, °SRAM, GEC, BRIAIAR ETC.
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS
CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,
LEICESTER 1.62 80E TEL/FAX: 0116 2835821
OR 0802 213740 MOBILE - ANYTIME

P&P @ £2 per order

M ADISOUND

PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
1,......•e••••e>ne

r.

seas

e.

Q Solen Inductors
Cfiateaurou.uoly

C

/en • ‘'\ Skaaning
Loudspeakers

?•lefECLIRSE.
CVNAUDIO'
TE04.01.043r UNLIMITED

DEPLEM

Cambridge CB1 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

Buy-Sell-Trade
Clean, Tested, Guaranteed
High End & Vintage Audio
Equipment, Manuals, Parts - Since 1979
Featuring products from: Accuphase, Accurus,
AR, Adcom, Air Tight, Altec, Apogee, Aragon,
Audio Alchemy, Audio Control, AudioQuest, Audio
Research, B&K, B&W, CAL, Cardas, Carver,
Cary, Classe, conrad-johnson, Counterpoint,
Crown, dbx, Dahiquist, Denon, Dunlavy, Duntech,

ACOUSTIC PANELS

FUCAL

Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk

SLEDGEHAMMER

Dynaco,

Fairchild,

Fisher, Golden Tube,

HK,

Hafler, Heath, Infinity, JBL, Jensen, Joseph
Audio, KEF, Klipsch, Krell, Levinson, Lexicon,
Magnepan,
Magnum-Dynalab,
Marantz,
Martin- Logan, McIntosh, Mesa, Perreaux, Phase
Linear, Platinum, PS Audio, Proac, Proceed,
Quad, Rote), Rowland, Sequerra, Spectral,
SOTA, Soundcraftsman,
Sound- Lab, Stax:
Sunfire, Tandberg, Tannoy, Theta, Thiel, VAC,
VTL, VPI, Vandersteen, Velodyne, Wadia,
Western- Electric,

S END $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH V ISA OR M ASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
1
I

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 4-4283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
machsoundees.com
Web Page: http:NeanvAtis.comimadisound

Wilson &

many

more.

AUDIO CLASSICS
Liunited

FREE condensed catalogue!
8.X.M-5PM FT M- F

607-865-7200

Fax: 0o -86s- -222
www.audioclassics.com
3+ 1Iardiner Place. Post Office Box

\Valti in. NY I385() 17sA

Ill'N.

RIVERSIDE HIFI
Ex Demonstration + part exchange equipment to clear
WAS
ARCAM DELTA 290
500
AUDIO ALCHEMY V1 1
400
KOETSU RED (6MONTHS USE)
1550
MICHELL GYRONC ( BRONZE)
905
MICHELL ISO
429
MICROMEGA VARIO DAC
699
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 205E ( R/WOOD)
2400
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 12 BLK
1000
MONITOR AUDIO MA 208
799
MONITOR AUDIO 900 PMC ( CHERRY)
899
PROJECT 6INC ORTOFON
450
0E0 DIGIT PLUS DAC
139
QUAD 34. FM4 y306 ySTAND
1295
REL STUDIO ( OAK)
3000
ROTEL RDP/RDD 980
900
SME IV
939
SONY MD5 302 MINI DISC
499
TOL STUDIO 1M 1STAND (BLACK)
999
THORENS TO 316
250
P = PART EXCHANGED 0 = DEMO STOCK
TEL ( 0181)892 7613

NOW
399 ( D)
349 ( D)
1299 ( D)
729 ( D)
329 ( 0)
299 ( P)
2100 ( 0)
875 ( D)
475 (P)
549 ( P)
389 ( D)
85 ( D)
649 ( P)
2500 ( D)
775 ( D)
795 ( D)
325 ( D)
875 ( El)
175 ( P)

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST TWICKENHAM FAX (
0181)892 774
MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

M/1
/
4
90A°

,e,k/ATAy¡oesh,-;4,tzes,

DESIGN d
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES,
PENFOLD LANE. COINER
GREEN, BUCKS. 111,15 6XR
(01494) 7140588 FAX

classified
DIO
ILLUSION

VISA

Vintage Audio (,)

VALVES VALVES VALVES
WE ARE ONE OF THE LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

23 Langley Broom

VALVES IN ENGLAND.

I . angles. Berkshire SI 3 BNB
IEL: 1111753 542761: Fax: 1017531 772532
Iliam-tipin Monday - Saturday

WE HAVE OVER 1.000.000 VALVES IN STOCK
AND ALL FROM ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS.

•Mail Order Service • Export Facilities •
Ti.VD CD100 Series 3CD Player with HDCD

Ex Demo

I
heta Cobalt 307 DAC

Ex Demo
Ex Demo
As New

.3udio Alchemy DDE V 1.1 DAC
Sony CDP X339ES • Sony's Hi- End CD Player it Rem. Vol
Theta TLC + PSU works with most DACs but amazing sound when
partnered with Cobalt 307
"sodio Reasearch LS3B Balanced Line Preamp
Counterpoint SA 3.1 Tube Preamp MM/MC
Itensen B100 Beat Imergrated Amplifier 60,,
I
Xinsen DMIO Intergrated Amplifier 70w
Townsend Elite Rock Turntable complete with optional upgraded Merlin

EXAMPLE "GEC - KT66 GREY GLASS £65. OR

£230

£1
-5

Ex Demo
S/Hand I
mint)
Ex Demo

£2250 £ 1.3o3
£5 ,)5
£600 £425

"STC/GEC - GOLD PIN KT88 £95. " MULLARD EL34 £ 30. MULLARD " ECC83 £ 10

Ex Demo

£1300 £ 875

As New

£59s
£ 3000

£ 235u

Ex Demo
Ex Demo

£500
£650

New

£100

£ 75

X1- 1911i 2- was % clued Bookshelf Monitor
X1-290 2- way Audiophile Compact Monitor
2-xay. 4- driver symmetrical Bipolar Radiator

Ex Demo
Ex Demo
Ex Demo

£300
£400

£ 185
£250

£800

£525

XI- 890i 2- way. 4- driver symmetrical Bipolar Radiator
X1-10901 2- way. 4- driver symmetrical Bipolar Radiator

Ex Demo

£1000 £675
£1300 £950

eg. I.inn. PT. Roksan. etc i

X15 si 2- way, 4-driver fully symmetrical Bipolar Radiator
X1BS the World's smallest smmetical Bipolar Radiator
includes matching stands - superb sound

Ex Demo
Ex Demo

t

£2000 £ 1495

Ex Demo

£400

£ 285

Ex Demo

£575

£ 395

BPS- 150 Active 150,, Bipolar Subwoofer
Ex Demo
SD Acoustics SD2 Loudspeaker, supplied with Origin Live Tripod Stands -

£800

£499

BPS- 100 Active 100x Bipolar Subwoofer

olly price to clear
S/Hand Oise)
Xlagneplaner MG 1.4 Ribbon Loudspeakers - these were good value £ 1100
new. MI if Itell you these arc finished with oak frames and oatmeal cloth
f.,, tlql- what are pin
t--,'
S/Hand , mlal

£249

t ' I11,

t

ADVERTISERS INDEX
68
94
6,72
88
108
34
102
52
58
30
76
66
48
66
88
110
90
94
114
114
20
114
18
100
114
114
OBC
IBC

WE ARE CHEAPER THAN ANYBODY ELSE FOR

Ex Demo

S/Hand ( mint)

\wage ,-

SUCH AS " MULLARD. GEC. RCA. GE. JAN"

£ 2' 15

(Traham 15T State of An unipisot Tonearm • the best arm lie heard!
leo hours use only- my own arm supplied boxed
Vudio Alchemy VAC in the Box Phono Stage including
upgraded Power Supply PS3
ortofon MC 2000 Mk 11 MC Cartridge - superb. under 10 hours use by us
Vuditimeca Record Clamp will fit all decks with standard spindle

SALL
£2000 £ 1495
£700 £ 4,5
£400 £ 273
£800

Power Supply. Excalihur Arm with damping trough and fitted with
.Xudio Technica ATF5 MC Cartridge

A&R CAMBRIDGE
A.V.I. INTERNATIONAL
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
ACOUSTIC ARTS
AUDIO ARTS
AUDIO CONSULTANTS
AUDIO FREAKS
AUDIO ILLUSION
AUDIO MASTER
AUDIO NOTE
AUDIO SYNTHESIS
CADENCE
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
CHORD CO. THE
CONNECTIONS 90
DEFINITIVE AUDIO
G.T. AUDIO
HARBERH
HEATHERDALE
HYNES ACOUSTIC
JAMO
JEM
KEF
LISTENING ROOMS, THE
LORICRAFT
MIDLAND RADIO
MONITOR AUDIO
MUSICAL FIDELITY

The

MUSICAL IMAGES
74.96
N.A.D. MARKETING
42
NAIM
14,15
NEAT ACOUSTICS
56
OPAL DESIGN
58
ORTOFON
66,77.88
OXFORD AUDIO
104
PAPWORTH AUDIO
102
PATH GROUP
IFC
PINEWOOD MUSIC
104
PM COMPONENTS
72
RADLETT AUDIO
100
RIVERSIDE
60
RIGHT NOTE. THE
102
ROGERS
10
ROKSAN
22
RON SMITH AERIALS
76
SOUND BY DESIGN
90
8
SHARP
SOUND CONNECTIONS
90
9
SPECTRA
THE SOUND ORGANISATION 112
TRILOGY
52
UK DISTRIBUTION
38.56
VAN-DEN-HUL
44
WILSON BENESCH
40
WILSON STEREO LIBRARY
106

WE ALREADY SUPPLY MANY VALVE DEALERS
IN " I-1K - SO WHY NOT BUY DIRECT FROM US
WE CAN SUPPLY ANY VALVE YOU WANT FROM
STOCK INCLUDING BALLOON SHAPE TYRES
WE ARE WAITING FOR YOUR CALL
TELEPHONE OR FAX US ON ( 44) 1189 451 737
NOTE: TERMS OF TRADE
ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE FOR ENGLAND
GOODS ARE SHIPPED SAME DAY BY POST
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE IS £ 100 PAYMENT
CAN BE MADE BY CREDIT CARD OR CHEQUE
GOODS ARE TESTED PRIOR TO DESPATCH
VINTAGE AUDIO 850 OXFORD RI) READING UK

SERIOUS KIT NORTH
DEMONSTRATING
ALL AUDIO NOTE PRODUCTS
MEISHU/CONQUEST/OTO
QUEST/DAC 1, 2 & 3
RING NOW TO BOOK YOUR
ENTRY TO HI-FIDELITY HEAVEN
PHILIP DONALDSON
PROPRIETOR
APPOINTED AGENT
FOR SUGDEN,
PROAC, HARBETH,
AUDIO NOTE,
TARGET, TRICHORD,
ETC ETC

OPEN
10AM - 9PM
CLOSED SUNDAY
PHONE
0161 793 6742
0402 367843

AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL LTD
P.O. Box 303, Chobham,
Surrey, GU24 8YP
Tel: 01276 855578, 855530
Fax: 01276 855580

‘l)
Analogue Productions and RTI have acquired the spec- \‘'t
tacular Wilson Audio Custom Tube Mastering facility.
N3
The lacquer for each Analogue Productions Revival
•
Series LP was cut by Stan Ricker using the new
'AcousTech' mastering system, recently installed at
RTI's production facility in Camarillo, California. With one of the world's finest plating and pressing facilities located in-house, the lacquer was processed within minutes of being cut, before any degradation to the delicate grooves could occur. Test
pressings, gernerated immediately following the plating process, were meticulously
inspected visually, and carefully auditioned, before the stamper was approved for use in
alimited production run of records. Each LP is mastered from the original mastertapes onto
HQ 150gm Virgin Vinyl, and are only £ 17.50 each!!!

Aeons

For our huge catalogue and gloss monthly updates send us £3 and you will join
our world wide database and receive a
£3 refund coupon off of you first order.
For the UK's best selection
call Audiophile International Ltd.

NI

evival Sere<

ART PEPPER

So In Love.
NEW
YORN
ALBUM
our De Force

ART PEPPER:

New York Album.

Sidney Maiden:
Trouble An Blues

Songs include: "A Night In Tunisia",
"Lover Man", "Straight", "No Chaser
(alternate take)", "Duo Blues", and "My
Friend John". An exceptional quartet
date from '79, with Pepper having just
established what became a regular
working relationship with pianist George
Cables, who plays with passion and conviction. He hadn't yet hired abassist and
drummer, so for the occasion Charlie
Haden and Billy Higgins were used.
Pepper was certainly inspired by what
they contributed; his alto sax solos are
intense and often jubilant.
HO 1509m LP AAPR 3012 £ 17.50
HO CD
CAPA 3012 £ 15.00

HO LP AAPR 3011

Of the new releases issued
under Art Pepper's name in
1980, 'So In Love' was overall
the finest. The altoist stretches out here on a program of
standards and blues, backed
by alternating rhythm sections from the East
and West Coasts. Pianist Hank Jones is all one
ould ask for in accompanist, and his aching
solo on "Diane" sustains perfectly the restive
mood of Pepper's opening choruses. Overall
the West Coast team (pianist George Cables
whose great rapport with Pepper is unmatched,
along with jazz legends Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins) powers the music along with great
care and economy. Pepper had climbed to such
a plateau of individuality that he seems often
here to be drawing his unconscious influences
into the light and remembering what is was he
loved about them in the first place. On aleisurely "Stardust", he daffodils his sentiments with
the grace and cunning of a Lester
Young. The title track, a Cole
Porter waltz that agitates into a
collective improvisation by its
climax, offers the best illustration of the wondrous use
Pepper makes of Coltrane. It
isn't in this case a matter of piling up chords or of playing more
notes, but rather of drawing on
extreme registers of the horn to
express more conflicting emotions, to reach deeper and higher recesses of
the viscera and the psyche.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3013
£ 17.50
HO CD
CAPA 3013
£ 15.00

ELLA FITZGERALD & JOE
PASS

Fizgerald &

Pass... Again.
With just the bare , Igs as
accompaniment. Ella performs
a series of intimate duets with
Joe Pass.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3007
£17.50

Clark Terry, Freddie
Hubbard, Dizzy Gilespie
+Oscar Peterson. The
Alternate Blues
HQ LP AAPR 3010

The Tony Bennett & Bill
Evans Album.
HO LP AAPR 3004

ore Bounce IA,
HQ LP AAPR
ART PEPPER

The Intimate Art Pepper.
In 1979, Art Pepper was recorded at two
sessions that, up until now, have yielded
two fine albums, 'So In Love' and 'The
New York Album'. There was more first-il'
rate material recorded ir those two sessions than would fit on two LPs, so difficult choices had to be made as to what
material not to inc'ude in the albums
released a: the time. Those
choices were not necessarily
made on the basis of the quality
of the performances, but with
respect to such considerations
as length and congruence of
repertoire within an album.
These rare recordings, which
feature
primarily
material
recorded in connection with
the ' So In Love' session, but
which also include a beautiful
rendition of Jerone Kern's "Yesterdays",
with Hank Jones. Ron Carter and Al
Foster. showcase Art in solo and trio
(clarinet, bass and drums) treatments of
jazz standards. There are also quartet
performances (with George Cables,
Charlie Haden
and
Billy
Higgins)
of
material from
Pepper's
repertoire.
Analogue
Productions
has been able
to
release
this material
for the first time in album
form, and much of it, for the first time in
any form.
HQ 1509m LP AAPR 3014 £ 17.50

HO CD

CAPA 3014

THElpirdious

Thelomous Monk:
Thelonious in Action
HQ LP

AAPR 3002

£ 15.00

Also Available Exclusively From Audiophile International Ltd.
JIMMY ROGERS Blue Bird

NANCY BRYAN: Lay Me Down.
Jimmy Rogers, one of the three founders of
Muddy Waters' first and greatest band and
also a Chicago blues giant in his own right,
performs the finest marriage of blues and
audiophile sonics ever ! Mastered by Doug
Sax, this is a blues classic, if you are going
to buy ablues LP this year this is the one to
have.
Accolades include;

AAPO 2001 (180gm HO LP)

CAPO 2001 (HO Aluminium CO)

£25
£15

'Hall Of Fame Inductee', ' Living Blues
Magazine 1995 Blues Artist Of The Year',
'W.C. Handy Award Winner 1995
Traditional Blues Album Of The Year'.

Analogue Productions proudly brings you " Lay
Me Down". Alternative rock/folk/pop diva Nancy
Bryan's stunning debut album of original songs
touching on a variety of emotions from apocalyptic visions and the struggle of inner soul to
sensitively spun tales of love spinning out of
control. Nancy has been likened to Joni Mitchell
and Sarah McLachlan - but with and edge.
Lay Me Down features an all-star group of
AA
Ap
P0
02
20
%02
2
musicians who have played with some of this c
£25
centuries
greatest.
Artists
include
¡H180°AgmiumHiOniuLmP)CD)
£15
producer/guitarist John Koening, bassist Dan
Schwartz, (Tuesday Music Club, Linda Perry, Sheryl Crow and
more), Jimmy Johnson (James Taylor and more) Jerry Scheff ( Elvis Costello, Roy
Orbison, Elvis Presley and more), drummers Burleigh Drummond (Ambrosia) and Peter
Erskine (Weather Report, Steely Dan and More).

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND®
The best speaker supports in the

world.

State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate,
supremely rigid and totally stable.

14

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: BZUMM Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with athoroughbred
you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Sopen
Thanks for sending ene the gildh for my Garrard 401. IMist C011fi'SS. that Iwas abit
sceptical about it. wizen Iordered one - after all, Ibought it. without the possibility of
listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. Dien ,is no rumbling.
instead deep, deep bass and an authority. Inever heard before from Illy rel'OrdS. And
believe me. Itried some of the best turntables around ( Linn LI' 12. Roksan Xerxes).
Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace my order fin- it. I
will do so without being abit sceptical. Thanks again for amarvellous piece of art.
Ju
MR TEILINGER - . 11 ST141.1

Iteedare 44e94 late et dietedamed

THE GLASSMATO
The finest platter mat in the world.
1 1

The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR GARRARD 3011401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY
Piio.vE NO W FOR A 110.11E TRL1L OF THE BEST TURNTABLE DRIVE SYSTEM EVER
THE GREEN MONSTER SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® FOR THE THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME 'GARRARD 301 AND 401 CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE
GOLD PHONOS ( PAIR) • GOLD BANANA PLUGS ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE BIG FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE CD FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE SHEET ( 6-x6 -1
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • SME GOLD PHONO TO PHONO CONVERSION KIT 3009 ETC
WE OFFER ; 1FI 1.1..110.VE) Il. ( L'A GI ..
1R.I.Y1FE ii \ DT(.0111>FETTI.)' DELIGHTED

FOR INFORMATION, SALES OR DEMONSTRATIONS, SPEAK TO PETER SOPER

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
TEL: 01525 384174
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Classic jazz recordings of the
1950s, 1960s and 1970s live
again on LP, thanks to a
European revival of audiophile
vinyl reissues

H

department at Germany's ZYX record
label. When he began planning a reissue
program of high quality vinyl, Hammelink
concluded that the best recordings would
be trios and quartets: ' Frankly said, the
less musicians the better.'
JMO's albums are half-speed mastered
releases on 180g vinyl. The first two were
both Riverside LPs: Charlie Byrd's Byrd
at the Gate [
RLP 9467] and Wes
Montgomery's Movin' Along [
RLP 9342].
Planned future releases include Coleman
Hawkins's The Hawk Flies High [
Riverside
RLP 253].
JMO is just the high- quality tip of a
veritable iceberg of jazz vinyl floating over
from the continent. Kai Seemann of
Speaker's Corner, the German firm
responsible for some fine Decca classical
reissues [
HFNIRR, June ' 95] is branching
out into jazz with vintage Verve releases.
Kai's approach is almost the opposite of
JMO's. Instead of concentrating on trios
and quartets, he has gone for big band
jazz, drawing on his experience of

Record Service). Mainly devoted to
reissues of classical recordings from the
Telefunken catalogue, ARS is also now
releasing RCA material, including atrio of
Henry Mancini soundtracks. The Mancini
material inhabits the fringes of jazz, but
there is considerable overlap, both in
terms of Mancini's style and the
outstanding jazz instrumentalist who
played on these sessions (the famous sax
solo on 'The Pink Panther', for instance,
is by Plas Johnson). Neither The Pink
Panther nor the Oscar-winning Breakfast
At Tiffany's were available for review, so
it's impossible to recommend these. But
the third Mancini, Hatari, is awinner. If
you've never bought a record with a
charging rhinoceros on the cover before,
then this is the one to start with.
Great jazz players grace the sessions
here in abundance: Bud Shank, Red
Callender, Laurindo Almeida, Shelley
Manne, Larry Bunker, Milt Holland.
Among the tracks featured are ' Baby
Elephant Walk,' which has since become
a standard, and the stunning ' Sounds of
Hatari'.
Some of the other tracks here, like the
loathsome `Just for Tonight', go plunging
down the cheesy easy listening route (if
you really want to pursue this path, let me
recommend Bert Kaempfert's Swinging
Safari — superb sound on the original
1965 German Polydor pressing [237
584] but, believe me, your soul is in
peril with stuff like this).

aving covered the burgeoning jazz
vinyl reissue scene once before in
these pages [
HFNIRR, Oct, ' 95]
I'm delighted to report there is a new
flood (or anyhow, asteady trickle) of high
remastering orchestral material for the
quality
product
from
Europe,
Deccas. Among his first efforts is Ella
predominantly Germany.
Fitzgerald and Count Basie's On the
Best of all, this new material is being
Sunny Side of the Street [
MG V6-4061]
imported by acunning entrepreneur who
with arrangements by Quincy Jones. This
has slashed the prices from £25 to £20.
has splendid sound and offers tracks like
Pride of place must go to the JMO
'Honeysuckle
Rose'
and ' Ain't
release of Miles Davis's 1956 Prestige
Misbehavin"; songs written by and once
masterpiece Relaxin' [
P7129].
This features arguably Miles's
RELAXIN' WITH
greatest quintet ( with John
THE MILES DAVIS QUINTET
Coltrane on tenor sax, Red
The man bringing all of these
Garland on piano, bassist Paul
albums, and more, into Britain at
Chambers and drummer Philly Joe
the unprecedented price of £ 20 is
PRESTIGE 7129
Jones). To the best of my
the iconoclastic Steve Carr of
knowledge, the only other
Vivante London. With standard
audiophile LP release from these
CDs commonly selling for £ 15 this
classic sessions is the Analogue
makes audiophile vinyl almost
Productions Cookin' [
APJ 021]; a
competitive.
111111
,7":, :'
great sounding record, but the
Best of all, perhaps, Carr is also
cover art was butchered.
importing jazz LPs on standard, nonIn contrast, Relaxin' is a
trainspotter, vinyl. The gem amongst
beautiful package. JMO (it stands
these must be another Miles Davis: a
for Jazz Mail Order) has not only
Dutch reissue of the 1970 Bitches
painstakingly reproduced the
Brew [
Columbia 66236], an album
sleeve, it has also used full acolour
which broke down the barriers
reproduction of an old Prestige
between jazz and electronic rock to
label on the record itself.
greater effect than anything before or
I compared Relaxin' to a
since. This double album features
previous vinyl edition, in this case
Wayne Shorter, Chick Corea, John
Now on audiophile vinyl: 1956 masterpieces from Miles
the French Carrere (Fantasy) reissue [CA
McLaughlin and Joe Zawinul. It is
271 68.311] loaned to me by the Editor
available again with its full original
from his extensive ( some would say
performed with such elliptical beauty by
gatefold sleeve.
dangerously extensive) archives.
Fats Waller. Here they get the big band
This is standard modern vinyl, waferThis 1970s French reissue was fairly
embalming treatment. Ithink both Ella
thin, but it is a good clean pressing, free
free of surface noise but had a muddy
and Basie were long past their raw,
from surface noise, and sounds fine. At
bass and atangled, confused piano sound
energetic best by the time of this 1963
£15 it's competitive with CD issues. If
and overall had a sort of thin raspy,
recording, and the results are too middle
you've been waiting to acquire this jazz
quality. The JMO reissue, I'm pleased to
of the road. Far better, to my mind, is
landmark on vinyl you no longer need to
report, was altogether more lifelike. It had
Gerry Mulligan's Concert Jazz Band [
MG
track down a decent second hand copy.
a far more powerful, cleancut and
V6-8388] which is affecting and bluesy.
Snap this Dutch reissue up.
substantial bass and was generally deeper,
Cool jazz from 1960 featuring Zoot Sims,
Andrew Cartrnel
more accurate tonally, and possessed far
Bob Brookmeyer and Buddy Clark, which
superior separation and definition of
Ihighly recommend. Also available is
SUPPLIER
instruments, with a slow-dying acoustic
Stan Gem and Charlie Byrd's Jazz Samba
Vivante London
that allows you to savour the music.
[MG V6-8432].
74 Heathfield North
JMO is masterminded by Steve
Twickenham TW2 7QW
Yet another German firm producing
(0181) 891 4195.
Hamelink, manager of the jazz
audiophile vinyl is ARS ( Audiophile
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The

science applied to every aspect of this system means that music is reproduced with no loss of.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most
EIO integrated amplifier. E50 stereo FM tuner.E60 compact disc player. l'or the name of the hi-fi dealer nearest you, contact Musical Fidelity on 0181 900 2866.

NATURE'S GREATEST SOUND EFFECT
beauty is in the ear of the listener. .
soft Illgeet, loud and glorious.
Nothing sounds as good — or looks better than
Series 700 PMC.

